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Abstract
The inter-Korean border is often considered to be purely a politico-militaristic problem which renders the space of the border static, homogeneous, and empty of human habitation. However, a closer
examination reveals a highly dynamic border full of discrepancies which is, in fact, inhabited by
people from both sides of North and South Korea. The 65 years of military division has, despite the
ongoing hostility, spawned distinctive forms of architecture and village planning in the South Korean
borderlands called the frontier village. Constructed within visible proximity from North Korea, the
frontier villages have become an image of the state, portraying South Korea’s political aspirations
across the length of its border. This dissertation examines how the frontier village is used by the state
and at the same time by the villagers as a critical instrument to achieve, administer and negotiate
certain outcomes.
The research focuses on the frontier villages in South Korea’s Cheorwon county since their creation
after the Korean War until the last year of their construction in 1979, and in further villager initiatives
since. As the region has experienced a territorial shift from North to South, it is particularly informative for frontier dynamics. The first half of the dissertation looks at the nature of borders, borderlands
and the South Korean frontier in general, while the second half of the research examines the frontier
village’s complex role in South Korea. On the one hand, it explores how the state used the frontier
village to facilitate political and territorial objectives, and, on the other, how the villagers used it as
a platform for their struggle against the authoritarian vision by developing, augmenting, and enhancing their houses and spaces around them in their everyday life.

For subokmin, and those affected by the division
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A Note on Korean Language Convention
Norms of translating Korean language are not firmly established, norms have changed over the years
and, to top it all, translation systems are also influenced by politics and ideology. Indeed, the two
Koreas continue to use distinct systems of Romanisation, although the South’s current official translation system is more actively promoted.
In order to accommodate readers unfamiliar with Korean, the dissertation adopts the Revised
Romanisation of the Korean system. Compared to the McCune-Reischauer Romanisation system
that is tended to be practiced more widely, the Revised Romanisation of Korean system’s hyphenated portmanteau words or hyphenated administrative designations makes it particularly difficult
to follow for those not familiar with Korea. In South Korea, after all, the McCune-Reischauer was
officially replaced by the Revised Romanisation of Korean system in 2000.
In case of geographical names, the dissertation uses the generally received transliteration for the
capital cities: Pyongyang and Seoul. The transliteration of individual names follows English usage
– with the given name first followed by the last name – except for the already well-known and used
names, for example, Park Chung Hee, whose last names comes in front. Needless to say, many of the
choices made are arbitrary and imperfect by nature.
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CHAPTER 1

General Introduction:
‘Life on the Lines’

‘Erasure’ and ‘spatial annihilation’ are common tropes used to describe the radical transformation of
the Korean landscape after the Korean War.1 For its long continued spatial division symbolised by
the Demilitarised Zone (DMZ), heavy presence of military and war time ruins, the Korean border
represents the site of lingering war traumas and national antagonism which is often referred to as
one of the ‘last relics of the Cold War’.2 The DMZ, as an outcome of the Korean War Armistice, is a
4-kilometre-wide and 250-kilometre-long swathe of no-man’s land cutting across the entire Korean
peninsula, affecting so many lives that can be traced to the final days of World War II.3 The abrupt
decision to divide Korea endures to this day, affecting millions of its inhabitants who were separated
arbitrarily.4 Because the Korean War Armistice was only signed between the United States, China,
North Korea but never involving South Korea, the Korean people are exposed perpetually to a highly
volatile condition of a temporary cease-fire. Paradoxically, the precarious nature of this division has
forced the DMZ into being one of the most heavily fortified borders in the world, and in so doing, has
restricted its agenda to either political or militaristic problems.5
1 K. Jung 2017; E. Park 2017; Foley and Lennon 1996
2 Kraythammer 2017
3 A war that killed as many as four million Koreans, two thirds of whom were civilians. Cumings 1981; 1984; 1997
4 At the time of the country’s division, there were some 1.2 million South Koreans with immediate family members north of
the border. If the second and third generations are added, the total reaches nearly eight million people who are affected by the
division either physically or mentally. S. Y. Kim 2014: 178; J. O. Kim 2001
5 Amongst many, see M. B. Ryoo 2009; J. W. Kim 2007; P. Kim 2013; J. M. Suh 2015
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Clearly, there has been a proliferation of Korean studies that examine the border from a geo-political,
military perspective, and more recently, from an ecological angle that represents the border as a
unique nature reserve removed from human access.6 The cumulative effect is a tendency to portray
the space of the inter-Korean border and its borderlands as being in stasis: hegemonic, highly rigid,
well-defined, reductive and devoid of differences. This, however, is far from being true.
Borders, according to David Newman, often persist even long after the particular circumstances
which led to their emergence have been superseded.7 In the case of the two Koreas, where there is
an ongoing hostility to one another, the border creates particular spatial effects on nearby regions
by shaping physical and social landscapes. In so far as the North has a considerable impact on the
spatial organisation of the South, the inter-Korean border is a spatial interface.8 The border has indeed undergone significant spatial changes, at least on the South Korean side, since its delineation
in 1953. Different border zones such as the Military Installation Protection Zone and the Civilian
Control Zone (CCZ) have appeared through the drawing of various lines and limits over time; even
the area of the DMZ has decreased by almost half of its original size due to the advancement of each
side’s fences.9 On the northern side of the border, Kaesong Industrial Complex and Kumgang Tourist
Zone, the two emblematic infrastructures of inter-Korean collaboration, have proved to be as much a
site of encounter as an arena for competing discourses over legitimacy and identity.10
Contrary to the often invoked images of the DMZ as some kind of impenetrable and static military border,11 it turns out to be anything but fixed. Rather, it is highly dynamic and complex in its
structure and character. Nonetheless, what truly makes the border particularly interesting is the
surprisingly large number of people who inhabit the South Korean borderlands. In the 3rd National
Land Development Plan in 1992, South Korean planning authorities officially designated a ‘Border
Area’ (jup-kyung-ji-yuk) made up of fifteen municipalities (five cities and ten counties) that is home
to over 2,670,000 people (Figure 1.1).12 An examination of the South Korean borderlands reveals
a small but particularly interesting group of people who literally ‘lives on the lines’.13 By the Han
River Estuary, where the two states share equal dominion and exercise their rights jointly along the
river, local South Korean fishermen make their living by exploiting the legal condition of the condominium, taking care not to go over the imaginary border set over the river. Further out to the West
Coast, there are five islands (Paengyong-do, Taechong-do, Sochong-do, Yonpyong-do, and U-do)
home to a fishing community of around 9,000 people and an estimated 4,000 soldiers, surrounded by
the grey waters of ambiguous territories where North and South Korea both claim ownership over
the unsettled maritime borders.
6 In 2011, South Korean government made a submission to the UNESCO nominating the DMZ as an international biosphere
reserve. Ministry of Environment 2011. Also see, amongst many H. C. Sung 2007; Thomas 2009; Brady 2008; S. B. Lee, P. J.
Lee and B. I. Lee 2008
7 Newman 2006
8 Gelézeau 2013: 16
9 Green Korea 2013
10 C. J. Park 2013: 34-67
11 A nespaper article ‘DMZ pundan hyonjang-ul gada’ from Joongang-Ilbo highlights both sides’ military security on a highalert 24/7 to achieve ‘water-tight’ surveillance and security all across the border region. J. B. Shin 2010
12 Korea DMZ Council 2011; Korean Statistical Information Service 2013
13 Gelézeau 2013: 13-33
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In addition to the Taesong-dong Freedom Village inside the DMZ,14 there are further seven villages remaining within the CCZ referred to as the ‘frontier villages’ (minbukmaeul) currently occupied by approximately 2,000 residents. The frontier village refers to a set of villages constructed inside the CCZ
as part of the South Korean state initiative to populate the empty, war-torn border following the Korean
War. The first of its kind was officially founded in April 1956; the number quickly grew to reach 112
villages by 1985, mostly in sizes of 60-150 households, with a total of approximately 40,000 villagers.15 Currently, however, only eight of them are officially referred to as frontier villages, with populations of 168 in Taesong-dong Freedom Village (or DMZ Village); 465 in Baekyeon-ri Unification
Village; 155 in Dongpa-ri; 70 in hwengsan-ri; 584 in Mahyeon-1-ri and Mahyeon-2-ri (from here on
Mahyeon-ri); 122 in Yugok-ri (Unification Village); 266in Jungyeon-ri; and 143 in Igil-ri.16
Even though the official count of the frontier villages has decreased significantly since 1993 – due
to the state’s decision to gradually reduce the area of the CCZ – the villages have not disappeared
physically. Although they may now lie outside the CCZ, the villages are still inhabited by many of
its first-generation settlers, with ongoing legal disputes over ownership of the land, and restrictions
regarding construction and development.17 It therefore comes as a surprise to see how the villages
have persevered through the vulnerable conditions and the ongoing military tension presented by
the border, when the more grandiose inter-Korean border projects such as the Kaesong Industrial
Complex and the Kumgang Tourist Zone failed to withstand the vacillating geo-political relations.18
Occupied by people from different regions of North and South Korea with diverse backgrounds,
some military and some civilian, the frontier villages, and thus the border, are in fact where a mixture
of different groups of people is found. While the number is relatively small, it is important to study
them because these villages are located in a significantly volatile and highly contested part of the
world occupied by a mixture of population, some of whom have come to experience both the North
and South Korean regimes.
With such a high population in the South Korean borderlands, the particularities of Korean border
society become an integral part of the analysis should one wish to better understand this complex
border. It suggests a need to break from the conventional focus on the border as explicit sites of devastation, war time relics and contested political histories, to all that is still there and the significance
this has for the people who call it their home. The dissertation, therefore, begins with the question:
why is so much still there? This question resonates throughout this research, which forms an exploration of spatial transformation and resilience at the South Korean frontier. It centres on the spatial
phenomenon of the frontier village in the South Korean side of the border, which still continues to
function with many of its initial characteristics intact.
14 According to one North Korean defector there are series of villages scattered across the North Korean border whose residents
undergo regular military training, though exact numbers are unknown.. S. I. Jeon and J. K. Lee 2013: 55-56
15 E. J. Park 2013: 24-30
16 Korean Statistical Information Service 2013; Personal Survey between 2015-2018.
17 During the personal survey (2015-2017) of 19 villages that are no longer referred to as frontier villages, the residents commented that many of the restrictions and problems remain. One exception the residents felt quite clearly was lifting of the mobility restriction.
18 The two border infrastructures are an outcome of the North and South Korean collaboration following the June 2000 summit
meeting between North and South Korean leaders. Their operation, at times of politico-military tension, was restricted and have
not re-opened since 2016.
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1.1 The Missing Picture: Territorial Trap of the DMZ
In an exhibition ‘Inside the DMZ: An Exhibition Commemorating the Sixtieth Anniversary of the
Korean War’ held from May to November 2010 in Seoul, hung an enormous photograph depicting a
North Korean family trying to cross the 38th parallel (Figure 1.2). It captured a moment when a US
soldier stopped them at the border separated by signage in both English and Russian. Such images of
arrival were presented with a series of dramatic narratives of subjugated people escaping an eschatologically-doomed land that could only be saved by the South’s humanitarianism.19 It depicted stories
of natives returning to their former homeland after the War and North Koreans who arrived by foot,
on boats or in military trucks due to expulsions, escape spurred by the War or as volunteers with high
hopes of starting a new life. It presented stories of those who had crossed the border in highly dramatic ways – defectors, spies, political emissaries and separated family members (Figures 1.3–1.5).
These fetishised moments of arrival, however, cut the story short. They tell us how the refugees
crossed the border, but never what happened afterwards. These photographs suggest that throughout
the Korean War the refugees were in constant flight. But what happened when they stopped and
where did they settle? Why did they end up returning to the border? What kinds of lives were lived
in these spaces of apparent immobility?
In almost all South Korean border research, which usually exemplifies the DMZ, the theme of absence becomes most literal and most abstract. It restricts architectural concerns to the spatial and
physical boundaries, to a 4 kilometres wide by 248 kilometres long strip of no-man’s-land that separates and mediates the two Koreas. Perhaps what adds to this discomfort of the border and the
surrounding borderland is how the inter-Korean border is described, despite all these efforts, as “the
scariest place on Earth” by former U.S. president Bill Clinton. His words became a powerful rhetoric
relayed down to the South Korean public, as would those of any American politician or military
personnel exerting dominant influence over South Korea.20 Provocative descriptions of the DMZ as
one of the ‘most heavily fortified borders in the world’ or as the ‘last surviving Cold War border’,21
certainly draw national and international attention, but, at the same time, offer a half-complete perception which blinds the audience to the everyday life present in the region.
Until the early 1990s the inter-Korean border and its borderland remained relatively untouched as
an object of scholarly inquiry despite the critical attention shown to internal tensions within South
Korean society.22 In order to understand why this has been the case, we need to understand the genealogy of modern Korean studies. Modern Korean studies are said to be an outcome of the military
division,23 and thus are essentially territorial. They cover a complex series of topics such as archaeology and heritage,24 however they are mainly discussed under a more ‘important’ scholarship of
19 S. Y. Kim 2014: 105-109
20 Many guidebooks and newspapers also describe the visit to the Joint Security Area or the DMZ as one of the most dangerous
places to visit. Havely 2016
21 Korea DMZ Council 2011
22 Notably, postmodern and postcolonial critiques of culture, society and the modern nation-state to analyse its phenomena. S.
M. Kim and Y. K. Park 2010
23 See, amongst many J. W. Kim 2015; B. Y. Kim 2011; J. C. Seo 2015; M. G. Park 2014; Y. H. Kim 2015
24 I. Y. Kim and J. H. Kim 2014
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geo-politics which, according to Young-chul Jung, often endeavours to overcome or deny the two
side’s historiography and geography.25 According to Yehre Suh, the majority of interest that focuses
only on analysing state policies and formal agreements between the two nations, creates a delusion
of what is considered ‘real’, while in fact other palpable ‘real’ aspects are given less attention.26
Likewise, studies related to division have proceeded with an overarching objective under a firm
premise of unification as their ultimate goal and therefore they are also referred to as Unification
Studies. They confirm the geopolitical integration of the Korean peninsula as of utmost importance
– the recovery of the ‘lost land’ on the northern side of the border. The establishment of Kuk-totong-il-won or the Board of National Unification in 1969, a leading comprehensive North Korean
research institution founded by the state, was one of South Korea’s many aspirations for a territorial
unification.27
This territorial aspiration also carries a historical lineage. Since the Armistice negotiation period,
South Korean president Seungman Rhee fiercely opposed the idea of cease-fire by making a public announcement ‘Where I Stand’ burrowing Churchill’s proclamation to fight on against the Nazi
Germany.28 Even after the three parties – the United Nations Command, North Korea and China –
had signed the Armistice, Rhee refused to give in and declared ‘The fundamental aim of the Korean
nation remains for the future as it has in the past – to reclaim and redeem our provinces and our
people in the north’.29 Similarly, until 1972 the first North Korean Constitution insisted on claiming
Seoul as its capital city.30
Traditional approaches towards Korean geography consider what Gelézeau calls the ‘long partition’
as a backdrop affecting North and South Korean Societies.31 She argues, ‘In the classical paradigm,
the division between North and South Korea, internalised at all levels of the socio-spatial spheres,
acted as an essential matrix for shaping not only both societies but their narratives in the social
sciences’.32 Heavily influenced by its changing geopolitical conditions, especially in the years that
followed the Korean War, discussions of any form that thematised North Korea was strictly forbidden. After short-lived attempts of North and South Korean collaboration in the early 60s all forms of
research were soon confined to the topics that dealt solely with North Korea’s political structure, its
military situation and the international relations of the Korean conflict which remained firmly within
the boundaries of Cold War ideology.33 As a matter of fact, conducting more critical research became
almost impossible due to the prevalent anti-communist ideology that thrived on what Yu-hwan Koh
describes as ‘self-righteous posture’ that justified one’s identity by denying the other,34 or by segregationist logic which Schmitt identifies as a classification of ‘political’ as an individual category using
the idea of ‘them and us.’35 Therefore, most critical research related to the Korean division came
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

Y. C. Jung 2007
Y. Suh 2014
Here, the literal translation of Kuk’to is read as National Territory. Ibid., 309
S. Rhee 1953a
S. Rhee 1953b
Constitution of Democratic People’s Republic of Korea: Chapter IX; Article 103
Gelézeau 2010
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from those who have studied outside Korea. This included Hak-joon Kim and Dal-joong Chang, and
non-Korean nationals like Bruce Cumings and Carter Eckert who began to question the peculiarities
of Korean socio-spatial dimensions that disturb multi-scaled borders and boundaries, geographical,
national or ethnic.36 Benefitting from these fresh perspectives and the gradual democratisation of
South Korea, scholars such as Young-mi Kim, Chan-Seung Park and Taek-Lim Yoon began to expand and deepen the discourse in their analysis of rural villages as a highly political arena: revealing
that villages are not only sites of violent oppression, but also where acts of resilience and resistance
are performed by their inhabitants.37 The frontier villages, however, remained outside the scope of
analysis.
The recent proliferation of border studies that accentuate the surreality of the DMZ as an empty noman’s-land often contributes to this perception that has sustained and developed over time.38 By the
end of the second millennia, studies related to that of division received great interest from different
subject areas. The renaissance of inter-Korean studies was spurred on by the first ever inter-Korean
summit in 2000, when the leaders of the two Koreas met in Pyongyang, signalling the ‘Sunshine
era.’39 From then on, the number of research institutes and the volumes of publications that thematised inter-Korean division and unification skyrocketed.40 Naturally, since the inter-Korean summit,
the perception of the border and the borderland started to change.
The introduction of the ‘Peace Belt’ project by the Korean Research Institute for Human Settlements
in 2004 conceptualised the border as a strategic zone of cooperation, collaboration and exchange,
from what was traditionally considered as a space of surveillance and extreme security. The Peace
Belt project envisioned the border as an ‘imagined border of South Korean planning’,41 with a
crisscross of transport networks, special economic zones, and ecological sanctuaries that strongly
contrasts with the present infrastructure of the inter-Korean border (Figure 1.6). Despite its failed
attempt at realisation, the Peace Belt project can be considered as a significant milestone of what the
Sunshine era had left behind – that the DMZ no longer remains the exclusive domain of the political,
military, and economic perspective, but is now an area of interest for environmentalists, zoologists
and botanists for its biodiversity.42 Yet much of what is actually present at the border – the frontier
villages and the everyday life – still remains outside the scope of analysis. Even in times of political
engagement the border remained closed for most people, maintaining its long successful disguise as
a no-mans-land.
The division that had lasted more than sixty years had shaped quotidian practices and the narratives
of all Koreans from both sides without being able to notice its effect. They also spawned certain
forms of architecture and village planning. Young-kyu Kim, a local historian of Cheorwon, expressed
36 H. J. Kim 1975; D. J. Chang 1984; Cumings 1981; Eckert 1990
37 Y. M. Kim 2008; 2013; C. S. Park 2010; T. L. Yoon 2003
38 In ecological research, the DMZ is often referred to as the ‘no-man’s-land’. Thomas 2009; Brady 2008; H. C. Sung 2007
39 The Sunshine era is a term describing the period between 1998-2008, when South Korea’s policy towards the North sought
political cooperation over military tension
40 Between 2000 and 2005, there were over 4,500 published research paper; 1,200 books; and some 2,400 post-graduate dissertations. Y. C. Jung 2007: 316
41 Gelézeau 2013: 13
42 Gelézeau 2013
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his concern about such a perception of the region:
Since I have opened my research centre in Cheorwon, I have been approached by a countless number of individual researchers, institutions and media who all wanted to hear something unique about
the border. It is great to see a growing interest in the border region, but I am concerned that almost
all research seems so desperate to find something different or unique about this border condition that
it fails to inquire deeper into the everyday life of the people living in the frontier. With so much
focus on the border itself, everything else around it seems to get neglected.43

For Koreans and non-Koreans alike, this constraining notion of the DMZ as an empty space with a
border line through it that overwhelms the rest of the Korean borderland is taken for granted, and
the longer years of border settlement and their prevailing forms of habitation is more often left undiscussed. Scholars, too, have generally glossed over the frontier villages in their narratives, moving
directly from arrival stories to refugee success. Stories of arrival have a high value precisely because
they uphold the fiction that each situation was new, unprecedented, and the result of a temporary
crisis that was foreign and external to South Korea. In focussing on the chaos of short-term displacement, they sustain the myth of emergency. We must ask whose interests have been served by treating
refugee crises as discontinuous and disconnected episodes as ‘emergencies’. The idea of emergency
is driven by particular ways of thinking about the world, as well as distinctive moral orientations.44
Emergencies are understood as sudden, unpredictable, brief exceptions to the normal order.
The concept has its absurdities. The situation of displaced Palestinians is often still termed an emergency after more than sixty years. Similarly, over sixty years since the Korean War Armistice, South
Korea’s frontier villages and their residents are still governed under special decrees and are considered as an emergency situation. This sustained state of emergency can be seen as one which regards
human habitation as a unique, non-recurring event, linked only by the South Korean perception of
the South Korean state’s generosity and superiority over North Korea as exhibited at the ‘Inside
the DMZ’ exhibition.45 The South’s insistence on this image of refugeedom as unanticipated chaos
in turn generated, as we will see, a lot of very real chaos for refugees and continues to do so in the
frontier villages.
This dissertation offers an alternative. What happens if we see these frontier villages not as emergencies – severed from South Korea’s own history – but as deeply rooted in that history? What happens
if they are not emergencies at all? Rather than thinking of founding of the frontier villages as a new,
invention (out of no choice), the dissertation uses the long history of frontier villages – in which refugees, citizens and military are mixed together – to challenge the state’s rubric in which every conflict
was invented anew, upending the framework of emergency that is sustained at the border.

43 Interview with Y. K. Kim, Cheorwon 16 July 2015
44 Benjamin 1968; Lipschutz 2001; Katz 2016
45 S. Y. Kim 2014: 105-123
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1.2 Frontier, Ambivalence and a Modern State
As the title of this dissertation suggests, I use ‘frontier’ as a key spatial term to illustrate South
Korea’s complex, fragmented border condition where its residents are exposed to a highly volatile
condition. This condition becomes especially evident in the central border region which South Korea
officially refers to as the ‘Recovered Territory’, an area which has experienced multiple shifts of
territories between North and South Korea between 1945-1953.
First, rather than clearly embracing or excluding the people at the Recovered Territory as equal
South Korean citizens, they were referred to as subokmin – identified as a somewhat marginalised
group of population who are nonetheless included within the dominant state’s legal sphere of influence. Due to their location of residence in what used to be North Korean territory before the War,
and their history as War refugees, subokmin received both praises as well as suspicions questioning
the validity of their citizenship. And depending on inter-Korean relations, their everyday life is either
celebrated or condemned.
Second, while the South Korean state managed to slowly acquire control and establish some level of
order at the border after an incomplete jurisdictional handover from the United Nations Command
in 1954, it still remains as a contested hostile border with North Korea, tied under a rather complex Military Armistice Agreement involving the United Nations, China and North Korea but never
South Korea.46 Under this seemingly half-complete agreement, therefore, the subokmin are always
left living by the border in a position of vulnerability. Thirdly, due to the many layers of boundaries,
including the special Civilian Control Line and the Special Administrative Border Region designated
by the central government, regional administrative boundaries and local military boundaries were
drawn on top of one another but not overlapping. This created highly fragmented spaces where authorities and civilians alike both suffered and exploited the grey areas of control. In order to analyse
the South Korean situation, the definition of the frontier has to be expanded.

The South Korean Frontier Village
The proliferation of frontier settlement and migration studies that emerged in the 1970-80s often
viewed the ‘rural’ or the ‘periphery’ as an alias for the frontier.47 The overriding concern of most studies of frontier settlement (both planned and spontaneous) has been, Sewastynowicz asserts, ‘to assess
the potential of the frontier for absorbing excess and discontented elements of the rural population,
thereby raising the living standards of the impoverished masses and simultaneously alleviating the
social and economic bases of revolt’.48 In essence, not entirely indifferent to Turner’s definition of
the frontier, it was considered as a place of abundant opportunity for resettlers that served as a means
of ‘escape from the bondage of the past’.49
46
47
48
49
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The way I deploy the term ‘frontier village’ in this dissertation, however, does not point to such
a reciprocal engagement. In South Korea, the notion of the frontier has gained meaning after the
Korean War primarily as much of its borderlands and the Recovered Territory have become contested or otherwise threatening no-go zones. As a contested frontier, it makes the possibility of seeing
the region as a well-balanced place of exchange problematic. Instead, I follow Wendy Pullan, Jack
D. Forbes, and Igor Kopytoff who take into account the physical and material aspects by focussing
on its inherent qualities such as spatial ambiguity, contradiction and contestation that always imply
action.50 Wendy Pullan notes that contested frontiers, as opposed to borders, lack symmetry and
homogeneity.51 Although he considers the frontier as an area for interaction, Jack D. Forbes suggests
that it is also an arena as those who occupy the frontier think of themselves as being different from
each other.52 In a different study, but with a similar finding, in his study of African frontiers, Igor
Kopytoff identifies locally confined ‘interstitial frontiers’ that are internal to the larger regions in
which they are found.53 Correspondingly, I use the frontier to depict a highly contested place, in
which both exogenous and endogenous forces try to impose their authority, establish social order and
exercise spatial control.
My use of the term frontier village is also different from how the South Korean state officially uses
it. South Korea uses the term minbukmaeul – meaning ‘the village north of the Civilian Control Line
– which is used as a term that simply denotes its proximity to the border, specifically limited to the
boundaries within the CCZ. Hence, in official terminology, which dismisses the frontier village from
the official count as the area of the CCZ decreases, the frontier villages are portrayed as being only
a few, despite the fact that much of their spatial features and their residents are still intact. Thus, the
frontier villages as I refer to them are not restricted to those still counted as being inside the CCZ,
but also the ‘used to be’ frontier villages intentionally manipulated by the South Korean government,
still functioning under similar constraints and special security measures with their residents still
remaining vulnerable in the contested frontier.
Rather than affirming the current perception of the Korean borderland when analysed as a frontier,
qualities such as contestation, lack of planning, fragmentation, lawlessness, and contradictions that
are present at the border all become salient qualities for further study and not something to be hidden
or removed. With these examples, I argue that for Korea place or territory, and therefore their boundaries and borders, are not rigid demarcations of a portion of space. Rather, following Fabio Duarte on
territory, ‘its construction is determined by how people or social groups appropriate space at different scales with different interests and within different timeframes’.54 My use of the term, therefore, is
used in an attempt to highlight the resemblance between the dynamic nature of the frontier and how
modern South Korea is organised: characterised by order and disorder which always seem to exist
together, the dichotomous poles of ‘order’ and ‘chaos’ which Zygmunt Bauman identifies in his critical assessment of modernity. Ambivalence, as the modern human condition, according to Bauman,
50
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the constitution of modern practices whether in politics or in everyday life, are located in the effort
to ‘exterminate ambivalence’.55
As a product of modernity, dualities and ambivalence is a common characteristic found in the frontier village. Until recently, the media was forced to highlight refugees’ freedom rather than their
hardships, depicting the frontier village as a site of gracefully uninhibited opportunity provided by
the ‘benevolent’ state for the ‘heroic’ refugees.56 Often, state-distributed images of the frontier village residents posing proudly next to their ‘state of the art houses’ and rare mechanical tractors, all
provided by the state, went hand in hand with encouraging news articles of prosperity earned at the
cost of residents’ ‘grinding pain’ backed by ‘incessantly giving state’ (Figures 1.7–1.8). Such images
and texts, on the one hand, rendered the frontier village as affluent communities and yet, on the other
hand, tactfully presented the predicament of the refugees, in doing so, portraying them as being in
need. Indeed, what made their actions heroic in the first place was the harsh living conditions in the
frontier discernible even by the most unsuspecting public. This conspicuous disproportion between
the pictorial and verbal modes of signification hasn’t changed much today and we hear occasional
news stories of donations being made to the ‘amiable’ frontier village communities.57 Moreover, the
South Korean corporates like Korea Telecom deploy site-specific images of peril and hardship that
the residents go through each day as a part of commercial strategy to spectacle the viewer with the
company’s ‘good deed’ and their advanced technology – creating simulacra of the forbidden space
(Figures 1.9–1.12).
But the frontier village is not simply a space of misfortune and trauma. Neither is it a space of de-subjectivation. As I will show during the course of this dissertation, on the ground one can encounter ordinary daily routines that counter the life of being a refugee in the frontier village by adapting to and
sometimes even removing the restrictions that surround them. When looked at closely, one can also
observe how the residents have developed a unique culture, closely interwoven with the military, as
an integral part of their daily life. More often, it is subliminal and easily glossed over: a mixture of
dialects, an addition of provisional constructions or the seemingly disorderly exercise of drying harvest on neatly gridded streets in a village known as a product of high modernity. These scenes of the
everyday immediately stirred up the complex physical and emotional terrain of the frontier villages
that called for new narratives about the people who inhabit the hostile border. Taking these dichotomous conditions of order and chaos found in parallel in the frontier village as a point of enquiry, I
will examine this duality following Zygmunt Bauman’s critical assessment of modern ambivalence
to better understand this spatial phenomenon.58
However, while more recent Korean border studies have been animated by a concern to escape
the ‘territorial trap’, however, the everyday life of the people living on the frontier has not been
systematically interrogated. Instead, human presence and the spaces they create and recreate along
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the border tends to be restricted to a narration of its history or an architectural catalogue of military
infrastructures and ruins, which leaves a significant analytical blind-spot.59 This dissertation fills
this analytical gap by drawing critical attention to the everyday routines and practices that remain
largely overlooked or do not qualify as ‘special’ precisely because they are evasive and often altogether inaccessible. By focussing on the frontier villages, the dissertation attempts to bring new
factors into consideration in the study of the inter-Korean border: people, architecture and the interaction between them. These untold stories of the everyday at a hostile border are the subject of this
dissertation.

1.3 Positions: ‘Seeing Like a State’ and ‘Seeing Like Subokmin’
‘I will not lay on either side of the divided land’ states provocatively the Korean born German
Philosopher Du-yul Song, whose controversial theory brought the idea of ‘border rider’ (kyunggae-in) to the frontline of academic discussion and who was also one of the generators of this work.
Song’s theory presented particularly in his book Metamorphoses of Modernity: Reflections of a
Border Crosser between Asia and Europe places the border at the centre of modern politics together
with the figure of ‘border rider’ – neither tertius gaudens nor tertius miserabilis ostracised from both
North and South, but those in the ‘third place’ freed from the trenchant dichotomy that dominates
both Koreas.60 Following Ray Oldenburg’s idea of the third place as an anchor of community life that
facilitates creative interaction and diverse political action,61 Song boldly claims the communicative
process itself inherent to the ‘thirding’ as unification which, according to Song, is missing and prohibited.62 For Du-Yul Song, the discussion remains only as a functioning social-political structure and is
never interpreted spatially. Hence, the frontier village, despite the ‘uncertainty’ (Unschärferelation)
it possesses – being located at the disorderly frontier, existing outside the normal order and operating under the sustained state of emergency – is not included in his discussion of the ‘third place’ or
‘border rider’.63
Another important thesis for this research is Nak-chung Paik’s conceptualisation of the ‘division
system’, which claims that the two Koreas actually count on the divide to survive and justify their
legitimacy as nation-states. According to Paik, this system of division aspires to produce space, people and their governance based on oppositional forces.64 For example, people’s affiliation to the state
is defined not by what they support but by what they oppose. Ever since the Armistice in 1953, the
presence of the hostile border became the backbone of South Korean history and legitimised its very
existence by delineating and affirming, its territory, people and governance. Coupled with South
59 T. H. Lee 2012; S. I. Jeon and J. K. Lee 2013; H. Y. Lee and M. W. Kim 2013; S. H. Woo, M. H. Jung and J. H. Whang 2014;
Gyeonggi Cultural Foundation 2014
60 D. Y. Song 1990
61 N. C. Paik 2011
62 The ‘third place’ and birth of the ‘border rider’ is something that he ‘eagerly awaits’ which is yet to materialised and be practised. D. Y. Song 2017: 169-177, 371-372
63 Burrowing Werner Heisenberg’s idea of uncertainty principle, Song points out the inconsistencies of the law of the excluded
middle that states that everything is either true or false. According to Song, ability to embrace ambivalence and uncertainties are
essential for the birth of ‘border rider’. D. Y. Song 1990
64 Paik 1996, 2011
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Korea’s call for state of emergency, the existence of the border had made everything possible. From
the emergence of an authoritarian government, decades of dictatorship, top-down public policies to
education, all were excused under the ongoing state of emergency maintained by the claim to protect
and secure the fragile border.65
However, while Du-Yul Song and Nak-chung Paik’s invitations for a self-critical reflection on history are helpful in understanding how the two Koreas ‘thrive’ by division, there are certain limitations
as they do little to lift the restraints drawn upon by facile binaries, argued by Elden, that mask the
complex topographies66 which this dissertation wishes to bring forward. Both Du-yul Song’s and
Nak-Chung Paik’s theories will be discussed and challenged throughout this dissertation. While they
are very helpful in preparing the ground for understanding the systemic nature of division and its
operation, the exclusion of the frontier village from their (and the majority of scholars’) analysis
seems to suggest an undiscussed conviction of the frontier village as a space that operates strictly
under certainty and within the system of division. This lack of discussion suggests that, until now,
no meaningful effort has been made to understand the frontier village as part of the modern state’s
mechanism or even to consider it as part of the border condition.
Yet another critical perspective highly relevant to this work is promoted by an increasing number
of scholars who analyse particular state-led projects as complex spatial and political phenomena.
Choong Ro Yoon and Richard Hunt analyse a state’s mechanisms of control and transformation of
its territories by tracing the state’s reconceptualisation of territorialisation through settlement plans
in South Korea and South Vietnam.67 Eun Heo examines South Korea’s national-scale rural village
modernising plan, the New Village Movement, in the wider international political context of the
Cold War period as a device for achieving militaristic social and political ordering.68 Among these
scholars is James Scott, whose work Seeing Like a State, similar to this research, analyses how the
top-down knowledge of state planners is compared and contrasted to the metis – or tacit knowledge
– of local communities.69 When it comes to seeing like a state, both Koreas are all but too familiar.70
This presents a very different point of view that strongly affects our understanding of a situation that
begins to explain the intentions of state policies often not deeply thought about71 – how officials saw
the border and the frontier village differently from those who inhabit these places.
Similarly, reading from what might be referred to as the ‘official history’, the Korean border, at least
from the South’s side, has been critically analysed as an environment dominated and shaped almost
entirely by hegemonic apparatuses serving either political, economic or military agendas. The underlying assumption of this history stipulated that physical governance of the border through regulation,
65 J. B. Lee 1991: 150; B. H. Han 1994: 310; J. B. Kim 2013; Y. H. Kim 2012
66 Elden 2009
67 Yoon 2005; Hunt 1995
68 E. Heo 2006; 2015; 2017
69 Scott 1998. See, also Scott 1985; 1992; 2009
70 Particularly in architecture during the 70s, both Korean states stressed ‘visual balance [order]’, ‘symbolism’ and ‘[construction] speed and [cost] efficiency’ as key qualities of spatial design and planning. S. I. Jeon 2015; S. I. Jeon and J. K. Lee (2017);
NCC Forum (2005)
71 Scott 1998
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planning and policing offered unlimited and often violent control over its use and its meaning. Yet,
when the post-war South Korean border condition is seen from such a perspective, it also raises
important questions to a situation often taken for granted: why did the South Korean state resort to
inhabiting the frontier despite the foreseeable conflicts of security, land ownership and bureaucratic
complexities? Why were border settlers simply not removed?
Scholars like Jin Cheol Cho,72 and Sang-In Jun, Mee-Young Kim and Eun-Hee Cho73 have explored
how architecture is deployed as a central device of power in North Korean state-making. Similarly
for South Korea, in the translator’s section of the Korean edition of ‘Seeing Like a State’, Sang-In Jun
highlights South Korea’s long historical planning lineage as an absolute state-centred society since
its foundation in 1948 until 1996 – characterised by four Five-Year Economic Development Plans
and five Five-Year Socio-Economic Development Plans.74 In their regret for the lack of research on
the high-modernist projects in South Korea, Sang-In Jun and Jong-Kyum Lee conducted one of very
few preliminary studies on the South Korean state village campaign at the border, examining it as
an outcome of a centralised planning process as part of the competition between the two Koreas.75
Drawing from a multitude of top-down planning policies and military protection acts, abundant research has indeed highlighted serious cases of infringement of the residents’ freedom of mobility,
construction, land use and ownership.76 The focus on the stories of calamity, hardship and other cases
of the violation of subokmins’ rights at the frontier, however, did not help in mitigating the widening
asymmetry in the amount of research which, for its sheer volume, renders an overarching image of
the frontier village as a depoliticised space – unconsciously duplicating a segregationist logic that
often guided state apparatuses in dealing with these sites in the first place. This line of thinking leads
us away from putting forward a critical and dynamic account of power relations in the frontier village, which this dissertation seeks to examine.

Architecture and the Everyday
Despite what has been said thus far, it became quite clear from the early stage of this research that
many of the frontier villages are not depoliticised spaces perfectly bounded under homogeneous governance and order. As broadly discussed in chapters four and five, the frontier villages in Cheorwon,
isolated by physical means and ideological stigmatisation, gradually became a niche for contesting
the prevailing logic which sustains the ‘system of division’: the state of emergency.
However, only on very rare occasions were these frontier communities looking to reject outright
the ever-restricting spatial regulations or the escalating level of surveillance. Instead, the frontier
villagers sought to challenge oppressive policies imposed on them in the least seditious manner as
72 J. C. Cho 2000
73 S. I. Jeon, M. Y. Kim and E. H. Cho 2015
74 See ‘Translator’s Note’ in Scott 2015 [1998]: 657-662
75 S. I. Jeon and J. K. Lee 2013
76 Amongst many, see Centre for Korean Prosperity 2013; Research Institute for Gangwon 2014; Y. C. Park and Y. B. Kim
1996, 1997
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rightful participants in the production of space. On numerous occasions, I encountered individuals
and communities resisting against the state’s overturning of initial land agreement (that promised
legal ownership to the frontier villagers) which the state later decided to identify as belonging to
someone else. This often involved alternating between survival, becoming resilient and sometimes
resisting through spatio-political practices: erecting monuments, constructing temporary (informal)
structures, making illicit alterations to the given space, or making their hardship known to the public
under the disguise of a village festival in order to be recognised as a legitimate part of the national
space. In other words, views of the frontier and its associated villages were radically different between the state and those who live there. This research seeks to understand these differences and
their meanings.
Attention to seemingly mundane forms of practice and the changes made to the architecture in the
villages can help us to approach the situation more empirically without waiting for an open social
protest to lift a veil of consent or quiescence. Likewise, James Scott argues in Domination and the
Arts of Resistance that everyday forms of resistance cannot be understood without reference to ‘the
sequestered sites at which such resistance can be nurtured and given meaning’.77 There are also other
studies, which though far removed culturally and geographically from South Korea, are useful in their
approach to examining the obscure and clandestine forms and relationships of the everyday. Noam
Leshem, in his study of the former Arab space of Salama/Kfat Shalem in the Jewish community,
stresses the importance of breaking from the pitfalls of state-initiated separatism or ‘thirding-as-ordering’ when investigating the hidden relationships between ostensibly contradicting spaces.78 This
approach is indeed shared by scholars such as Asef Bayat, whose work is deeply engaged with the
routine, yet important, ways in which ordinary people make meaningful change through everyday
actions.79 Correspondingly, I borrow Bayat’s notion of the ‘quiet encroachment of the ordinary’80 developed in his study of the daily struggle and activism of the urban subaltern in my investigation of
the subokmins’ everyday, examining their actions as strategic spatio-political activities which exploit
the frontier village as spaces of informal platforms of agency. But what exactly is the everyday? How
do we recognize it? Where does architecture come into the everyday?
Lefebvre vaguely noted that the everyday comprises ‘seemingly unimportant activities’ better defined by what it is not than by what it is.81 It is something that is leftover, ‘outside of or runs counter to the scrutiny of power or officialdom’.82 As a planner, John Friedmann candidly accepts the
impossibility of authentically encompassing the makers and users of the everyday landscape, ‘The
codified languages of maps and statistics are, in the event, quite useless. For meanings are formed
through experience and are shared in the small talk of everyday life. But this talk carries little weight
with planners and engineers’.83 Here, Pierre Bourdieu offers a possible explanation to the difficulty
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of modernist principles in representing the everyday. For Bourdieu, everyday is not a system of
representations or performances, but the habitus – a ‘system of structured, structuring dispositions
[…] which is constituted in practice and is always oriented toward practical functions’.84 It is a
‘quasi-bodily involvement’, asserts Bourdieu, that gets ‘converted into motor schemes and body
automatisms’.85
Architecture is inescapably concrete and it forms the fabric and the setting of everyday life.
Consequently, as Dell Upton notes, ‘to approach everyday life through architecture […] is to be
forced to pin down, in ways too often lacking in theories of the quotidian, the precise ways in which
everyday life is experienced and the specifics of its relationships to other aspects of life and landscape’.86 Upton, using Bourdieu’s analysis of habitus, offers a more concrete sense of the everyday:
‘The nexus of spaces and times that repeatedly trigger bodily habits and cultural memories – the
habitus’.87 In other words, the everyday works through bodily memory instilled by repeated action
in organised time and space. This definition gives the rather vague representation of the everyday
a specificity and suggests why architecture is critical to understanding everyday life. Architecture’s
materiality, therefore, makes it a natural conduit to the specificity of everyday life.

1.4 Time and Place: Cheorwon, 1953-1979
The dissertation enquires into the situation of Korean borderland focussing on Cheorwon, a divided
South Korean county bordering the DMZ. Cheorwon is part of the Recovered Territory that has
experienced multiple shifts of territory and a mixing of the population due to the Korean War. For
its proximity to the border, symbolic importance as a land ‘won’ from North Korea, and the economic value for its flat plains suitable for rice-farming, Cheorwon received great interest from the
South Korean state. It is, therefore, where the greatest number of frontier villages were constructed between 1956-1979, and it still officially accommodates the highest number of frontier villages
(Yugok-ri, Mahyeon-ri, Igil-ri, and Jungyeon-ri) compared to other regions. Further to their number,
it is also a region where all three different types of frontier villages were constructed and still operate
to this day.
Located in the Recovered Territory, Cheorwon not only offers access to different types of frontier
villages, but also a mixture of people from both North and South Korea who have come to inhabit
the frontier. Cheorwon’s frontier villages, therefore, are spaces where complex questions of territory,
governance and people are superimposed and left unanswered. From this heavily militarised, yet
inhabited border region, the dissertation sets out to interrogate the ambivalent spatial conditions
that characterise the intricate and often intimate engagements between the civilian inhabitants, the
military and the hostile border they inhabit as part of their everyday. It attempts to build a picture
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of a situation by looking at the conditions that have gradually made the place, and by analysing the
ongoing processes which still changing as I write, using the architecture as a vehicle.
While the research is mainly concerned about the years from 1953 to 1979 (the final year of construction of the frontier villages), however, the situation of the division still exists and the villagers
continue to develop, augment, and enhance their houses. Therefore, by tracing the current ongoing
dynamics of the villages up to the current period (2018), this dissertation reflects the changes made
by the villagers themselves more than those made by the authorities. The dissertation, therefore,
seeks to understand: how are the military tensions and political dynamics of the two Koreas reflected
in the spatial transformations of the South Korean side of the border, and conversely, how the border
(and the frontier villages), as lived spaces, can absorb, resist and potentially play a role in transforming the territorial conflicts that pervade and surround them? By approaching it from the perspective
of the state and from those who inhabit the border, the research begs to offer a different understanding of division: what happens when people are put into border conditions? How do people envision
their situation in the border? What is their experience of the border as a part of everyday life? This
shift from bureaucratic administrative analysis to how these spaces were experienced, negotiated,
and enacted by the residents may not only advance the agency of an individual resident, but could
also provide a deeper understanding of how the architecture of the frontier village and the spatiality
of the border interacts with everyday life.
In order to explore these questions in detail, I will look at three different types of frontier village
(Mahyeon-ri, Daema-ri and Yugok-ri) in Cheorwon, combining historical and empirical analysis in
order to investigate whether there are common threads between them and to determine the extent to
which the frontier village is part of the South Korean state’s creation and organisation. Defining the
frontier village entails understanding its differences and its meanings.
First, in order to understand the situation of the frontier village it is necessary to establish a theoretical understanding of borders and territories as well as the history of the region that will enable us
to interrogate dominant representations of the inter-Korean border and help us better understand its
inherent complexities. Since there is no theory which conceptualises the frontier village in a manner that includes its multiple forms and functions, various functions and characteristics of borders,
borderlands and frontiers will be discussed through the writings of Anderson and O’Dowd, Prescott,
Wilson and Donnan, Newman, Lamar and Thompson, Pullan, and Sack.88 These will show that every
border is particular to specific geopolitical and historical conditions and is not singular in its form
and function whether it has sharp dividing lines, fragmented spaces, segregated enclaves, zones of
transition or permeable boundaries. It includes the different political policies established there in
relation to various historical events, such as the multiple delineation of borders, the shifting of territories and mass migration. This foundation defines the space of the Korean border as an inhabited
frontier – a proliferation of ambiguous contested spaces – and by analysing the frontier villages
shifting to an alternative yet under-explored point of enquiry.
88 Anderson and O’Dowd 1999; Prescott 1987; Wilson and Donnan 1998; Lamar and Thompson 1981; Pullan 2011; Sack 1986
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Second, to understand the prevalent role of the frontier village the dissertation will examine it from
the perspective of the state as an architectural tool, which was widely adopted to deal with multitude
of social and political situations involving all aspects of statehood: territory, people and local and
international governance. By carefully analysing the process of repopulating and establishing order
at the frontier, it aims to develop an understanding of the frontier village as a product of a comprehensive modernist project combining modern physical planning and social engineering.
Third, shifting from the state-orientated view to the inhabitants’ point of view, an empirical study of
Mahyeon-ri, Daema-ri and Yugok-ri enables the specific spatial, social and political aspects of the
frontier village to be studied as a matter of praxis. The three frontier villages, each built with its own
distinctive purpose for different groups of people at different times, are now also under different
modes of administration: where Daema-ri has been cleared of the majority of constraints imposed by
the military, heavy restrictions are still in place in Mahyeon-ri and Yugok-ri. They provide multiple
windows for spatial enquiry across different points in time that allows a far more comprehensive
study of the frontier village allowing similarities and differences to be found and compared. The
memories and experiences of its current residents not written in history expose certain dualities
present in the frontier village – namely, empowerment and disempowerment. Following Bayat’s
study of informalities and Scott’s work on the power of the practices of everyday life,89 studies of the
conceptualisation of the production and the mechanism of a state by Scott and Schmitt and Baumann
will form the theoretical basis for this discussion.90
While the analysis of spatial phenomena is primarily an archival endeavour, it is not limited to traditional repositories of official state documents. I review the documents more strategically, in search
of the often easily overlooked discrepancies of narratives by comparing them to post-War Korean literature. In their exhibition at the Venice Biennale in 2014, the South Korean architects Minsuk Cho,
Hyungmin Pai and Chnagmo Ahn illustrated the role of literary fiction and poetry in the construction of Korean spatial imagination.91 Constituting the ruined spaces of the Korean frontier through
Korean post-war literature has been recognised by Duk-kyu Park and Eun-joo Lee as an alternative
medium through which political and ethical questions can be defused in favour of national-collective or individualistic resolutions. Park and Lee posit that the post-war literature of Korea has the
power to recall, preserve and reconstruct the space of the border.92 However, I use this medium sparingly and cautiously especially because the representation of space and spatial encounters through
prose runs the risk of blurring the fine line between, according to Noam Leshem, ‘what is and what
ought’ that may obscure and conceal the tensions and conflicts that are vital for this spatial inquiry.93
Certainly, literary fiction plays an important role in the reproduction of space, delineating spatial
history and unrealised potentials.94 Wary of such literary resolutions detached from concrete spatial
actualities, however, my analysis of prose in this dissertation is intended to highlight a more intimate
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dimension of instability and uncertainty that is an inseparable part of people’s daily encounters with
the ambiguous spatiality of the border – which I call the frontier.
Just as ambiguous as the textual narratives of the Korean border is the overly reductive cartographic
representations that preconstruct one’s conception of the Korean border as an absolute spatial conformity.95 Yet, when these representations are assessed against spatial practices and physical phenomena, the discrepancies between what is on paper and what is actually on the ground start to
become more apparent. Numerous studies of space have shown that external orders are not simply
projected onto the land but constantly reproduced, adapting and adjusting in response to the dynamic
matrix in which they operate.96 This has also been seen in certain areas that experience extreme
levels of surveillance and conflict, suggesting that an encounter between space and power is not
predetermined, and its uncertain results provide a fertile ground for enquiry.97
For Heonik Kwon, the borders associated with mass displacement and human deaths are much more
than a geopolitical question as they can ‘shape the contours of intimate communal lives way beyond
the geographically-confined border regions.’98 In Korea, they exist as an invisible border within a
family, within a village community, among different regions, between generations and in civil societies. These invisible walls which suggest a Korea in fragments or multiple Koreas can however be
understood differently if we refer to Valérie Gelézeau’s notion of Korean meta-culture.99 Following
Nak-chung Paik’s theory of ‘division system’, Korean meta-culture affirms the idea that Korean
identity is not a singular construct but is related to every other. In other words, many examples of
national development that are considered separate and autonomous can actually be interpreted as
formed and informed by the division, as has been noted in other places such as Pakistan and India,
Jerusalem and Palestine, Turkey and Greece in Nicosia to name a few. Kwon believes that actions to
go beyond these borders can take place in milieus of intimate social relations, without involving the
physical crossing of the borders.100 Despite their limitations, studies of the South Korean border and
its frontier villages may provide another way of understanding the other side of the border.
This research comes at a crucial time when the first generation of settlers are beginning to pass
away and when their stories of survival, resistance and resilience are crucial in deciphering the cacophony of narratives and contentious memories which dominate the South Korean frontier. In this
endeavour, it is essential to analyse the frontier villagers’ daily practices, tactics and routines through
which these sites become meaningful. These include multiple registers of socio-spatial interaction
that stretches from home-making, constructing memorials, converting redundant spaces into productive ones, to forming politically-active community organisations. This does not, however, imply one
component of methodology is somehow secondary to another. Instead, the analysis focuses on the
overlaps and interconnections between spatial phenomena, representations of space, and everyday
95 Y. Suh 2014; A. Y. I. Seo 2018
96 Leshem 2017: 32
97 Conflict in Cities 2012
98 H. Kwon 2010
99 Gelézeau 2010
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practices where the architecture of frontier villages becomes the vehicle. By investigating how the
frontier villages interact with the dynamic, unexpected and inconsistent nature of the South Korean
frontier, this research seeks to better understand the role (or roles) of the frontier village; its spatial,
social and political influences in relation to the development of modern South Korea; and how it is
influenced in turn by more imperceptible everyday activities, which may provide another way of
understanding the inter-Korean border despite its limitations.

1.5 Methodology
This dissertation is an outcome of a mixed methodology research. While the focus of the dissertation
is clearly aimed at a better understanding of human habitation in the hostile border that experiences
high levels of conflict, the research does not impose a rigid or narrow methodological framework
from the outset. Instead of conforming to a primary method or one source of information, the research
incorporates multiple methods of analysis to help uncover the differences and similarities between
how the state viewed the frontier villages and how its residents experienced the space. This included
a multitude of data collection from various Korean archives, legal and planning documents.101 With
an emphasis on the ‘spatial’ and ‘physical’ aspects of the border, the empirical field research adopted
a variety of techniques for visual and spatial analysis including site observations, photographs, video
documentations and mapping. As a matter of fact, because of the scarcity of detailed maps of the
region due to military screening, mapping proved to be a highly valuable exercise on its own.
Drawing from a broad spectrum of existing studies of the South Korean border region as a guide,102
the first field research (June–September 2015) attempted to cover the whole length of the South
Korean side of the border region beginning from the islands of the west coast and travelling to the
eastern border. The initial field work not only confirmed the highly dynamic nature of the border, it
helped to narrow down and confirm possible sites that allowed physical access to conduct a more
detailed site analysis and a proficient number of archival documents available for further research:
Cheorwon. The research was also paired with 66 semi-structured in-depth interviews with 47 residents in Mahyeon-ri, Daema-ri and Yugok-ri, as well as Cheorwon’s present and former community
leaders, local historians, military and government officials over four entries to South Korea and six
site visits between 2015-2018.103
The empirical study of these three different types of villages enabled the specific spatial, social and
political aspects of the frontier village to be studied as a real, physical space. These villages not only
enabled more extensive aspects of the frontier village to be studied, but also permitted comparative work enabling the meaning of its differences and similarities to be understood. The archival
work and documentations of personal memories – essential for understanding government policies
101 These include National Archive of Republic of Korea in Daejeon and Seongnam, National Institute of Korean History
Archive in Gwacheon and Cheorwon County Office Archive.
102 Research Institute for Gangwon 2014; P. H. Rho and C. H. Lee 2006; E. J. Park 2013; Ministry of the Interior and Safety
2011; D. Kim 2012; 2013; Gelézeau, de Ceuster and Delissen (Eds.), 2013; C. H. Kim and T. H. Lee 2013; K. Jung et al. 2015
103 For the full list of interviews see, Appendix B
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– allowed the villages to be studied as an official part of the South Korean state-building process. On
the other hand, in situ work of mapping, photography, surveys, interviews and extended interviews,
and architectural analysis of different forms of habitation allowed the border to be examined as a
lived space, relying on the experiences of its current residents.
The mixed methodology approach stemmed from certain limitations and restrictions that were evident from the start of the project. Firstly, there was very little precedent research concerning human
habitation in the inter-Korean border, thus the work required an open-ended approach in order to establish new frameworks within which the research could be conducted. Second, being a volatile area
of study, the research methods had to be sufficiently diverse in order to react to any abrupt changes
and unexpected events that were characteristic of the ongoing research. Thirdly, the abrupt and unexpected nature of the border, at the same time, became a fundamental aspect of the research. This
makes it unfeasible and impractical to describe the research constraints in advance and to isolate the
factors to be studied, as methodologies in Architecture frequently respond to the ‘found’ conditions
of a physical site that constitute it as a ‘situation’, for example in a village.
The decision to arrange a series of site visits to Cheorwon was threefold. First, visits to the frontier
villages over different seasons provided a more wholesome picture of everyday life at the border.
How the villagers go about their daily life – the tasks at hand and how they would occupy the space
of the village – is seasonally varied. The six visits undertaken at different times of the years (2015–
2018) helped to reveal subokmin’s multitude ways of coping with the conditions at the frontier that
may be identified during a particular season but go unnoticed on another.
Second, I hoped to gain the villagers’ trust by making regular visits. In my first visit to Cheorwon
between 18-25 August 2015, the majority of subokmin remained highly alert and suspicious about
the purpose of research. Understandably, subokmin were those who had spent most of their waking
hours in power-laden situations in which a misplaced gesture or misspoken work can bring about
terrible consequences. While the villagers seemed reluctant in sharing their stories they were, at the
same time, curious to know who the audience of the research is, how long it will last, what it intends
to analyse, and what it hopes to achieve. Many of the villagers expressed disappointment towards
earlier cases of one-off interview sessions that looked to question them instead of taking time to
listen to what they had to say. To this end, I carried five more site visits: two in the early Summer
months, just before the rainy season, between 21–30 June and 16–28 July 2015; a third visit during
Winter, between 9–22 January 2016; a fourth visit between 26–30 August 2017 to attend Daema-ri
founders’ day festival; another during busy Autumn months of harvest between 5–25 September
2017; in Spring, between 20 March–5 April 2018, when the villages began to plough the ice thaw
land in preparation for rice-planting; and lastly in 9 October 2019 to take additional photography.
Throughout my visit, I not only managed to collect a great number of archival materials but was also
able to develop a more personal relationship with the villagers or certainly their kindness to adapt
better to me than I to them. In my first visit to Cheorwon in June 2015, I was able to familiarise
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myself with the village leaders, County officers and local scholars who would assist me most arduously in gaining military permission to enter the border region and setting up interviews with the
knowledgeable members of the frontier community over the whole course of this research. By my
third visit in January the next year, several frontier villagers who were also acting as a local tour guide
began to volunteer to assist with the research by giving out and collecting a survey questionnaire to
the outside visitors. From the third visit and onwards, what was merely a rigid question and answer
sessions carried out on the side of the road or at an insignificant café became a friendly dialogue over
tea or lunch which the villagers hosted within the boundary of their own home. In other occasions,
the villagers would happily take me to more personal sites of elation and memorial, though more
often, devastation and grief. Amidst a variety of ‘conversations’ were a host of insightful stories such
as their misdeeds, smuggle and concealed emotions I had not come across in my earlier ‘interviews’.
I also found villagers who were forgiving of my inevitable mistakes, who became tolerant of my
curiosity, overlooked my incompetence, and even invited me to work beside them on their precious
vegetable garden or rice paddocks. This research, therefore, I suspect, is more the product of its
subjects than most village studies.
Third, if familiarising oneself with the villagers is an important undertaking that requires patience,
obtaining physical access to the frontier villages at a day to day basis – especially those that lie behind the military checkpoints – was another formidable task. Often, the access to the villages will be
granted on one day and denied on another. While my purpose of visit remained the same, the officers
in charge of the checkpoint did not. More often than not, the screening process and its results were
dissimilar. One officer may simply ask for one form identification and give access, another may ask
to provide several identifications or bombard with questions about one’s motive for the visit before
rejecting entry. At times, therefore, it required meeting the villager at the checkpoint or to visit the
checkpoint with a local familiarity to secure access for the day, which is not easy to arrange without
a personal connection, since the area is not open to public.

1.6 Acknowledgement of Sensitivity and the Author’s Position
I would like to comment on the high sensitivity of the border region, not to mention the subject of
habitation in the region. War, mass depopulation, destruction, repopulation, surveillance and ongoing hostilities have all made their mark on the faces of frontier villages and on Cheorwon’s landscape
more broadly. For the majority of the South Korean population, the words ‘border’ and ‘division’
immediately connect to either their own trauma of War or an image of the other side of the border
from a particular political stance. Accordingly, gathering information on military related subjects
was either unavailable or inaccessible since they are considered ‘sensitive’ to ‘national security’.
Thus, I acknowledge that this research deals with contested sites, materials, interviews and texts that
are highly sensitive to everyone in the frontier villages and the local military.
To ensure ethical judgments and decisions for the duration of this research, I have attended ethical research training sessions of the Postgraduate Training module offered at the University of Cambridge
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and by Cheorwon County Office before carrying out the fieldwork. Participants were given as much
information as possible about the purpose, objectives, timeline, potential consequences, risks, audiences, potential uses and distribution of research to help them make informed decisions about their
involvement. The participants were informed of their right to refuse or withdraw from the research
whenever and for whatever reason they wished. Given the exceptional and sensitive nature of this
dissertation, informed consent was more often obtained orally, due to participants’ fear of formal
association with the research and unease at signing written consents. For this reason, all participants
were afforded with anonymity and confidentiality of their identity except for the few (former and
present) village leaders who insisted their names be given in full: they did not want to be seen as a
‘law-breaker’ or a ‘culprit’ by disguising their names when, in fact, they are the victims of ‘irresponsible administrations’.104 Where appropriate, I have used pseudonyms and removed specific identifiers which may link the information to the individual in order to preserve their anonymity. Further,
the preparation for interviews were done to the best of my knowledge by acquiring technical and
contextual knowledge before conducting them. The interviews were mostly carried out in the safety
of their own homes where they felt most comfortable, with the controlled presence of other members
of the village depending on the interviewee’s personal preferences.
As a South Korean born New Zealander, I must mention the privilege of visiting certain areas of the
border where access is normally not granted to South Koreans. Being a bilingual speaker of Korean
and English, I would like to believe that I was able to take in to consideration South Korean culture
and customs when carrying out my fieldwork and interviews. I should also flag here that having a
grandfather who migrated from North Korea to South Korea during the Korean War, and a grandmother who lived a life as a subokmin, their personal insights have contributed significantly to this research.

1.7 Outline of the Dissertation
The following chapter, ‘Borders, Borderlands and Frontiers’ offers a theoretical discussion about
boundaries and borders. It begins by questioning what constitutes sovereignty, the relation between
space and the modern state, and how it affects our socio-spatial thinking. The chapter challenges the
long-held view of a static and well-defined border by pointing out its inherent qualities of contestation, dynamism, fragmentation and lawlessness found at the Korean border. By defining these characteristics in relation to those which are fundamental to the modern political state order, the chapter
proposes a concept of the frontier as an analytical lens for examining the Korean borderland in order
to better understand its inherent complexities.
The assertion that spatiality provides a unique prism through which the operation of the modern
South Korean state can be examined is further developed in Chapter 3, ‘Fragmented Topography:
The Structure of the Korean Frontier’. Here, in order to show how different spatial conditions along
the inter-Korean border challenge an attempt to establish order over what are fluid and malleable
104 Interview with Hee-Suk Lee, Yugok-ri 17 July 2017
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geographies of the natural terrain, I analyse the inter-Korean border in detail from its first division
along the 38th Parallel in 1945, to the second demarcation by a military armistice in 1953, and its
evolution until the present day under the division system. However, rather than postulating what the
future might hold for the two Koreas or focusing on the short-lived history of political engagement,
the analysis turns critical attention to various types of frontier villages in Cheorwon that first emerged
– some ad hoc and some at the instigation of the state – at the end of the Korean War. This shift of
critical attention highlights the importance of daily practices and routines in the border that rarely
feature in analyses of South Korean spatio-politics. The chapter suggests that while the expansive
state-led border projects such as the Kumgang Tourist Zone and Kaesong Industrial Complex were
intermittent and short-lived, the frontier villages, on the other hand, evolved and persist to this day.
Though often overlooked, such places frustrate the formation of a homogeneous space that adheres
to strict political, social and cultural conventions and begins to reveal the heterogeneous topography
of the South Korean border inhabited by people from both Koreas who add a new dimension to the
constitutional stipulations of citizenship. Chapters 2 and 3 work in conjunction to trace the complex
processes by which a divided Korea came into being between 1945 and 1953. This account is instructive precisely because the two Koreas claim to be independent states though what, in the end,
came to be their borders was externally determined. In the Korean case, therefore, one can see unusually clearly the emergence of a new state-mind within a ‘traditional’ structure of political power.
Chapter 4, ‘Seeing Like the State: Occupying Cheorwon after the War’ looks at the frontier villages
in the South Korean side of Cheorwon from the point of view of the state. The chapter focusses
on the period between early 1950s to late 1970s drawing on various archival documents such as
official letters, survey reports and village plans, and interviews by first-generation settlers, military
officers and public officials at the time. In so doing, I examine the frontier village as the product of a
comprehensive, tightly controlled ambitious modernist project, which was used as part of the South
Korean effort to comprehensively reorganise the former North Korean territory and their meaning.
Hence, the chapter follows the legal mechanisms and procedures when the ‘recovered territories’
were expropriated and transferred to South Korean control, mostly through the repopulation policy
where the frontier village served as a central territorial device. Here, I highlight the versatility of
the frontier village by analysing two allegedly contradictory processes of dispersion and concentration facilitated by the frontier village in the reshaping of Cheorwon’s frontier; and the correlation
between boundary making and the frontier village semiotic territorial device that bound space. The
chapter proposes a new analytical framework for the frontier villages by examining them as one of
South Korean state’s first comprehensive modernist projects combining modern physical planning
and social engineering. Instead of simply considering it as a border problem, I attempt to examine
the frontier village as a crucial architectural mechanism of South Korean modern state-making.
Chapter 5, ‘Seeing Like Subokmin: Everyday life at the frontier village’ takes a methodological shift
from the previous chapter by critically interrogating the everyday life of the frontier villagers. To do
this, I use the information collected from series of site visits, focussing on the found conditions, and
analyse them in relation to its past in effort to reveal its intricate temporalities and spatialities. In
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particular, the chapter analyses residents’ seemingly discursive construction of insignificant spaces,
and the ways in which they undergo different modes of survival, resilience and resistance depending
on the ever changing spatio-political situation. By investigating these discrete actions, or the ‘quiet
encroachment of the ordinary’ that often goes unnoticed or is omitted from examination, I attempt to
expose the complex encounters and conflicting agendas between the residents and the state, between
texts and spatial realities. I will analyse how those living by the hostile border experience, reproduce
and transform the meanings of various territorial and social boundaries in their day-to-day life.
Three frontier villages – Mahyeon-ri, Daema-ri and Yugok-ri – which have undergone an entirely
different processes in how they were founded yet showing similar transformations (though each are
in different stages of development) form the core of the discussion. The analysis reveals how physical
and material transformations take place, despite heavy restrictions and surveillance, through subtle
processes of building and symbolic acts, and focuses on the role of the frontier village in mediating
the encounter between the residents, the imposed order, and the alien environment. It questions the
common assumption that perceives repopulation of the frontier either as a purely utilitarian process
or views it as nothing more than a political and ideological effort to assert dominance of a regime.
Moreover, it also challenges the dominant perception that describes the residents as a helpless group
of people living in hardship and fear. As opposed to the general understanding which views the frontier village as a depoliticising mechanism highly confining in its nature, the chapter argues that it also
operates as a crucial platform for its residents when new political subjectivities emerge.
The concluding chapter considers how the new findings about the mechanism of the frontier village
may offer alternative approaches for investigating the inter-Korean border as a space of human habitation. By suggesting an encompassing perspective on the mechanism of the frontier village in South
Korea, the chapter discusses the dissertation’s three main arguments about the frontier village: its
role as a versatile territorial mechanism for spreading and concentrating populations; its efficiency as
a spatio-political device governing mixed populations under a certain order desired by the state; and
its contradictory role as a platform for political struggles which contests many fundamental aspects
of the state prerogatives.
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Cheorwon

Figure 1.1 Map of the Inter-Korean Border
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Figure 1.2 Government and Military's Adminisvtrative Boundaries of Cheorwon
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Figure 1.3 Korean refugees stopped at the 38th Parallel by an American soldier on 11 August 1945. The signboard written in
English and Russian is a reminder that the border is controlled by the U.S. and the Soviet forces between 1945-1950.
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Figure 1.4 Korean Refugees at the 38th Parallel screened by the U.S. soldiers for contraband before allowing them to cross the 38th
Parallel bridge during the Korean War on 8 December 1950.
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Figure 1.5 U.S. soldiers pass fleeing refugees in the Nakdong River region, in what is now South Korea, during the Korean War on
11 August 1950.
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Figure 1.6 Trail of Korean refugees walking along a road leading south after receiving evacuation orders from the border region in
29 July 1950. (Truman Library)
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Figure 1.7 (Left)
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Baekyeon-ri Unification Village. Paju, 1973

Figure 1.8 (Above) Daema-ri residents pose with their mechanical tractors infront of the community hall. The signboard reads:
1968, A Year of Construction
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Figures 1.9–1.10 Korea Telecom's television commercial on its 5G technology filmed at Taesong-dong Unification Village inside
the DMZ. The Korean texts reads from top: 'Without permission, cars can't get you there, planes can't get you
there, money can't get you there'; bottom, 'A 5G connected school only 400 metres away from the DMZ'.
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Figures 1.11–1.12
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Korea Telecom's television commercial on its 5G technology filmed at Taesong-dong Unification Village inside
the DMZ. The Korean texts reads: 'An only village inside the DMZ, Taesong-dong'. In the bottom image a
villager is using the 5G technology to automate farming irrigation .
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CHAPTER 2

Borders, Borderlands and
Frontiers
Such is the nature of cartographical reason, a mode of understanding at the verge of realizing that the
canvas of the world is not a smooth flatness but a wrinkled manifold, that the pointer is not straight
but crooked, that the scale is not a suspended line between alpha and omega but a Moebius band of
chiastic reversals. And it has no idea what will happen next.105
								
Gunnar Olsson

2.1 Introduction
The concepts of space and territory have changed throughout history. Likewise, definitions such as
boundaries, borders, borderlands and frontiers are used interchangeably and are often synonymous
in their meanings. Despite their differences, these terms are used with different connotations from
various disciplines. For some, a boundary may indicate a clearly demarcated line, or, it may refer to
a geographical feature like a river that separates regions.106 Similarly, a border may be seen as a fixed
division based solely on political or administrative units,107 or it may be a neutral term with no fixed
meaning.108 Different languages too describe borders differently: German has a single term, French
has four, Spanish has three and so on. In South Korea, terms such as ‘border’ and ‘borderland’ are
used interchangeably and synonymously with one another as guk-kyung, which translates as ‘national boundary’. Likewise, the spatiality of the region described under an all-encompassing terminology
of guk-kyung has greater implications that affect our understanding of the nation, state and territory.
105
106
107
108

Olsson 2000
Anderson 1996; Anderson and O’Dowd 1999; Donnan and Wilson 1994
Parker 2006: 79
Anthony 2007: 102
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There is a clear terminology that describes a boundary or kyung-gae which is straightforward, but the
term that connotes a national boundary and/or borderland collapses a profusion of border typologies
into a uniform image of a border. What makes this even more confusing is the fact that where, exactly, the term ‘border’ refers to remains fuzzy amongst the South Korean public.109
Hugh Elton has pointed out that the vocabulary used in modern scholarship to refer to various types
of boundaries adds to the problem of defining such phenomena in the ancient world.110 The borders
of ancient China marked the division between civilization and barbarity; despite their solid physical
markers, they did not, in practice, constitute hard-and-fast demarcations but rather zones of transition between the empire and the surrounding world.111 In contrast, the borders of modern states are
divisions between political entities of equal legal status. The borders themselves are regarded as
inviolable.112 Elton observes that even though we distinguish in English between borders such as
those of a modern nation state and frontiers which he defines as transitional zones, such distinctions
in fact do not exist. For example, in Spanish, the term frontera refers to both borders and frontiers.113
During the Middle Ages, there is some evidence that the feudal system was more concerned with
the control of cities and territories which, rather than having clear boundaries, had somewhat vague
borderlands.114 Similarly, in the early centuries of the Westphalian system, populations were not
collectively identified by state borders that moved back and forth without much regard for them.115
Huazi Li’s examination of the pre-modern Sino-Korean border reveals a similar finding, where both
sides had a widely different and inaccurate understanding of their border, and up until the colonial
era, the boundaries remained unclear and open to different interpretations.116 Accordingly, Byung
Suk Yoon’s examination of the nineteenth-century Sino-Korean border reveals such a perception
of the border as a vague borderland have persisted, where it was a place being occupied by people
cultivating seemingly peripheral empty plots of land.117 The linearity and rigidity of modern borders
have, likewise, rarely existed in the ancient world. Though in the case of Ancient Egypt there was
some sense of boundaries referred, to as tash, boundaries and limits were mostly in the form of fortresses, triumphal stelae or statues, that delineated an area or a broken form of a border.118
In present day South Korea, it is not the shortage of terminologies that is problematic, but an indifferent application of border typologies that limits broader observations of the region from taking
place. Despite having precise boundaries marked rigorously on the ground with a clearly expected
role of border – to divide and prevent contact – that perseveres since the Korean Armistice, there has
been a recent surge of terminologies such as ‘border zones’ or ‘borderland’ in an attempt to take into
109 S. H. Lee 2012; 2014; Li 2011; B. S. Yoon 2001
110 Elton 1996: 127
111 Kratochwil 1986; Lattimore 1951: 238; Jones 1959: 243; Ruggie 1993: 190; Frye 2018
112 Duchacek 1986
113 Elton 1996: 127
114 Abulafia and Berend 2003
115 Clark 1972: 146
116 Li 2011
117 B. S. Yoon 2001
118 An idea so heavily imbedded in Egyptian ideology where the Pharaoh was never just king, but the Lord of the Two Lands
and King of Upper and Lower Egypt. Smith 2005
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account multiple implications of the border and its wider region. These are, however, ambiguous
and synonymous in meaning and at times all of these terms may be collapsed into a Border Area or
Jeop-kyung ji-yuk.119 The term has been officially used since 2000, and its regions regularly amended
ever since, as an outcome of the Special Act of Support for the Border Area. It is used to outline
cartographically a clear administrative boundary, but the definition remains blurred:
The term ‘Border Area’ means areas abutting the Demilitarized Zone established in accordance
with the Military Armistice Agreement concluded on July 27, 1953 or the Northern Limit Line on
the sea, and areas prescribed by Presidential Decree based on the distance from the Civilian Access
Control Line, geographical conditions, among the areas south of the Civilian Access Control Line.
The Demilitarized Zone shall be excluded; however, collective colony areas in the Demilitarized
Zone shall be deemed part of the border area.120

On the ground, unlike the lines on the map, however, the borderland stretches across various control
lines; administrative boundaries; military boundaries; and the DMZ. The term Civilian Control Zone
(CCZ) is used to specifically delineate an area of the borderland that is in close proximity to the DMZ,
however since such a line is not marked on the ground makes it precarious and uncertain. Moreover,
as the Civilian Control Line (CCL) has moved and shrunk over time, and therefore the boundary is
either not shown on the map or, even if it is drawn, it very rarely matches up.121 The Korean borderland is an area made up of a complex entanglement of different boundaries and borders that are layered on top of one another, where ongoing spatial changes can be made through sovereign orders of
the president which gives it a dynamic quality. Paradoxically, over time, cartographic representation
of these boundaries has provided a blurry image of the borderland that surrounds the DMZ.
Interestingly, the term guk-kyung or national boundary is never officially used to describe the lines
(Military Demarcation Line) or areas (Demilitarised Zone) drawn for the Korean War Armistice.
Instead, the term is more often used to indicate the Sino-Korean border,122 while the DMZ and the
surrounding area is more commonly referred to as jeon-bang: the frontier. Yet, despite its multifaceted characteristics, the term frontier, however, is used in South Korea to depict a very traditional
meaning of a militarised frontline facing the North.123 While this view is not wrong, it is not an entirely correct one either. The problem lies in understanding the frontier simply as a militarised front
that masks other characteristics of the frontier completely: a perception not unrelated to the violent
process of division. The trauma of war and adversarial politics have too often sensationalised and
over simplified this condition, reproducing clichés and prejudices that obscure the complexities that
119 According to Anderson and O’Dowd, it is considered as ‘areas immediately beside a state’s external border, or straddling it,
and also administrative regions abutting a border whose centres are physically and socially distant from that border’. Anderson
and O’Dowd 1999: 595
120 The purpose of this Act is to create new growth engines, support the improvement of the welfare of residents and contribute
to strengthening national competitiveness and balanced national development through the systematic conservation and management of the natural environment by prescribing matters necessary for the sustainable development of undeveloped border areas
due to the division into North Korea and South Korea. Border Area Act 2000
121 CCL sets a boundary for the CCZ. It is a boundary line that has derived from the previous Agricultural Line imposed by the
United Nations shortly after the Korean War in order to control access to the borderland.
122 Li 2011; B. S. Yoon 2001
123 The term ‘frontier’ is derived from old French going back to the fifteenth century, which meant the front line of an army.
Anderson 1996: 9
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exist at the border. As both Korean regimes rely on what is a temporary military armistice for their
survival, there is a tendency to restrict its agenda and negotiated issues to purely militaristic problems. It makes the space seem or appear static: as well-defined, hegemonic and homogenous despite
the complexities that arise as a lived space.
In Korea there are two countries that have grown up with different traditions. Within the polarising
global and state systems of the Cold War, a society and culture that maintained a unified state entity
for more than a millennium evolved radically divergent (yet irrevocably interconnected) economic,
political, and ideological systems. What contributes to the national consciousness and the understanding of borders and frontiers is not only the ‘memory of Japanese imperialism’124 but, once divided, is strongly influenced by the West in the South and by Russia and China in the North. Both sides
have competed and worked to its fullest to promote their systems and ideals – the socialist utopia in
the North and the capitalist success story in the South – and thus constitutes rare case studies of just
how different ideologies can affect the spatial organisation and understanding of its border as well
as its centres.
Chapters 2 and 3 work in conjunction to trace the complex processes by which a divided Korea came
into being between 1945 and 1953. This account is instructive precisely because the two Koreas
claim to be independent states, though what in the end came to be their borders were externally
determined. In the Korean case, therefore, one can see unusually clearly the emergence of a new
state-mind within a ‘traditional’ structure of political power. Then, questions regarding what the relation is between space and the modern state, or what constitutes sovereignty and how it affects South
Korea’s socio-spatial thinking, become a vital point of enquiry. In order to better understand the
border as a spatio-political tool that is a part of the territoriality of the nation state, the chapter will
analyse the definition and scope of territory and nation, and their relation to the state. By defining
characteristics of ‘borders’, ‘borderlands’, and ‘frontiers’ – terms that have been widely employed
with little examination – in relation to those which are fundamental to the modern political state
order, the chapter proposes a concept of the frontier as an analytical lens to examine the inter-Korean
border which may lead to a better understanding of its inherent complexities. What distinguishes a
frontier from borders and borderlands; what is particular about the Korean frontier and how should
these particularities be analysed are the particular questions this chapter attempts to address.

2.2 States, Space and Sovereignty
The foundation of a modern state developed alongside the idea of sovereignty, driven by a combination of a nation, governance and territory. Considered primarily as a political device, scholars such
as Saskia Sassen and Stuart Elden have stressed that the sovereignty of the state is only granted by
its ability to exercise power and control over a territory.125 Similarly, Agamben identifies sovereignty’s triad relations of determinate localisation (land or territory), determinate order (the state), and
124 Habermas 1996: 8
125 Sassen 2006; Elden 2009
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inscription of life (birth or the nation).126 This is certainly not new, and the underlying idea of this
concept is an old one. The triad relation is always considered as a basic entity that represent sovereignty which began in the seventeenth century and settled by the nineteenth century in the form of a
positivism. 127
The 1933 Montevideo Convention is a confirmation of a codified declarative theory of statehood
which requires: a permanent population, a defined territory and government acknowledged internally
and externally, and a capacity to enter into relations with other states.128 In a modern convention,
however, such a view of sovereignty is not without criticism. There is much disagreement about the
effect of global and digital capabilities on state territorial jurisdictions.129 For some, it is considered
as an outdated concept primarily due to the phenomenon of globalisation, which challenges each of
these components: internal authority, border control, policy autonomy, and freedom from external
intervention.130 The phenomenon of globalisation is generally accepted as a fundamental exogenous
force that has led to new structures of production,131 resulting in greatly enhanced interdependence
and diminishing independence on global economic forces that often render the Westphalian concept of sovereignty outdated.132 Indeed, the globalisation of a broad range of processes is producing
ruptures in the mosaic of border regimes underlying the international system of exclusive territorial
demarcations. Both sides of the debate, however, tend to share one assumption: the territorial exclusivity of the nation-state which makes of the border a line that divides the national and the global
into two mutually exclusive domains. And yet, the changes under way are shifting the meaning of
borders, even when the actual geographic lines that demarcate territories have not been altered. This
does not mean that states are simply losing some putative battle against global forces but, instead,
we are seeing the incipient formation of a type of bordering capability and state practice regarding its
territory.133 While recognising the impact of globalisation processes, however, international boundaries and borders still seem the most distinct material and territorial demarcation of the sovereign.
Despite the structural cross-border processes in different parts of the world (such as the removal of
intra-European borders), it has also been accompanied by the re-closing of borders.134
Paradoxically, with intensified globalisation they are becoming more contradictory and if anything
more important rather than ‘withering away’.135 In other words, the elements that affect the border
or territory act as a focal point to those who share the border which, in combination with national consciousness, strengthens territorial identity or ‘border identity’.136 This phenomenon is argued
to be more prominent in Northeast Asia, where the connection between state identity and national
126 Agamben 1998: 174-175
127 Sheehan 1996
128 Elden 2009: 139
129 For a summary and attempted synthesis of these viewpoints, see Hobson and Ramesh 2002
130 Friedman 1999: xviii
131 Haddadin 1995: 22 and Lapidoth 1995: 8 cited in Jackson 2003
132 There are two important aspects of the contemporary philosophical criticism of political sovereignty. First, the principle
assumes the possibility of states having absolute or unrestricted authority over a territory and thus its inhabitants. Second, the
inhabitants are seen as subjects of a ruler rather than citizens of states. Jackson 2003: 784
133 Sassen 2005
134 The process through which borders have opened and become more porous has been accompanied by a growing interest in
the re-closing of borders which has accompanied the securitisation discourses of post 9/11.
135 Anderson 2001
136 S. H. Lee 2014
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consciousness has traditionally been strong.137 In Northeast Asia, the dominant unit of life is still the
state: the nation and the border have a strong cohesion in the formation of an individual collective
identity.138 In the case of the two Koreas, the demarcation of the border was never clarified during
the process of establishing the modern state and remains as an ongoing process in conflict yet to be
settled – between North and South Korea, but also amongst the South Korean public. The inter-Korean border, which has largely remained closed for over seventy years with a high level of hostility,
is an area where state sovereignty is exercised in the most violent and materialised fashion. Yet at
the same time, questions about where their border lies and what the extent of their territory remains,
somewhat purposefully, fragmented. Ever since the division in 1945, both sides have been relentless
in preparing proposals for a possible territorial unification. South Korea’s ongoing territorial dispute
in turn prevented a clear national consensus over the location of its border and the extent of its territory: in a 2011 survey, when asked to identify South Korea’s border, 46.3% indicated the present
Sino-North Korean border, while 39.3% specified the current Military Demarcation Line.139
In the political relations between North and South Korea there is the standard state against state conflict, against the background of the wider global geopolitics. Economically, South Korea is highly
globalised whereas North Korea is quite the opposite. Following the collapse of the Soviet Union
and the Chinese reform towards a ‘socialist market economy’, North Korea has become more isolated from the international scene. At the same time, however, North Korea has also preserved a certain
level of political independence, and the juche principle (an official state ideology of North Korea)
affirms a certain ideological and political autonomy vis-à-vis both Russia and China.140 Presently, we
find a constitutional state facing an authoritarian state based upon surveillance of the population; a
centrally administered, unproductive system on the one side and a dynamic, export-oriented economy with high rates of growth on the other.
More recently, with the economic sanctions adopted by the United Nations on North Korea, the
asymmetry between the two states on the Korean peninsula has only become greater.141 Indeed, the
South’s dramatic leap since the early 1960s from an agrarian society to an industrially developed
one, has no parallel in any country larger than a city-state.142 But, particularly under President Park
Chung Hee (1963-1979), this effort was politically directed and stimulated by an authoritarian state
bureaucracy, ‘ambitious, geared to growth, insensitive to the social costs of exploitation, heedless
of civil rights, and not immune to corruption’143 – all but similar to North Korea. Ironically, it is
worth pointing out that, despite South Korea’s inability to arrive at a consensus over its border, this
was when both sides underwent major fortifications at the DMZ. Thus, rather than questioning the
137 Chun 2012: 900
138 Some of the examples include territorial conflicts over Dokdo or Takeshima between South Korea and Japan, the Senkaku
Islands or the Diaoyu Islands between Japan and China, and the South China Sea involving China, Taiwan, Brunei, Malaysia,
Indonesia and the Philippines and Vietnam. See, for example M. C. Lee 2013
139 S. H. Lee 2012; 2014
140 H. S. Park 2002
141 The UN Security Council has passed a number of resolutions since North Korea’s nuclear test in 2006 that restrict trades
of military supplies, metals and minerals, monetary transfers, most cultural exchanges, with an exemption for transactions that
were purely for humanitarian purposes. See, for example United Nations Security Council 2016
142 S. J. Han 1995
143 Habermas 1996: 7
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validity of the concept of sovereignty as a whole, the following section will disaggregate and analyse
a particular aspect of sovereignty in detail – territory.

2.2.1 Territory
The most institutionalised form of the territory lies in the idea of the State. The birth of the modern
state is often dated to the seventeenth century, where the Cartesian understanding of space concerning numbers and points was developed into the cartographic redrawing of maps of the world into
defined territories.144 The general perception is that the concept of territorial sovereignty as it is
thought of today began with the 1648 Treaty of Westphalia. The 128 clauses are read as a distribution
of power from the emperor to many kings and lords, restoring feudal entities within their territory.
It signalled a transition from a traditional understanding of the structure of the natural world going
back to Plato, a space is structured by light, to the notion of homogenous Euclidean space.145
For much of history, the geographical extent of entities such as the county or kingdom was in turn
defined by tradition and relationships.146 Actual relationships with the sovereign thus determined the
realm’s spatial extent, and not the reverse; rule was exercised over subjects rather than land.147 Since
the seventeenth century, the understanding of sovereignty has shifted from what was considered as a
legal construct with the power to make and enforce law over people to focus on territory that claimed
power over precisely defined and delimited geopolitical units.148 In other words, sovereignty now
implied power over a place. This shift toward a more territorialised vision of sovereignty, however,
occurred only gradually.149 Even in the seventeenth century, medieval jurists in Europe continued to
think of sovereignty as essentially a human construct: both Thomas Hobbes and John Locke, for example, could write about the commonwealth without territorial references to boundaries or frontiers.
During the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, the organisation of international relations was reshaped by the common denominator of the nation state. Insisting that there is no state without a
territory, and concomitantly, that there is no territory without a state, Lefebvre claims that ‘the State
and territory interact in such a way that they can be said to be mutually constitutive’.150 This reinforces the prerogative that state sovereignty coincides with a demarcated territory as if territorial states
existed prior to the society that formed them, de-historicising their formative processes.151
This remark, however, is questionable. This naturalisation of state space in modern societies is associated with a range of implicit geographical assumptions that political geographer John Agnew has

144 Elden 2005: 12-16; Harvey 2009: 134-135
145 Vesely 2004: 113
146 Hay 1959 cited in Biggs 1999: 386
147 Sahlins 1989:28 cited in Biggs 1999: 386
148 Aspects of this particular concept of statehood could be found in the classical world, especially in Rome at the time of
Augustus. By the Middle Ages, however, territorial sovereignty was all but forgotten. Kagan and Schmidt 2007: 662-663.
149 As a modern invention, Euclidean space was not fully accepted as a structure of the natural world before the 17th century,
leading to the formation of the Cartesian space and eventually to the discovery of non-Euclidean geometries. Vesely 2004: 113
150 Lefebvre 2009:228 cited in Brenner and Elden 2009: 362
151 Duarte 2017: 53
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aptly summarised as a ‘territorial trap’.152 Agnew, arguing against the dominant understanding that
the territorial state attributes to the practices of total mutual exclusion, suggests that it is merely a
geographical assumption: a ‘geographic unconsciousness’ that shapes analyses of the geographies
of all other social relations.153 In fact, the inadequacy of Euclidean space was already acknowledged at the beginning of the nineteenth century by the mathematicians Karl Friedrich Gauss and
Bernhard Riemann. They were amongst the first to assert the relevance of non-Euclidean geometry
and convince mathematicians that a non-Euclidean geometry might be the geometry of physical
space and that we could no longer be sure which geometry was true.154 Likewise, territory is only a
temporary condition in flux between processes of territorialisation and de-territorialisation. It can be
said, then, that a territory is a dynamic process of constantly becoming and never complete. This,
however, questions the seemingly stable and homogenised image of territory and, therefore, its inherent spatial qualities such as boundaries and borders that are portrayed as definite and static. And
this is where the problem arises for both Koreas.
In social science, however, the majority of discussions have been in terms of the presence or absence
of the territorial state rather than in terms of its significance and meaning as an actor in different
historical circumstances. Whatever the response, it was this departure from the two-thousand-year
old spatial conception which began to question the territorial systems of rule or political organisation
‘where geographical boundaries define the scope of membership in a political priori or fixed territoriality’.155 Although we should not elevate the shape of the modern state to an inherent property
of rulership, both Koreas were no different in their process of modern state formation: territorial
consciousness paralleled territorial needs. For both the West and the East, it eventually led to similar
ends: maps.

2.3 Mapping States
Maps came to shape that peculiarly modern form of power – the territorial state – following three
parallel processes: acquiring spatial knowledge, shaping spatial form, and grounding political authority. A map can represent an ocean or land, the entire earth or one parish. Such abstraction, objectification, and differentiation are characteristically modern. Modern maps are based on boundary
lines that sharply distinguish one portion of space from the other. Who draws the boundaries, for
what purposes and for whom, become the underlying questions in cartographic analysis;156 a term denoting a set of techniques for producing spatial knowledge and also a form – the map – for representing that knowledge. In the West, cartography became a crucial instrument of rule by the seventeenth
century with newly developing notions of the space of realm and rule.157 Initially adopted for war and
152 Agnew 1994
153 Ibid.
154 Kline 1980: 87
155 Agnew 1994: 54
156 Brighenti 2010
157 Around 1495, the first map, commissioned by a king of France, showed the Italian peninsula along with Alpine passes suitable for an invading army. By the end of the century, maps had become instruments of rule in the more advanced monarchies used
for locating nobles and gentry, either as potential rebels or as local agents of government; for assessing taxes; for establishing the
boundaries of administrative units; and for planning communication routes. Buisseret 1992:101-103
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manoeuvring armies, the acquisition of cartographic knowledge helped to undertake the assessment
of taxes and road planning more effectively, and in doing so rationalising the activities of rule.158
By allowing rulers to have a spatial view of their possessions, mapping soon became the business
of the state by simplifying coded territorial forms as boundaries that are clear, fixed and secure.159
Cartography became indispensable as a means for the accretion of power.
Cartography is ‘a discourse about a portion of space’ which are defined and depicted as a form of
controlling a territory.160 By selecting specific features of a portion of space, organising and representing them in a certain way, maps are symbolic devices intended to convey the message of how a
portion of space should be organised. Dynastic realms were indeed represented as an object entity
– symbolised by the coat of arms like the fleur-de-lis of France – but they did not define the realm
geographically by its spatial extent. With cartography, however, a geographical image became possible. As a form of representation, the cartographic map is defined by the explicit measurement of
space. Cartographic space is analogous to the modern understanding of time, a quantity measured by
a watch.161 Predicated on the differentiation of space and time, cartography makes an acre a measure
of two-dimensional area, no longer as much land as a man can plough in a day. It perceives space
as pure quantity, abstracted from the qualities of meaning and experience: it differentiates the form
of knowledge from its content; it objectifies the world as a mundane surface, no longer the hub of a
sacred cosmos or a succession of tangible places, and what matters is the relation of distances.

2.3.1 Korean Cartography
Maps, whether sponsored by rulers or not, engraved the distinctive shape of a particular territory on
the imagination. To a certain degree, this familiar shape provided an alternative symbol of political
authority, a body of land or ‘geobody’ that Tongchai Winichakul identifies in his study of Siam, representing an entity that was natural and grounded in physical reality.162 The maps in Korea, however,
were never impersonal. Instead, maps were always read in conjunction with the ruler who always sat
facing south in the exercise of this sovereign powers.163 A gazetteer of place names, therefore, was
assigned from the perspective of the monarch himself, organising everything around a high centre:
East was considered left and West was right.164 It is evidently the same principle as ‘bowing towards
the east’ or ‘turning towards Mecca’, both of which formalities must be modified according to place.
In Korea, and in East Asian tradition in general, the map is not always the appropriate unit of study
for the history of cartography. Often, these maps fail to include any quantitative information. Cordell
Yee points out that in the East Asian tradition, maps were only intended to give a quick impression
158 Biggs 1999: 385; Harley 1989
159 Harvey 2009: 172; Scott 1998
160 Duarte 2017: 55
161 Anderson 1991:24
162 Winichakul 1998
163 From a cosmic view that regarded everything as revolving around the Polaris, the emperor faced south towards the sun, and
his subjects in turn faced north in his honour.
164 Similarly, in China, the provinces of Shan Tung and Shan Si are also called ‘Left of the Mountains’ and ‘Right of the
Mountains’, because the Emperor faces south.
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of spatial relationships alongside a text that itemises distances and directions in great detail. What
appear to be limitations arise from the fact that they are not used alone but are read in conjunction
with text.165 Thus a map, though long used by the Korean court as a potent device in shaping identities (playing a role in the administration, juridical management and defence of the dynastic realm),
was mainly meant to complement verbal description and not as an explicit measure of space, and
did not require a sense of scale (Figures 2.1–2.2).166 Anyone familiar with East Asian art is aware
that painting and calligraphy, depiction and writing, share methods, materials, languages of gesture,
and aesthetics. It is obvious, once Yee points it out, that there is no firm line between a painting
and a map. Cartography was not the province of specialists: any magistrate was expected to draw a
presentable map when one was needed, because he was trained to write beautifully and to paint.167
But by the early eighteenth century, Korean maps began to clearly define the shape of power and
constitute the object of state formation. This change, which signalled a remoulding of dynastic realm
into a firm territorial state, largely came about for two reasons. Internally, Korea was experiencing
a widening socio-spatial dichotomy between those residing in the capital or the ‘ruling elites’ and
those residing in the countryside were dismissed as ‘inferior locals’ or ‘low-status fellows’.168 Faced
with an unprecedented socio-spatial schism between the centre and the periphery, Korea had to seek
other ways to re-establish faltering authority in the countryside.169 Externally, pressed by territorial
disputes at the Sino-Korean frontier, Korea was forced to physically delineate its boundaries by
erecting a stele in 1712.170 Although boundary stones and similar markers did exist, they were set up
discontinuously more as a marker at a particular geographic transition. Rather than being understood
as vertical interfaces between state sovereignties, they were understood horizontally, at eye level, as
extension points of royal power.171 Only in the 1780s did Koreans begin thinking of boundaries as
segments of a continuous map-line corresponding to nothing visible on the ground, and maps began
to clearly indicate its border and mark its boundaries with the strict use of scales.172
Paradoxically, however, maps became mere abstractions of reality. They did not represent something
which already existed there objectively, instead, they anticipated spatial reality, not vice versa. With
the drawing of boundaries, maps became real instrument to concretise projections on the earth’s surface by becoming a model for, rather than a model of, what they purported to represent. Hence, what
was initially considered as borderland progressively became boundaries.173
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2.3.2 Drawing Boundaries, Raising Borders
Much of the studies before the 1960’s focused on the descriptive analysis and categorisation of
boundaries and borders.174 Scholars such as Ellen Churchill Semple have compared natural and manmade boundaries to define what ideal boundaries were, 175 whereas, for Holdich and Lyde, boundaries were identified as either a good border or a bad one, depending on their intrinsic qualities to
limit or foster conflicts.176 Such discussions led to an expansion of interest to the surrounding borderland, Nicholas Spykman, for example, suggesting that the importance of analysing territory around a
boundary is central to understanding power relations across the boundaries.177
As Oskar Martinez has pointed out, there is a border continuum stretching from a situation of full
cross-border integration in which the existence of the border is hardly felt, to a situation of borderland alienation in which there is no contact at all between the peoples on either side of the line of separation.178 The latter is true for places such as Nicosia, demarcated and separated by the buffer zone,
the former line of separation between East and West Germany, as well as North and South Korea
divided by the Demilitarized Zone, where the border is rigidly defined in absolute locational terms
and exists as lines on the map, constituting the sharp point at which one category ends and where
the adjoining category begins. The cartographic representation of the border seems, at least on the
map, to function with a certain level of clarity to demarcate boundaries, separate states, determine
the territorial extent of sovereignty and exclusive state control.179 The lines on the map, which van
Houtum refers to as ‘a continual space-fixing process’,180 generates an impression of physicality that
emits a sense of objectivity and permanence. According to van Houtum:
[…] the making or adjusting of borderlines and dots on a map, how good its intentions may be,
orders not only spaces but also people. And where borderlines and dots become dominant, people
are erased. Hence, carto-politics in its core is cartographic cleansing. It consciously silences what is
not represented and it dehumanises the landscape.181

The reductive quality of these lines is, according to James Scott, a part of the modern state’s deliberate attempt to obliterate and homogenise spatial qualities that depend upon detail, localisation and
spontaneity, which he calls ‘radical simplification’.182 This was often carried out with little attention
to the social, cultural or geographical characteristics. In Korea for example, the pre-war boundary
along the 38th parallel was devised over a period of few hours by U.S. planners who could not find
a natural geographical line.183 Not only does such an interest in control and order reify power, it

174 For an overview of global boundaries until 1960’s, see Minghi 1963: 407-428
175 Semple 1911 as cited in Minghi 1963: 407
176 Holdich 1916; Lyde 1915
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181 Ibid., 52
182 Scott 1998
183 Yet, as we will see in the next chapter, it was this border that later became the acceptable reference for articulating the
Armistice demands for self-determination and independent statehood.
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depersonalises social relationships, but above all, over-simplifies the space of the border itself and
hence distorts social realties.184 The problem is that political solutions which focus on resolving
problems of territoriality rarely take in to account or even recognise such complexities. In this regard, the drawing of boundaries, the fundamental practice of state-making exploited to produce and
confirm territoriality, reveals its inherent violence.

2.3.3 Materialisation of Violence
One of most important aspects of sovereignty to note is the transfer of domestic power to the state,
which granted exclusive legal and political right to wage violence against another.185 For Hobbes,
who considers the State of Nature as the state of war, this condition is seen favourable.186 The sovereign’s right ‘to take life or let live’ was an acceptable performance of power, as for Hobbes the
sovereign was not an equal member of the community, but a ‘mortal God’.187 An important change
that followed as a result, the jus ad bellum or ‘right to war’ was no longer considered as a tool for the
expression of communal values, but as that of a state and between states through contracts and agreements. Rousseau observes ‘War, then, is not a relation between man and man, but a relation between
State and State.’188 In fact, all wars waged in Europe between the first Hague conference in 1899 and
the Treaty of Versailles in 1919 have begun with a declaration and have ended with a treaty.189
For Locke, however, the State of Nature is pre-political, but it is not pre-moral. Locke considers the
State of Nature as a state of liberty: where persons are free to pursue their own ‘life, health, liberty,
or possessions’ free from interference and, because of the Law of Nature and the restrictions that
it imposes upon persons, it is relatively peaceful.190 Therefore, the terms ‘security’ or ‘peace’ are
conditions in which one’s life, private property, and freedom are secured through the social contract,
simply because the State of Nature lacks civil authority. Despite their differences, however, both
identify the inherent nature of violence. For Hobbes, the violent state of nature is always part of
the sovereign itself; for Locke, it is the security people seek from the presence or the possibility of
violence. Similarly, Jean Bodin considered that in a pre-modern sovereignty, for its sovereign power
to be maintained and effective it should be regularly exercised, through the enforcement of law and
declaration of war.191 In modern states the principal remains much the same. Revealing the concrete
manifestation of this power in the form of modern state institutions, Foucault clearly showed that
sovereign violence has not disappeared but is merely in disguise.192 Similarly, Stuart Elden points out
that territorial sovereignty happens at the intersection of terror and territory: sovereign states, ‘are
able to exercise a violence within their territory that they claim is legitimate’.193
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During a period of violence boundaries may emerge as a quick way of separating the factions and
controlling hostilities.194 In a contested border like Korea, violence often takes a physical form that
tends to be rigid and absolute. As a territorial device, boundaries are constructed to protect the territory from those acting outside of it and to control those living within it. Made up of concrete walls,
barbed wires, electric fences, trenches, minefields, check points, guard posts, and regular patrols at
different intervals, it is clear that the Korean border exists to serve a single purpose: to divide. As
effective it may seem in preventing direct physical assaults, the problem is that the success of these
structures, instead of being concerned with producing new potentials or unexpected combinations,
depends precisely on their ability to prohibit diverse forms of interaction and multiplicities from
emerging. It creates binary distinctions between here and there, us and them, and those who are
included and excluded; it does very little to enhance an existing capacity for movement, interaction,
diversity and spontaneity adding to the process of vilification of those on the other side of the border.195 And as the surrounding borderland is usually off limits to the general South Korean public,
the process of vilification has also faced inward toward the frontier villagers who occupied the area.
For both Koreas, state appraisal of the actions of the border people have altered depending on the
changing political relationship between Seoul and Pyongyang: at times seen as a threat, at other
times, as needing encouragement and support.196 Therefore at a hostile border, according to Duarte,
‘boundaries bring with them a double suspicion: those who are bounded must watch for their acts,
for they are walled – at the extreme, every way out is under surveillance; and those who are outside
these boundaries are considered a priori conveyors of disturbance’.197 People living inside bounded
territories are ‘consistently spatially socialised, regardless of their will, as members of the territorial
entity they live in’.198
Indeed, not all borders and boundaries are harmful and they do not simply separate elements from
each other. In contrast to the boundaries that serve to divide, one may also find a border that has the
capacity to absorb and manifest meaning in its physical setting and the socio-symbolic content associated with it.199 The stability and hardness of boundaries and borders vary throughout history. They
can be erected to form hard divisions in the form of walls, buffer zones or roads, or through planning decisions which may involve all of these mechanisms mixed together; and yet, they may only
be ephemeral and be removed on another day. Likewise, boundaries work selectively, determining
which flows and entities can communicate with each other when and where. The physical feature of
boundaries can, therefore, dislocate spatial structures to cause severe spatial discontinuities or work
as a remedy. What architects and planners alike tend to disregard, however, are the soft divisions
whether these be social, political, economic, ethnic or religious that tend to last for a long period
even after these infrastructures are removed. It has been amply examined that in a conflict situation,
a spatial division which may exist only for a short period can have a lasting effect with profound
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ramifications exceeding its physical boundaries.200 This becomes evidently clear at South Korea’s
Recovered Territory, the focus of this dissertation.

2.4 Recovered Territory
South of the DMZ and north of the 38th Parallel is an area that the South Korean authorities refer to
as the Recovered Territory or subok-jigu. Recovered Territory is a land that once belonged to North
Korea before the Korean War and was claimed by South Korea after the Armistice. During the War,
it was one of most fiercely contested battlefields that neither side was able to lay claim to. Since the
War, ownership of the land has remained an ongoing dispute between South Korea and the UNC;
amongst the military and civilians, as well as between former owners and new residents in the midst
of multiple land reforms superimposed by ‘special’ acts and policies.201 In any case, the land remains
yet to be settled.
Implicit in the name Recovered Territory is a territorial notion that what is at stake is a boundary of
some kind. But the descriptive phrase Recovered Territory has another significance. It reminds us
that the process of settlement was neither a replacement of one sovereignty by another nor a simple
physical taming of the land but, on the contrary, a process of nomenclature. Due to South Korea’s
inability to exercise a clear sovereignty over the region, the would-be settler was obliged to settle the
land rhetorically, rather than etymologically: the state had more than ever to conjure up territorial
boundaries it desired and, through the symbolic representations of intention, to bring it into being.
This desire was expressed clearly by Internal Affairs Chairperson Kyung-Kyu Cho at the National
Assembly reading in September 1954, discussing the Act on the Temporary Measures Concerned
with the Administration of Recovered Territory, indicating that the term ‘Recovered Territory is an
appellation based on the thought that our land is finally recovered […] reflecting our people’s desire to return to their homeland’.202 Cho continued, ‘We must stick to the principle that we sat for
ourselves. We must always make it clear to the residents that there is yet more northern land to be
‘recovered’ [...]’.203 Such remarks were based on an understanding, as stated in the South Korea’s
constitution that was promulgated on July 17, 1948, that ‘The territory of the Republic of Korea
shall consist of the Korean peninsula and its adjacent islands’,204 which does not acknowledge North
Korea, at least territorially, as a sovereign state. As a matter of fact, as it was opposed to the idea of
divided peninsula, South Korea had never signed the 1953 Korean War Armistice.205
This is no different for North Korea. Just like the South Korean constitution, the North Korean constitution also claims sovereignty over the whole peninsula: while territorial limits are not as clearly
mentioned in the Socialist Constitution of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, it does outline
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that the state ‘shall conduct all activities under the Workers’ Party of Korea’. On the other hand, the
Charter of the Workers’ Party of Korea is said to represent ‘the interests of the Korean nation and
people’, and its immediate task is ‘to attain a perfect victory of socialism in the northern part and
to complete the revolutionary tasks of achieving national liberation and the people’s democracy
through the country’.206 Should one side accept the current situation of division, it would imply a
resignation of territory beyond the cease-fire line.
The aspiration is always on display from both sides. In sport, at the opening and the closing ceremonies of the 2000 Summer Olympic Games, athletes from North and South have marched together under a single flag showing an undivided Korean Peninsula (Figure 2.3). More recently, under
the same flag, both Koreas competed as ‘Team Korea’ at the 2018 Pyeongchang Winter Olympics.
Ironically, as much as it is contested, the territorial flag is just about the only thing that brings the
two Koreas together. Similarly, during weather forecasts, it was more often than not that South Korea
would use maps showing the whole of the peninsula but not depict its border (Figures 2.4–2.5).
While it is often welcomed as a sign of reconciliation, at the same time, however, it depicts each
side’s territorial aspiration. Hence, in South Korea, it was not until 2000 that the term ‘border’ was
introduced as an official appellation to the DMZ and its surrounding borderland.207

2.4.1 National Aspirations and Territoriality
Names, instead, superseded the border. For example, during the National Assembly reading in
1954, most of the statements followed a popular precondition, ‘keeping in mind that the Recovered
Territory will keep on expanding’;208 a thought that was shared amongst President Seungman Rhee
and the majority of the South Korean public under the rhetoric Buk-jin-tong-il or ‘March north,
towards unification’.209 The statement’s spatial significance comes from the fact that the state was
blurring its own boundary set along the Armistice line; from this time on, Recovered Territory was
a point of reference for South Korea’s territorial boundary yet to be settled. In the same manner, the
North Korean land is referred to as ‘Yet-to-be Recovered Territory’ (mi-subok-jigu). Both sides confirm the geopolitical integration of the Korean peninsula as an immediate and an ultimate goal: for
the South, the recovery of the ‘lost land’ on the northern side of the border; for the North, the liberation of ‘people’ on the southern part of the border.210 This is why all North Korean people who decide
to move (or flee) to the South are never referred to as migrants, instead they are always categorised
as ‘defectors’. Likewise, the name Recovered Territory indicates an announcement of South Korea’s
intention to further ‘gain’ or ‘claim’ what is argued to be rightfully theirs.
By naming the contested land, instead of referring it as a border, South Korea settled their own
territory linguistically, extending beyond its imposed boundaries. South Korea’s aspiration for a
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territorial unification is further expressed institutionally. Kuk’to-tong-il-won or the Board of National
Unification, which is the foremost comprehensive North Korean research institution, was founded
by the South Korean state in 1969. Here, the literal translation of Kuk’to is read as ‘national territory.’ A similar example can be given for North Korea over the designation of their capital city.
Until the joint communique in 1972 (a first official dialogue between the two Koreas since the 1953
Armistice), Seoul had remained as the official capital city for both Koreas. Prior to the designation
of Pyongyang as the new capital city in 1972, North Korea insisted on claiming Seoul as its capital
city.211 Although the territorial clause of the Constitution of South Korea does not have an effective
dominance despite recognizing the normative effect on the whole of North Korea, North Korea also
sought to claim normative power of their Constitution over South Korea by designating Seoul as
their capital although it could not be effectively controlled.212
This shows that force should not only be exercised to secure territory from external threats but also
depends on the state’s ability to reproduce hegemonic social relations internally. Sack refers to this
process as territoriality; ‘a human strategy to affect, influence and control’.213 It is a form of spatial
behaviour that uses a bounded space as the instrument for manipulating and securing a particular outcome. It involves the active use of geographic space to classify social phenomena, to communicate social boundaries and to influence or control resources, things, information, symbols and
people, by delimiting and asserting some form of control over territorial borders.214 Territoriality is
particularly effective in that it can assign powerful symbolic markers by the naming of the border or
by designating the capital city, giving relationships of power a greater tangibility and appearance of
permanence.
Territoriality is however also inherently conflictual and its assertion has the potential to trigger rival
territorialities in a ‘space-filling process’. According to James Anderson, ‘In the interests of control,
it reifies power, de-personalises social relationships, and oversimplifies and hence distorts social
realities’.215 Territoriality, therefore, necessarily produces and focuses attention on borders. It is embodied in the modern, sovereign, `territorial nation-state’ and provides the basis of the state system
in which states claim sovereignty and immunity from outside interference within their own borders
– a condition very much in process at the Korean border. Hak Jae Kim describes this process of the
Korean division as a depoliticised system, highlighting the fact that the engaged countries failed
to recognise the other’s sovereignty and legitimacy. Referred to as the ‘Panmunjom regime’, it is
a condition of peculiar military alliance based on an asymmetrical bilateral defence treaty with the
U.S.. This has been forged as a result of a strange mix of the Kantian approach that emphasises
the transnational, cosmopolitan norms that follow the evolution of the ‘liberal peace’ ideas since
the Vienna Congress, the Treaty of Versailles and the United Nations, and the Hobbesian approach
that values the sovereign authority of a state.216 As a result, the system of division, or the Korean
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territoriality, has a structural bent toward state structures which are as vertically strong in relation
to their respective citizens, as they are laterally weak, unusually vulnerable to foreign manipulation
and interventions.217 And as the transformation of space into territory relies on the concept of people
living within a defined spatial frame,218 territory becomes increasingly associated with the nation that
occupied it.219

2.4.2 National Borders and their Contradictions
One of the central elements of territory is nationalism, which relies on the concept of people living
within a defined spatial frame.220 Since the founding of an independent state was understood to be
the construction of the nation as a whole, the process of division has distorted and paralysed the construction of what is considered as a ‘complete state’.221 For Koreans who have lived a history where
the triad of territory, nation and governance have coincided, the founding of a new state where the
borders of would be nation-states fail to coincide with the borders of a nation is considered in itself
an ‘incomplete process’, with which the public finds it difficult to come to terms.222 Thus contradictions arise at the border.
As Anderson and O’Dowd have argued, the border conflict involves a conflict over who is a citizen
and ‘the problem with contested borders is precisely that origins remain a live issue and cannot be
forgotten’.223 Formation of national identity is difficult as it does not necessarily follow political
changes. Peter Sahlins’s examination of the Cerdanya valley reveals that the nation appeared on the
periphery before it was built by nature.224 Divided between France and Spain in 1660, the region is
marked by a notable intersection of state, nation and ethnicity in a neatly delineated region. As such,
it becomes a privileged site for rethinking these common assumptions about the formation of national states and national identities - that it was not simply the imposition of institutions or culture from
the top down and the centre outward.225 A different study but with similar findings, Lucien Febvre’s
historiography of the Rhine explains that the river has never been a cultural boundary for separating
Germany and France at any time, and emphasises that the identity of the Rhine has evolved independently of the changing political interrelationships.226
In present-day Korea, the nation-state ideal of cultural homogeneity and centralised political control
is both confirmed and disrupted at the border. Multiple incidents of division and the shifting of
territories over the course of eight years (1945-1953) have led to the creation of a dubious situation
where each state denies the other of its sovereignty. Despite the appearance of divisive infrastructures and a trenchant nationalism that dominate the border, the conditions on the ground are much
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more complex. Especially at the Recovered Territory, populated not only by the natives who used to
occupy the land from long before the division, as well as by others who come from different parts
of both Koreas, the concept of nation and nationalism becomes problematic. Some of the older generations at the border are those who have experienced multiple changes in their citizenship from the
Choson dynasty: colonial Korean-Japanese; North Korean; and South Korean – all within a period of
sixty years. For these people, terminologies such as nation and citizenship are difficult and perhaps
dangerous markers of affiliation which could mean the difference between life and death. During
the Korean War, especially for those residing near the current cease-fire line, there were countless
accounts of civilian killing by the North Korean army and the allied forces due to the shifting of territory.227 Despite the consensus by the two countries that they were as a ‘homogenous nation sharing
over five thousand years of history’, at the same time, South Korea officially regards North Korean
regime and its military as their enemy.228
This division, however, is not new. While technically Korea stood as a single polity from 936 AD, since
the beginning of the fifteenth century the peninsula has been in de facto division between northern
and southern regions, socially and culturally, resembling the peninsula’s current division.229 As a result, what emerged was yet another socio-cultural boundary within the state, spawned from a selective
segregation resettlement policy originally designed to strengthen the territorial boundaries, as well as
their national identity. This bit of historical irony mirrors the contemporary conditions of the growing
ambivalence and prejudice many South Koreans feel toward North Koreans and North Korean migrants. These distinctions are still exemplified amongst the North and South Korean public where they
commonly refer to one another as ‘enemies’.230 A recent study by Sung Hwan Lee has also suggested
a shift from how Koreans used to identify themselves ethnically and genealogically to a more ‘citizenship–territorial based’ understanding. Here, it is found that South Koreans are more reluctant to consider Korean ethnics in North Korea, Russia and China as ‘Koreans’ than those living in the United States
or Japan, which suggests the influence of a certain political ideology in defining Korean identity.231
In the midst of complexities and paradox, and perhaps exactly because of this paradox, the borders
needed to be as clearly marked as possible, as it was an act of producing a national self-portrait.
Borders became central to the nationalist agenda and the development of nation states. With these
examples, I argue that South Korea’s boundaries and borders are not rigid demarcations of a portion of space. Rather, following Duarte on territory, ‘its construction is determined by how people
or social groups appropriate space at different scales with different interests and within different
timeframes’.232
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2.5 The Korean Border as a Frontier
Lamar and Thompson233 point out the three essential elements in any frontier situation: territory; two
or more initially distinct peoples; and the process by which the relations among the peoples in the
territory begin, develop and eventually crystallise. The meaning of territory always implies a notion
of distance when depicting a frontier. Definitions that characterise the frontier as the ‘military front’
or ‘forefront’ in Korean (jeonbang), not only suggest a sense of hostility, but also remoteness, how
it is understood by its distance from the centre and not so much from its boundary or the border.
Therefore, values are usually imposed with behavioural norms emerging from a well-defined centre.234 This is partially due to both Koreas, as two hostile authoritarian states in competition with one
another, having maintained a very high level of central planning. As a matter of fact, South Korea
does not have a strong federal or regional political structure, especially at the frontier, where the
central government maintains overall control of land use and planning with the help of the military.
In their study of borders and borderlands, Anderson and O’Dowd have noted this relationship by
explaining the paradoxical nature of the strongest control being exerted at the border by the geographically distant administrative centre.235 Especially in contested territories like Korea, where their
modern borders were imposed by external powers (first in 1945 and second in 1953), the peripheries
become less democratic than the centre. This paradox arises from fact that the borders that represent
territorially-based democracy are not the product of democracy and requires its origin to be played
down, concealed, and forgotten for it to be accepted as legitimate.236

2.5.1 Spatial Flaws of the Frontier
At the conclusion of the nationwide census in 1890, the United States Census Bureau claimed ‘the
end of frontier’ – where the American frontier was defined throughout the period of 1870 to 1914
as an area where population density was between two to six inhabitants per square mile.237 As the
definition suggests, the ‘frontier’ and ‘the West’ used as its alternative, the frontier can be understood
as a relative concept that moves in space-time. For Fredrick Jackson Turner, therefore, what characterised the frontier was a moving zone of settlement that despised the old society for not enduring
the traditions of what was left behind.238 For Turner, the frontier was seen as a place of negotiation,
exchange, full of potential and, therefore, opportunity.239
The frontier thesis is not without criticism. Far from being innovative, it was argued that life at
the frontier was more imitative of the centre.240 The frontier, for Charles Beard, was in fact seen as
233 Lamar and Thompson 1981: 8
234 On the other hand, however, they may be defined by the collapse of the centre. Clearly there is a dynamic between the centre and the periphery, but the centre may not always be well-defined.
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largely dominated by economic and class elements that suppressed the freedom of its inhabitants.241
It must be noted, however, that there is an immense difference between the American frontier that
is formed by pushing into the unknown and by the division of an already well-formed country as in
Korea. Perhaps the two most important, and more relevant, criticisms in understanding the Korean
frontier come from Lamar and Thompson, and Hobsbawm. Lamar and Thompson problematise
Turner’s claim that American frontiersmen had faith in the equality of all men and contradicts the
fact that these frontiersmen excluded Indians, Mexicans, and blacks from equal status.242 Hobsbawm
criticises Turner’s perception of the frontier as an empty land as a rather naïve continuation of traditional thinking, by pointing out the complete dismissal of the native Americans that provides a
deceptive illustration of the North American frontier as a ‘virgin land’.243
In this regard, Jack D. Forbes’ understanding of the frontier as ‘an intergroup situation’244 provides
a much richer picture of the frontier by recognising the social, cultural, and political struggles that
will always be present between the indigenous population and the intrusive population. Analysis by
Lamar and Thompson,245 who see the frontier ‘not as a boundary or line, but as a territory or zone of
interpretation between two previously distinct societies’ reveals spatial dynamics inherently present
at the frontier, where the intrusive population may ‘open’ the frontier; or ‘close’ it by establishing
a single political authority over the area – when it will then cease to remain as a frontier. Then, it
may be argued that an important aspect of a frontier is action - as an area or zone that may expand or
shrink due to its inherent nature of contestation between two sides - which is not present at the border. Here, I shall like to flag three characteristics: contestation, chaos and disorder, and asymmetry.

Contestation
One of the main ways that a frontier is different from a border, is that the nature of contestation at
the frontier is subject to ‘exogenous and endogenous forces’.246 The contestation can take a myriad of forms: whether it be the extermination of the indigenous population by the intruders as in
Tasmania; expulsion as in Mississippi; or incorporation into their political system as in South Africa.
Conversely, it could take a form of the incorporation of the intruders by the indigenous population
as happened along the Sino-Korean border between the fifteenth and the nineteenth century; or by
reaching a stalemate as happened after the Armistice of the Korean War in 1953.
While the inter-Korean border, which used to be a single cultural landscape with a common religion
and linguistic past, has been imposed upon North and South Koreans have a natural affinity with one
another despite their social and political differences. There has been, in the earlier phase of division,
as we will see in the next chapter, a proliferation of border crossers straddling both sides of the border who carried out illegal trades across the borderland. Others have crossed in order to visit friends
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and families living on either side of the border, despite the states’ attempt to prevent the region from
becoming transformed into a functional region. Conversely, in different parts of the world, states
have often attempted to dilute a minority ethnic population within disputed territories through land
settlement policies that encourage those ‘whose orientations are towards the state core and the interior, rather than external and beyond the border’ to move.247 This has been complemented by mobility
infrastructures248 and through architectural mechanisms such as camps.249

Chaos and Disorder
The different forms of contestation that involve various groups of people as described above reveals
a second characteristic of a frontier – a lack of symmetry and homogeneity. In contested frontiers
where tangible or intangible boundaries are drawn between different groups, security takes on an
overly dominant role, and the ‘other side’ of the frontier becomes strange, feared, unknown, and
seen as alien, ultimately a vilification of the other.250 At the Korean frontier, such conditions tend to
exist not just between North and South Korea, but also, if not more prominently, within South Korea.
The borderlands, separated by yet another security perimeter (the Civilian Control Line) that restrict mobility and access, and the superimposition of different military boundaries – becomes what
Kopytoff might call an ‘internal’ or ‘interstitial frontier’.251 One of the elements particularly important in Kopytoff’s thesis is that frontier zones are highly contested places, in which both exogenous
and endogenous forces try to gain social control, reduce mobility and impose their authority. In such
cases, the term ‘division’ simply does not provide a fitting description of the spatial condition of the
Korean borderland which has many different boundaries superimposed on one another.
The Korean border is a complicated matrix of overlapping political, administrative and military
boundaries, and softer economic and cultural boundaries. It is complicated and fragmentated, which
is another feature of a frontier.252 Therefore, for frontiers, unlike borders, the absolute notions of
inclusion or exclusion are undefined.253 For scholars such as Parker, the terms border and frontiers
are even considered as antonyms, the former being ‘hard and static’ and the latter ‘soft, fluid and
zonal’.254 Such conditions of disorder that arise from the spatial disjunction that characterises the
frontier directly challenges Turner’s notion of the frontier as a place of interaction and exchange.
Pullan argues that contested frontiers are not well-balanced places of exchange but ‘incorporate the
breakdown of laws and institutions’.255 Despite a certain level of security present to identify ‘our
frontier’, the inherent lawlessness of the frontier is also used as a tool by the different sides. In
contrast to a border where a heightened level of control and security is established ‘to counteract
the increased lawlessness of the area’, the frontier is ‘a place of contradiction, where the “wild” and
247 Newman 2011: 37
248 Baumann 2015
249 Katz 2016b
250 Anderson and O’Dowd 1999; Falah and Newman 1995; Pullan 2011; 2013a; 2013b; Sibley 1995
251 According to Kopytoff, the African frontier ‘consists of politically open areas nestling between organised societies but ‘internal’ to the larger regions in which they are found. Kopytoff 1987: 9
252 Pullan 2013b: 21
253 Anderson 1996: 9; Anthony 2007: 102; Elton 1996; Lamar and Thompson 1981: 7
254 Parker 2006: 81; Elton 1996: 3-9
255 Pullan 2011: 16
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the “tamed” do not cancel each other but play out different roles, sometimes in reciprocity, and with
different levels of impact’.256
The notion of a frontier as being chaotic is often planted by the centre. Historically, the Chinese
Empire functioned in a similar way, but with a much broader socio-cultural concept of huayi, where
hua means ‘bright’ or ‘brilliant’ that represented the Han Chinese; while yi stands for ‘barbaric’ or
‘wrong’, referring to all other ethnic groups on the other side of the frontier. Likewise, the frontier
has a strong sense of hostility that arises partly because of being left uncharted and remaining unknown. Where borders tend to be envisioned as an overly controlled space that does not allow rich
varieties of everyday life to unfold, frontier is a space mainly empty of stable sovereignty (or ‘our
sovereignty’): unstable zones where hegemony (or ‘our’ hegemony) is not yet established.
Another example is the disparate perception of the U.S.–Mexican border, where the Mexican side
of the border is seen as an origin for drug smuggling and crime. The American side of the border is
considered as a land of opportunity which can provide jobs and money.257 Such images of danger and
lawlessness of the other side of the border are often driven by the central authorities so that people
see the frontier as chaotic and therefore insecure and requiring government protection. Similarly,
Rokeach suggests that the psychology of authoritarianism protects ‘inner weaknesses by a ready
acceptance of the views of higher authorities and by forming unambiguous judgements which rigidly
separate, into distinct categories, objects of approval and those of disapproval’.258 The American
public generally supports the border build-up (approximately 700 miles of fencing comprised of
vehicular, pedestrian, and other barriers) with majorities in favour of increased border patrols despite
the evidence that suggests migrant flows have not decreased.259 The popular ‘image’ of the border,
despite questions about its effectiveness, remains a crucial political mechanism in the United States
and elsewhere.

Asymmetry
One further idea of the frontier is that it is always asymmetrical, in that it is always seen from one
side, ‘our side’, the side of our people; thus the other side is always seen as less worthy.260 Studies
on cities that have experienced social and political divisions exacerbated by spatial arrangements
such as borders or walls which separate populations over prolonged periods, have found rejections of
difference or plurality.261 This form of identification (or differentiation) is exacerbated with the prolonged period of division that restricts most forms of communication and exchange. Like many other
groups within the larger spaces of the modern metropolis as examined by Sibley,262 a consciousness
of purity, defilement and intolerance of difference also exists between North and South Korea – only
256
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in a more antagonistic manner. Divisions that have lasted for over seventy years with limited forms
of exchange, and ignorance of the other, generate vilification of the other side. A vilification derived
from a fear – of those who bring disorder and threaten ‘our’ core values – fills the social and spatial
boundaries and thus, the defence of spaces and transgressions. Despite not being able to cross boundaries, the common fate of almost all Koreans, boundaries in these circumstances provide security and
comfort. As a result, there is distaste for the missing of their population and younger generations find
it difficult to relate to the issue of unification or longing for another.263

2.6 Conclusion
The abundant amount of inter-Korean research produced since the late 1980’s has received growing
interest from wider disciplines.264 It has thus far offered fresh perspectives on Korean division going
beyond the traditional unification discourses that have operated mostly on economic and political
agendas. At the very basis of this research, however, lies an unquestioned notion of the border and
borderland as a homogeneous, static and well-defined state space. In most of the research regarding
the two Koreas, whether it be political, cultural, economic, or geographical, the same image of the
border is constantly reproduced.
In an attempt to decipher the complexities that exist in modern state spaces as such, Lefebvre introduces a notion of ‘abstract space’ – a space that imposes an abstract homogeneity instrumental for
both capital and the modern state. 265 This appearance of homogeneity, he argues, ‘serves those forces
which make a tabula rasa of whatever stands in their way, of whatever threatens them – in short,
difference.’266 This abstract space, much like the Korean border, functions by destroying its historical
conditions, its internal and any emergent differences, to impose an abstract homogeneity that allows
a continuous, comprehensive and encompassing control in the realm of statecraft.267
Today, the accumulation of such images of the border have become monoliths highlighted by the
media, political discourses, research and through many decades of the process of vilification from
both sides of the border. Exactly for that reason, the dynamics that constantly construct and deconstruct the border, or the never-ending processes of territorialisation and de-territorialisation, are simply not visible. As a result, the everyday life of the people at the border becomes a mere description
of their inability and struggle.268 Such descriptions, fail to inquire deeper into how their existence is
perceived, appropriated, and shaped in relation to surrounding entities and flows. The inability to
take into account the experiences of a perceived space as part of the concept of the physical sciences

263 S. H. Lee 2012; 2014
264 Some of the earlier scholars include, Sang-woo Lee, Hak-joon Kim and Dal-joong Jang, considered as the second generation of scholars of North Korean Studies. Other pivotal scholarly works that dealt with detailed accounts of the Korean War and
modern Korean history also came from foreign scholars such as Bruce Cumings and Carter Eckert amongst many others, whom
I mention in the previous chapter.
265 Lefebvre 1974: 278–279, 328; 1991: 240, 285
266 Lefebvre 1974:328; 1991:285
267 Brenner and Elden 2009: 358
268 Amongst many, see D. Kim 2011; E. J. Park 2013
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makes us wonder how much information has been reduced, if not lost. Moreover, as such reductive images are produced and reproduced, the border perseveres and solidifies as a homogeneous,
well-defined, ordered territory – while its inhabitants are portrayed as passive endurers.
By questioning these perceptions of the Korean border through the lens of the concept of a frontier,
it shows us foremost how accustomed we have become to spatial rules, but also how restrictive such
rules are. This approach allows us to keep the core conceptual structure of territory which is shared
by borders, borderlands and frontiers, and still differentiate each of them. This is important because
it avoids the common attempt to either define them as opposite concepts or as synonyms. Rather than
affirming the current perception of the Korean borderland, when analysed as a frontier, qualities such
as contestation, lack of planning, fragmentation, lawlessness, and contradictions that are present at
the border all become salient qualities for further study and not something to be hidden or removed.
They are coercive, disabling and limiting, including and excluding many people against their will;
but they are also benign and enabling, providing the basis for security, dominant forms of identity
and conventional representative democracy. As Anderson and O’Dowd describe borders as ‘prison
or refuge’,269 frontiers, instead, seamlessly unify and divide, include and exclude, facilitate oppression and provide an escape from it – all at the same time. The Korean frontier is indeed contested.

269 Anderson and O’Dowd 1999: 596
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Figure 2.1 (Above)

Map of Gangwon Province made in the mid 1700s with roads drawn in red. Cheorwon is marked in blue on
the top left.

Figure 2.2 (Left)

Map of Korea (Chosonguk-paldo-tonghap-do) drawn in the early 1800s. It shows the position of all adminstrative centres with approximate distances between them using text. The northern provinces are drawn smaller in
relation to the southern parts.
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Figure 2.3 North Korea supporters wave the Korean unification
flag ahead of the pairs figure free skating at the 2018
Pyeongchang Winter Olympics.
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Figure 2.4 South Korean weather programme in 1987.
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Figure 2.5 (Above)
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South Korean Weather Forecast in 2000. Neither maps indicate the inter-Korean border.

Figure 2.6 (Following) The whole length of the SLL is lit throughout the night which can even be observed from the outer space.
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CHAPTER 3

Fragmented Topography:
The Structure of the
Korean Frontier
We did not choose to draw here, on this peninsula – this magnificent peninsula – the thin line of
civilization that runs around the world and down through time. But here it was drawn, and here it
remains to this day. It is the line between peace and war, between decency and depravity, between
law and tyranny, between hope and total despair. It is a line that has been drawn many times, in many
places, throughout history. To hold that line is a choice free nations have always had to make. We have
learned together the high cost of weakness and the high stakes of its defense.270
								
Donald Trump

3.1 Introduction
As an abrupt military construction – the Korean border remains one of most closed and heavily
armed borders of the world – the inter-Korean border is often perceived to be static and not adhering
to any natural surroundings or change.271 For North and South alike, this image of the border figures
prominently as a national trauma for the restrictions it places on a nation in a state of division and
unable to cross it.272 This perception is hard to erase if one considers the estimated 1.1 million soldiers in the North and the 687,000 soldiers in the South with both sides ready to launch into full-scale
war at a moment’s notice.273 From both sides of the border, this particular characteristic of the border
makes it difficult to access and analyse using one’s senses: physically, visually and acoustically.
Not only does the heavy military presence forbid physical entry to the border, one is only allowed a
270 Remarks by President Donald Trump to the National Assembly of the Republic of Korea. Trump 2017
271 For Gaston, the Korean border is considered ‘totally unrealistic, not following any natural feature of the terrain or even the
economic balance necessary to give a country any element of stability.’ Gaston 1976: 3
272 S. Y. Kim 2014: 7
273 The numbers increase further if one takes into account some 8.2 million reserve tropes in the North, 8 million reserve troops
in the South, and 28,500 U.S. troops stationed in South Korea. Ministry of National Defense 2016
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framed view of the vast landscape through the binoculars at the numerous observatories that make
‘the macro and micro of the terrain practically irreconcilable’(Figures 3.1–3.2).274 Even the few who
are given access become lost between the North and the South’s high powered military speakers echoing propaganda broadcasts that reverberate across and beyond the DMZ (Figures 3.3–3.4).275 The
impossibility of experiencing the border encourages traditional (and often singular) interpretations
of the border that creates ‘a vicious cycle of one-sided narratives, stereotypes.’276
When seen using ‘the line’, which has been the dominant thinking tool of border studies, border is an
edge of the nation-state where mutually recognised sovereignties meet and yet do not overlap. The
two Koreas have also followed this thinking where the inter-Korean border has long been delineated
as a military buffer zone represented by the DMZ. However, when it is considered precisely as a site
of investigation for identifying and interrogating how it functions in different settings, with what
consequences, and for whose benefit, the border is not something that straightforwardly presents
itself in an unmediated way. In this context, the study of border is experiencing a shift from the ‘concept of the border’ to the notion of ‘bordering practices’ and reconceptualising the borders as a set of
‘performances’.277 It has been seen that, in multitudes of studies, citizens and non-citizens alike are
increasingly active in constructing, shifting, or even erasing borders.278 The notion of bordering practices is outlined by Parker and Adler-Nissen as ‘the activities which have the effect […] of constituting, sustaining, or modifying borders’.279 A focus on practice entails not only the space of the border
itself, but also what is in it that makes the space meaningful, hence an understanding of borderlands
and frontiers becomes important, where the former is essentially civilian and the latter political. And
as one might expect, habitation makes a different borderland and frontier than if no one lived there:
a space that may shrink and grow, be permeable and impermeable, a zone of a political conflict and
cooperation, a place of contradiction. Naturally, the shift in focus towards bordering practice draws
attention to how the everyday life of those who inhabit the border is continually ‘performed’ through
various rituals of construction, occupation and movement into the study of what is otherwise often
taken to be static.
The inter-Korean border was not always as fixed as our animating metaphor otherwise implies.
When Korea was first divided along the 38th parallel in 1945, the border did enjoy some level of
porosity until it was redrawn after the Korean War. In the Western frontier alone, the border security
had to deal with an overwhelming number of border crossers that reached some five-thousand people a day despite both the Soviet and the U.S. effort to close the border.280 Traditionally, the U.S.,
exerted a strong military and political presence in South Korea and remains closely involved with
the construction, management and security of the border. Since the first Korean division in 1945, the
274 Min (Forthcoming)
275 A mixture of world news, K-pop, weather updates, military marches, letters of longing and propagandistic proclamations
are played from both sides’ speakers, reverberating anywhere from 10 to 24 kilometres from the border. Amongst many, see
Paterson 2016; D. Ji 2016; McCurry 2017
276 SAYA 2015
277 Parker and Vaughan-Williams 2012
278 Amongst many, see: Katz 2017; Ochs 2011; Anderson and O’Dowd 1999; Pullan 2011; Newman and Paasi 1998; Wilson
and Donnan 1998
279 Parker and Adler-Nissen 2012: 776
280 J. W. Kim 2015: 22
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U.S. would refer South Korea as the ‘forefront of liberty’, where such metaphor was gladly endorsed
by the South Korean president Seungman Rhee as the ‘American frontline’;281 a powerful political
rhetoric reaffirmed by Barack Obama as the “freedom’s frontier” during his visit to Panmunjom in
2012.282 For Obama, indifferent to the earlier understanding of the border (as a protection against
those who threaten American liberty), the border is regarded as a frontier that divides ‘the space and
opportunity for freedom and prosperity’283 from the ‘inhumane’, ‘underdeveloped’, ‘threatening’,
and ‘abusive’ regime on the other side.284 As a regular reminder of the division, this dichotomous
rhetoric is reproduced in South Korean politics where being at the forefront of liberty is a proud
boast. To a certain extent, South Korean thoughts and actions are still bound by the restrictions
presented by what is considered to be their highly abusive National Security Act that has evolved
from an infamous Anti-Communist Act.285 Lisa Sangmi Min’s monologue, which comes from her
residency as a researcher at South Korea’s Yangji-ri frontier village, captures a glimpse of this Cold
War logic in play:
The DMZ is an impossible border. I know that it can never be crossed. I know that the other side
is forbidden. I know that I am standing at the boundary between two hyper reflections of capitalist
and communist modernity. And suddenly, I am caught in a Cold War optics. These rituals of seeing
at the border operate within a logic, an optical machinery, an apparatus that structures the visual.286

Hence, as a country, thoughts tend to be focused on the issue of division and unification, but rarely
question its spatiality and its wider ramifications. In this regard, the continued and widespread view
of the border as a hard-dividing line, and a highly militarised no-man’s-land with an extreme level
of hostility all combine to suggest ‘a frozen border in kind of stasis as a last remaining relic of Cold
War’287 does not seem like an illogical conclusion. The fact that many of the remnants of the Korean
war such as the DMZ, Panmunjom, various military infrastructures, a system of military conscription
and the United Nations Command (UNC), are still in operation to this day, all adds up to a persistent
reminder of war and its trauma.
It is therefore an aim of this chapter to blur this long-held view of the border by closely examining
various components – geography, structures, laws and regulations, and people – that make up the
South Korean frontier. It is only when we consider the space of the border as an inhabited, multi-dimensional, and non-static field in the totality of its relationships, that the space of border begins to
communicate its meaning and contribute to spatial research. In order to better understand why this
Cold War border persists, it begins by asking a simple set of questions. What makes up the inter-Korean Border? How did the border change? How is the southern side of the border occupied? Starting

281 Foreign Relations of the United States 1953
282 Remarks by President Obama during meet and greet with troops at Camp Bonifas, DMZ. Obama 2012
283 Ibid.
284 Remarks by President Obama and President Park of the Republic of Korea in Joint Press Conference. Obama 2015
285 Various international organisations and scholars have criticised that National Security Act has been justifying the violation
on human rights under the name of defense against the perceived threat of North Korea and that it functions as an obstacle for
peaceful reunification with North Korea. Notably, see Amnesty International 2012
286 Min (Forthcoming).
287 Cumings 2010: 223-230
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with the more obvious discrepancies that exist between what is seen from the map and what it is
actually like on the ground, the chapter will attempt to offer an alternative reading of the frontier by
enquiring into the underexplored conditions of human habitation which have persisted and continue
to do so at the seemingly empty border. In so doing, it redirects the focus of attention from objects to
subjects; from things to people; and from absence to presence.
Described as the ‘Panmunjom Regime’, Hak-Jae Kim refers to Emile Durkheim’s concept of the
‘state of anomie’ that arises from ‘lack of authority’ to explain the condition of the prolonged division of the Koreas.288 According to Durkheim, the state of anomie is a condition found in a society
that lacks ‘moral force’. It emphasises collective consciousness and rigid social controls enforced
by violence, which he calls a society of ‘mechanical solidarity’.289 Both Koreas resembled this description for many decades following the War and in some aspects, this continues today, especially
at the border. In this context, the persistence of the Panmunjom Regime is a very representation of a
failure of state-building – the inability to make an integrated country. The prolonged state of military
division is sustained by confrontations of interest from the various states that signed the Armistice:
the United States, which was in favour of the current Armistice of temporary ceasefire; North Korea,
which was not in favour of the agreement; and China, which abstained.290 South Korea, however,
perhaps because of its decision to not sign the Armistice for a cease-fire agreement, finds it difficult
to take matters into its own hands (Appendix A).291
When seen from the perspective of international relations, South Korea’s authorship of its own state
of division comes into question. Indeed, the Korean situation is never Korean alone, but involves
acknowledgements and permissions from the wider international community. This is especially so
in matters concerning the opening and closing of the border or a breach in the DMZ. Should there
be an outbreak of another war, the chain of command lies with the United Nations Command. What,
then, are the spatial aspects of the inter-Korean border that sustain the state of anomie? Why does the
hostile nature of the division continue despite the mixed periods of de-bordering and re-bordering?
What are the spaces that have emerged from the state of absence of authority? And how are these
spaces inhabited?
This chapter looks firstly at the structural aspects of the inter-Korean border explaining different
types of boundaries and borders that constitute the South Korean frontier, and the spatial interstices
that generate highly disputed and fragmented border typologies that affect the people who occupy
the border. The second part of the chapter discusses how the political dynamics have altered the
spatiality of the border by examining the economic enclaves that have been created through a NorthSouth political engagement. In doing so, it reveals a dichotomous nature of the border: its ability (or

288 H. J. Kim 2015
289 Durkheim 2013 [1902]
290 H. J. Kim 2015: 275-354
291 The Korean War Armistice was signed on 27 July 1953, with the signatures of Kim Il-sung, Supreme Commander of the
Korean People’s Army; Peng Teh-Huai, Commander of Chinese People’s Volunteers and Mark Clark, Commander-in-Chief
of the United Nations Command. The armistice does not include any representative of the Republic of Korea much similar to
earlier discussions and agreements of division between China and Japan; Russia and Japan; Unites States and the Soviet Union.
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inconsistency) to open and close as well as its inability (or consistency) to neither fully operate as an
area of cooperation or military confrontation which play out different roles independent of one another. Lastly, it will examine the different types of frontier villages that have emerged ad hoc by the
displaced, as well as those established by the state after the Korean War to occupy the inter-Korean
border; and will explain how they differ from more recent inter-Korean infrastructures at the border
that tend to quickly deteriorate depending on a political situation.

3.2 Many Borders: Types and their Complexities
A closer look at the inter-Korean border reveals a dynamic nature that is arbitrary but also highly
complex in its structure, not singular in its form and function. The border is not something that presents itself in an unmediated way but is, rather, a composite of boundaries and zones made up of the
Demilitarised Zone (DMZ), Civilian Control Zone (CCZ), and Border Area (Figures 1.1–1.2).

3.2.1 The Demilitarized Zone: A Moving Border
As a product of the Korean War Armistice, the DMZ is characterised as ‘a buffer zone to prevent the
occurrence of incidents which might lead to resumption of hostilities’.292 It consists of three boundary lines delineated in 1953: the Military Demarcation Line (MDL), the Northern Limit Line (NLL),
and the Southern Boundary Line (SBL),293 forming a 4km wide, 248km long strip of land cutting
across the Korean Peninsula.
However, it was not until the late 1960s that the MDL materialised and began to obtain some sense of
spatiality as a border. After years of topographic survey by surveyors appointed by the states which
had signed the Armistice (thus leaving out South Korea), 1,292 signposts were set up and numbered
to mark the MDL.294 Despite being considered as a de facto border, however, jurisdiction over the
maintenance of the signposts was divided into alternating sectors. Out of the 1,292 signposts, 696
are currently administered by the UNC and the remaining 596 are looked after by North Korea,295
creating a non-continuous, broken boundary with alternating areas of jurisdiction. Many of these
signs have since faded and disappeared, making it impossible to locate the position of the MDL
(Figure 3.5). This leads to disputes between the North and South about where exactly the line is. As
a result, both sides began fortifying the outer boundaries of the DMZ by decorating the entire length
of the NLL and the SBL with observation towers, guard posts, warning signages, aviational warning
panels, and multiple lines of barbed wire fences that get lit after sunset (Figures 3.6-3.10).296 The
structures demand to be seen. They participate in the reproduction of the DMZ, as all too familiar

292 Korean War Armistice Agreement 1953: Volume 1 Article I Paragraph 1
293 The SBL was previously referred to as the Southern Limit Line. United Nations Command 2015
294 Placed every two to five-hundred metres; the markers are written in Chinese and Korean on their North-face, English and
Korean on its South-face; with four-digit numbers beginning from the west coast and ending on the east coast giving the line a
certain directional quality.
295 United Nations Command 2015: 13-16; H. Y. Lee 2003
296 United Nations Command 2015:13-22
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satellite image of the Korean peninsula at night displaying one side glowing in the light of industrial
progress and the other dimmed in darkness, in which the landscape is rendered flat (Figures 2.6 and
3.11). Ironically, the invisible line (MDL) has become an empty void, ‘So empty that it powerfully
orders the space around it’.297
Contrary to the common perception of a static border, however, the DMZ is a dynamic entity that
has mutated over time with both sides slowly advancing their fences to more strategic locations –
creating discrepancies between what is drawn on the map and what is actually on the ground. Since
the first advancement of North Korean fences in 1968,298 South Korea also advanced their fences
in retaliation, shrinking sides of the DMZ to come as close together as five-hundred metres (Figure
3.12). According to the survey by Green Korea, the advancement of fences decreased the area of the
DMZ almost by half, from 992 km2 to 570 km2.299 While it may carry an epithet of a ‘no-man’s-land’,
the DMZ is a fierce zone of interpenetration between two hostile states. It is ‘a space of acts and
counter-acts that create continuous movement’, a territory integrated with action, which are essential
conditions found at the frontier.300

3.2.2 The Civilian Control Zone: An Imposed Border
South of the DMZ is another zone known as the Civilian Control Zone (CCZ), a military controlled
area covering up to ten kilometres south of the MDL.301 Due to the heavy presence of military stationed within the zone, human access, mobility and habitation is controlled by a Civilian Control
Line (CCL), a boundary that is marked by series of armed checkpoints on all major highways and
pedestrian roads leading to the border.302 Maps generally do not chart these boundaries, but if they
do, present them unreliably, as both the DMZ and CCZ have been shrinking over time. Since 1993,
the CCL has undergone a series of readjustment that is said to have reduced the area of the CCZ from
1,528 km2 to 638 km2, but these figures remain ambiguous as there is no actual line on the ground.303
What adds to this ambiguity are invisible designations of Controlled Protection Zone, Restricted
Protection Zone, Flight Safety Zone, and Anti-Aircraft Defense Coordination Zone that further complicates the space of the border (Figure 1.1).304
Different to the DMZ, which was an imposed border strictly limited to militaristic and technical
agendas that disregarded any ‘human’ problems, the formation of the CCL was the outcome of a
post-war socio-political situation that involved the management of the influx of people at the border. Initially set up as a security line by the 8th U.S. Army Corps in February 1954 for military
operations, amongst the border population, this boundary was better known as the ‘Agricultural
297 Min (Forthcoming)
298 K. S. Jung et al. 2015; Green Korea 2013; 2-5
299 The figure is a measure of area between both sides’ foremost military fences. Ibid., 23
300 Katz 2016: 68
301 Military Bases Act 2016: Chapter II Article 5
302 From 2011, with the introduction of the Special Act on Support for Border Area the official English term has changed from
being Civilian Control Line to Civilian Access Control Line. However, this terminology does not fully capture the characteristic
of the CCL that places heavy restriction on mobility, construction, settlement and ownership of the land.
303 Research Institute for Gangwon 2014
304 Military Bases Act 2016: Chapter II
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Line’ (guinong-seon), which forbade residential settlement but allowed land cultivation (Figures
3.13–3.14). There was, however, a fair amount of habitation already present in temporary shelters
such as camps and mud huts (also known as tomak-jip which will be discussed in detail in Chapter
5.2.2), and by those who occupied the empty houses left unattended after the war. Thus, for the
locals, the formal delineation of this line was regarded as a de facto, though never de jure, approval
of their actions.305 The CCL was a case where human settlements appeared on the periphery before
it was built by the centre: the process of border formation was not simply, as suggested by the DMZ,
the imposition of military and technical agendas from the top down and the outside in.
While settlement in the CCZ was, especially in Cheorwon (Recovered Territory), initially the result of an informal deal struck between a state with a newly gained land empty of its people and a
mixed group of the population left without a place to call home, the characteristic of the border soon
changed with the state’s effort to strengthen and stabilise control over this region. Such a process
was deemed necessary in order to construct South Korea’s state identity as part of its defence against
the threat of the North and to establish a rational sense of territory and to regulate internal relations
between state, people and land.306 Eversince, the CCZ has come to resemble Lefebvre’s conclusion
of the space of sovereignty as ‘a space established and constituted by violence’,307 because of its influence on almost every aspect of those who inhabit the border in a top-down fashion. This includes
the rights to exercise ownership and residency over the land; the construction and alteration of buildings; and mobility and access, which are all administered by the local military in charge. The CCZ’s
characteristic and performance, therefore, may change depending on the person in charge: certain
actions may be permitted on one day but may be banned on another.308 This arbitrary nature of the
border not only grants power to protect the territory from external threats but also endorses violence
to undermine the ability to reproduce hegemonic social relations. As Lefebvre identifies, ‘[in] the
chaos of relations among individuals, groups, class fractions and classes, the State tends to impose a
rationality, its own, which has space as its privileged instrument’.309

3.2.3 The Border Area
Stretching further south from the CCZ, a much wider region is formally declared as the Border Area
(jeop-kyung ji-yuk).310 Covering roughly 8,097km2 of land, the Border Area is a super zone that takes
into account the DMZ; the CCZ; and the surrounding borderland that includes five cities, ten counties, as well as the five populated islands on the West Sea. In a region where habitation is generally
unexpected, the Border Area is home to over 2,670,000 people,311 a figure which rises even further
305 Y. C. Park and Y. B. Kim 1997:66
306 One example of this is the establishment of the Protection of Military Bases and Installation Act in 1972.
307 Lefebvre 1991 [1974]: 280
308 For example, border residents and commuters complained of inconsistency in the screening procedure at checkpoints due
to regular shifts between military officers in charge.
309 Lefebvre 2009: 226 quoted in Brenner and Elden 2009: 370
310 The term was first introduced in the 3rd National Land Development Plan in 1992, and as part of the Border Area Support
Act exercised in January 2000. Since 2011, with the introduction of the Special Act on Support for Border, and the Special Act
on Support for Five Islands of the ROK in the Yellow Sea, the spatiality of the Border Area has been regularly amended and
redefined. Border Area Act 2000
311 Korea DMZ Council 2011
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if one takes into account some 400,000 soldiers assigned to over twenty military divisionsstationed
in the region but not figured into local or regional statistics.312 Despite a high level of habitation and
permanence present in the border area, the result of demographic data on the region is often misleading in both quantitative and qualitative terms. As a consequence of the vast area this zone covers,
it is inevitably made up of ‘many borders’ with layers of multiple types of administrative, military,
and security boundaries. However, as these borders do not necessarily overlap one another, it creates
fragmented zones of hierarchy that is often difficult to comprehend and navigate. The inter-Korean
border is never simply ‘present’ fully established, rather it is manifold and in a constant state of
becoming.

3.3 No Borders
In order to widen our understanding of the inter-Korean border, it is necessary to challenge some
of the general assumptions associated with borders: that state borders require a consensus in order
to exist and function,313 and that for a border to work properly it must be visible.314 Questioning
why the study of borders is conducted under these assumptions, Sibley, Newman and Paasi have
helped in shifting the discussion of borders away from an exclusive concern with division to the
connectivity of borders, and have recognised that locals do not necessarily see borders in the same
way as governments.315 In parallel with such an intervention, Chris Rumford calls for the adoption
of a ‘multiperspectiveal view’ as an alternative approach which views the border as an instrument of
exclusion constructed between two nation states (state centric view), pointing out that borders do not
always need to be visible nor constituted through consensus.316 In the following section, therefore, I
attend to various border typologies, some vague and others invisible, that structure and are structured
by the lives of those who inhabit the border.

3.3.1 The Five Islands and the Invisible Borders of the West Sea
Established purely as an outcome of militaristic and technical negotiations of boundary making, instability and discrepancy are the qualities inherent at the inter-Korean frontier. Unlike the border on
the land that assumes a permanently fixed line, no lines were drawn across the waters. Instead of designating certain boundaries, in the West Sea, the Armistice designated the five islands of Paengyongdo, Taechong-do, Sochong-do, Yonpyung-do, and U-do to remain under the military control of the
Commander-in-Chief, UNC.317 The ambiguity of Armistice language regarding the character of the
border on the West Sea, however, makes this area the most highly contested border type.

312 D. Kim 2012; 2013; Gelézeau 2013: 13; Research Institute for Gangwon 2014; Personal Survey 2017
313 Consensus is evident when borders become accepted as world defining borders like the ‘Iron Curtain’, the Mexico-U.S.
‘tortilla curtain’, and the Israel-Palestine border, all widely thought to ‘divide the world’ in some sense. Rumford 2012: 890
314 For example, van Schendel holds that ‘a border that is not visible to all has failed its purpose’. van Schendel and Abraham
2005: 41
315 Sibley 1995; Newman and Paasi 1998
316 Rumford 2012
317 Korean War Armistice Agreement 1953: Volume 1 Article II Paragraph 13
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Now home to over 9,000 civilians and an estimated 5,000 marines who patrol the heavily fortified
islands,318 the everyday life of the residents is exposed to uncertainties of indefinite maritime status
and invisible borders. While the Islands remained under the control of the UNC, the failure to implement clear boundaries of the islands’ territorial waters left grey areas between islands that were
considered as international waters not belonging to either side (Figure 1.1). Hence, since 1956, there
has been persistent exchange of gunfire between North and South Korean vessels for ‘invading’ each
other’s waters.319 Concerns were raised during the Board of National Unification (BNU) meeting
held on 2 April 1976 by the BNU advisor Nak-Suh Baek, who was seeking possible measures to
seal-off these ‘border holes’ between the islands of the West Sea. Instead, the meeting ended without
a solution, only to conclude that there was no legal basis to claim jurisdiction over the waters or
retaliate in an event of entry by North Korea.320 For that reason, the west coast has become an area
littered with overlapping boundaries, unilaterally proposed on top of one another.
For the South, the NLL, said to have been proposed by the UNC Commander General Clark on 30
August 1953, became a de facto border.321 On the contrary, the North declared the 50-mile Military
Boundary Zone in 1977322 followed by the Choson West Sea Military Demarcation Line in 1999
that claimed a different border based on international maritime laws. As a result, much of the West
Sea has become a grey area due to continued disputes over the maritime border, each side claiming
ownership using incoherent boundaries. Korea’s West Sea is in fact a crisscross of different lines that
have become almost unreadable for residents and officials alike, and often residents of the two sides
on their fishing boats will become innocent border crossers.

3.3.2 The Han River Estuary and the Shared Border
The border along the Han River Estuary is a legal condition of the condominium where two or more
sovereignties ‘share’ equal dominion and exercise their rights jointly along the river.323 The Armistice
states, ‘The waters of the Han River Estuary shall be open to civil shipping of both sides wherever
one bank is controlled by the other side […] Civil shipping of each side shall have unrestricted access to the land under the military control of that side’.324 However, where was historically an active
shipping route that connected Seoul to the open sea, both sides of the river is now heavily fenced and
no longer accessible.325 Opposed to the externally disputed ambiguous maritime border, disputes at
the Han river estuary have therefore been more internal, between the military and the residents who
use the river to make a living.

318 Gelézeau 2013: 13
319 Between 1956–99 there were more than 30 military clashes, not counting minor incidents involving civilians. Hangyore 2010
320 B. Y. Kim 2010
321 This remains unconfirmed, due to the official document relating to the argument, like many others, is currently regarded as
a second-class confidential document that is not viewable for confirmation.
322 C. H. Park 1978
323 Suh 2014: 184
324 Korean War Armistice Agreement 1953: Volume 1 Article I Paragraph 5
325 Roh and Lee 2006
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The river estuary is exemplified by its geographical properties. Being a far more dynamic landscape
one that constantly shifts and moves, from the shallowness and extreme width of the river estuary
emerge 231km2 of vast wetlands in between tides, making the border a territorial ambiguity.326 For
South Korea, this affects the environmental management of the estuary, clashing with the current law
that spatially separates the land and the sea, and differentiates a region of freshwater and seawater.
The fact that the Han River Estuary is jointly managed by the central and the regional government
– involving the Ministry of National Defense, the Ministry of Oceans and Fisheries, the Ministry of
Environment, the Ministry of Land Infrastructure and Transport, the Ministry of Agriculture Food
and Rural Affairs, the Cultural Heritage Administration, and the Maritime Police – further complicates this issue, creating internal inconsistencies between different government sectors.327
While the political and military tension prevents larger vessels from entering, however, the ambiguity of the Armistice language and its dynamic geography is exploited by the local fishermen. For
the locals, fishing by the estuary has been a way of living for generations that is still very much part
of their everyday life. Despite the heavy restrictions, exposure to drifting naval mines, and facing
possible seizure of their boat or even an arrest, there are fourteen fisheries cooperative unions still in
operation with approximately two thousand fishermen along the banks of the Han River Estuary.328
They follow a complex process that involves a series of security protocols, where access is only
given during a high tide to those who have acquired a special fishing permit issued by the marines
in charge of the area. For Seung Suk Seo, a third-generation local fisherman, fishing at the estuary
currently involves passing through a series of checkpoints; collecting a radio device given out by the
marines; wearing a yellow-coloured jacket; and hoisting up a red flag with an identification number
printed in yellow (Figure 3.15). In the past, and still for those fishing in different parts of the estuary,
motor boats were not allowed in order to prevent them from defecting to the other side of the river
– a limit marked by yellow buoys floating randomly.329 If a boat should get too close to the buoys it
would immediately receive warning calls through its radio from the marines stationed at the observation posts along the estuary.
With restrictions on the maximum speed of the fishing boats, mobility on the estuary is not just a spatial restriction but something that is controlled in space-time – albeit the impossibility of maintaining
the legal definition of the line as a boundary due to the natural transformations of the topography. As
Theodore Steinberg puts it in his book, Slide Mountain: Or the Folly of Owning Nature:
[…] property in land is an act of denial, a wish for closure, for solid control and dominion over nature. Perhaps that explains why the law still refers to land as ‘real’ property, to deny what is unreal,
porous, and imaginary about it. Yet as real as property in land may seem, it is still, of course, a legal
fiction for imposing rational order on an often uncooperative environment.330
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Ministry of Oceans and Fisheries 2018
United Nations Command 2015: 18
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3.3.3 Creating Mental Borders
Naming Boundaries
In his study of South Korea’s Border Area, Min-Chul Park331 presents what he calls a ‘two-fold
boundary making process’ as one of three spatial strategies performed under the peculiar Korean
condition that Nak-Chung Paik identifies as the ‘division system’. Min-Chul Park indicates that the
system of division, in its ‘bordering’ and ‘boundary making’ process, has produced ‘artificial’ spaces
(namely, the DMZ, the CCZ and the Border Area) and this process in turn, following Lefebvre,
serves the state’s monopolisation of these spaces.
Indeed, as we have seen in the previous chapter, territory is a prerequisite for claiming sovereignty
which, at the same time, connotes an establishment of a certain order. According to Foucault, order
and authority are maintained by a system of disciplinary mechanism which he calls the ‘disciplinary
power’ that has internalised and, thus, is unnoticeable.332 The concentration of the majority of the
Military Installation Protected Area that lies within the DMZ, CCZ, and Border Area showcases
this ‘internalisation of disciplinary power’ more clearly.333 For example, 99 percent of Cheorwon’s
administrative region, or more than 10 percent of South Korea’s total land area, is designated as the
Military Installation Protected Area,334 which prevents civilian access, construction and other forms
of activities for the ‘smooth conduct of military operations’.335
Designation of such areas, of course, is never democratic and is often imposed unilaterally by the
state with no room for negotiation.336 Min-Chul Park, following Foucault, insists that internalisation
of the disciplinary individuality (for the creation of ‘docile bodies’) in the end generates a violent
socio-spatial order that makes it possible to ‘clearly distinguish the hostile other’, and diagnoses
South Korea as ‘a society under a rigorous self-censorship’.337 For Park, the spatial formation under
the division system transcends the simple physical boundary-making process. Rather, by reinstating
the state of division as its divine right to exercise ‘disciplinary power’, the state, in turn, consolidates
the monopolisation of space. In the process of boundary-making the state implements yet another
border – constructed within one’s deep socio-spatial conscious – operating out of sight.338
As Jon Anderson has already posited that ‘cultural ordering goes hand in hand with a geo- graphical
bordering’,339 the consequence of bordering is always a two-fold cycle. Not only does it physically restrict the movement of people, it assimilates discipline as part of the everyday, ensures internalisation
331 M. C. Park 2017b
332 Foucault 1979
333 Introduced in 1972 as part of the Military Infrastructure Protection Act, this zone controls access, restricts altering existing
infrastructures, prohibits construction of new roads, telecommunications or buildings from within a boundary of three hundred
metres to a five-kilometre radius of any military infrastructure.
334 Specifically, the area includes seven municipalities: Paju City (91%), Kimpo City (75%), Yeonchun County (94%),
Hwachun County (64%), Yanggu County (52%), Inje County (23%) and Kosong County (65%). Ministry of the Interior and
Safety 2011: 20-21.
335 Military Bases Act 2016: Chapter I Article 1
336 An installation of THAAD missile base in Sangju, Korea, by the U.S. Army and the South Korean military in 2017 ignited
violent protests amongst the local residents. Construction of a new naval base in Jeju in 2016 is another example.
337 M. C. Park 2017b: 131-133
338 Foucault 1979
339 Anderson 2001: 42
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of the disciplinary individuality, and establishes a socio-spatial order of contradistinction and discrimination. Working hand in hand with highly abusive and openly interpretable laws such as the
National Security Act (former Anti-Communism Act) and the that have been enacted and maintained
exactly as a result of division, bordering enacts self-censorship, distorts perception of the other side
of the border, and consolidates intangible boundaries.340 South Korea’s borders are as much physical
as they are imagined, and it requires human creativity to deal with the imposed border regimes.

Constructing Memorials
The second strategy Min-Chul Park identifies is the construction of war memorials (monuments,
temples, birthplaces of war heroes, ruins and remains, cenotaphs, and museums), which he calls
‘artificial structures’ that function as the state’s spatial mechanism to help secure and expand both the
material and immaterial borders.341 Since the Armistice, the number of war monuments has continued to increase to reach 828 in 2018, and more than half of its number were constructed within the
last eight years.342 Indeed, these monuments are highly selective about what and what not to memorialise. Instead of relaying the whole story of the War, they only deliver a partial view, that of heroes
and victims.343 If we take, for example, the remains of a locomotive from the Korean War on display
at the border, one can easily come across an overly exhausted image of ‘the bulleted train’ in the
form of stamps, newspapers, posters, poetry and textbooks as a reminder of the Korean War. What
is less known is that the train was moved to the border for display, its rust was chemically treated to
prevent peeling, and the bullet holes are, in fact, from friendly fire (Figure 3.16).344
Here, it is necessary to remember that for a contemporary sculpture, more than anything, it is the
space that forms the background of the work rather than the work itself that plays a central role.345
It is no coincidence that, similar to the train that was moved to the border from its original location,
almost half of South Korean war monuments are put on display within the Border Area.346 Research
has shown that post-conflict memorials do evolve over time to suit new social and political needs
changing from a place of sorrow and mourning, to reconciliation,347 but under the ‘division system’
South Korean memorials have failed to undergo such a change precisely because the War remains
a live issue.348 The division system insists that the War is indeed ongoing, and since it is never
‘post-conflict’, memorials have no room for sorrow or reconciliation. Instead, they prolong divisions
and resentment by actively reminding of the live enemy across the border. And with hundreds of war
memorials scattered across the country, and more being built as we speak, they deepen dichotomous
boundaries and extend them far beyond the space of the border.
340 The ambiguous provision of the National Security Act, which states ‘The purpose of this Act is to secure the security of
the State and the subsistence and freedom of nationals, by regulating any anticipated activities compromising the safety of the
State’, tends to be widely open for interpretation leading to abuse. National Security Act 2017 [1948]
341 M. C. Park 2017b: 135-139
342 Ministry of Patriots and Veterans Affairs 2018
343 H. G. Kim 2007: 194
344 E. Park 2013: 210-211
345 Günzel 2010 [2007: 419]
346 Ministry of Patriots and Veterans Affairs 2018
347 Cultural Heritage and the Re-construction of Identities after Conflict 2008
348 M. C. Park 2017b: 140-143
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Writing Narratives
The third and final strategy in the production of space under the division system is achieved through
what Min Cheol Park identifies as ‘obsessively antagonistic narratives’. In the process of creating
and expanding mental borders, narratives work as an amplifier of traumatic events and fix them
as a collective memory. Not surprisingly, it is not difficult to find more explicit examples at the
Recovered Territory. In the old centre of Cheorwon stands a former North Korean Communist Party
Building preserved as a ruin. Next to the building stands an official information board provided by
the Cultural Heritage Administration, a formal agency of the South Korean government, where much
of its content is given to describing the building as a place of ‘exploitation’, ‘confinement’, ‘torture’
and ‘slaughter’ with little about its architectural heritage. When compared to the 1980s panel ‘This
building is a former Northern Terrorists’ (buk-gwae) Communist Party Building used for exploiting
Korean citizens’ pinned to its façade, one can begin to see that the narrative was not toned down in
any way but became far more explicit (Figures 3.17–3.18). In doing so, it undergoes a ‘reconstruction of locality’ by replacing heritage and all of its previous history with trauma.349 For example, the
production of space under the division system has ruptured the nature of nomenclature, replacing
place names in Cheorwon, which have emerged from a long interaction between people and space
over history, with military vocabulary. Its plains are referred to as the ‘Iron Triangle’ and its hills are
now known as the ‘White Horse Plateau’, ‘Arrowhead Gorge’, and ‘Sniper Ridge’. What we find
in the end is not simply a ‘loss of locality’ but a ‘devastation of locality’.350 These examples of the
production of space illustrate that the mechanisms and intentions behind the process of bordering in
South Korea are far more complicated than any granite monument might suggest. They are processes
involving a constellation of meanings, symbols, emotions, memories and narratives that take place
well beyond the space of the border.

3.4 Dichotomy of the Frontier:
Military Infrastructures and the Enclaves of Cooperation
In contemporary thinking, space and spatial theory is experiencing a shift in theoretical focus from
closed and deterministic structures to open and dynamic relations.351 While state space is suggested
to be seen as territory352 – a defined or a claimed space with a border – space is an unbounded extent
where objects and events have a relative position and direction. Space exists in its own practice,
which it structures with lived phenomena and is structured by them. As Pullan writes, ‘space is
essentially understood from the experience of it, that is, from within, and through participation,
rather than by relying on detached exterior observation’.353 In this view, space always entails time,
involving a continued process of place formation that Harvey calls as process of carving out ‘permanences’ – which is never eternal – and is always subject to time as ‘perpetual perishing’.354 Massey
349
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also discusses space as the product of interrelations between different identities/entities always in the
process of becoming.355 Space, therefore, is not solely made by underlying structures but by diverse
(physical, biological, social, cultural) processes, which in turn is only made meaningful by the relations established between its structure and who is in it. As Merleau-Ponty puts it, ‘the world is not
what I think, but what I live through […]’.356 However, the consideration of space as an externally
formed, perfectly bound container for entities and processes – reduced by the modern inventions of
homogenous Euclidean and Cartesian Space357 – still dominates the space of the Korean border. Yet,
as a place divorced from much spatial experience through external impositions of rigid divisions,
heavy control over access, and combined with an extreme level of surveillance, the border remains
exclusionary.
In politics, on the contrary, the inter-Korean border has been described in terms of its dynamism and
its ability to open and close, often referred to as processes of ‘de-bordering’ and ‘re-bordering’.358
The periods of de-bordering celebrated by a joint North-South construction effort to develop various
zones of interaction at the border with the introduction of the ‘Sunshine policy’ in 1997, and the
subsequent process of radical re-bordering since 2008, are seen, rather optimistically, as evidence
of spatial interfaces working only too well.359 Along with the process of the border fortification that
have continued since the Armistice, political changes have led to the formation of sites of engagement in the form of enclaves and surveillance side by side. These changes seem to exist, in the first
instance, in opposite polarities which operate in parallel to one another without any connections. In
many ways, it reflects the inconsistency and inability of the border to fully operate neither as a site of
cooperation or military confrontation. Significantly, these seemingly dichotomous spaces of engagement and divorce are jointly exhaustive in that both are bound by heavy restrictions which prohibit
unexpected encounters and interactions.

3.4.1 Border Infrastructure and Surveillance
Ever since the Armistice, the DMZ, paradoxical to what the name suggests, has experienced a gradual fortification into a highly militarised zone.360 Despite the presence of various international regulatory institutions such as the JSA at Panmunjom; the United Nations Command Military Armistice
Commission (UNCMAC); and the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission that monitors the implementation and the operation of the Armistice, both sides of the border have undergone extensive upgrades in their military infrastructures. In fact, until the late 1980s, the transformation of the
border was almost entirely related to war-type strategies. Much of the border and its surrounding
borderland is composed of a physical configuration that includes: multiple rows of electric fences,
mines, tank barriers, turrets, motion detectors, thermal observation devices, patrol areas, guard posts
355 Massey 1998: 27- 37
356 Merleau-Ponty 1965 [1945]: 16-17
357 Vesely 2004: 113
358 Gelézeau 2011: 335.
359 Ibid., 325-348; Gelézeau 2013: 32
360 Ever since the Armistice both sides received a steady increase in military spending even in times of political consolidation.
Ministry of National Defense Korea 2016
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and hill top fortresses. Since 1969, approximately one-hundred South Korean Guard Posts (GP) and
more than two-hundred North Korean strongholds were constructed as part of a military operation
(Figures 3.19-3.20).361 Described as ‘Islands’ by the locals, the GP is a home and a training ground
for the two sides’ most elite soldiers, where thirty to thirty-five soldiers are stationed in each GP
for three months without access to the outside world. Fortified with a meter-thick concrete walls,
underground bunkers and machine guns, it is estimated that there are 2,500-3,000 soldiers in South
Korean GP and approximately 10,000 soldiers spread across the North Korean GP.362 Until the recent
approval of the placement of weapons inside the DMZ by the UNC,363 these soldiers operated under
a less contentious name known as the Civil Police (minkyung-dae) in the North and the DMZ Police
(minjung-gyungchal) in the South. These so called ‘Islands’ have quickly occupied the peaks of the
DMZ, gazing over the north as well as the southern side of the border.
As matter of fact, ongoing fortification at the DMZ has also changed the rest of South Korea’s landscape with the emergence of Military Installation Protected Areas scattered within the Border Area
and beyond, which suggests that while the depth of the border has shrunk, the level of surveillance
has heightened in reciprocation: all major roads and highways that lead up to the border are equipped
with anti-tank barriers known as ‘rock-drops’; rivers are blocked with concrete water-breaks; hills
are occupied by protruding watch towers; and on the ground, the land is littered with CCTV cameras
and warning signs that outline various codes of conduct (Figures 3.21–3.22). Noise heard from daily
artillery training is not only an audible reminder of where one is, but changes how one perceives the
surrounding landscape and its built environment as one approaches the border. At the manned checkpoints, access is granted following an unwritten system of procedures that may change depending
on the time of day and who is in charge (Figure 3.23). This asymmetric nature of surveillance at the
border dismantles the certainty of power of those entering the border and raises questions over who
the subject of subjugation actually is.364
Likewise, the surveillance and security at the border work both ways by securing the border from the
outside and protecting it against possible internal threats. When approached from the South Korean
side, the border exhibits just as high a level of surveillance as when approached from the North
Korean side. In their pledge to protect South Koreans against any ‘threats’ from the North, South
Korea conceived of national security broadly as any response to whatever seemed to intimidate the
certainty of the state.365 State discourse invoked ‘security’ in all-encompassing and self-validating
ways to legitimise all military acts (including the advancement of the border), all forms of state violence and all practice of occupation, indiscriminately of both the existing and the newly constructed
settlement at the border. While both sides rarely came into contact, the invisible enemy was always
made visible by the blockade of security infrastructures, evoking a disorienting immediacy to ‘the
North’ and always preserving a sustained state of emergency.
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As suggested by Pullan on long term effects of bounded spaces, mentalities bounded by exposure
to long periods of conflict and division can dominate even the most powerful cyberspace, despite its
ability to supply the means for cognitive movement in the absence of physical mobility.366 Indeed,
for the majority of Koreans living outside the border, the area remains mostly unknown as maps
are often manipulated. Maps not only neglect the presence of military checkpoints and other military infrastructures; majority of satellite navigation systems do not provide directions to the frontier
either. As a highly hostile region where security takes an overly dominant role, this severe spatial
discontinuity is made obscure – evnen hidden – which cleanses and simplifies a highly politicised
space of the border as homogeneous and absolute. In many cases, it removes the presence of humans
along with it.
As a form of sovereign control, security is depicted in state discourse as a way of managing a population through its protection rather than through its death; a way of regulating people’s lives through
techniques and technologies rather than through juridical power.367 While the construction of a hard
border with a high level of surveillance may prove effective in suppressing conflicts between two
hostilities, equally, as encounters are limited, the ‘other side’ becomes unknown and is vilified.368 At
the Korean border, as a contradictory site of safety sustained by coercion ad control, security does
not resolve tensions but rather holds these in perpetual opposition. This not only applies between
North and South Koreans, but fissures also develop amongst South Koreans, between those who live
by the border and those who live outside it. A majority of South Koreans do not realise the existence
of the human settlements. For all that South Koreans are subject to being ‘disciplined’ at the border, qualities such as diversity, engagement, difference, and competition that allows space as what
Massey calls the ‘sphere of the possibility of multiplicity’ is greatly reduced.369

3.4.2 De-Bordering: Development of Inter-Korean Economic Zones
Independent of the continued militarisation, the border underwent a restricted series of border openings and development as the outcome of a political agenda of rapprochement from both Koreas. The
sudden change of policy to reverse the momentum of development towards the inter-Korean border
by both Koreas, which Gelézeau terms a ‘frontier drive’, can be traced back to the North Korean
famine of 1995-1998, and the South Korean economic reforms of 1998 and 2002 having just bailed
out from the International Monetary Fund.370 Naturally, for the North, efforts to locate the Special
Economic Zone far away from the political centre to minimise the capitalist introduction have led to
the propagation of industrial and tourist enclave-like zones – Kaesong Industrial Complex (KIC) and
Kumgang Mountain Tourist Zone (KTZ) – on the northern side of the border.371
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In keeping with the frontier drive, the Korean Research Institute for Settlements introduced a ‘Peace
Belt’ project as part of the 4th Comprehensive National Development Plan of South Korea 2000-2020.
Conceived as a place for exchanges and cooperation in the DMZ and borderland between North and
South Korea,372 the project envisions different phases of territorial reintegration based on the gradual
opening of the border, and sought to re-connect a network of pre-division routes and railways that
would help develop zones for joint maritime development on the either side of the peninsula, water
resources development; agricultural developments, and expand and better incorporate the existing
special economic zones of the KIC and the KTZ.
The development and the opening of the border certainly did bring positive changes.373 Despite the
grandiose scheme of things, however, as an imagined border of South Korean planning, the Peace
Belt project strongly contrasts with the present condition of the inter-Korean border.374 Contrary to the
vision of the Peace Belt that projected a gradual opening of the border with the expansion of the KIC
and the KTZ, instead, both enclaves stopped its operation and remain inaccessible to South Korea.

Kaesong Industrial Complex
As part of the inter-Korean border cooperation, after an investment from South Korea’s Hyundai
Asan and the Korea Land Corporation on the land leased by North Korea, the KIC began its operation in 2004 until its complete closure in 2016 (Figure 3.24). Located 5 kilometres south of the North
Korean city of Kaesong and five kilometres north of the MDL in North Korea, the KIC is constructed
over 800 acres of land that was previously occupied by the North Korean military.375 The purposes
of the KIC, as stated by South Korea, was to develop an industrial complex in which South Korean
businesses could manufacture products using North Korean labour, provide an opening for North
Korea to liberalise and reform its economy, and ease tensions across the border.376 The operation of
the KIC had substantial economic benefits for South Korea too. Having to recently bale out from the
IMF at the beginning of Kim Dae-jung’s administration, it was crucial for South Korea to stabilise its
financial market which was extremely sensitive to North Korean threats.377
For the successful establishment of the KIC, South Korean companies were encouraged to operate at
the KIC by the provision of tax incentives, low interest rates, and political risk insurances. The KIC
operated outside the normal jurisdiction of either Koreas, functioning as a visa-free and duty-free
zone, with no restrictions on the use of foreign currency or credit cards, ensuring property and inheritance rights, with the assurance that South Korean law offenders in Kaesong would not to go on trial
in the North.378 An ambitious long term development plan provided extra assurances for both sides;
372 Y. B. Kim and M. W. Lee 2004; Y. B. Kim 2004
373 City of P’aju, located on the edge of the western border in the Capital Region, is a good example. While more than ninety
per cent of its area is under some form of military restriction, since the opening of the nearby border, domestic and international
industrial complexes have emerged, along with the development of Kyowha New Town with 250,000 inhabitants, enjoying the
highest demographic growth rate in Korea between 2000 and 2005, while other areas of the border remains stagnant, if not in
decline. Gelézeau 2011: 340-343
374 Gelézeau 2013
375 J. H. Kim 2016
376 H. Paik 2002
377 Ibid.
378 E. C. Lim 2006
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it aimed to expand over 4,800 acres of land with as many as 1,500 firms employing 350,000 North
Korean workers producing 16 billion U.S. dollars worth of goods per annum, with an extra 1,600
acres of residential facilities, commercial buildings and leisure facilities that would connect Kaesong
with the KIC.379 The project also triggered the construction of supporting infrastructures: including
a road and a railway connection between the KIC and South Korea; a hospital, a supermarket, a job
training centre, a wastewater treatment plant and a water supply plant (which sends about one quarter
of its 60,000 tons/day capacity to Kaesong); and an electricity substation that was supplied with
100,000 kilowatts of power from South Korea. The KIC grew from producing goods worth fifteen
million U.S. dollars in an opening year to producing goods worth over five hundred million U.S.
dollars in 2016, hosting 56,000 North Korean labourers and 125 South Korean firms with over eight
hundred South Korean labourers.380
Despite its impressive statistics, however, the operation of the KIC was largely asymmetric in terms
of the number of North and South Korean workers and the clear-cut hierarchy established as a South
Korean business owner and a North Korean labourer. It was reported that the North Korean workers were strictly trained not to speak of issues unrelated to their work, but either way, the level of
communication and interaction between the South Korean business owners and the North Korean
labourers were kept to a minimum.381 The North Koreans were no more than ‘diligent and hardworking’ labourers; anything other than their names and age were mostly unknown.382 Alhtough the
project was regarded as one of a few successful inter-Korean collaborations and praised as a symbol
of Korean rapprochement materialised in form, the operation of the KIC remained powerless against
even the most trivial forms of conflict. As an enclave of precarious infrastructure owned by South
Korea built on North Korean soil, the complex received persistent threats to close down or cease its
operation from both sides each of which claimed ownership, the facility came to its eventual closure
in 2016 with its initial plans for expansion never fully realised.383

Kumgang Tourist Zone
Another example of an enclave that has formed as part of inter-Korean cooperation is the Mount
Kumgang Tourist Zone (KTZ) located on the North Korean side of the east coast border (Figures
3.25–3.27). What had initially started in 1998 as a private venture by Chung Ju-young, a South
Korean entrepreneur of North Korean origins, the KTZ was expanded and designated as an international tourist zone by North Korea, attracting almost two million people until its closure in 2008. The
KTZ received further improvement after the 2000 summit with the construction of a CIQ office on
the once disconnected east coast land route. This allowed a border crossing that was previously done
379 Manyin and Nanto 2007: 7
380 For more detailed statistics and figures, see Ibid., 7
381 Interview with J.H. – a former business owner in the KIC – in Seoul on 20 July 2016.
382 Ibid.
383 This includes closure of all inter-Korean roads and railways by North Korea in 2008 for flying propaganda leaflets across
the border; border closure by North Korea in 2009 for carrying out what was described as an invasive U.S.-ROK Army military
training; economic sanctions by South Korea in 2010 for the sinking of RSS Vessel Cheonam; access restrictions to the KIC and
withdrawal of all labourers by North Korea in 2013 for the comments made against the regime; followed by a temporary closure
of the KIC with the withdrawal of all South Korean personnel.
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in a cruise across the maritime border to now be made by a bus across the DMZ. As it was the only
way for South Korean citizens to experience crossing the DMZ, the KTZ capitalised on the national
imagination that thought it was an impossible experience to visit the forbidden land.
While the term ‘tourism’ may convey a more ‘open’ meaning to a large audience, the experience
of the space is little different to that of the KIC. Leaving from the South Korean town of Kosong,
within minutes the tourists arrive at the Northern town of Gosong where the KTZ is located – a North
Korean county that now exists as twin towns on either side of the border. Instead of meeting the
locals and experiencing a glimpse of their genuine lives, the absence of local North Koreans at the
KTZ is replaced by silent recreational activities where all forms of interaction are strictly reduced
to acquiring commodities from a well-trained North Korean employee. Upon arrival, visitors are
herded to a series of shopping malls, a round at a golf course, daytime leisure at the beach, scenic
walking trails, an evening at the hot pools, and a night at a hotel, which are all part of the carefully
arranged programme devised long before the enclave was conceived. Like the KIC, singularly open
for commercial production, KTZ stands as a proof that the DMZ is open for crossing to those who
fulfil the consumer duty – signing up for the tour and paying the dues. As Suk-Young Kim notes, ‘it
depoliticizes the act of DMZ crossing’.384

3.5 Re-bordering and Anomie
If a change of government and its policies of engagement signalled the beginning of the Sunshine
era, political change brought an end to it. Sharing a similar fate to the KIC, the KTZ came to a
close in 2008 when a North Korean guard shot and killed a South Korean tourist when she walked
out of the designated tourist area. Thereafter, both Koreas retreated into a process of re-bordering
where all types of border cooperation and border crossing ceased rather abruptively. Since its closure, the deterioration of inter-Korean relationship remains a hotly debated political rhetoric between
the conservatives who argue that the fault lied with the hostile actions of the North, and the liberals
who argue that the closure of the border had caused more harm. What is clear it that, either way,
incriminations grew and eventually culminated in the enforcement of sanctions on North Korea by
the United Nations Security Council in 2017: the divisions have hardened more than ever before.
Contrary to the notion of ‘peace and reconciliation’ expressed as an aim of the Sunshine policy, the
enclaves created by the two sides have operated as an arena in which competing claims of sovereignty and jurisdiction square off. Why, then, does the state of anomie continue despite the periods of
de-bordering? Why did the expansive construction efforts at the border fail to last?

3.5.1 Panmunjom Regime and the State of Anomie
In his study of the Korean division, Hak-Jae Kim describes how the nature of the Korean division was not determined by the negotiations at Panmunjom, but rather as an outcome of growing
384 Y. K. Kim 2013: 167
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international political pressure involving juridical-territorial conflicts in other areas such as Taiwan,
Japan, the Philippines, and Malaysia.385 In order to prevent sensitive political issues concerning the
recognition of the sovereignty of ‘non-liberal states’ such as China and North Korea being discussed
at the table, all forms of armistice and peace negotiation in Korea were strictly limited to militaristic
and technical agendas, resulting in the ‘Panmunjom regime’ that sustains the state of prolonged division not peace.386 For this reason, the Panmunjom regime is considered as falling well short of both
the Kantian approach to the balance of power that emphasises international law and organisation,
or the Hobbesian approach to peace based on power and authority of the state.387 Instead, its border,
precarious in nature, is a system maintained by a peculiar military alliance based on an asymmetrical
bilateral defence treaty with the U.S. that has failed to produce permanent peace,388 for the space
of the DMZ is only a temporary state of ceasefire achieved by an Armistice yet to end with a peace
treaty.
If hegemony, in a broad sense, can be understood as a condition of political leadership based on the
consent of those being led,389 it was exactly this consent that was missing in the delineation of the
border at Panmunjom. The South, disapproving of the North as an ‘illegal and illegitimate regime’,
did not participate in the Armistice negotiations or sign the cease-fire agreement.390 As I have already
mentioned, in this constitutional language of both Koreas each side is an illegal occupier of what it
necessarily a Korean (since there can only be one Korea) territory.391 Consequently, the dual definition of territory – by internationally defined border agreements from the outside and by legal and
administrative systems from within – sustains what might be referred to as the ‘state of anomie’ at
the border. Durkheim’s concept of anomie portrays a situation of conflict, violence, and normlessness – a condition similar to the ‘natural state’ argued by Hobbes.392
Differing from a more traditional approach that seeks to establish authority through what Benedict
Anderson has termed as ‘imagined community’,393 Durkheim’s Division of Labour identifies and
contrasts two types of societies, the ‘mechanical’ and the ‘organic’.394 In circumstances of mechanical solidarity, individuals are dominated by the set of collective beliefs and values upon which the
continuity of social life depends. While mechanical solidarity is founded upon likeness, organic
solidarity arises from complementarity between actors engaged in different pursuits which, with sufficiently lengthy contact and continuous feeling of their mutual dependence, is said to cease a state of
anomie. While there are different interpretations of anomie which are yet to arrive at a consensus,395
385 H. J. Kim 2015
386 Ibid.
387 Ibid., 529-541
388 To this day, should there be an outbreak of war, the command of military operation belongs to the UNC and not the ROK
army. Other examples include limits set on the range of missiles and the weight of its warhead. Ibid., 526
389 Bates 1975: 352
390 This rhetoric is not uncommon in the international politics and North Korea is still referred to as an ‘illegal and illegitimate
state’. Decan Chronical 2016
391 Constitution of the Republic of Korea 1988: Chapter I Article 3
392 In this state of nature, ‘where every man is enemy to every man’, it is impossible to maintain an active social life of
safety and comfort, resulting in ‘continual fear, and danger of violent death’, which pushes men to reason and establish ‘a
Commonwealth […] that great Leviathan […] our peace and defence’. Hobbes 1998 [1615]: 82-100
393 Anderson 2006
394 Durkheim 1986 [1902]
395 For different interpretations of anomie see, Dudley 1978); Giddens 1978
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Stjepan Meštrović and Hélène Brown’s definition of anomie as ‘obverse of morality’ or ‘derangement’ is helpful in bringing Durkheim’s discussion of state power and order into debate.396 Meštrović
and Brown finds that anomie as dérèglement implies a condition akin to ‘sin’ which includes variations of defilement, moral pollution, and the profaning of the sacred.397
While Durkheim’s thinking is an old one, the concept of anomie can be useful in analysing the early
years of South Korea’s state formation period. The fact that South Korea, despite being seen as
democratic, only crossed this threshold in 1987 and is still in transition to achieve strong democracy,398 makes Durkheim’s ideas of mechanical and organic solidary still very relevant. Especially in
the Recovered Territory during South Korea’s modernising period after the War, the state depended
more and more on invoking coercive sanctions despite, overall, progressively transferring from mechanical to organic solidarity.
In South Korea, both the quantitative and qualitative coercive sanctions – the first referring to the
intensity of punishment for deviation from a norm or a law and the second to the modality of punishment – were (and to some aspect still are) highly visible in the Recovered Territory. Whereas
Durkheim’s ‘laws of qualitative and qualitative variation’ suggest that demand for reparation falls
from being a collective responsibility to a culpable individual with the emergence of organic solidary,399 the residents of the Recovered Territory were not unfamiliar with collective punishment
being pressed upon a family, a group or even a village as a whole.400 One resident in Cheorwon
recalls that such sanctions did not require an evident cause nor did they operate in an orderly fashion:
Everyone in town was a possible suspect of treason. Since the land once belonged to the North not
just the authorities but the South Korean society in general was always suspicious that we might
be a bbalgengii [communist]. It was not uncommon to see several houses on the street get put into
a military truck and get taken away in the middle of the night for whatever reason. We were extra
conscious about where we went, what we read and what music we listened to […] in anything I did,
whatever the intent, there was a potential warrant for an arrest of everyone whom I knew and this
could happen without a cause.401

Likewise, in an absolutist South Korean state, ‘crime’ was interpreted as an offence against the
collective, and therefore as a religious transgression. Offences against the state was treated as ‘sacrilege’, and hence, to be violently repressed. Whilst it is expected, according to Durkheim, that the
‘moral’ tendency of the advancing complexity of society would decline with the intensity of coercive
sanctions into more ‘orderly’ or ‘objective’ forms of discipline;402 South Korea’s Recovered Territory
remained largely mechanical. In the South Korean frontier, instead, one can simultaneously experience order and disorder – a state of affairs which seems to be a hallmark of modernity.403
396 Meštrović and Brown 1985
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The borders defined by the Armistice, strictly limited to militaristic and technical agendas, were
lines, surfaces, and symbols on paper that were simplified and coded territorial forms as clear, fixed,
and secure, definitively imagined as fences and walls. At other times, they were left as abstract
symbols where the actual border was left indeterminate.404 Likewise, the idiosyncrasies of the border stretching across fluid ecological systems that crisscross man-made jurisdictions, have created
spatial interstices that generate highly disputed and fragmented border typologies. And when the
inter-Korean border is still portrayed as a definitive and finished spatial formation, not only does it
severely limit ways to see the space of the border without being subsumed to sovereignty and state
security, but it also stamps out any rational questions regarding broader issues of ideology, nation,
or unification being raised and the state of anomie is made monolithic. Under the latent violence
the space of the border presents, the state of anomie is sustained ‘[as] truces imposed by violence
are never anything other than temporary […] Men’s passions are only stayed by a moral force they
respect. If all authorities of this kind are lacking, it is the law of the strongest that rules, and a state of
warfare […] is necessarily chronic’.405

3.5.2 Conflict Infrastructures
Located on the northern side of the border, the KIC and KTZ served to receive an influx of people
from South Korea but never the other way around. Strict regulations applied to everyone, all exposed
to an extreme level of security indistinguishable to how it is performed at the border. As the operation was often intermittent, the projects struggled to take on a determinate form and the structures
no longer become definite channels of exchange or communication. Contacts being rare, with only
a singular kind of exchange allowed, the space ultimately lacked diversity and spontaneity of relations. In this regard, the KIC and the KTZ share traits of what Pullan calls ‘conflict infrastructures’.
According to Pullan, conflict infrastructures are hard physical structures and systems that dislocate
spatial structures to cause severe spatial discontinuities, and when used extensively over a long period can obliterate the plurality and spontaneity of a space.406
Broadly speaking, infrastructural power is strengthened by international recognition of a state’s right
to be the sovereign ruler over a given piece of territory. Infrastructural control is based chiefly on
the state’s actual physical ability to control territory, expropriate the means of violence, administer
the population, and shape social and political life, but cannot endure without juridical recognition
achieved through international recognition.407 And with such conditions either vague or missing, the
attributes of territory-governance-population, the basic conditions for every state, are never established in the enclave-like zones of the KIC and KTZ.
As a South Korean infrastructure on North Korean land, its facilities and its programme run by South
Korea and its space managed by North Korea, where the dynamics of growth and change are solely
404
405
406
407

Suh 2014: 187
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encouraged not by diversity and difference, but rather by the possibility of a perfectly-bounded space
with a high level of discipline and control, the resulting space is static and fragmented. Bound in its
own temporality, the operation of the KIC and KTZ was often intermitted according to the political
dynamic. Every time they closed, this brought freshly-renewed distrust the North and the South.
When the possibility for growth is made redundant, the space remains derelict and decay is imminent.
So, how could we better understand which spatial qualities may be attributed to borders in a state of
anomie? While there may be a variety of ways to distinguish whether the border is useful or detrimental, understanding the inter-Korean border as ‘thick’ and ‘thin’ can be particularly useful. According to
Pullan, a ‘thin border’, such as a buffer zone, may emerge during a period of violence as a quick way
of separating the factions and controlling hostilities.408 The various types of physical divisions that
exist in the inter-Korean border do very little to enhance the existing capacity for movement, interaction, diversity and spontaneity – all of which are the essential qualities that make up a ‘thick’ border.
Here, the thickness does not necessarily refer to its physical dimension, instead, according to Pullan,
‘structure’s capacity to absorb and manifest [varied] meaning[s] in its physical setting and socio-symbolic content associated with it’ and to act as a backdrop for life as it is lived and understood.409 One
of the problems is that such spaces, instead of being concerned with producing new potentials or unexpected combinations, depend precisely on their ability to prohibit diverse forms of interaction and
multiplicities from emerging. They have indeed become conflict infrastructures.
In this regard, economic vehicles like the KIC and KTZ act as thin borders. Regularly proposed
plans for ‘peace parks’ and ‘ecological reserves’ also contribute to that thinness, fragmenting human
topography and its associated activities. Instead of questioning the deeper social and political problems which persist at the border, these issues can easily be concealed with a progressive agenda,
imagery, and environmental jargon. While some rush to celebrate the KIC and KTZ as spaces that act
as transition zones in the middle of a conflict zone, I would suggest that they are spaces built to serve
and were formed by a singular function: economic production. The enclaves are strictly areas of
temporary cooperation not exchange, where the space is made intentionally exclusionary by internal
desire. These spaces are not concerned with producing new potentials or unexpected combinations,
but instead the success of such spaces depends, precisely on their ability to prohibit diverse forms of
interaction and multiplicities from emerging.
Despite being rendered as a symbol of peace from both Koreas, the KIC and the KTZ were never
able to function as peace-making infrastructures. They failed to take the initiative, or influence the
political decisions that had formed and closed them. Opposed to their proposed role as harmonious ‘peace-making’ infrastructures, the KIC and the KTZ have become overly politicised spaces
exhausted in acrimonious politics. As spaces where permanence and growth are encouraged by the
possibility of space with a high level of discipline and control, these economic infrastructures fail to
become a permanent spatial arrangement, irresistible to the changes in political decisions that had
408 Pullan 2013b: 28
409 Ibid., 27
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made them. Hence, the border may be physically thick, but it is mono-dimensional in nature – limited in intent and capacity – making it a ‘thin’ border.410
Should even these large-scale, politically-motivated projects become short-lived, what other aspects
of the border can we consider as contributing to detract from its limited and one-dimensional configuration? What, if any, are the qualities present in the frontier that may ‘thicken’ the border? With
these questions in mind, we return to the volatile space of the Korean border focusing on the frontier
villages in Cheorwon, where everyday life thrives and is reinvented by its changing contexts since
their emergence shortly after the Korean War.

3.6 Occupying the Empty Frontier: Emergence of the Frontier Villages
The first forms of structure that had emerged at the South Korean frontier were human settlements
in the form of mud huts and tents. Albeit primitive and temporary in their structure, these ad hoc
dwellings came prior to any military infrastructures or memorials and well before a physical border
was put in place.411 By 1951, two years before 1953 Armistice, the Recovered Territory had already
attracted over 150,000 people, exceeding the pre-war regional figure of 130,000 inhabitants.412 It
significantly altered the demographics of residents in the Recovered Territory, where almost twothirds of its native population migrated to the North and was replaced by people from different parts
of Korea.413 It included a mixed group of populations from both sides of Korea, who sought asylum
and refuge from the aftermath of the Korean war, and a large number of the U.S. and South Korean
military stationed in the region.414 Over time, some of these settlements grew into villages becoming what are present day frontier villages. The first frontier village was officially founded in the
Recovered Territory on 25 April 1956 with 965 settlers living in 150 households, and rapidly grew in
number to reach 112 villages with approximately 40,000 villagers by 1985.415
In South Korea, the frontier villages are officially known as minbuk-maeul. Their name is a spatial
reference to the villages’ geographic position located on the northern side of the CCL that was only
formally delineated in 1981.416 Hence, since the redrawing of the CCL further North between 1993
and 2008, the frontier villages that now lie outside the CCZ are not officially referred to as minbuk-maeul. Thus, in an official figure, the number of frontier villages is said to have dropped by more
than a ten-fold to eight (three in Paju, one in Yeoncheon, and four in Cheorwon) with approximately
2,000 villagers in total.417 While the redrawing of the CCL did bring some easing of restrictions
regarding access for these villages, however most other restrictions still remain and, hence, the local
410 A. Y. I. Seo 2019
411 See Chapter 3.2.1 of this dissertation.
412 Resolution adopted by UNCURK at its 33rd meeting on 9 August 1954, quoted in Hahn 2008: 377-378
413 Ibid., 377
414 For an overview of the formation of a border society in the inter-Korean border region, see Hahn 2008; 2010; 2017
415 E. J. Park 2013: 24-30
416 Prior to 1981, the line, although it was talked about and referred to, existed merely as a virtual boundary where its location
would change as required by the military. People knew they existed, but did not know where until they were stopped by the
military. While Eun-Jin Park claims a figure of 1,582 square kilometres of land was designated in 1954, the figure remains unsubstantiated. E. J. Park 2013: 24
417 Korean Statistical Information Service 2013; Personal Survey 2015-2018
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residents still refer to them as minbuk-maeul. Further, the term minbuk-maeul can often be misleading if one considers the frontier villages prior to 1981, when there was no clear indication of the
position of the CCL nor the area of the CCZ. Thus, while it is certain that the number of frontier villages would be higher, it is not all that clear just how many villages would have been located within
the CCZ prior to 1981. When the villages located in the western borderland of Kyunggi, Incheon,
Kangwha and the five Islands in the West Sea are taken into consideration, the number of villages
would have been well above 200.418
While some are hesitant to recognise the villages in the western borderland because the region did
not experience the shift of territories and these villages were very much existing villages, it is also
true that they were forced to function much like the frontier villages. Indeed, the structure of these
villages did not undergo major change, however the residents had restrictions imposed by the military similar to those in the Recovered Territory.419 The only difference was that while many in the
Recovered Territory were voluntary settlers knowing that there will be some form of restrictions
imposed by the state, the residents on the west coast were made into involuntarily border settlers
who were forced to surrender their rights (mobility, ownership, land use) for military objectives.420
Indifferent to how they have become frontier villages, the residents’ everyday life is affected in much
the same way under similar restrictions. The term frontier village I use here, therefore, is not a hard
definition but a wider reference to the villages that have emerged as a result of division and those
affected by it.

3.6.1 Village Typologies
Scott writes, ‘Most states, to speak broadly, are ‘younger’ than the societies that they purport to administer’.421 Similarly, as a new state coming into being, South Korea was confronted with patterns
of settlement that have emerged largely independent of state plans. Until the late 1960s, however,
the state interfered little to stop such patterns of habitation and instead encouraged migration to the
frontier following the process of expansion. Over time, however, the continued presence of a military threat required clearly defined, easily monitored, patrolled state spaces. Hence, the management
of forms of habitation at the border soon became of primary importance to the state. Since the early
1970s, the state became more intrusive over the nature of habitation and different types of frontier
villages started to emerge. In the state’s perspective, this process has been described as a ‘much
needed’ process of ‘modernisation’, which has produced different types of frontier villages found
with a reverse momentum, opposed to that of earlier process of expansion, in this case: concentration, simplification and militarisation. Before I can discuss this in detail in the following chapter, I
will first need to identify the different types of frontier villages.

418 According to Eun-Jin Park, there were 213 villages inside the early CCZ in 1954. However, this figure is questionable as
there was no clear delineation of the CCZ before 1981. Yet, even after 1981 the line was not all that clear. E. J. Park 2013: 24;
see, also Chapter 3.2.2 of this dissertation.
419 Si-Woo Lee 2003
420 Ibid.
421 Scott 1998: 183
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Type

Location

Year Founded

Year Redeveloped

Taesong-dong Freedom Village

Demilitarized Zone

1953

1971

Independently Stabilised / Self-reliance Village

Civilian Control Zone

1954-1986

1979

Strategic Village (jeonryak-chon)

Recovered Territory

1968-1973

1979

Unification Village (Tongil-chon)

Recovered Territory

1973

–

State Village

Table 3.1 Types of South Korean Frontier Village

Generally speaking, the frontier villages can be differentiated into three categories depending on the
level of state involvement and by identifying which processes of expansion or concentration they
have emerged from. Simply put, as the villages got closer to the border, so the level of state intrusion
increased. The first of its type is often referred to as jarip-ahnjung-chon which has a double connotation meaning ‘independently stabilised village’ or ‘self-reliant village’. This was the first type of
settlement seen at the South Korean frontier after the Korean War, and proliferated between 1954
and the late 1960s. Out of 112 official frontier villages that have emerged since the Armistice, more
than a hundred were found voluntarily, without state support, by those who needed a place to stay,
to make a living by cultivating an abandoned piece of land, to be as close as possible to the border
in case it re-opened, or to simply return home with minimal state interruption during the early years
of settlement. This also includes cases of existing villages known as frontier villages after the cartographic delineation of the CCL in 1981.
The second type of border settlement was first constructed in 1968, under the South Korean government initiative to build an ideal modern village for the purposes of strengthening the defence of the
frontier, propaganda, and increased agrarian production.422 Respectively, the revised maintenance
scheme of the frontier settlements adopted the use of the Israeli Kibbutz model, sharing the motto
‘farming while fighting, fighting while farming’ (Figures 3.28–3.29).423 The Kibbutz was seen as an
ideal architectural mechanism to provide more clearly defined, easily monitored patrolled state spaces that would first, strengthen the defence of the frontier and second, enhance the level of domestic
agrarian production compared to that of the independently stabilised villages.424 The revised scheme
planned on relocating some 55,000 people who daily commuted in and out of the CCZ, and some
45,000 settlers who were dispersed across the border by concentrating and allocating them the newly
built villages (Figures 3.30-3.31).425 With the military emphasising that the new plan would improve
the defence of the border region more than a traditional system of military guard posts, their retiring
veterans were further encouraged to migrate to the frontier.

422 E. J. Park 2013: 27-29
423 Kyunghyang Shinmun 1968, Gyeonggi Cultural Foundation 2013
424 For a general overview of the border villages, see Jeon and Lee 2013; 2017
425 Over time, the Ministry of Interior proposed to develop extra 14,876 hectares of land and resettle 8,000 ex-military households (13,000 households proposed by the Ministry of National Defense) by 1971. Y. K. Kim 2013: 358-359
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In contrast to the independently stabilised villages, the state had been closely involved at all stages
of planning, design, construction and management of the new villages and which were referred to as
the ‘strategic model’ and reflected a more permanent spatiality. The selection of villagers was mainly
based on their ‘healthy ideology’ which would not be ‘deteriorated’ by communist ideology, filtering
out those who did not suit its political objective.426 Sites were carefully chosen primarily by the local
authorities and the military. In some cases, existing settlements in close proximity to military infrastructures were chosen to be redeveloped, in other cases new villages were constructed from scratch
with a clear design strategy of providing easy access and vision – and hence control – to the outside
observer.427 The houses were spaced out evenly, in even numbers of no less than fifty and no more
than two hundred households, and arranged with a certain order or a direction, making it easier to
monitor the village. As a consequence of planning with the focus strictly limited to ease of monitoring, however, the residents were lodged in numbered, identical ‘modern’ houses that did not suit the
lifestyle of a farming village. In many of the interviews conducted the residents complained about
the lack of storage for their farming tools or shelter for their animals.428 Naturally, the emergence of
the independently stabilised settlements halted from the late 1960s, and, gradually normative hegemonic forms began to appear in the frontier villages.
The third type of frontier village is a far more refined version of its predecessors, it is known as the
‘Unification Village’, where the effort to create sharply distinguished state spaces is carried to its
logical conclusion. Because they were constructed within or at the edge of the DMZ, every aspect of
the village was driven with disciplinary and regulatory mechanisms in mind. The state was involved
in the selection of its residents, the construction and maintenance of the houses and infrastructures,
it ran regular military training exercises, and even specified the type of grains to be grown. The
residents were carefully selected for age, skills, assets and political reliability; and understood that if
they wanted to be selected for a settlement scheme, they needed a recommendation from the governor as well as the local military commander.429 In the document titled Plan of Taesong-dong Freedom
Village 1970 one can find detailed specifications that set out the colour of the roof, the width of the
road, the type and position of plantation, the dress code for the residents, the time of ‘lights out’ and
access, readily identifying and locating its people in time and space.430 Cast in a discourse of counterinsurgency and modernisation, the plans of the South Korean state for the border settlers are at the
same time a synoptic project of concentration, surveillance and legibility.

426 Interview with Hee Suk Lee in Yugok-ri on 21 August 2015. As an ex-military officer and the first Yugok-ri’s village leader,
Hee Suk Lee was closely involved during the planning phase of several frontier villages.
427 Ibid.
428 Interviews with various frontier villagers in Cheorwon between 5 August - 9 August 2015.
429 Lee, Whang and Cho 2014
430 Saved by virtue of the truce talk that had taken place at nearby Panmunjom during the Korean War, South Korea’s Taesongdong and North Korea’s Kijong-dong remained intact for the efforts shared by the delegates to float yellow balloons around
Panmunjom in order to prevent being seen as a target for bombing. See, Ministry of Interior (1971); Ministry of Agriculture,
Forestry and Fisheries 1980-1981
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3.7 Conclusion
We have seen thus far that the inter-Korean border is a space that is highly complex in its structure
and dynamic in its character. Different boundaries are overlaid on top of others. These may be sharp
dividing lines such as the DMZ, various military security perimeters, administrative boundaries,
shared borders across the Han River Estuary, unsettled maritime borders, or quasi-juridical industrial
enclaves revealing a highly fragment frontier. The border has seen dramatic changes in its area,
porosity and most importantly, demography; suggesting that the border is anything but empty. What
we find on the ground is a space full of spatial discrepancies, much of which arise due to those inhabiting the border. Whether it be local fisherman in the islands of the West Sea or by the Han River
Estuary, border residents, along with the stationed military and occasional visitors, are those who
give the border a meaning as a place. Certainly, the inter-Korean Border exists beyond a simple line
on a map.431
The publicly stated rationale for the state-led development of the border was almost always wrapped
up in the discourse of peace-making and unification. While the KIC and the KTZ have emerged with
high hopes of establishing stability and order at the frontier, however, as an overly simplified space
built over a highly politicised area, they have failed to persist, in most cases, operating in uncertainty.
Constructed strictly for the purpose of economic production, the enclaves never resolve tensions but
severely limit opportunities of engagement, and remove qualities such as difference, diversity, and
spontaneity that make space relational. The public rhetoric was not intentionally insincere. It was,
however, overly celebrated in ways which rendered the space of the border largely empty of human
habitation that have persisted since its first emergence after the cease-fire.
Initial investigation of the frontier villages reveals how the state dealt with the influx of people at the
border by constructing and orchestrating the way that spaces and population are filtered, controlled,
administered and located. Already, one can begin to identify certain mechanisms of disempowerment
found in the frontier villages, allowing the state to exploit the settlers for its needs while enforcing
modern social, cultural and political values, a situation which most settlers had no choice but to
accept. However, a closer look at the frontier villages also reveals that while some frontier villages
were indeed constructed by the state in a top-down fashion, many more were built by the residents
themselves as part of their ongoing spatio-political struggle.
Residency was not simply given but earned, due to the fact that people had already established forms
of habitation in the frontier well before the state intrusion. It suggests the frontier villages were not
only used as an instrument by the state but also by the displaced to perform territorial actions. And
yet the frontier villages exist to function as an integral part of the unexpected dynamic of the frontier.
Likewise, the Korean frontier is an ongoing process still in the making, with both top-down interventions and everyday acts. The condition is constantly challenged by everyday actions of those who
inhabit the border, making it a zone of political conflict, of act and counter-acts that create a state of
431 D. Kim 2013: 518-528
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constant flux. Actions to go beyond these borders can take place in milieus of intimate social relations, without involving the physical crossing of the borders. Hence, despite the continued decrease
in their number, it is not to be just left it as a demographic issue.
Between the 1960s and 70s the presence of frontier villagers was often publicised and made well
known. Newspapers, producers and writers published articles about their bravery, captured their
action in films and wrote stories about their everyday life.432 Since the 1980s, however, little is told
of the frontier villages and their villagers. Even now, there are only a handful of local scholars who
make the effort to interview the villagers in order to at least leave archival records.433 Most South
Koreans know little about the existence of these villages, let alone the human habitation at the border. The villagers have certainly not moved since, so why have they become invisible? With so little
research, even the most basic questions remain unanswered: how is the South Korean side of the
border occupied and by whom? Why did the settlers decide to move to the hostile border and stay
there despite coercive state policies imposed in the region?
In an attempt to answer these questions, the next two chapters will focus on the frontier villages of
Cheorwon where all three different types of frontier villages can be found. Located in the Recovered
Territory, Cheorwon not only offers access to different types of frontier villages, but also to a mixture
of people from both North and South Korea who have come to inhabit the frontier. Located in the region that has experienced multiple shifts of territory, Cheorwon’s frontier villages are a space where
complex questions of territory, governance and people are superimposed and left unanswered. By
investigating how the frontier villages interact with the dynamic, unexpected and inconsistent nature
of the South Korean frontier may provide another way of understanding the inter-Korean border
despite its limitations. To do this, the following chapter first examines the mechanisms of the frontier
village from the perspective of the state, analysing its specific mode of governance, its effect on the
space of the frontier and its people.

432 For example, see Ministry of National Defense Korea 1973a; 1973b; 1988; 1989
433 Notably Y. K. Kim 2018; K. J. Kim et al., 2007
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Figures 3.1–3.2 Tourists observe the DMZ through binoculars at Seung-ri (Victory) Observatory near Yangji-ri, Cheorwon.
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Figure 3.3
South Korean soldiers dismatle their loudspeakers that blared propaganda across
the Border. Since 2000, the speakers were
switched on and off depending on the inter-Korean political atmosphere.
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Figure 3.4 The loudspeakers and other propoganda devices from the border, once dismantled, are put on public display at the DMZ Museum in Goseong County.
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Figures 3.5–3.8 (Above and Right) Military markers and warning signs at the DMZ and CCZ. The Green panel above writes 'The
fence is a war zone'; below in red is an aviation warning sign.
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Figure 3.9 (Following) Intricate system of security infrastructures guard the Southern Limit Line.
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Figure 3.10 (Previous) Heavily protected Southern Limit Line (SLL) of the
DMZ with rows of barbed wire and electrical fences.
Figure 3.11 (Above)

The whole length of the SLL is lit throughout the night
which can even be observed from the outer space.
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Figure 3.12 (Above)

Map showing the change in the area of the DMZ since the Armistice in Cheorwon.

Figures 3.13–3.14 (Right) Subokmin crossing the Agricultural Line (later known as the CCL) during the early 1960s. On the bottom,
South Korean Soldiers screen subokmin commuting to their rice field inside the CCZ during the 1970s.
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Figure 3.15 South Korean fisherman working at the Han River Estuary neutral borders.
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Figure 3.16 Restored Locomotive from the Korean War put on display near the border at Imjingak, South Korea.
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Figure 3.17

Preserved former North Korean Labour Party Building in Cheorwon.
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Figure 3.18 Subokmin works on empty plots of land turning it into a vegetable garden. The signage on the wall of the former
North Korean Labour Party Building reads: This building is a former Northern Terrorists' (bukgwae) Communist Party
Building used for exploiting Korean citizens.
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Figures 3.19–3.20

South Korean Gueard Posts inside the DMZ. It is also referred to as 'Islands' by the locals.

Figure 3.21 (Following) Tank barrier or 'rock drops' near Yugok-ri, Cheorwon.
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Figure 3.22

A South Korean soldier on duty at a military checkpoint near Sengchang-ri, Cheorwon. the sign on the left reads, 'stop,
lights out, engines off, driver out of the vehicle'.
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Figure 3.23
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Military checkpoint near Yangji-ri, Cheorwon. Everyday the military sets a new time of access and exit as seen in the
middle of the image.
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Figure 3.24 Kaesong Industrial Complex
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Figures 3.25–3.27 An undated combination of images showing the Mount Kumgang Tourist Zone.
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Figure 3.28

An ex-veteran frontier villager at the Yugok-ri induction day ceremony holds a New Village Movement flag with a
slogan 'Farming while Fighting'.
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Figure 3.29
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A group of subokmin (Nongkyungdae) in Cheorwon working to turn what is a minefiled into a ricefield with rifles
ready by their sides.
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Figure 3.30

Adminitrative template for the relocation of scattered households into a collective village, 1970.
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Figure 3.31

Map indicating possible areas for the relocation of existing slash-and-burn farmers, 1965.
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CHAPTER 4

'Seeing Like a State':
Occupying Cheorwon after the
Korean War
On this day, I hereby reaffirm ‘Anti-communism’ as our ultimate goal, and under the indicators of
‘Unification over Communism’, we pledge to increase production, construction, and export for our
country’s most urgent challenge: modernisation.434
								
Park Chung Hee

4.1 Introduction
In Seeing Like a State, James Scott showed very clearly that the ‘state’s eye view’ created a very
different world that has a strong effect on understanding a situation.435 Similarly, reading from what
might be referred to as the ‘official history’, the Korean border, at least from the South’s side, has
been critically analysed as an environment dominated and shaped almost entirely by hegemonic apparatuses serving either political, economic or military agendas. Its underlying assumption stipulated
that the physical governance of the border through regulation, planning and policing offered unlimited and often violent control over its use and its meaning. However, when the post-war South Korean
border condition is seen from such a perspective, it also raises important questions about a situation
often taken for granted: Why did the South Korean state resort to inhabiting the frontier despite the
foreseeable conflicts of security, land ownership and bureaucratic complexities? Why were border
settlers simply not removed?
434 Park Chung Hee at the 15th Annivesary of the Korean War on 25 June 1965 in Ministry of the Interior and Safety 1965
435 Scott 1998
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This chapter and the next, however, approach this relation with caution. Without essentialising space
as the medium through which some form of social or political ‘truth’ can be revealed, the two chapters seek to reconsider space as an ongoing process between the state and those who inhabit the
border. As such, the analysis suspends the assumption that spatial phenomena necessarily reflect a
prescribed hegemonic viewpoint.
These following two chapters turn instead to look at the border first from the point of view of the
state and then from that of the frontier villagers who inhabit the border. Since many of the residents came to inhabit the border well before the formal state planning of the frontier villages, an
examination of the residents’ everyday life and how they have changed prior to and after the state
involvement becomes crucial in order to better understand the border situation. An appreciation of
the slippage between what the border and the frontier villages meant for the state on the one hand and
for its residents on the other will in turn pave the way for a thorough examination of the everyday
life of the subokmin.
In the first few years following the Armistice of the Korean War in July 1953, frontier villages were
widely used to absorb, disperse, and concentrate migrants across its new borderland. In official South
Korean history, these villages are viewed as an improvised response to accommodate the displaced
population and a humanistic solution to an influx of migrants at the frontier. This chapter questions
both this account and the perception of the role of the frontier villages during the state formation
period, examining it not as the best possible response to an overwhelming problem but as a premediated political act employing a modern architectural mechanism that was extensively used by the state
as an inseparable part of the process of populating and settling the frontier. I will investigate the frontier as a space formed by two allegedly contradictory processes: on the one hand using the method of
dispersion facilitated by what is referred to as the ‘independently stabilised village’, and on the other
hand through the method of concentration in the form of the ‘strategic village’ which was a product
of a comprehensive modernist project combining modern physical planning and social engineering.
In an attempt to explain why the South Korean state sought a method of constructing the frontier villages in the borderlands after the Korean War between 1953–1979, this chapter focuses on the South
Korean side of Cheorwon – a central region of the Korean peninsula that experienced both North
Korean socialism and South Korean capitalism. For its rare geographical composite of flat plains in
the central region of the Peninsula generally known for its rugged mountainous terrain, Cheorwon
was considered as an important agricultural region for the pre-modern Korean economy ‘built on
rice’.436 During the colonial era, Cheorwon quickly grew as a thriving agricultural town of more than
200,000 people.437 As part of the key colonial initiative to expand the agrarian production to fuel the
engine of rapidly industrialising Japan,438 Cheorwon attracted a high level of investment from the colonial government, as well as from Japanese and Korean merchants, to modernise its infrastructures
436 Y. K. Kim 2013: 88-89
437 The population grew from 151,008 in 1925 to 218,639 in 1944. This figure includes Cherowon and old Gimhwa County's
population, which is now part of Cheorwon. Gangwon-do-sa-pyunchan-wiwonhoe 1995a: 205-206
438 Chosen Sotokufu 1921; Uchida 2011: 227-262
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and introduce the latest farming technologies.439 Cheorwon’s township grew to consolidate more
than 30 government administrative agencies, a public hospital, banks, financial and credit unions,
a modern agricultural irrigation system, cotton mills, paved roadways and railway connections –
its level of development surpassing Chuncheon, the capital provincial city of Gangwon province
(Figure 4.1).440 The Korean War, however, brought devastating effects, causing the region to undergo
dramatic spatial changes (Figure 4.2). Cheorwon not only became bisected by the DMZ, but heavy
bombing had also wiped out the region almost entirely, forcing it to merge with nearby Gimhwa
County which was facing a similar situation of bisected land and a loss of population.
For its symbolic importance as the first region ‘liberated’ from communism, Cheorwon received
great interest from the U.S. and South Korea to rebuild its former glory.441 Just as before the War the
North had considered Cheorwon as a window to showcase its regime’s superiority by constructing
numerous symbolic buildings such as the Korean Workers Party Building, it was in the immediate
interest of the South Korean state to rebuild Cheorwon despite finding almost all areas of the town
completely flattened and abandoned after the War. In order to counter North Korea’s actions in the
western borderland in what they called the ‘Newly Liberated Region’ (shin-haebang-jigu), the question of what to do with the Recovered Territory became of paramount importance, symbolically and
strategically, as a window for systemic competition show casing South Korea’s superiority.442 What
literally lay at the heart of this competition were the frontier villages. For this reason, Cheorwon
houses a complete spectrum of frontier villages since their genesis in the 1950s, through their development in the late 1960s to their final form in the early 1970s, making it an ideal area for study.
Over the course of this chapter I shall discuss three elements of state building at the frontier in
chronological order: the administrative ordering of the people and land that provides the capacity for
large-scale social engineering; the rise of an authoritarian state under the veil of the state of emergency; and the incapacitated civil society that lacks the capacity to resist these plans. By analysing
a series of frontier villages in Cheorwon, from the point of view of state planning and development,
this chapter examines the extensive role of the frontier villages starting from the early state period,
it proposes a new analytical framework for the frontier villages as an important architectural device that enabled the implementation of South Korea’s ideological, territorial, and socio-political
strategies on a national scale. Examination of the frontier villages will reveal that these neglected
villages by the border, in fact, share many aspects of modernising South Korea – where much of its
regulatory mechanisms are also found in the redevelopment of rural (non-border) villages during the
1970s. This will enable the frontier villages to be seen not simply as a border problem, but as one of
South Korea’s foremost architectural tools used by the modern state to establish a centralised system
of control over its territory and population.

439 With the founding of the nearby coal mines, the number of Japanese inhabitants in Cheorwon grew to some 3,600, making
up almost 15 percent of the population of Cheorwon’s township. Cheorwon County Records Publication Committee 1992: 512
440 At the time of liberation in 1945, Cheorwon’s population in the town centre was 37,855. Gangwon Provincial Office 1937
441 Hahn 2017
442 Ibid.
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4.2 Governing Human Habitation outside the Normal Order
The process of state formation is embedded in war-making and the attempt to monopolise the means
of organised violence.443 The maintenance of the hostile border region through a specific method of
occupation is therefore central to the nation-state’s sustained claim to territorial sovereignty, and this
territoriality in turn constitutes the very socio-political context in which South Korea’s frontier villages and its residents are constructed and maintained – a product of the sustained state of emergency
enacted by the Korean War yet to end with a peace-treaty. The division and the shift of territories
caused by the Korean War, I would suggest, created a specific form of occupation that had a huge
effect on planning and development within the country, one that was created and sheltered by a state
of emergency and disorder.
The sovereign relation frames and fixes the political spatially. Rob Walker argues that modern politics is spatial politics, for it is space that distinguishes citizens, nations and communities, enemies
and friends, presence and absence conditioned by an inside and an outside.444 According to this line
of thinking, the modern state provides a spatial resolution to the problem of order by insisting that all
disputes within its bounded territory will be resolved by a legitimate sovereign power. Whereas in a
globalised world it could be argued that this is changing, this has certainly been relevant for the two
Koreas since the War. From this perspective, the violence involved in securing South Korea’s newly
drawn border and its borderland are justified as a necessary precondition for civil political relations
to flourish. Hence, to the criticism that the state is an administrator of violent and exclusionary
powers, the state is able to respond that such a form of violence is indeed fundamental as it works
to secure internal order from the insecurity of the outside.445 Sovereignty is, therefore, an intensely
paradoxical concept: to have perfection, there must be violence; to have internal harmony, there must
be external chaos – which is the underlying mechanism of the ‘division system’.446
The power of sovereignty, however, is not just rooted in inclusive and monopolistic practices. The
capacity to decide what qualifies as ‘normal’ also implies an obverse power – that is, the ability to
decide what constitutes the exception that becomes the rule.447 For South Korea the state of emergency constitutes many years of hostile skirmishes along the 38th Parallel since its first division, the
Korean War, the shortage of housing, the resultant displaced population, and the current state of temporary cease-fire make it difficult to pinpoint to an event or a set point in time. While South Korea’s
state of emergency was formally announced by martial law during the Korean War that provided the
new state with unquestionable power and authority, with the enactment of the National Security Act
in December 1948, despite its counter-democratic clauses that allowed the sovereign to punish one’s
thoughts irrespective of their action, it was (and still is) considered inevitable that it should be put
in abeyance in order to ‘safeguard the national-body’ when state security is under threat.448 Under
443
444
445
446
447
448

Tilly 1992; Giddens 1987
Walker 2006: 56-69
Nyers 2006: xi
See Chapter 1.3 and Chapter 3.3.3
Schmitt 2010
National Security Act 2017 [1948]: Chapter 1 Article 1
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the state of emergency, civilians were referred to the military court, subjected to warrantless arrest
and detention, and forced into mass mobilisation associated with the military operations that laid the
ground for what Seungsook Moon calls the politics of membership in the South Korean nation over
the early years of state-making as ‘militarised modernity’.449 South Korea’s lineage of militarised
modernity exposed to a perpetual state of emergency settled popular military culture as the norm.450
It is the duty of men to undergo mandatory military service as conscripts, the whole country goes in
to a momentary shutdown during its annual civil defence training, and the nation is mobilised under
a slogan ‘battles are done by soldiers, a war is done by the people’.451 Walter Benjamin also referred
to this dimension of the sovereign relation when he spoke of ‘law preserving violence’, highlighting
the lack of distinction between law and violence during the state of emergency.452 Consequently, the
system of laws of any state always suffers from being founded by acts that are, from the perspective
of law, illegal.
A peculiarity of South Korean studies on the state of emergency, however, positions civilians as
subject to martial law and its military strategy where the surrendering of administrative and judicial
affairs under the control of the military is considered as a norm.453 Wendy Pullan uses the concept
of ‘strategic confusion’ to analyse Israel’s governance policy in the occupied territories, which deliberately creates a system of disorder, confusion, and deceptive conditions.454 Monica Hahn also
examines the mode of governance in the Recovered Territory of Yanggu County, South Korea, as
a ‘deliberately irrational’ bureaucratic apparatus, the effectiveness of which is achieved through its
unpredictable mechanisms.455 This administrative and legal patchwork is characterised by a tapestry
of multiple sovereignties including the UNC, the United States Army Military Government, and
South Korea.
There are also a collection of rules, regulations and abrupt decrees which challenge the unified concept of sovereignty. Han describes the South Korean authorities’ incoherent methods of governing
the population of the Recovered Territory, who remain controlled and managed by multiple special
governing bodies, including the military, which use the state’s legal order selectively.456 The persistent problem of sovereignty, therefore, is not just that its founding involves violence. Understood
as a social construction, the founding of a sovereign community and its citizenship is not only located in a nation’s past but also, the distinctiveness of every national culture has to be periodically
refurbished, the population reassured, their affections to the nation reaffirmed. South Korea, in this
regard, was a political community that inevitably found itself again in a state of violence – of war
and division – that was best observed at the newly-gained land referred to as the Recovered Territory.
Here, the state of emergency formed a specific mode of governance in itself – one that was created
449 Moon 2005: 17-18
450 In the midst of escalating military tension between the two Koreas in the late 1960s, Park Chung Hee’s regime enacted
a law in 1969 establishing a new subject, ‘educational drill’ (kyoryun), and requiring all healthy male students in secondary
schools and college to receive military training. Office of Military Manpower 1986: 206
451 National Emergency Planning Commission 2002: 26
452 Benjamin 1999: 237-243
453 D. K. Choi (2000); Y. C. Baek 2008
454 Pullan 2013c
455 Hahn 2017
456 Ibid.
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and guarded by the presence of the hostile border – and had shut out any possibility for political
mobilisation against the ever more dominant state.457 The following sections seek to demonstrate
how the perpetuation of the state of emergency, whether it is necessary or not, is used to dominate
the way populations are identified and managed by governments and international organisations, so
that it becomes the rule.

4.2.1 The Recovered Territory and the Influx of People at the Frontier
The Recovered Territory is an official terminology endorsed by South Korea to refer to its central
and eastern borderland that was previously occupied by North Korea before the Korean War (Figure
1.1). The Recovered Territory is, as the name suggests, a politically charged region where it experienced several jurisdictional changes over a short period: from North Korea (1945-1951), the UNC
(1951-1954), and then to South Korea.458 As the jurisdiction of the borderland belonged to the UNC
during and after the Korean war (Table 4.1), civil occupation at the Recovered Territory was considered an essential prerequisite by the South Korean authorities to formally claim ownership of the
newly gained land. The ‘stateless region’459 of ‘2,300 square miles, once home to 130,000 people’460
became an important spatio-political agenda for the UNC and the South Korean government.

		

Table 4.1 Jurisdiction and authorship over the Recovered Territory.461

457 During the military junta years under Park Chung Hee (1961-79), South Korea was under a recurring state of emergency
that saw three enactment of a martial law for 31 months, three presidential decree for garrison over 5 months, and nine other
contingency actions which lasted 69 months.
458 Under the UN General Assembly Resolution 195 enacted on 12 December 1948, and the UN Resolution 84 passed on 7 July
1950, governance and civil administration of all land above the 38th Parallel was given to the UNC. Hence, the South Korean
government could exert very little, if any, influence over the Recovered Territory.
459 Gaillard 1954
460 Resolution adopted by UNCURK at its 33rd meeting on 9 August 1954 in Hahn 2008: 378
461 English translation by author. Hahn 2009: 130
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Traditionally, stateless zones have often been seen to play a subversive role in the eye of the sovereign, where such spaces and their inhabitants were considered as rude, disorderly and barbaric, for
they served as refuges for rebels and bandits, opposed to the civility, order, and sophistication of the
centre.462 For the UNC and South Korea alike, the Recovered Territory has always played a potentially subversive role. For the UNC, the Recovered Territory was regarded as a ‘critical region’for it was
the first case of a former communist region turned to the Free World.463 It provided an opportunity to
study ways to re-orientate and re-educate the residents at the Recovered Territory,464 and where their
interest in the Recovered Territory was met by a rehabilitation programme called the Armed Forces
Assistance to Korea (AFAK). The programme was mostly concerned with repopulating the land and
provided 2,500 houses and 51 public buildings, including a town hall, a church, a police station, a
grain store, hospitals, and public baths that would facilitate 4,470 households and 20,577 residents of
the Recovered Territory in 1954.465
In the years immediately following the War, the South Korean state was, in many crucial respects,
partially blind about its border. Especially at the Recovered Territory, which it experienced a sudden
influx of refugees, the state knew precious little about its subjects, their location, their landholdings
and yields, their very identity.466 Partially due to the region’s multiple jurisdictional changes, the
South Korean government lacked anything like a detailed survey of its terrain and its people.467 For
the South Korean state, the Recovered Territory was largely considered as a frontier where hegemony was not yet established.468
Despite the ongoing battle at the nearby military frontline by 1951, the Recovered Territory had already attracted over 150,000 refugees (Figure 4.3).469 To understand why the refugees were attracted
to the war-torn frontier, it is helpful to differentiate between ‘state spaces’ and ‘nonstate spaces’.
Scott explains that, in contrast to state spaces that refers to productive and densely settled quasi-permanent communities that are made legible, nonstate spaces refer to a more sparsely settled or highly
mobile population, who typically practised slash-and-burn, and hence obstructed possibilities for reliable state appropriation.470 Ironically, because of its relatively inhospitable surroundings, the region
served as an ideal nonstate space for the refugees: a frontier imbued with chaotic qualities, housing
mostly destroyed from years of bombing, and patches of unclaimed land that could be exploited for
agrarian use and ownership as per the vacuum of clear sovereignty. It is estimated that 650,000 North
Koreans refugees fled to South Korea during the Korean War, many of whom had been landowners
prior to the North Korean land reform which confiscated and redistributed their land.471 This shift of
population significantly altered the demographics of the residents of the Recovered Territory: almost
462 Scott 1998: 187; Scott 2009
463 United States Department of State 1954
464 A letter sent from Pusan Embassy in South Korea to the Department of State with a subject, ‘Conditions in Area of North
Korea Now Held by ROK’ in 28 February 1952. U.S. Embassy Pusan 1952; Hahn 2010: 133
465 Y. K. Kim 2013: 285
466 Ibid., 285-288
467 Hahn 2008
468 For Pullan, ‘The frontier is a place of contradiction, where the “wild” and the “tamed” do not cancel each other but play out
different roles, sometimes in reciprocity, and with different levels of impact’. Pullan 2011: 17
469 Hahn 2008: 377
470 Scott 1996: 186
471 Foley 2003: 42, 56
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two-thirds of its native population (who were mostly former landless peasants) migrated to the North
with the retreating North Korean People’s Army, leaving a vacuum which was quickly filled by those
from different parts of Korea.472
On top of the large number of the U.S. and South Korean military stationed in the region, the region
saw an influx of a mixed group of populations from both sides of Korea who sought asylum.473
Although the exact figure is not known, many of those interviewed revealed that one third were the
returning natives while the rest were outsiders completely new to Cheorwon.474 Compared to the
other regions in the Recovered Territory, the interviewees added, Cheorwon saw a far greater number of migrants due to the high number of military stationed in the region who provided economic
opportunities, and the region’s geography of flat plains were ideal for agriculture.475 Consequently,
the mass migration of people led their settlements to emerge outside the state’s legal order and independent of the UNC and South Korea.

4.2.2 Subokmin: The New Dimensions of the Constitutional Stipulation of Citizenship
The mix of population at the Recovered Territory, in turn, added a new dimension to the constitutional stipulations of citizenship. In the Korean language, there is no exact conceptual equivalent to
designate the definition and implications of the term ‘citizen’ or ‘citizenship’ as understood in the
Western tradition. Virginia Leary describes the notion of Western citizenship that has long acquired
the connotation of a bundle of rights as, ‘primarily, political participation in the life of the community, the right to vote, and the right to receive certain protection from the community as well as obligations.’476 Where the notion of Western citizenship implies the dual dimensions of rights and duty, the
North and South Korean states have placed a more discernible emphasis on the citizen’s duty rather
than on their rights. Thus citizenship is presented with a heavy-handed, top-down imposition of state
ideals.477 The different connotations of citizenship used by North Korea and South Korea – inmin and
gukmin respectively – deepen and further complicate our understanding of the socio-cultural construct of the Recovered Territory. If the South Korean gukmin is vaguely delineated as the ‘holder of
all sovereign power’,478 North Korean inmin more explicitly stands for ‘workers, peasants, soldiers,
and working intelligentsia’ under the provision of Marx and Leninism.479
One particular aspect of the Recovered Territory is that it includes both North Korean inmin and South
Korean gukmin, whose political status was identified as ‘refugee’ by the United States of America
Military Government (USAMG) on the one hand, and as subokmin by the South Korean government
on the other.480 While the term refugee implies the movement of people and their separation from a
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place, subokmin has a spatial connotation: subok meaning ‘recovered’ and min meaning ‘people’. A
literal translation of this is ‘people in the Recovered Territory’. This duality of meaning accorded to
the people at the Recovered Territory hints that both sides’ disputed claim of sovereignty over the
region was primarily grounded in the status of people and their spatial relation. Depending on how
the meaning of subokmin is conveyed, it can be used as the sovereign claim over the people at the
Recovered Territory as ‘recovered people’. In this regard, the logic that runs through the discourse
of the political categorisation of status can be understood as a power of capture, ‘a fundamental
tension between a sovereign power that tries to capture and overcome all that it encounters within
its own logic of immanent relations of inclusion-exclusion – the political excess that evades or takes
flight from such practices of capture’.481 ‘The State is sovereignty’, Deleuze and Guattari say, ‘but
sovereignty only reigns over what it is capable of internalizing, of appropriating locally’.482 In other
words, what it cannot internalise, naturalise, or co-opt, it excludes, displaces, and alienates.483
Subokmin, falling somewhere in between the category of citizen and refugee, never aligned so neatly with this sovereign logic. In contrast to how the refugees in other parts of the world were often
portrayed, according to Liisa Malki, as ‘speechless emissaries’ by the photojournalists,484 the South
Korean mass media at the time of the influx was more eager to describe them as ‘pioneers’ or ‘true
nationalists’.485 While subokmin were certainly not made invisible nor portrayed as being passive,
they were without a voice. As far as I could find, not a single interview with subokmin exists in all the
newspaper articles or in state films until the late 1970s. Technically South Korean citizens (gukmin),
subokmin were denied something more fundamental – the capacity to speak politically and the expectation that they would be heard. As one subokmin notes, ‘What we say to and what we want from
the state does not matter […] we only hear echoes of our own voices’.486 Denied political identity
as South Korean gukmin, subokmin are excluded from what Balibar describes as ‘cultural initiative
or effective presence in the public space (the capacity of “be listened to” there)’.487 The subokmin
were never really recovered as part of South Korea, they were left in between: a state of inclusive
exclusion.
By the early 1950s, the UNC’s use of the term ‘refugees’ in Korea gradually changed. The 1951
UN Refugee Convention defined refugees as human beings with certain inalienable rights, which
replaced the earlier ways of classifying refugees with respect to their nationality or country of origin.
Independent of these changes, however, for South Korea the refugee’s geographical location of occupation was the organising principle for the stipulation of citizenship. In addition to South Korea’s
use of gukmin (or inmin in North Korea), subokmin was a third category of population exposed to a
wide variety of ‘othering’ strategies that cast them as secondary citizens. While only a third of the
population at the Recovered Territory were natives who lived under the socialist regime,488 what
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mattered the most, in fact, was not their place of origin but the space they currently occupied which
was considered to be foreign:
All of us here [Mahyeon-ri] came from Uljin [a township in the South-eastern region of Korea],
and have I had never set foot here [Recovered Territory] before nor had a sniff of the North […]
We were praised as being ‘true nationalists’ or ‘pioneers’, but it didn’t take long for us to realise
that they were just empty words. Nearly everyone saw us with an ineffaceable suspicion when they
heard the word subokmin or subokjigu.489

Like the duality of Agamben’s notion of ‘sacer’ as both sacred and cursed, 490 those who had settled
in Cheorwon after the War received both praise and neglect as brave pioneers or as abject populations. The South Korean police equated those who had lived under the North Korean regime with
treachery and made statements based on this assumption declaring, ‘the state shall put to bed all
forms of treacherous acts under the puppet [North Korean] regime’.491
A useful way to begin a critical questioning of the politics of subokmin is to consider Walter
Benjamin’s views on the state of emergency for the oppressed, which is not considered as the exception but the rule. Subokmin, as Y. L. expressed during the interview, are cast as a forlorn population
in a way that is systematically interrelated with the discourse of ‘the emergency’.492 The identity of
subokmin is ‘not the exception but the rule’ in the sense that the constitution of normality requires
the identification of difference, and other through which the coherence and unity of sovereign states
and a citizen’s status are constituted and maintained. The ambiguous divide of binary citizenship
between the pioneers and the stigmatized is made possible, according to Schmitt, when subsumed
by ‘the emergency’, which recognises the sovereign’s power to mark the limit of the normal and the
beginning of the exception.493
For those at the frontier, this had the consequence that as long as they occupied the Recovered
Territory, subokmin were stigmatised, seen as a danger, and thus considered as a threat to the anti-communist state. The Recovered Territory is therefore at once the purest expression of citizenship
and also its constitutive limit. From this perspective, the relationship between the refugees’ and the
subokmin’s status is not merely oppositional. Subokmin are not simply excluded from the political
realm, rather, their relationship to the political can be described as a kind of ‘inclusive exclusion’.
This becomes clearer in situations where the South Korean government, while fighting for control
over the Recovered Territory with the USAMG, went on to recast the meaning of subokmin and
began to personify them as a helpless set of population referring them as ‘sheep who have lost their
shepherd’.494 Expressing concerns on the rest of subokmin’s ‘evident anxiety over their future’, the
489 Interview with Y.L. in Mahyeon-ri, 29 July 2016
490 A figure of archaic Roman law in which human life is included in the juridical order solely in the form of its exclusion – in
its capacity to be killed.
491 Police to Prohibit Labour Mobilisation during the Farming Season in the Recovered Territory by Ensuring the Identity of
the Residents. Chosun Ilbo 16 September 1954 in Y. K. Kim 2013: 273
492 Interview with Y.L. in Mahyeon-ri, 29 July 2016
493 Schmitt 2010: 5
494 Y. K. Kim 2013:290
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state persisted in its call for heightened security over the region in order to ‘prevent fear and terror
from the threat of communists’.495 Paradoxically, the state referred to those at the border as the ‘displaced’ and the ‘lost’,496 yet subokmin were central to South Korea’s repopulation plan that aimed to
facilitate the transfer negotiations of the Recovered Territory.

4.2.3 Strategic Confusion, Ordered Disorder
While totalitarian regimes often rely on force to impose order,497 South Korea resorted to a different
method, by consciously exposing a vulnerable population (the refugees) to a state of emergency, in
order to achieve similar aims. While the UNC worked under a framework that cast the whole phenomenon of the refugee in the form of a problem in need of practical solutions, South Korea thought
of the refugees as possible solution providers. As a nascent state, it was imperative for South Korea
to clarify the spatial boundaries of its own citizens by taking control of the border and the Recovered
Territory. However, South Korea’s inability to claim sovereignty over the border and the Recovered
Territory prevented it from exercising any influence over this region.
For the South Korean president Seungman Rhee, the foremost challenge lay in acquiring jurisdiction
over the Recovered Territory from the UNC.498 Eager to establish some form of order at the frontier,
the Ministry of Interior designated state officers to administer the Recovered Territory well before
the handover of the jurisdiction from the UNC but saw little room for intervention.499 Concerned that
the adoption of the natives to the region’s administration would persevere or restore the communist
influence in the region, Seungman Rhee took the issue of the establishment and composition of the
administration as a problem of national identity and national security arising from the threat of communism.500 In this context, Rhee portrayed those who were ‘freed from communism’ as secondary
citizens yet to be tamed and controlled,501 in contrast to the UNC’s perception of them as being in
need of technical and operational solutions. Hence, the role of statecraft became that of establishing
control or at least neutralising the nonstate spaces by a process of repopulation, in which South Korea
used the UNC’s rehabilitation programmes to its advantage. At the same time, the settlers were described by the South Korean government as ‘living the most comfortable life that we can imagine’502
in order to encourage migration to the frontier. South Korea’s effort to repopulate the frontier was,
however, not sincerely coherent. Whereas the UNC’s rehabilitation efforts were primarily aimed at
‘refugees’ irrespective of their origin, instead of embracing the term ‘refugees’, the South Korean
government responded by personifying those at the Recovered Territory as a helpless population
‘longing for a government administration and establishment of order’ (Figure 4.4). 503
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Today, legal and political fuzziness is what characterises the Recovered Territory. What contributes
to this indeterminacy is, in large part, the various military boundaries and administrative boundaries drawn on top of one another that create overlapping jurisdictional boundaries, as well as by a
collection of rules and abrupt decrees, both of which constantly move irrespective of the residents’
will. This constant shifting of the geographic zones of partially suspended rights creates a blurred
system of governance that leaves the space of the border illogical, and residents’ legal and political
dependencies obscure, making it impossible for the public to decipher them. The unclear division of
responsibilities between the central government, Cheorwon county and the military in turn allows an
informal mode of action, irrational bureaucratic apparatus, and increased use of force sheltered under
the umbrella of the all forgiving state of emergency (Figure 1.2).
In the past, when the governance of the Recovered Territory between the UNC, the USAMG and
the Republic of Korean Army (South) was just as unclear, the South Korean planners devised an
informal, non-systematic plan to incorporate and reconstruct the Recovered Territory. This never had
statutory status nor underwent any proper legislative procedures despite affecting a mass populace,
but was sheltered by the state of emergency that empowered legal exceptions. The state of emergency sustained by the influx of refugees at the Recovered Territory – seemingly an unplanned and
uncontrollable natural consequence of war – was in fact a controlled phenomenon to claim control of
the newly-gained land (Figure 4.5). What encouraged the migration was the state’s on-going effort to
publicise ‘the vast plains of empty, unclaimed frontier’ and an exaggerated plan to ‘construct a radiant modern city’ in an attempt to lure people to the Recovered Territory despite the remaining dangers of war.504 The South Korean government continued to advertise and applaud the ‘modern planning’ efforts by the AFAK that was funded through the UNC’s rehabilitation programme,505 to a point
where the UNC started to feel over-burdened in supporting the growing population at the border and
faced complex administrative issues (Figure 4.6).506 This led to the de facto transfer of administrative
control of the Recovered Territory to the South Korean government on 17 November 1954, but never
de jure sovereignty.507 Hence, these ‘deliberately irrational’ modes of governance and strategies of
‘strategic confusion’ appear to be the pattern of South Korea’s state-building process, repeating itself
whenever there is a situation hindering the state from achieving its territorial objectives.

4.3 Independently Stabilised Villages: Mechanism of Dispersion
Central to the repopulation efforts were different types of frontier villages that emerged under different conditions to each serve a distinct purpose. The independently stabilised villages, as the name
suggests, relied on the initiatives of subokmin to occupy the frontier by a method of gradual dispersion. While the War continued along the not too distant ridges, occupation of the Recovered Territory
began in July 1951, after several proposals were made to the UNC that would ‘formally’ allow
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cultivation of the frontier by mobilising what were called the ‘agricultural units’ (nonkyungdae)
made up of locals divided into several platoons or company-sized groups (Figure 3.29).508 Although
the permission only granted access and not habitation, the agricultural units began to occupy the
frontier in makeshift shelters that eventually developed into what are now known as the independently stabilised villages. South Korea turned a blind eye to, if not encouraged, the agricultural units’
‘illegal’ forms of habitation since as I would argue, occupation, worked in line with South Korea’s
efforts to pressure the UNC to hand over jurisdiction over the Recovered Territory.
In Cheorwon, formal approvals were given in March 1954, with priority given but not limited to: the
previous owners of the land; those with land confiscated by the military; residents of the area prior
to the Korean War; and the refugees who wished to cultivate the land.509 Yet in spite of the state’s
encouragement to occupy the frontier, however, support was dismal. Those who decided to settle at
the outer most part of the frontier relied on food rations and were only provided with basic tools such
as a hammer and a shovel, working from temporary shelters, such as tents or mud huts, until they
completed building their own houses. In return, the residents were given relative freedom of choice
over the design of their houses compared to the state-funded villages that began from the late 1960s
and onwards.
The minimal state involvement also meant, however, less control. It encouraged the scattered settlers to practise shifting cultivation and made it difficult to identify which piece of land belonged
to whom. The initial pattern of habitation was irregular, temporal, unexpected and unbound in its
form and location, which made the borderland increasingly opaque to the state. Some decided to
move back to the war-torn villages and rebuild, while others chose to build elsewhere that seemed
more appropriate for growing crops of their choice.510 The overall layout of the pioneer settlements
evolved according to the inhabitants’ natural pattern of living primarily to do with the types of crops
they produced. Instead of cultivating rice fields that required group labour and a long time to harvest,
the settlers individually grew a variety of crops in smaller quantities that did not require access to
concentrated manpower. For this reason, the independently stabilised villages had fewer households
spread over a fuzzy and indefinite boundary.
The types of crops produced were diverse and far ranging, eventually allowing most pioneers to
sustain themselves from what they produced.511 This diversity prevented the settlers from starving
should one type of crop ended in a poor harvest, which proved far more reliable for the settlers who
were restricted in their mobility in ways that hindered the commercial trading of goods.512 Out of
some 120 existing frontier villages that have emerged since the Armistice more than 100 were founded in this way – a system that was implemented costing the state virtually nothing. Here, we begin
to see how the independently stabilised villages not only created and accommodated vulnerable
populations, but were also used by the state in order to actively change a territorial reality.
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4.3.1 Enduring Temporariness
Architecture, as a form that usually exists for a long period of time, carries our traditions and cultural
memory with it, whether in the form of archaeological remnants or as an enduring environment that
surrounds us. The independently stabilised villages, in contrast, were perceived as temporary spaces
during their time of construction, only created to exist for short periods of time. Their status was
similar to other environments built by the refugees and by those on the margins of culture that are
dismissed as provisional, transitory or ‘improper architecture’.513
The condition of houses in the independently stabilised villages was poor as the houses were built
using whatever material was available: a mixture of mud and hay to build walls, straw-thatched roofs,
with the occasional addition of hardwood posts, beams, windows and doors salvaged from dilapidated buildings (Figures 4.7-4.9). Until the late 1960s, however, the state interfered little to stop such
patterns of habitation and the pioneers and their actions were praised as true patriots, ‘brave warriors
cultivating under the nose of our enemy’.514 Despite the harsh conditions, however, as only means for
survival, the independently stabilised villages quickly spread to reach over a hundred in number by
the early 1970s as they were glorified as an essential action in the state-building process.515
In order to avoid any compromise caused by time and investment, the independently stabilised villages acted a crucial device: they bridged the gap between the desire to rapidly disperse as many
migrants as possible and provided the time required for proper planning and construction. While the
country was suffering from an extreme shortage of housing – regarded as of primary importance –
the state had never seriously considered investing its time and money to solve housing problems at
the border. Seungman Rhee, who was persistent in his objective to overthrow the Northern regime
and completely against the UNC’s decision for a cease-fire, considered the development of new
town centres as a wasteful financial policy: any investment in their provisional structures was only a
temporary solution that would last until the military would take charge of the whole of peninsula.516
Even as the Armistice discussion was taking place, Rhee was persistent in his desire to end the war in
a different way and announced ‘Irrespective to whatever happens at Panmunjom our objective shall
be the same. It is our irreversible mission to unify Korea from the south to the Amrok river [or the
Yalu river that sets the Sino-Korean border]’.517
As far as the planners were concerned, the most important physical characteristic of the independently stabilised village was its temporariness. Its spatial layout consisted of small provisional units
constructed by the settlers on their own, which were expected to be removed if the War continued,
or replaced with a more permanent design and planning. In contrast, the state was highly active in
rebuilding towns and villages in the non-border region. Not only did the state invest heavily in the
reconstruction of its infrastructure and housing, it sought to expand the diversity of housing types by
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organising its first and second National Housing Development Exhibition consecutively in 1958 and
1959 (Figures 4.10–4.12).
As Table 4.2 suggests, from 1957 South Korea began to see a significant increase in the diversity of
building types. Irrespective of initial perceptions of the independently stabilised villages, however,
many of the villages have become enduring spaces, which developed over time to become permanent
villages as the Korean War Armistice was suspended in an ongoing temporary status. Thus, the comprehension of architecture and its related built environment as ‘permanent’ and the independently
stabilised villages as ‘temporary’ is not only based on their physical endurance, but is also driven
by other considerations which render one environment stable and the other transitory.518 These categories are fundamentally linked to the process of modern state development, which at its heart is
a project to establish and maintain a mode of ‘fixity, stability and predictability’ related to territory,
governance and population.519

Year

Kookmin
Housing

Buheung
Housing

Sihum
Housing

Jaegun
Housing

Heemang
Housing

Sibum
Housing

Apartment

Gaeryang
Housing

Waein
Housing

Commercial

Other

Total

200

200

1953
1954

410

1

1955

68

334

1956

725

39

1957

300

720

150

232

1958

250

252

200

146

1959

560

1960

350

1961

351

Total

1,811

25

34

106
5

789

136

54

152

90

43

1,167

176

51

1,158

5

465

75

190

105

1,592

20
972

5

1,553

962

411
402

34

363

190

365

371
99

201

6,555

Table 4.2: The number of houses built by year and type before the establishment of Korea National Housing Corporation (KNHC).520

4.4 Strategic Villages: Concentration, Simplification and Militarisation
A significant change in the approach the management of the people at the frontier came at a time
of a regime change in 1961, a change that would explicitly state people’s new code of conduct:
‘Economy as the ultimate goal! Construction as our top priority! Labour as the supreme value!’.521
The military coup, or revolution, as Park Chung Hee claimed it to be, clearly set out its own objectives: ‘strengthening of perfunctory anti-communist arrangements’, ‘construction of key industries
and infrastructure’, and ‘cleaning of chaotic and disorderly customs’ or the ‘old evils’.522 For the new
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South Korean military government headed by Park Chung Hee, the expansion of the state’s disciplinary power over individuals and social groups became a prerequisite for his dream of building a
‘security state’.523 Especially at the frontier, a growing number of the population and the continued
presence of a military threat from the North required clearly defined and easily monitored state spaces. Hence, in 1968, a new breed of villages known as the ‘strategic villages’ appeared at the border,
which closely reflected Park’s political objective of reconfiguring the frontier population into a form
that would enhance the level of domestic productivity and security. Nowhere was this more explicit than in the document for the Hostile District/Recovered Territory 2nd Five-Year Comprehensive
Development Plan (1966):
The objectives of the strategic village are to control population density, resolve food shortages,
develop abandoned land, close off North Korean infiltration routes, and showcase utopian villages
as propaganda […] inhabited by armed ex-veterans with a healthy dose of anti-communism who
can defend the DMZ, diffuse explosives, and prevent enemy infiltration.524

According to the planners, the strategic villages would be constructed by relocating some 100,000
households to the CCZ, which would enable the cultivation of presumably tens of thousands of
square metres of unattended land.525 The planners of the 2nd Five-Year Plan adopted the use of the
Israeli Kibbutz model, which Park Chung Hee himself praised Israel’s planning efforts as a model
to follow:
Here is an ideal example: Israel’s miracle. Israel, as we know, is a country surrounded by a vast desert, no mountains, no rivers, no vegetation. But what of the wondrous modern city and the utopian
farmlands we find there now? […] How does our country compare? What more do we not have than
Israel? Why should we suffer living in our archaic thatched houses?526

Central to the 2nd Five-Year Plan was the construction of the strategic villages which were developed
with a remarkably similar planning language to that of the Kibbutz, ‘gathering, clustering’ and ‘farming while fighting, fighting while farming’. The South Korean military described the benefits as:
By grouping these 100,000 farmers into a unified set of collective villages, the plan will rationally
attempt to cultivate land inside the area of military operation; concentrate separate households and
villages; institute collective control; offer systemised support of the military and the Ministry of
Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries.527

Designed as a mechanism to fulfil the objectives of the new authoritarian regime, this new type of
frontier village assumed a clear set of roles coherent with the military government’s objectives: anti-communism, economic (agrarian) production and order.
523 M. Y. Lee 2013
524 Hostile District/Recovered Territory Five-Year Comprehensive Development Plan 1966 in Y. K. Kim 2013: 356
525 Ibid., 357-359
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4.4.1 High Modernism
Park and his officers, with elective affinity to modernity’s drive for industrialisation, tended to prefer
certain forms of planning and social organisation such as dams, large factories, highspeed motorways, mechanised farming, grid cities, and a strong centralised government, which answered their
political interests.528 The military government pursued the notion of modernity as a nation-building
project concerned with high productivity but not so much in aesthetic terms. As a form of modernity, high modernism is characterised by an unfaltering confidence in science and technology as
means to reorder the social and natural world to meet human needs. High modernism, according to
Scott, thrives on rendering complex environments legible through spatial ordering that relies on the
expertise of planners and scientific innovation, making high modernity a more elitist project than
modernity.529
Park Chung Hee, among others who would later become policy makers of his regime, was no newcomer to high modernism.530 During his time as a military officer in Manchuria, Park had witnessed
the broad ramifications of the relentless construction of new cities, heavy industries, railways and
plantation, which made him an enthusiastic advocate of high modernism.531 Since his rise to power in
1961, Park had consistently expressed the need for a complete transformation of existing conditions
and the creation of a blank state calling for ‘construction, lightning speed, relentless advancement’.532
From the state’s perspective, the construction of the strategic villages was part of a much-needed
process of modernisation that produced a different type of frontier village built with a reverse momentum: opposed to the former method of dispersion, in this case following a more ordered process
of concentration, simplification and militarisation. The disorderly dispersed villages were either relocated or redeveloped, which enabled the state to deploy highly articulated disciplinary techniques of
surveillance and normalisation, as well as institutional violence, in its remoulding of individuals in
the frontier communities. Thus, for much of the 1960s the planners were busy surveying the existing
households and villages scattered around the frontier, and comparing possible locations for the construction of a new village that would provide arable land and, clear legibility for outside observers,
including the North Koreans across the border.533 Naturally, the emergence of the independently
stabilised villages declined from the late 1960s, and gradually normative hegemonic forms began to
appear in the frontier villages (Figures 4.13–4.16).

4.4.2 Order and Discipline
The disciplinary reach of the state would eventually range far beyond the border, an aspiration
which Park himself had hinted at on his first official day as chairman of the military junta’s Supreme
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Council for National Reconstruction in July 1961. ‘While citizens are free and natural persons’, Park
said, ‘they are simultaneously members of the state and society, and there are times when their fundamental rights must naturally be restricted by the demands of state and society’.534 Ultimately, those
restrictions would extend deeply into politics, society, culture and everyday life, especially during
the state’s most authoritarian incarnation, the Yushin535 structure that Park adopted in 1972 to carry
out his national goals within ‘a total security posture as impregnable as a steel drum’.536
Park’s images of ‘total security’ and an ‘impregnable steel drum’ capture well the ‘garrison state’
atmosphere of 1970s South Korea, which fused the state of emergency with the discipline of national security. Emergency, often referred not only to the threating North but also to the conditions of
‘chaos’, ‘disorder’, ‘meaningless wandering’ and the ‘bridle of underdevelopment’ that needed to
be overcome with the nation’s voluntary sacrificial efforts of ‘living in order’.537 But according to
Eckert, the state’s approach to discipline was never envisioned as negative or punitive but merely as
a last resort in the wake of noncompliance or of waning efficiency.538 Rather, the aim was to achieve a
form of what Foucault has termed ‘governmentality’ and ‘bio-power’ in which the subject population
has absorbed or been so deeply conditioned mentally and physically in the ends and means of the
regime as to embrace them as ‘truth’ or what Antonio Gramsci might have called ‘common sense’.539
If everything went to plan, the populace would serve eagerly and willingly as a kind of ‘co-producer’
in the achievement of the government’s goals, but even if one failed to embrace the state’s objectives
and methods on one’s own, the consequences could still mentally and physically be punishing.
In these combined disciplinary ideas of co-production and punishment one can find a military template linking the state’s deep martial orientations to the education and training that Park Chung
Hee and other South Korean reformers received in the 1940s as graduates of the Imperial Japanese
Military Academy or the Imperial Manchurian Military Academy.540 The disciplinary practices to
which the cadets were subjected were an integral part of their everyday lives and, as such, became
arguably one of the most deeply ingrained and enduring aspects of the military culture that infused
the South Korean modernisation project.541

4.4.3 Militarised Modernity
During Park Chung Hee’s era (1961-79), the state adopted the notion of modernity associated with
clear legibility and high productivity based on advanced building techniques and a hierarchical social
management system. In the context of the Cold War rivalry and military confrontation with North
534 Eckert 2016: 274
535 In December 1971, shortly after his inauguration for a third presidential term, Park Chung Hee declared a state of national
emergency, and 10 months later (October 1972) he suspended the constitution and dissolved the legislature. A new constitution,
which would permit the re-election of the president for an unlimited number of six-year terms, was promulgated in December,
launching the Fourth Republic.
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Korea, Park’s regime pursed this interpretation of modernity as a nation-building project which,
from the early 1960s, took a peculiar turn into the emergence of what Seungsook Moon calls ‘militarised modernity’.542
The core elements of militarised modernity involved: the construction of the modern South Korean
nation as an anti-communist polity; the constitution of members of the anti-communist body politic through discipline and physical force; the intertwining of the economic industrialisation with
military duties; and the integration of the institution of a strict hierarchical system of order543 – all
of which are qualities practised in the strategic villages. This ideological construction of the nation
enabled the modernising state to deploy highly articulated disciplinary techniques of surveillance
and normalisation, as well as institutionalised violence, in its remoulding of individuals in the frontier village communities.544 It resulted in the ascendance of militarised national security over any
other socio-political issues and justified the implementation of a hierarchical militarised system of
village management in order to construct a penetrating state bureaucracy. These processes were
characterised by the amalgamation of violent coercion and strict disciplinary techniques involving
surveillance and punishment.545 Therefore, it is no coincidence that the strategic village plan’s level
of abstraction resembles a type of wartime architecture that has been used elsewhere in the past: by
Japanese colonialists in Manchuria; by the South Korean military during their domestic counterinsurgency efforts in Jeju Island; by the United States’ pacification plan in Malay Peninsula; and by
Ngo Dinh Diem’s New Village program (also known by the military as the strategic hamlets programme by the military) in South Vietnam.

Strategic Hamlets in Vietnam
The strategic hamlets programme was part of a military strategy initially drafted by the British
Advisory Mission in 1961, then further developed by the U.S. State Department’s Bureau of
Intelligence and Research, in order to rapidly spread American values and policies in South East Asia
and East Asia in the early post-colonial period.546 The U.S. actively intervened in South Vietnam’s
national-scale rural development project where it was considered to have failed to establish a clear
frontline against communism. Heavily driven with the purpose of strengthening anti-communist
agendas in order to pacify South Vietnam’s border region, the plan was announced in 1962, and
aimed to replace or relocate some 12,000 South Vietnamese villages and turn them into the military fort-like structure seen in Figures 4.17–19, affecting almost 80 percent of its population.547 The
programme proposed fortified hamlets guarded by watch towers, barbed wire fences, trenches and
booby traps, areas patrolled by armed residents who would also take on a policing role to ferret out
the communists. In a speech in April 1962, President Diem clearly addressed his aspiration towards
the strategic hamlets that is not indifferent to the objectives of the South Korean strategic village:
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[…] strategic hamlets represented the basic elements in the war undertaken by our people against
our three enemies: communism, discord, and underdevelopment. In this concept they also represent
the foundation of Vietnamese society where values are reassessed according to the personalist revolution where social, cultural and economic reform will improve the living conditions of the large
working class down to the remotest village.548

However, despite the fully-fledged support by the South Vietnamese government and the U.S. military – which successfully constructed over 5,000 hamlets by late 1962 – the scheme ended in failure
for several reasons. Firstly, the ignorance of the policy-makers, who were strongly driven by political
and military objectives and failed to consider the residents’ multi-traditional way of living. Second,
forced migration that provided the Vietnamese with no choice but to either move into the hamlets,
which they referred to as ‘concentration camps’ or to watch the military burn down their houses.
Lastly, the sheer number of villages surpassed the government’s ability to effectively administer and
monitor its residents.549 Ultimately, the failure of the strategic hamlets programme led to the fall of
the South Vietnamese regime.550

The Manchurian Experience
South Korea was no stranger to this type of architecture, in fact, South Korean officials often acted
as advisors to countries like South Vietnam when it came to the use of village architecture as a military strategy.551 While the majority of suggestions made by the South Korean advisors were never
applied to the hamlets, it is worth noting that they stressed the importance of educating the villagers
and government agents ideologically, instead of offering advice on the structural aspects of the hamlet.552 This came largely from the experiences gained from previous colonial initiatives such as the
Fifteen-year Colonial Resettlement Plan, which aimed to facilitate the mass migration of one million
people to Manchuria.553 And a closer look at some of these villages’ socio-spatial structure reveals
remarkable similarities to those of the South Korean strategic villages. These villages were located in
close proximity to military camps, and were comprised of 50 to 200 uniform houses in a grid layout,
protected by watch towers, and an armoury as seen in Figure 4.20. Their residents worked as farmers by day and soldiers by night, functioning under a system of hoko that divided the villagers into
smaller groups with a group leader, who closely worked with the local police or military.554

Hamba in Jeju Island
It is no surprise that many of the South Korean advisors in South Vietnam, such as Chang-Am
Park, who served under the Japanese army at the Manchurian frontier and was later trained by the
U.S. army, were in charge of South Korea’s internal pacification mission in Jeju Island between
548
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1952-1953.555 During the early stages of the full-scale military operation, the military worked to
crush the civil rebellion in Jeju Island by incinerating existing villages and relocating some 100,000
civilians into temporary houses called hamba concentrating the village residents in designated spaces for improved surveillance and separating rebels from civilians, while gradually advancing the
frontline by constructing additional hamba (Figures 4.21–4.23).556
South Korean military officers were familiar with the versatility of villages as a strategic mechanism
that could be quickly erected or dismantled, or could move populations or separate populations in
times of a state of emergency. The villages could be erected as permanent devices to achieve territorial expansion by relocation and migration, or more temporary invasive units could be deployed
in contested areas to infiltrate or separate populations. While some Japanese colonial resettlement
villages can be identified with the first example, and various types of military ‘hamlets’ deployed
in South East Asia with the second, the strategic villages in South Korea are a combination of the
two: they are territorial instruments on the one hand and devices of mass-management separating the
displaced from normal civil society on the other.
All of the military strategy driven villages mentioned above, including the South Korean strategic
villages, are the derivatives of the state’s effort to build a productive and (military) strong nation,
as the embodiment of modernity required the state to mobilise its populace on a mass scale. In the
context of the Cold War rivalry and military confrontation with North Korea, Park Chung Hee’s
regime pursued this interpretation of modernity as a nation-building project. As the term militarised
modernity suggests, it illuminates deep military roots in the process of socio-political and economic formation: the construction of the modern nation as an anti-communist polity; the making of
its members as duty-bound ‘nationals’; and the integration of the institution of a strict hierarchical
system of order – in which the strategic villages played a central role. So, what was different about
Park’s regime from the failed South Vietnamese attempt to pacify the rural? How did South Korea’s
frontier village programme successfully manage to reconfigure existing frontier communities and
construct new ones?

4.4.4 Settlers as Latent Subjects of Surveillance
If it was an aggressive discipline that drove Park Chung Hee’s military regime, it was the spatio-political mechanism of the frontier village that implemented and enforced that will. The strategic village was first constructed in 1968, under the South Korean government initiative to build an ideal
modern village for the purposes of making the frontier more legible. By the late 1960s, there was a
growing urgency to revise national security policy in Korea for domestic and international reasons.
In the context of the wider Cold War rivalry, the failure of various other territorial schemes to pacify
the border and modernise the rural, such as the new village project in Malaya and the Ngo Dinh
Diem’s strategic hamlets programme in South Vietnam, began to ring alarm bells for South Korean
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officials.557 Joong Yoon Park, then a senior advisor at the National Security Council, saw the rural
not as the source for the stability of the state, but rather as an area imbued with threat and referred to
its inhabitants as ‘potential enemies’.558 Pointing out the growing economic inequalities between the
rural and the city, the growing number of migrants into cities from the rural areas, and the growing
unemployment that raised doubts on its regime, Joong Yoon Park urged the council to consider the
dire need for the ‘healthy growth of the rural’ as it may become an area for easy penetration by the
communist North.559 Arguably, Joong Yoon Park’s idea of ‘healthy rural’ meant two things: ideological purity and maintaining a certain population density. For the 2nd Five-Year Plan to succeed, the exodus of rural population into the cities had to be systematically redirected.560 As early as September
1964, the central government introduced rural agricultural land development schemes561 in order to
slowdown the speed of rural migration into Seoul that was growing exponentially at an unprecedented rate.562 Despite such measures, by 1967, the housing shortage in the cities in grew to 47.9 percent
compared to 13 percent in the countryside.563
Since their first appearance in Cheorwon in 1968, the construction of the strategic villages had extended outside the borderlands and they were built in the ‘areas of vulnerable security (ahnbo-chwiyak-jigu)’ where the state thought it had not yet established order (Figures 4.24–4.26). In Goesan
county alone, the number of strategic villages had increased from nine in 1969 to 58 by 1971 despite
not being a border area.564 In order to establish a ‘specialised system of control’ over the ‘scattered
population in the rural’, Joong Yoon Park proposed several ways to systematically ‘sort-out’ and
manage the rural. These included the training and operation of localised paramilitary groups, the
strengthening of the aekukban (or the civil police) who monitored the general public, and a sophisticated resident registration system (chumin-dungnok-chedo), all of which were exercised in conjunction with the establishment of the strategic villages.565 Under this system, each individual was
given a unique and immutable number at birth, and this identification was used to monitor nearly
every aspect of life including military service, taxation, and criminal records. It enabled the state to
keep comprehensive and decidedly excessive records ranging over 140 items of individual information.566At the frontier, the triad methods of surveillance through the military, paramilitary organisations and the registration system provided the state with an unimaginably precise, multi-dimensional
reading of every single village community.

557 The strategic hamlets programme was initially drafted by the British Advisory Mission in 1961, developed by the U.S. military, and implemented by the South Vietnamese government, which aimed to turn the existing 12,000 South Vietnamese villages
into strategic hamlets, that involved mass-relocation and separation of its people affecting almost 80 percent of its population.
Hunt 1995: 21; Dow 1966: 195
558 Heo 2015: 304-305
559 Ibid.
560 In the first two years of the 1st Five-Year Plan (1962), South Korea struggled to meet its target economic growth rate of 5.7
percent and 6.4 percent, and was only able to reach 2.2 percent and 5.8 percent. In 1964, the initial plan had to be revised and its
target economic growth rate readjusted. S. H. Kim, J. W. Kim, H. P. Bix and S. J. Kim 1984: 278-283.
561 Between year 1960 to 1970, Seoul’s urban population more than doubled from being 2,445,402 to 5,525,262. Seoul
Research Data Service 2010
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South Korea’s strategic village programme was essentially a quasi-military operation, in which all
aspects of the everyday life of a specific population were controlled and managed. The strategic villages were never shy of carrying out ‘surveillance’ and ‘normalisation’ – the two great instruments of
disciplinary power567 – to discipline their residents. It would be misleading, however, to confine the
state’s disciplinary power over individuals in these villages to that of a single disciplinary role like
that of a prison or a concentration camp. As a disciplinary space, the strategic villages exercised a
more sophisticated form of power aimed at meticulous control over their residents to maximise their
productivity and utility and minimise their resistance. While the role of residents in the independently stabilised villages was primarily that of occupation, the residents in the strategic villages were
expected to receive regular military training and perform tasks as guards or police. In the absence
of other opportunities for public participation, the residents of the strategic villages had no choice
but to embrace militaristic mobilisation (Figures 4.27–4.30). Some attempted to use it as leverage to
improve their position in society:
I was able to find myself a side-job in town supervising the boy scouts and teaching them all sorts
of drills I had learnt from military training. They addressed me as ‘teacher’, something I had never
heard before which felt really good. It made me feel that I was being respected for the first time
since I set foot [in the Recovered Territory].568

It provided the subokmin with an elevated sense of belonging from their marginalised membership in
the nation. Hence for the people at the frontier, cooperation and obedience to the forceful implementation of the militarised system of management and its constructed image of subokmin was the only
means to acquire new political subjectivity as citizens. It followed a process of bodily subjection:
the cultural inclination to obedience that permitted integration into the highly hierarchical militarised
system of management. Unlike the hamlets programme that forced well-established populations to
adapt to a new lifestyle, the establishment of the strategic villages relied on the voluntary migration
of those who were left without a permanent place to settle. For the highly motivated migrants, the
war-torn wasteland was regarded as a land of opportunity, which could be made their own as a compensation for their hard work.
In order to establish an effective central administrative mechanism of the periphery, the residents of
these villages had been carefully selected by the frontier administrators (formed of local military and
government officials) who examined a candidate’s age, skills, assets, and political reliability.569 The
selection of the villagers was primarily based on their ‘healthy ideology undeterred by communism’,
filtering out those who did not suit its political objectives.570 In many cases, more than half of the
residency was constituted of retiring veterans who were far more experienced with the paramilitary
activities required of the residents. Naturally, the veterans took a leading role, generating visible hierarchies within the village communities and social fissures developed. As an ex-military resident said:
567 Foucault 1979
568 Interview with Y.K. in Daema-ri on 22 June 2017
569 The selection criteria included an age limit of forty-five, all expected to be fit for daily labour that sometimes required obtaining a medical report. Cheorwon County 2009
570 Hahn 2017: 377-378; Nelson 2006
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I only tried to establish some sort of order within the village, which, inevitably requires asking people to do things […] They [non-ex-military residents] got very suspicious of me and others like me
[ex-military residents] when our friends in the military would come to visit, as if we were making
some sort of a trade-off for our benefit.571

As for a non-ex-military resident, ‘It was the arrogant tone that they always carried with them which
got us fuming. They felt that they could simply order us around […] I think it was not until the early
80s that one of us finally became a village leader’.572 This effectively prevented the new village communities from developing a more intricate and complex social order amongst the residents.573 The
new villages were, by definition a community stripped of its sources of cohesion and joint action,
more amenable to control from above, and hence the centre.
The purpose of the strategic villages, however, never solely lay in their ability to better protect
their border and their people. Notwithstanding to the state’s claims to improve surveillance at the
frontier, which were that was couched in the issue of national security, the subject of surveillance
was primarily its own people. While it was argued that concentrating the scattered villages would
provide an increased system of defence across the frontier,574 the location of these villages suggested
otherwise. Although the military insisted they were located primarily according to its war-time strategies, in all cases, the strategic villages such as Mahyeon-ri were constructed on open flats, which
made them easily observable and difficult to defend. The war-time strategy meant propaganda, not
something to be hidden or protected. To add to this effect, the new villages were orientated to face
north instead of the more natural south orientation so that they looked bigger and more visible when
seen from the North Korean side of the border (Figures 4.31–4.34). In contrast to the independently
stabilised villages, the uniform shape and size of the houses that were concentrated in relatively even
spacing to one another provided clear village boundaries. In any strategic village, always located in
close proximity to an existing military infrastructure, there was an even number of between 50 and
200 households, with two families occupying a single 30m2 dwelling divided between them (Figure
4.14). This made it easier to monitor the residents’ overall movement, hence greatly improving its
legibility by an outside observer in relation to the independently stabilised villages.575 From the nearby South Korean military guard posts, everyone who entered and exited from each dwelling could be
observed, turning them into ‘highly disciplined’ state space.
For the frontline commanders, however, the strategic villages such as Mahyeon-ri (Figure 4.33) were
considered as ‘self-made trouble in the making’ that resulted from a reckless election pledge of the
former ruling Liberal Party to earn votes.576 In the eyes of the military, the formation of the strategic
571 Interview with D.J. in Yugok-ri on 28 June 2017
572 Interview with J.L. in Yugok-ri on 28 June 2017
573 In contrast to Jane Jacobs, who saw the very jumble of buildings, people, and their activities as a sign of dynamic vitality:
a complex and highly developed form of order. Jacobs 1961: 222
574 Y. K. Kim 2013: 359-60
575 The process of constructing and managing strategic villages was not only new for South Korea. Modern examples of this
can be commonly found following World War II in the so-called ‘new villages’ in Malaya specifically designed to isolate and
separate certain population groups; or in the form of ‘strategic hamlets’ across Vietnam, Taiwan, Indonesia, also in Jeju Island,
Korea, during the U.S. military government period before the Korean War.
576 Y. K. Kim 2013: 357-358
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villages at the frontier was seen as a politically driven initiative that should not have been allowed in
the first place:
When viewed on a map, the geographic position of Mahyeon-ri – located on a flat plain between
the enemy and the friendly forces – does not possess the ability to protect or provide any means of
surveillance. It is obvious that the village will be an easy target for the enemy and their fanatical
attempts to infiltrate. The village residents can always cross to the North; considering the current
conditions of extreme poverty, there is no guarantee that they [the residents] will not turn sides [...]
and it could always become an entry point of infiltration.577

With similar concerns, many of the scattered independently stabilised villages were either moved to
an entirely new location or redeveloped by the government and military authorities. To assist with
relocating the dispersed settlers, the South Korean government appointed former military or police
chiefs to head the civilian administration of the frontier. In fact, four out of seven county governors
at the recovered territory – including Cheorwon's first governor Tae Hyun Kim – were those who
had previously served as the ROK military's civil administrative officer at the Recovered Territory.578
These individuals were very familiar with implementing and regulating a highly centralised system
of control and surveillance. Often, the frontier administrators kept the role in rotation amongst themselves, only to be appointed between different regions of the frontier by moving from one municipality to another. Cheorwon's fourth governor Woo Sam Hahn, for example, was later appointed as a
governor in Inje County and in Hwachun County; whereas Hwanchun County governor Young Hyun
Han was later appointed as Cheorwon's governor.579 This suggests that the central government had a
clear preference over who should be in charge.

4.4.5 Device of Production: Concentrating Manpower and Grain
Despite its concerns about the security of its people, the state was even more concerned with the productivity of the frontier population who seemed to ‘hope for a status quo’ as they were exempt from
paying certain types of tax.580 In contrast to the independently stabilised villages, which primarily
functioned as a territorial device that enabled specific populations to spread across the empty frontier, the strategic village programme now sought to utilise the villages as a mechanism that would
work the land to produce and not just leave it as a territorial addition. So, what exactly triggered the
state to actively intervene in the existing socio-spatial structure of the frontier despite remaining
relatively passive for over two decades?
In principle, the sudden change in the state’s attitude was mainly because of significant cuts in international aid. Assistance from the U.S. dropped from 230 million U.S. dollars between 1959 and1963
to 110 million dollars between 1964 and 1968. At the time, the U.S. supplied 73 percent of South
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Korea’s annual imports while sharing about 12 percent of its gross national product.581 The reduction in foreign aid therefore compelled Park to seek a large-scale economic mobilisation to boost
domestic production. In the eyes of government officials, irregularly-shaped small-holdings of land,
randomly scattered with no real order with the added diversity of crop types in small quantities,
offered no readable patterns or value. For the state, where a formal order is regarded as a precondition of efficiency, the inability to quantify and control what was produced by whom was considered
an index of its lamentable backwardness.582 In this regard, the ‘disorderly’ scattered dwellings and
‘incongruously’ shaped plots of land occupying the frontier were regarded as a nonstate space that
needed to be made clearly legible.
This gives us another clue as to why the strategic villages were located at the open plains: in addition
to providing undisrupted vision over its residents was its capacity to eradicate illegible agriculture.
The concentration of manpower in the flat plains satisfied the two fundamental requirements for
legible rice farming to take place. The result was instantaneous: at Daema-ri and Mahyeon-ri – the
first two strategic villages founded in 1968 – the central government was able to accurately calculate
the annual production of 3,456 tons of rice from 297 hectares of land.583 As compact and sedentary
agriculture, wet-rice farming not only allowed the state to have access to concentrated manpower
close at hand; at the same time it provided surplus grains that could be utilised by the state to offset
the deduction of foreign aid and safeguard the regime’s political stability. But why did Park elect
to establish costly, bureaucratically-monitored settlements in the late 1960s when the frontier was
already being actively occupied by voluntary migrants?
Pioneer settlements cost the state virtually nothing as they became almost entirely self-sustaining.584
As an economic proposition, the plan of constructing a series of mechanical farming villages by the
government made little sense. The state was very short in what it could provide in terms of mechanical farming. Daema-ri for example, despite being one of the more large-scale mechanical farming
village projects compared to other strategic villages, was only able to secure 12 mini-tractors shared
between 150 households. The villages were costly to set up, certainly more than what the state could
invest in what could arguably be considered as a truly mechanised modern farming village that
would significant increase its level of rice-production. Infact, South Korea was no new comer to
large scale land reclamation projects. From as early as April 1958, state officers were already consulting the U.S. Office of the Economic Coordinator for Korea (OEC) to improve irrigation systems
at the Recovered Territory in the vicinity of Cheorwon to help paddy land back to producing rice by
next growing season.585 Despite the state's inability to spearhead such projects, a report formulated
by the OEC suggests that, from very early on, the South Korean state never sought to finance its own
land reclamation projects. In OEC's 1958 report on South Korean Land Reclamation:
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[South Korean] 'Land Reclamation' [...] usually involves certain restriced areas that are not making
the most desirable contribution to the people on that land. It is for this reason that adjustments in
land use are made so as to take an area of land out of its present use and physically transform it
into a situation where the people on the land will use it to sustain a higher level of living. We in
OEC–Agriculture think of [South] Korean 'land reclamation' principally as referring to the shaping
of thousands of small areas of land by local village people using customary equipment, rather than
by using large scale expensive tractors and tractor equipment.586

Politically and administratively, however, the advantages of these centrally planned and centrally
managed government schemes were manifold. In addition to the security concerns previously discussed, the strategic villages facilitated the imposition of central economic administration by marketing their production exclusively through state channels. The Ministry of Home Affairs and the
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries closely monitored production and processing, and set
producer prices in order to generate revenue. The economic dependency of the villages meant that
their residents could easily be encouraged to produce large electoral majorities for the ruling party.
For most of Park Chung Hee’s era, this phenomenon led to the spread of the prevailing political conformist slogan of yoch’onyado – the countryside for the government, the city for the opposition.587
The publicly-stated rationale for the strategic villages couched in the discourse of modernisation,
was not intentionally insincere; it was, however, misleadingly silent about its important goals of appropriation, the prostration of frontier communities, and the political hegemony that could not have
been met through the independently stabilised villages. And because the focus of the state’s attention
lay primarily in the political and social reconfiguration of the frontier communities, their physical
condition of living was mostly secondary. This is evident when compared with the earlier design
proposals for the rural villages.
The design of rural housing was first introduced at the second National Housing Development
Exhibition in 1958. Interestingly, the submission for rural housing designs were divided into two
categories: the winning designs for the first category were chosen primarily for their time and cost
efficiency in construction, and how easily they could be mass produced; and the second category
presented ‘desirable’ 50m2 houses fit for an ideal rural village designed for a family of six, livestock,
and two-and-a-half acres of arable land (Figure 4.10).588 Like many high-modernist projects,589 however, the plan of the strategic villages failed (or never cared) to take into account the everyday life of
the villagers. In contrast to the government’s claim for the orderly development and acquisition of
social services such as the provision of modern housing, education, and infrastructure, the uniform
rectangular houses proved inadequate for the lifestyle of a farming village. Despite being praised as
one of the first modern South Korean villages, the villages did not have the necessary storage for
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farming equipment, the buildings lacked mechanisms for heating or insulation, and the villagers
found their houses far too vulnerable to the typical weather conditions. What was actually built on
the ground omitted many of the relatively considerate design features found in the winning designs:
the position of windows for cross-ventilation, a centrally located sun-parlour for heat-gain and ondol
– a traditional underground system for heating – were removed. In the fields the state greatly reduced
the variety of crops produced in the frontier villages by selecting only barley, corn, and soy bean as
legitimate substitutes of either rice or money for the repayment of land sale.590 This forced subokmin
to turn to wet-rice farming from cultivating a variety of crops, which was a much-preferred method
as it could provide substitutes in case of a pandemic disease or a famine.
The social order within the strategic villages corresponded to a tidy look of geometric order, but did
not respect the individual needs of their inhabitants, so they failed in important ways as places where
people would want to live and work. The everyday life of the residents was, to their discontent,
ordered functionally through what they produced (what variety of rice), when they got up and went
to sleep (time of lights-out), and who entered and left the village (morning and evening roll-calls).
Aware of the growing discontent of the residents, by 1972 the state had introduced a more refined
strategic village model called the Unification Village, followed by a significant remodelling of the
existing strategic villages in a similar manner.

4.5 Realisation of a Utopian Order: Yugok-ri Unification Village, 1973
The Unification Village is an official name given to the two strategic villages, Baekyeon-ri, Paju
and in Yugok-ri, Cheorwon constructed in July 1973 on the edge of the DMZ (Figures 4.34-4.35).591
These unification villages are the far more refined version of their predecessors, where efforts to
create sharply distinguished state spaces were carried to their logical conclusion. In contrast to the
earlier models of frontier villages, the state was closely involved in all stages of the planning, design,
construction, and administration of the new villages, resulting in a permanent spatiality: ‘an elective
affinity between high modernism and the interests of many state officials’,592 something which Scott
identifies in other studies of high modernist planning. In this regard, the Unification Village Project,
even though the physical scale of the project was diminutive, was a grand testament of interest and
will to ‘modernise’ the frontier expressed by the state involving government officials from eight
different departments.593 As in all important high modernist projects, however, the design of the
unification villages was largely based on self-understanding of the absolute authority: Park Chung
Hee himself.

590 W. K. Kim, D. S. Lee and I. H. Choi 1989: 170
591 Although the plan was to construct hundreds more along the edge of the DMZ, it ended after the construction of only two
unification villages in 1973 as the project lost momentum after Park’s assassination in 1979.
592 Scott 1998: 5
593 A better-known example of this kind is the North Korea’s Kijong-dong (Peace Village) and South Korea’s Taesong-dong
(Freedom Village). Fuelled by fierce rivalry between the two states, the two villages received great interest from both governments as ‘an ideal model village’ that represented the splendour of the regimes’ success. Gyeonnggi Cultural Research Centre
2014: 110-113
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As a believer in high modernism, Park Chung Hee tended to see a rational order in remarkably visual
terms. For Park, an efficient, rationally organised space was a village or a farm that looked regimented and orderly in a geometrical sense. His idea of aesthetic was hardly an aesthetic of modern beauty,
but rather a basic visual form that arrived from new materials and building technology. Park’s faith
in scientific and technological practice often reverberated in his overly optimistic and uncritical use
of the term ‘beautification’ in the comprehensive planning of human settlement and production. For
Park, beautification of a village or a town did not mean a fascinating style of architecture, but rather
an efficient, rationally organised space that looked regimented and orderly in a geometrical sense – a
simplified uniformity of houses and roads that could help realise his cultural vision (Figure 4.36).594
Yugok-ri, in a sense, was a material expression of Park’s desire for scientific and technological progress, something which he could proudly showcase for the North Korean people to see. ‘A key characteristic of discourses of high modernism’, according to Scott, is ‘a heavy reliance on visual images
of heroic progress toward a totally transformed future’.595 Accordingly, as seen in Figure 4.37, what
decorated the roof of Yugok-ri’s primary school was a sign board that read ‘Dawn of a new village
through scientific living’. This, of course, was not only a boastful proclamation to North Korea but
also a public pronouncement to the village residents, convincing them that the certainty of a better
future justifies the many short-term sacrifices required to get there. South Korea’s series of fiveyear-plans is an example of this conviction. The radically simplified plan of Yugok-ri, provided it is
viewed from above, is also practical and efficient. The villages consisted of a uniform grid of homogeneous land and radically simplified house designs immediately distinguishable when compared to
a typical South Korean rural village in the Figure 4.39. The houses were built using concrete blocks
and slate-roofs – a relatively modern material that replaced a more traditional method of construction using mud, timber and straw. By virtue of the repetition of identical houses that are simpler to
build, the process from planning, recruitment, selection, education and training of villagers, survey
and land development to distribution was done in under six months, and the villages were complete
in less than five months from the start of construction on 1 March 1973.596 For the planners, it was
hoped that dehumanising negative effects of the complex land divisions and ill-disciplined spaces
will vanish together with their spatial traces. The Figure 4.40 – a superimposed diagram of a land
survey before and after the new village plan – shows how the new plan of the village (marked black)
had dramatically changed the spatiality of incongruously-shaped existing plots of land (marked red),
which now appear as rigidly-ordered instrumental spaces from what was once seen as ‘unplanned’
and ‘chaotic’. The result was a ‘unified’ product of ultra-high modernism, where every aspect of the
village – from plots of land to the design of the houses – was made aesthetically uniform and readily
identifiable.
The planners’ conception of a village, however, accorded neither with the actual economic and social functions of a rural farming area. The problem of Yugok-ri did not lay so much in its congruent
design. Rather, the problem had to do with the fact that its design too far removed from the everyday
594 H. B. Lee 2012: 93-94
595 Scott 1998: 95
596 Institute for Peace and Unification Studies 2017: 170; Interview with Hee Suk Lee in Yugok-ri, on 21 July 2017
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routines of a farming village. Even as the design of the village underwent frequent changes in the
planning stage, they were hardly considerate of its own residents. While the streets in the village
were paved and widened for two military trucks to pass side by side, the agricultural water channels
were re-routed due to concerns expressed by the military stating that it may hinder with military operations.597 The width of the farming roads, instead, was significantly reduced from being 3 metres to
1.8 metres.598 At the same time, budget set aside for weeding and schrub control was removed.599 One
villager recalled, ‘We were never able drive our tractors on the farming road as it was too narrow, too
muddy, and too bumpy. Often, we would park the tractors halfway [...] Eventually we had to widen
the roads ourselves, which is what you see today’.600 Yugok-ri failed in important ways as a place
where the villagers would want to live and work.
Where the primary objective of the strategic villages lay in improving the readability of the frontier,
the aim of the unification village project was to create and test out a South Korean utopian village
model. From an administrator’s vantage point, the ground plan of Yugok-ri is nearly utopian (Figure
4.35). It offers a quick appreciation of the ensemble, since the entirety is made up of straight lines,
right angles, and repetitions. While the genre of utopia had emerged almost a century ago, its moral
promise of a better human reality imagined in perfect modules of desirable communities was openly
accepted by both North and South Korean architects and planners, and applied in the reconstruction
of cities as well as villages.601
Published in the late 19th century, Ebenezer Howard’s Garden Cities of Tomorrow and Edward
Bellamy’s Looking Backward: 2000-1887 sketch examples of social utopias that offer an alternative, rationally-planned, perfect socio-spatial order. Utopian projects as such, in which thinkers recruit
science and technology for the realisation of their cultural vision, arguably represent the ‘struggle
for order’ that Bauman claims as the essence of modernity.602 Bauman, claiming that conditions of
unpredictability, indeterminacy and uncertainty are the ‘source and archetype of all fear’, explains that
modernity’s struggle for order is a fight to ‘suppress or eliminate everything that could not or would
not be precisely defined’.603 We can say, therefore, that modernity, like South Korea’s devotion to
rationalise and standardise its frontier into a legible and convenient format that is easy to administer, is
what binds together technologies, social order and the right to exercise power. The frontier village, as
a tool which is created under the state of emergency, is used as a modern mechanism to deal with conditions and populations which are yet to be part of that order: one that would help Park’s desire to pave
the way towards achieving a utopian totalitarian regime. Hence ‘unification’ is used here to suggest a
double meaning: it is reminiscent of a notion of kinship engraved in the bodily senses and emotional
registers accentuating the sameness between North and South, while at the same time it connotes a
unification of different regulatory mechanisms in its final form as a device of power on the other.
597 Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries 1973a; 1973b
598 Ibid., 1973b; 1973c
599 Ibid., 1973b
600 Interview with H.B. in Yugok-ri on 7 July 2017
601 H. Pai and M. Cho 2014
602 Bauman 1991
603 One can find, unsurprisingly, close similarity between Baumann’s insight of modernity’s ambivalence with that of NakChung Paik’s analysis of the two Koreas’ division system. Ibid., 7-8
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4.5.1 The Blank Plan
In fact, spatial aesthetics as such were something repeatedly stressed throughout Park Chung Hee’s
other planning schemes. One example is the The Blank Plan or Baekji-Gaewhek that began in the
early 1970s, though never realised due to his assassination in 1979, which was one of Park’s most
ambitious high-modernist project; envisioned for a tabula rasa to create a new capital city as an
answer to growing social, economic and political concerns.604 Unprecedented migration to Seoul
from rural areas and subsequent widening economic disparity was one reason, and perhaps more
importantly, Park’s scepticism over Seoul’s defensive ability was another.605 For Park, Seoul was
considered spatially vulnerable to a possible North Korean invasion and geographically insecure for
its proximity to the border should the division prolong.606 Phrased under the promotion of balanced
economic growth and militarist perspective of national security, the new capital city was to be found
at least seventy kilometres away from the border, forty kilometres away from the shore, and close to
the centre of South Korea.607 Further, in order to preserve its symbolic importance, the new capital
city, according to Jung In Kim, ‘needed to be sufficiently distanced from other cities so as to preserve its symbolic importance and to prevent it being “diluted” by proximity to other urban centres’
(Figure 4.44).608
Park’s plan for a new capital city was not a novel idea. In 1966, the government held a public
exhibition that unveiled its aspiration for a utopian city with an ambitious new plan of Seoul. The
New Seoul Plan (1966) closely followed high modernist principles, undiscriminatingly replacing the
elite cadres in Le Corbusier’s Ville Contemporaine (1922) with national administrative buildings
and combining with the symbolism of the nation in the form of a flower (Figures 4.41–4.42).609
Nonetheless, one of the most significant contributions to the design of the new capital city came from
a Japanese architect, Kisho Kurokawa, in 1977.610 Inspired by Lucio Costa’s plan of Brasilia (Figure
4.43), Kurokawa proposed a central district made up of wide-open spaces arranged at a spectacular
geometric scale connected by road networks that laterally expanded the grid infrastructure in a symmetric shape of a butterfly (Figure 4.45).
This initial plan evolved through 1979, when a team at the Korea Institute of Science and Technology
(hereafter KIST) were selected to further develop the design. The young and ambitious group of
planners at the KIST, led by the first-generation Korean urban planners Yong Ju Hwang and Hong
Bin Kang, beginning with a summative review of the urban fabric around the world, attempted to
604 Gi-Whek-Dan 1978
605 This was largely due to an alleged assassination attempt on Park Chung Hee by North Korea in 1975. This incident made
Park reaffirmed his urban policy of relocating major city functions first to Gang Nam (South of Han river in Seoul) then to a
New Capital. Chosun Ilbo 1998: 132
606 Park’s fear of the communist threat within the Cold War environment, as exemplified in the fall of South Vietnam, Cambodia
and Laos, supplied him with confirmation of an impending North Korean threat that featured in most justifications for his New
Capital plan. Jung In Kim 2011: 192-193
607 NCC Forum 2005: 74-78; W. C. Oh 2006
608 J. I. Kim 2011: 196
609 The shape of the outer motorway ring is said to represent the plum blossom which was used as an Imperial Seal of the
Korean Empire (1897-1910).
610 As a cofounder of the Metabolist Movement in 1960, Kurokawa tentatively tested the theories of modernist design by attempting to fuse megastructures with a system of organic biological growth. The idea first came to exposure on the international
stage by Kenzo Tange at the CIAM ’59 meeting of the association in Otterlo, Netherlands.
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depart from the high-modernist principles through the adoption of post-CIAM urban discourse. 611
The planners at KIST were aware of the deleterious effect of modernist ideas that has served CIAM,
and noted, at least ostensibly, the effect of absence of street life brought to urban spaces in other
high-modernist cities like Brasilia.612 Imagining the new city as a Garden-City-like environment, the
KIST team fed the urban blocks with walkways, bicycle paths, and parks; reintroduced features of
traditional courtyard houses. Emphasising that street intersections in Korea had traditionally served as
public gathering spaces, the KIST team was adamant in implementing smaller urban grids than those
in Kurokawa’s plan in order to create scenes of crammed streets of goods and people (Figure 4.46).
Despite their efforts, however, they were powerless to confront the top-down aesthetic choices of a
powerful few who wanted to reinforce a particular political theme. The process utilised for the plan
was, according to Jung In Kim, ‘a dry technocracy restricting the role of architects to an auxiliary
function in the serve of a national cause’.613 This subordination of architect’s modernist idealism to a
particular political perspective was made evident as the plan evolved. As a result, the finalised plan
became less a product of creative and daring vision, but more a modified version of Kurokawa’s
initial plan that ‘dangerously mixed authoritarian political power with the elements of high modernist design’.614 In place of narrow alleys and curved streets, the new plan substituted rectilinear
axes, introduced single-use zoning that would define places for a specific function on one hand,
and prevent animated street scenes from developing on the other (Figure 4.47). At the centre of the
capital, the impressive vista of a cardinal axis encompassed the National Assembly, the Presidential
Residence, the Supreme Court, and the Central Administrative Building; emphasising the presence
of hierarchical and emphatic spaces by expanding the size of the central plaza to an immense void
of 500 metres by 500 metres; and bolstering the monumentality of all major administrative buildings
by muting its surroundings (Figure 4.48). Their plan was all in the direction of monumentalism and
linearity, in keeping with Park’s own high-modernist purpose: a spatial fix that would alienate the
‘ever-regenerative bottom-up process by which constructed meaning in space in continually being
recreated by the people who use it’615 and, at the same time, dramatise the values that the new Korean
elite wished to convey.

4.5.2 The New Village Movement
The New Village Movement or Saemaul-undong is another example of Park’s affinity for
simple regimented regularity and functional order. Since its official launch in 1972, the New Village
Movement (hereafter movement) has arguably been the state’s most aggressive intervention into
rural society until the late 1980s. 616 In an attempt to rectify the widening disparity between the city
611 Both Hwang and Kang were familiar with modernist theories from their training at the University of Berkeley and the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. C. B. Yim 2005: 90-93.
612 The initial plan prepared by the planners at KIST imagined the city as a Garden City-like environments: where the separation of vehicles and pedestrians would be secured through bicycle paths and parks; incorporated several features of traditional
courtyard houses; and an emphasis on smaller urban blocks to complement monumental boulevards. Gi-Whek-Dan 1978: 54-61
613 J. I. Kim 2011: 20
614 Ibid., 207
615 Ibid., 209
616 K. W. Lee, Y. J. Kwon and Y. H. Ki 2013; H. B. Lee 2012: 81-122
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and the rural, reconfigure the rural population into a form that would allow the state to impose its
development agenda and, in the process, to control the work and production of cultivators, the state
planners worked very hard to establish firm control down to village level.617 As a product of learning
from Japan’s Village Promotion Policy and ideas of technocracy gained from the United States,618
Park’s New Village Movement aimed to make people in the countryside join his larger modernisation drive.
The rural villages after the movement reveal some unmistakable similarities with Yugok-ri: standardisation, surveillance, and imposition of efficiency and discipline. Some of the spatial guidelines
in the movement determined the ideal width of the streets, the colour of roofs, and the height and
the material of fences. Should the villagers wish to rebuild their houses, they were given a plan of a
‘culture house’ which the state presented as a ‘civilised modern house design’ (Figure 4.10).619 While
the movement did not force the villages to undergo a large-scale spatial transformation, however, it
successfully established a deeply intricate state bureaucracy by implementing a system of centralised
surveillance down to its smallest administrative district. Often, the state appointed the ‘new village
leader’ who was given a role as a half-civilian, half-bureaucratic agent; he would appoint his own
civil policing agents or ‘supervisors’ within the village; who were assigned to educating and supervising the residents with scientific farming techniques as well as their attitudes and mindset.620 As a
representative of both the village and the state, a village leader was also the one given an 'honourable'
taks of bearing the New Village Movement flag during public ceremonies (Figure 4.38).
From the outside, the police kept close watch on the individuals who might have posed a threat to the
regime. A Goesan county police ‘Target Observation Report’ included names of the families of missing soldiers from the Korean War, villagers with North Korean relatives, writers, academics and politicians, suggesting that the state was just as concerned, if not more, about its own people than about
the threat posed from the other side of the border.621 This double layer of surveillance system allowed
the state to effectively intervene with the residents’ daily activities.622 The New Village Movement
was clearly the model of centralised coordination to which the state aspired and thus the yardstick by
which the state measured its efficiency. As in Yugok-ri and in other strategic villages, the villagers
had to be organised in a manner that permitted them to be identified, observed, recorded, supervised,
prevented, and corrected should they diverge.
The underlying premise of the movement, for all its rhetorical flourishes in the mindset of the rural
population and the direction of traditional culture, was little different from that of colonial agrarian policy. That premise was that the practices of Korean cultivators were backward, unscientific,
617 In many ways, the countryside had experienced the effects of the Korean War just as much as the border. Political factions
were divided amongst regions, villages and even amongst families and often resulted in violent confrontations. Cumings 1981;
C.S. Park 2010; Heo 2006; J. J. Jung 2014
618 During the militarist era, the Japanese colonial government implemented the dense network of mass organisations (yokusankai) created for the purpose of political control and mobilisation. C. I. Moon and B. J. Jun 2011: 120, 132-139
619 Y. B. Kim 2009
620 Heo 2015: 293-326
621 Goesan Police Public Intelligence Division 1971-1977
622 Sonn and Gimm 2013
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inefficient, and ecologically irresponsible.623 Only education, training and close supervision by specialists in scientific agriculture could bring them and their practices in line with the modernising
South Korea. The troubling features of the movement derive, for the most part, from its claim to
speak about the improvement of the human condition with the authority of scientific knowledge and
its tendency to disallow other competing sources of judgment. It followed that scientifically designed
schemes for production and social life would be superior to received tradition. They were the problem to which the state was the solution.
Such radical changes, however, seem to contain the seeds of their consequences. Marshall Berman
uses the figure of Faust – who ‘loses control’ over his own mind, which develops a ‘dynamic and
highly explosive life of its own’ – as a metaphor for modernity; in both instances, ‘the desire for development’ generates unexpected forces that entail great human cost and turns it into the ‘tragedy of
development’.624 For example, Irit Katz, in her study of camps during Israel’s modernisation period,
shows that ‘it was also modernity itself – its ideologies, technologies and forces – which embedded
the contradictory potential to aspire for noble goals while creating miserable realities’.625
Indifferently, Park and his associates, according to Eckert, ‘brought to the South Korean modernisation project of the 1960s and 1970s an affirmative “can-do” spirit that the new government then
sought to infuse into the populace as a whole’.626 At the same time, however, promotion of this ‘cando’ spirit was as ruthless as it was relentless, intolerant of any signs of ‘negativity’ that might dampen
the spirit and the pursuit of modernisation.627 Park’s pursuit of modernism was a highly instrumental
form of modernisation based on rigid functionalism and scientific technologies, inconsiderate of any
sense of modern society or rights for citizens. He firmly believed that the most efficient forms must
have clarity and the ‘order’ of a thing is determined by a purely aesthetic view of its surface order.

4.5.3 Complex Order of the Disorderly
In her book, The Death and Life of Great American Cities, Jane Jacobs resists such dominance
of expert knowledge in designing a place by underlining many of the failings of high modernism:
namely, treating the less visible, more austere order as disorganised complexity.628 Whereas the planners gazed cities from the air, Jacobs observes the city as how a pedestrian would in their everyday
and provides a unique perspective into the ethnography of micro order that exists at a street level,
or as Jacobs writes, ‘an intricate sidewalk ballet’.629 Instead of inferring functional order from the
duplication and regimentation of spatial forms, she argued, the order of most complex systems must
be sought at a deeper level. Jacobs criticised the high modernists’ vision of cities as ‘the dishonest
mask of pretended order, achieved by ignoring or suppressing the real order that is struggling to exist
623
624
625
626
627
628
629

H. B. Lee 2012
Berman 1982: 72
Katz 2016b: 76
Eckert 2016: 234
Ibid., 235
Jacobs 1961
Ibid., 50
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and to be served’.630 For Jacobs, this was considered as a fundamental mistake made by the planners:
To see complex systems of functional order as order, and not as chaos, takes understanding. The
leaves dropping from the trees in the autumn, the interior of an airplane engine, the entrails of a
dissected rabbit, the city desk of a newspaper, all appear to be chaos if they are seen without comprehension. Once they are seen as systems of order, they actually look different.631

Park, by contrast, seemed to have firmly believed that the most efficient forms would always have
a dazzling clarity and visual order. The orderly physical environment Park stressed had – as did in
the Blank Plan, the New Village Movement, and the Unification Villages – an overall harmony and
simplicity of form. The logic behind the planning of the new capital city bears a resemblance to the
logic behind the development of the frontier village: namely, the transformation of independently
stabilised villages at the border into strategic villages designed for unitary fiscal management.
As for Yugok-ri, there was the same emphasis on simplification, legibility, straight lines, central
management, and a synoptic grasp of the ensemble. One chief difference, however, was that Yugokri was devised less for its impact on the conduct and sensibilities of its residents than for its centralised coordination of people and resources. While the frontier village did offer subokmin with a
decent place to live, this was a by-product of the state’s desire to make the frontier more governable,
legible, and architecturally imposing. By repressing the possibilities of the unorderly, man has never
sustained a centric position in these villages.
Yugok-ri was part of modernism as an aesthetic category, typified by the destruction of the ‘disorderly’ past and the search for new ‘orderly’ practices. The genteel response of the planners was to try
to open up the streets by straightening curved streets as seen in Figures 4.35 and 4.40, remove any
unnecessary public spaces that would in turn prevent uncontrolled activities, and help enforce proper
postures and means of social interaction at the frontier – to produce and to defend.632 Despite what
the planners had hoped, the over-simplification of the village layout generated disputes over landownership, uniform houses highly restricted family sizes and their daily activities, and mono-cropping often led to serious consequences for the village as a whole in times of famine.633 One villager
recalled, ‘For the first three years we were forced to rely on military rations as we were desperate to
figure out the type of rice that would withstand the weather and soil. All other forms of individual
planting were strictly forbidden in the early years of settlement’.634 Coupled with oppressive regulations that strictly forbade any form of businesses such as cafes, supermarkets and other stores
that could complicate and hinder the military from maintaining order at the frontier, the residents
suffered from perpetual shortage of general household items.635 If a resident in Yugok-ri wished
to purchase such items, one needed to travel at least 10 kilometres on foot.636 Contradictory to the
630 Ibid., 15
631 Ibid., 376
632 Interview with Hee Suk Lee in Yugok-ri, on 21 July 2017
633 Interview with Hee Suk Lee, J.J., K.K. and Y.K. in Yugok-ri, on 22 July 2017
634 Interview with J.J. in Yugok-ri, on 22 July 2017
635 Interview with K.K. and Y.K. in Yugok-ri, on 22 July 2017
636 Closest shop to Yugok-ri was in Wasu-ri and even there the markets only opened on a weekly basis. Interview with Hee Suk
Lee and J.J. in Yugok-ri, on 21 July 2017
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state’s aspiration of a self-sustaining village, none of the frontier villages, including the Yugok-ri
unification village, functioned in this way.

4.6 Conclusion
Seen from the state’s perspective, this chapter has examined how the state has employed the frontier
village as a central instrument in its effort to transform an idea into reality and fulfil modern aspirations for order in its struggle against the chaotic frontier. The investigation of the frontier villages
reveals how the state dealt with the influx of people at the border by orchestrating how certain populations were located and administered. Central to the state’s effort to repopulate and restructure the
space of the frontier was the architecture of frontier villages: the independently stabilised villages
served as an efficient architectural mechanism for a ‘disorderly’ dispersion of migrants, and the strategic villages as an ‘orderly’ concentration and simplification of the settler society.
The frontier village, as a spatio-political formation, emerged in the early 1950s when new and old
techniques for discipline came together. The rise of independently stabilised villages as a territorial
device stemmed from South Korea’s particular circumstance of national division, territorial shifts,
and claiming sovereignty at the Recovered Territory. The sudden change in South Korea’s policy
at the Recovered Territory in the late 1960s resulted from changing domestic and international socio-political and economic situations, the post-war exigencies of building a modern nation via the
establishment of a hierarchical system of order and the disciplining of its population. Their evolution
reached its peak in 1973 with the creation of a more easily controlled micro-order in the two unification villages: Baekyeon-ri (in Paju) and Yugok-ri (in Cheorwon). These villages acted as a testing ground for high modernist policies and technologies before the same techniques were applied,
starting in 1978, to redevelop the existing strategic villages (Figure 5.44). The functional similarity
between the frontier village, the Blank Plan and the rural villages after the movement conceived by
Park was not accidental. They were devised to maximise efficiency and to facilitate central control.
As such, high-modernism became an indispensable feature of militarised modernity, representing an
authoritarian from of politics that utilised architecture on a nationwide scale to serve as a machine
for political legitimacy.
The pursuit of militarised modernity in the process of nation building involved not only authoritarian
imposition on the populace but also the mass mobilisation of people at the frontier, consolidating the
political subjectivity of subokmin, who were expected and willing to forgo their rights for the sake
of the nation. Despite legal references to individual rights as trappings of modernity, the exigency of
nation building in postcolonial Korea, as a latecomer to the pantheon of modern nations, constructed
subokmin as dutiful nationals expected to work and make sacrifices for the nation. Hence, citizenship, formally defined as membership of the modern body politic, has been an ideal to be strived for,
not an actual status for a majority of people in society. These social and historical conditions modified the general trend of modernity characterised by a highly instrumental form of modernisation
based on rigid functionalism, productivity, efficiency, and internal pacification in various spheres of
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human life, generating a highly legible society starting at the border. The state, of course, had the
improvement of the human condition as its underlying goal and attempted to attain it with methods
that were profoundly hierarchical and authoritarian. Appeals to centralised forms of bureaucratic coordination and metaphors of order and discipline pervaded naturally the prose of Park Chung Hee. In
his speeches and writings, the uniform houses and the regimented villages were described as instruments for utopian living and modernisation. The villagers on the other hand, as Jacobs had argued
in her examination of cities, found no necessary correspondence between the neat geometric order
and the systems that satisfy their everyday needs. Then, why should one expect that well-functioning
built environments or social arrangements will satisfy purely visual notions of order and regularity?
Scott asserts that the Logic behind the failure of some of great utopian social engineering schemes,
despite its good intentions of improving the human condition, originates in a pernicious combination of four elements: administrative ordering of nature and society; a high-modernist ideology;
an authoritarian state that is willing and able to use the full weight of its coercive power to bring
high-modernist designs into being; and a prostrate civil society that lacks the capacity to resist these
plans.637 The frontier village, as examined thus far, seems to fit all four of Scott’s pernicious combination of elements coherently. Nevertheless, since construction not a single frontier village has
ceased to exist. What, then, could be sustaining these villages? In this regard, the real lesson from
‘Seeing Like a State’ may be that without understanding the practices of those who inhabit these
spaces – the everyday life of subokmin – our enquiry into the border is only partial.

637 Scott 1998: 4-5
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Figure 4.1 Scene of Cheorwon town centre in the 1930s.
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Figure 4.2
Scene of Cheorwon town centre after the
Korean War.
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Figure 4.3

Korean War refugees in their temporary shelters near the border.
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Figure 4.4

Subokmin in a meeting with the ROK military officers at the Tecovered Territory.
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Figure 4.5

Korean War refugees being moved to the recovered territory witht he help of the ROK military.
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Figure 4.6

Military officers on their administrative duty at the Recovered Territory.
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Figure 4.7
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Early form of housing (right) stands side by side to a redeveloped 'culture house' (left) in Mahyeon-ri.
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Figures 4.8–4.9 (Above)

Housing Extensions and additions in Mahyeon-ri.

Figure 4.10 (Right)

Winning Plans from the National Housing Development Exhibition in 1958-1959.
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Figure 4.11 (Above) Rural housing develpment with plans from the National Housing Development Exhibition.
Figure 4.12 (Left)

Refugee Housing development in Busan in 1961.
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Figure 4.13

A scene of a typical rural village in Cheorwon, 1916.
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Figure 4.14

A typical 1960s twin house design of a strategic village in Yangji-ri, Cheorwon.
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Figure 4.15

Housing for refugees (with slate roof) constructed in the late 1960s amongst more traditional houses with thatched
roofs in Wasoo-ri, Cheorwon, 1973.
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Figure 4.16

Emergence of culture houses amongst traditional thached houses in Leepyung-ri, Cheorwon, 1973.
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Figures 4.17–4.18 South Vienam's strategic hamlets.
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Figure 4.19
This 1963 aerial photograph of South Vietnam's
strategic hamlet had the accompanying caption:
A Lab for war. A strategic hamlet, surrounded by
barricades and engulfed by the jungle of South
Vietnam, is one of the new concepts of community
defense developed during the guerrilla war in the
Southeast Asia nation. By gathering scattered families and residents of small living units into a better
fortified village, the government is better able to
protect peasants from night attack by the Viet Cong.
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Figure 4.20

Plan of Japanese colonial resettlement village in Manchuria. The plan shows an armoury in the centre surrounded by
housing, guraded by watch towers, fence and a trench.
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Figure 4.21

Plan of Hamba constructed by the ROK Army in Jeju Island.
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Figure 4.22

Scene of Hamba in Jeju Island.
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Figure 4.23

Guard post on the corner of Hamba in Jeju Island.
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Figures 4.24–4.26

Scenes of fortified Korean rural village in Jeonla Province during the Korean War.
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Figures 4.27–4.28

Daema-ri residents undergoing military excercise.
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Figures 4.29–4.30

The residents from Baekyeon-ri Unification Village receiving military training.
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Figures 4.31–4.32 Top is an aerial image of Daema-ri, on the bottom is Igil-ri strategic village.
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Figures 4.33–4.34 Top is an aerial image of Mahyeon-ri, on the bottom is Yugok-ri Unification village. All villages are made to face
North in order to make the houses look larger than they really are.
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Figure 4.35 (Left)
Land Development Plan of Yugok-ri Unification Village 1973.

Figure 4.36 (Following)
Yugok-ri Unification Village shortly after its completion in 1973.
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Figure 4.37 Yugok-ri Unification Village induction day ceremony being held on its school ground. The signs on the roof reads
'Dawn of New Village through scientific Living'.
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Figure 4.38 The residents dressed in their ex-military uniform wave New Village Movement flags at Yugok-ri Unification Village
induction day ceremony.
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Figure 4.39

Aerial view of a typical Korean village, 1950.
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Figure 4.40

Plan of Yugok-ri's land divion before and after the land reform in 1973.
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Figure 4.41 (Left)

The New Seoul Plan 1966.

Figure 4.42 (Above) Ville Contemporaine 1922.
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Figure 4.43 Lúcio Costa's winning entry for the Plan of Brasília in 1957 known as the Plano Piloto.
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Figure 4.44 (Top)

Proposed site for the New Capital (Blank Plan).

Figure 4.45 (Above) Kurokawa's plan of South Korea's new capital 1977.
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Figure 4.46 Plan of South Korea's new capital produced by the Korea Istitute of Science and Technology 1979.
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Figure 4.47 Finalised Plan for the New Capital 1979.
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Figure 4.48 The Central District and the cardinal axis. 1. Central Administrative Building; 2. National Assembly; 3. Supreme
Court; 4. Minjok Plaza; 5. City Hall; 6. Administrative Zone; 7. Corporate Zone; 8. Memorial Zone.
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CHAPTER 5

Seeing Like Subokmin:
The Everyday Life in the
Frontier Village
So long as we confine our conception of the political to activity that is openly declared, we are driven
to conclude that subordinate groups essentially lack a political life or that what political life they do
have is restricted to those exceptional moments of popular explosion.638
James C. Scott

5.1 Introduction
While the South Korean government has kept close records of 112 newly-built frontier villages,
8,799 households, and 39,725 subokmin dispersed across the border;639 subokmin appear in the historical records not so much as historical actors but more or less anonymous contributors to statistics
on public order, land holdings, and crop production.640 More in-depth questions about who these people are, where they come from, why they have ended up at the hostile border, and how these villages
have been founded and developed over time are glossed over. Even amongst South Korean citizens,
while the majority of people that I have interviewed in Seoul responded that they had heard about the
Recovered Territory (subok-jigu), the existence of the frontier villages and its residents were mostly
unknown.641 Why is this the case?
638 Scott 1990: 199
639 See, for reminder, how I use the term in Chapter 4.2.2.
640 Amongst many, see J. H. Lee 2018; Y. K. Kim 2013; S. W. Lee 2003; Hahn 2017
641 In a short questionnaire that I conducted in Seoul (between July and September 2016) asking whether they have heard of
Recovered Territory, 108 out of 170 respondents answered yes; while only 39 of the respondents answered that they knew the
existence of the frontier villages at the South Korean border.
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One reason for the scarcity of research is because of the on-going hostile conditions, the military
presence, which put a high level of restriction on one’s mobility and access that prevents any physical
observations of the border in the first place. Another reason is given by Jin Hwan Kim, who suggests
that it is due to the ‘epistemological frame’ set by the South Korean government that forestalls any
other reasoning other than what is provided by the state.642 Up until the 1990s, newspaper articles,
state printed magazines and films alike advertised the frontier villages as ‘utopias’, describing their
residents as ‘patriots’ or ‘defenders of freedom’.643 To think outside the given framework, or even
take an interest in the space of the border, was considered as a rebellious act.
It was not until South Korea’s democratisation in the early 1990s that the space of the border, dominated by the military government, was finally ‘problematised’.644 The official South Korean history
only encouraged particular ways of interpreting and recording the border – to protect the freedom,
democracy and collective rights of South Korean gukmin,645 was most necessary – submerging almost
any other understanding, and thus preventing further discussions from taking place. This biased process of representation, which has sustained for more than sixty years, has also influenced how South
Korea is placed in the world. Yet, the North is regarded as a limited access state while the South is
believed to be the polar opposite, ‘an open access state’, despite being in a transition stage from authoritarianism to democracy.646 Undoubtedly, the inter-Korean border has also undergone structural
changes. In the early 1990s, the changes in the inter-Korean relations toward rapprochement in the
wider backdrop of a new détente between the U.S., U.S.S.R. and China signalled change in South
Korea’s policy towards North Korea: which gradually shifted from that of anti-communism to a more
functionalist approach that slowly grew to include the civil sectors and regional governments.647
However, what we now find instead is that, at a conflict border, both Koreas survive on the ‘system of
division’ that not only involves antagonistic relations, but also the existence of a certain congruence
of interest such as the subtle symbiosis of national security for the self-reproduction of the division
system in order to legitimise and maintain their regime (and also the division itself).648 While it is true
that the national political context changed significantly since the 1980s, it is also true that the changes to the South Korean state had a more limited effect on the border than in the frontier villages.649
The discourse of the division system thus suggests a much needed shift from a state or ideology-orientated approach to a people-oriented one in order to better understand the precise degree to which
each regime is impeding or facilitating the process of overcoming the ‘division system’ suggesting
that it is not merely an epistemological matter but also a matter of praxis.650

642 J. H. Kim 2012:154
643 See amongst many, Y. K. Kim 2013: 282-286; Jeon and Lee. 2013; 2017
644 J. H. Kim 2012:154; S. J. Kim 2005: 67
645 See Chapter 4.2.2.
646 South Korea crossed the threshold of democracy in 1987, when it held its first freely contested presidential elections, although it was only in 1997 that a leader of an opposition party captured the residency. North, Wallis and Weingast 2009: 27, 139;
C. P. Chung 2003
647 Gelézeau 2011: 335. For lists of scholarly work on the inter-Korean relations and their transformation since 1953, see J. W.
Hwang 2004: 155-167
648 For example, see the two propaganda villages in the DMZ and the North and South Korean joint-economic zones as discussed in Chapter 3.
649 For discussion on the border changes in the changing inter-Korean political context see, Gelézeau 2013: 13-33
650 Paik 2011: 10
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The rationale for studying contested sites and histories through an investigation of the everyday life
of those who lived and live there is connected to the nature of official historical narratives. Where
certain events, chronologies, and perspectives that strengthen the state’s authority and legitimacy
are remembered, others remain unregistered and are officially relegated to the realm of the forgotten. The official documentation of population profiles, work and living arrangements simply fail
to provide a full picture of the frontier villages, their residents and the intimacy of their everyday
life. Collectively, it contributes to a stereotype of frontier villages and their residents, enshrined in
both literature and in history under a dominant hegemonic social ideology, as an abject group of the
population living in hardship, submission, and fear.651 In order to understand the frontier habitation,
therefore, it must be seen both from the point of view of the authorities and of subokmin: those who
live there.
As I have shown in Chapter 4, subokmin are a group of people who had to endure discrimination
and suspicion due to their identity – irrespective of how they defined themselves, but how they were
defined by the sovereign. This identity was constructed around the vicissitudes of their antagonistic
history alternately as immigrants or citizens, as a subject of fear and pathos, cast into captivity or
placed in protective custody.652 In a period of less than ten years, their identity had shifted from that
of colonial subjects as shinmin (subjects of the Emperor), to North Korean inmin (people), to UNC’s
custody as jumin (residents), until they became known as subokmin: a membership somewhat short
of South Korean gukmin (nation).653 If the terms inmin and gukmin have historically implied much
the same meaning encompassing the collective members of Korean society,654 since the spatial division they have come to symbolise North and South Korea’s socio-political differences.
The subokmin were neither. Even though the subokmin were expected to fulfil their duties by paying
taxes and attending military service, the Recovered Territory was excluded from having its own
municipality which largely restricted their political participation.655 With this, we need to keep in
mind that as a border, there are two conditions that have an impact: North Korea, from where the
inhabitants have escaped, and South Korea, to where they fled, but which is also controlling and
restrictive. Indeed, this is not just a case of a few thousand Korean people living in hardship but it is a
border condition not uncommon in conflict situations around the world.656 The rupture within the life
of subokmin, taken away as they were from everything familiar (i.e. change in their socio-economic status and physical relocation), seriously affected their competence to make demands and their
ability to openly resist state policies and bureaucracy as they were largely dependent on state institutions. It left indelible marks on the settlers, shattering their former identity into pieces and forcing
them to adapt to a new imposed order and ideology. By forbidding residents to accommodate and
utilise the standard anonymous houses differently, the rigid template of frontier villages created an
order which resisted any stamp of individuality. As a result, the spatial form of the frontier villages
651 For example, see Yeonhap News 2018; Hahn 2010; S. Hong 2001; J. I. Jin 2016
652 In addition, a presidential decree in 24 September 1953 preventing migration to city centres (such as Seoul and Busan)
made it extremely difficult for subokmin to move elsewhere. K. J. Kim 2002: 252-257
653 M. G. Park 2014
654 Ibid., 120, 175
655 Hahn 2017: 451
656 Amongst many, see Conflict in Cities 2012; Socrates 2016; GRAFT and Birthler 2018
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has not changed significantly to this day. Scott asserts that, in high-modernist projects like Brasilia
or Tanzania’s planned villages, one can understand why state planners chose to move a ‘shocked
population’ to an unfamiliar setting where the planners’ influence is maximised.657 As a shocked population of territorial conflict and the shifting of territory, subokmin were those forced into a border
situation.658
However, a growing literature on various spaces of displacement has developed a different theoretical approach, proposing that they be analysed as political spaces of struggle and contestation and
of human agency. For example, in her study of informalised refugee camps in the Middle East and
South Asia, Romola Sanyal shows how people recover their agency through producing spaces both
physically and politically.659 Asef Bayat proposes an alternative outlook, a ‘quiet encroachment of
the ordinary’, to capture and analyse the activism of the urban subaltern in Third World cities as
spaces of informal platform of agency and a struggle for the deinstitutionalised.660
Similarly, other than a general understanding of frontier villages as highly controlled spaces of isolation and suppression recent changes in Cheorwon’s frontier villages suggest signs of different subjectivities emerging. With the global mood of detente and the establishment of inter-Korean relations
in the late 1980s,661 slowly but gradually the frontier villages have also experienced a loosening of
restrictions, and a freeing of mobility, access, and building regulations as the Civilian Control Line
moved further north. To show this, this chapter will begin by analysing the life of frontier settlers
since their pre-village encampment years and how they have dealt with the state’s imposed territorial and economic goals through an examination of three frontier villages in Cheorwon: Daema-ri,
Mahyeon-ri, and Yugok-ri.
The three villages are different examples of the frontier village for their processes of formation and
development. Unlike Yugok-ri, which was founded entirely by the state in 1972 (see Chapter 4),
Mahyeon-ri and Daema-ri began as temporary encampments years before the state decided in 1968
to formally develop them as strategic villages. Both Mahyeon-ri and Daema-ri are small farming
villages located approximately 800 metres away from the DMZ. Mahyeon-ri was re-founded after
the Korean War by 346 flood victims who had been moved there by the state from Geunnam-meyon,
Uljin County, on 3 April 1960; Daema-ri was founded by 150 men who were given access to the
border by the military for cultivating rice paddocks. The settlers in both villages began their life in
tents with minimal state support, slowly building their own houses, until the village was formally
recognised in 1968. In constrast to Yugok-ri, which is still under heavy restrictions, Mahyeon-ri and
Daema-ri’s populations have slowly increased to 591 people (219 households) for the former, and to
514 residents (205 households) for the latter.662

657 Scott 1998: 223-261
658 This included those who have fled from North Korea; who could not flee to North Korea; and who have moved to the
border in search of shelter and land from both sides of Korea. Either way, they were all bound to the border as for some it was
considered ancestral land, while the majority were those who had no assets or had lost them. See, for example Hahn 2017: 405
659 Sanyal 2014
660 Bayat 2000
661 See Chapter 3
662 Korean Statistical Information Service 2016; Personal Survey 2015-2018
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Examining how these three villages were erected and managed in different ways and at different
times, and how they influenced the life of their residents, allows a deeper understanding of the complexity of the frontier villages to be achieved. As access to these frontier villages is becoming less
difficult, many of the residents are beginning to testify that these changes are not new, but something
that has taken place since their founding years.663 A recent collection of interviews of first-generation
settlers suggests that they were not completely passive.
Instead, as we will see, they switched flexibly between modes of survival (by actively building their
own dwellings), resilience (by recovering from setbacks through the formation of village committees), and resistance (by occupying spaces in different ways to how they were foreseen by state
planners, or constructing and modifying buildings illegally in order to clear certain restrictions). This
indicates that, even in such terrible conditions, people do not completely lose their power to act.664
The residents in Yugok-ri continue to ‘unofficially’ reappropriate spaces differently to their original
function and build new structures despite the ‘building freeze’. In Daema-ri, where restrictions have
been removed, the residents themselves are beginning to find new ways of living by transforming
what was initially a mono-cultural farming village into a village that offers a diverse set of activities,
entertainment, and attractions such as restaurants, cafés, and museums. In Mahyeon-ri, residents are
beginning to seek legal actions as a community, in order to reclaim their property rights and land
entitlement taken away from them with the introduction of the Special Act for Registration and
Recovery of Land Ownership at the Recovered Territory in 1982.665
Likewise, in a majority of the frontier villages today, residents are continuing their legal appeals
against the government and the military on various issues such as lessening restrictions on mobility
and compensation for mine victims.666 Yangji-ri has renovated its closed down primary school into a
visitor/community centre that is used by both the public and the residents (Figures 5.1–5.2). Further,
in colloaboration with art curators in Seoul, the village has initiated an annual art programme The
Real DMZ Project that invites national and international artists to reside and exhibit their work to
the residents and public from a former house that has been renovated into an art studio (Figures
5.3–5.6).667 Igil-ri has rebranded itself as a Crane Village (durumi-maeul) by building bird observatories, and redecorating military bunkers as museums, painting their walls with murals as if to hide the
village’s past (Figures 5.7–5.8).668
Despite these changes, there is the question of how much of this change is due to the residents and
to what extent it is due to the loosening of government controls. When these spaces are developed,
663 K. J. Kim et al., 2007
664 Ibid.; Y. K. Kim 2018
665 Mahyeon-ri’s population grew to reach 926 in 1982, however, population is in decline ever since the introduction of the Act,
owing both to the former land owners before the Korean War claiming ownership.
666 G. B. Cho 2016
667 The Real DMZ Project is a contemporary art project based on research conducted on the DMZ (Demilitarized Zone) in
South Korea and its border area. Having begun with a critical perspective on the ironies that surround the Demilitarized Zone,
the project has extended its parameters by experimenting not only with new productions and exhibitions but also via dialogue
and discussions within the field of the humanities and social sciences. In 2012, the project was organised in the form of an exhibition held both in and out of the Civilian Control Zone in Cheorwon County.
668 Woo, Jung and Whang 2014
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stabilised and lifted clear of heavy restrictions, it is worth asking whether they are still frontier
villages, and if so in what way. Is there a way for a frontier village to stop being frontier village and
to develop into a different form of built environment? And if so, under what conditions will this happen? By tracing their minor spatial practices in the encampments as well as in the villages, we shall
also see how the settlers made efforts to recover their agency in these difficult conditions.
If the previous chapter, ‘Seeing Like the State’, was an attempt to assess the ways in which the state
practised its own interests, using the frontier villages as a political and territorial mechanism propagated from above, this chapter in contrast will examine the everyday life of subokmin in Cheorwon
that is only beginning to surface as a critical yet underexplored narrative in understanding forms of
human habitation at the hostile border.669 The objective of the chapter, therefore, is not to accentuate
the discrepancy between official representation and the submerged political actions of the subordinates in order to prove one side of the narrative amiss; rather, it is an attempt to analyse them as two
different histories that point out these differences while showing similarities in order to expose how
versatile and encompassing the mechanism of the frontier village is. By examining the everyday life
of the villagers at the hostile frontier, the chapter will show how the residents do not simply remain a
passive shocked population, but perform discrete yet persistent spatial, cultural and political actions
in order to adapt and change the situation imposed on them.
The categories of survival, resistance and resilience through which society functions in conflict situations670 are also relevant to the effort to examine how the frontier village residents deal with the
situation imposed on them. How people cope with a sustained period of conflict is revealed in the
ways they undertake everyday activities as well as the decisions they make.671 Recent studies of
cities in conflict and those living their daily life under siege have revealed that a culture of war or
occupation can, under certain conditions, provide opportunities or trigger coping strategies that bring
about conflict transformation just as much as they are a source of vulnerability.672 In line with this
idea, my initial investigation will establish that frontier villages are not only places of exploitation,
surveillance, control, and therefore, disempowerment, but also spaces where new political subjectivities emerge through the way inhabitants negotiate, cooperate and strive to change a socio-political
reality through their own spatial and political resourcefulness.

5.2 Individual Acts of Construction: From Tents to Self-made Dwellings
The relations of disempowerment embedded in the frontier villages allowed the state to use subokmin for its needs while enforcing its modern cultural and social values, a situation which most
immigrants had no choice but to accept. The settlers not only found it difficult to obtain food and
water, but ate and slept in tents inadequate for sub-zero temperatures during winter, lacked farming
669 Y. K. Kim 2018
670 Conflict in Cities 2012
671 Ibid.
672 See, amongst many, Morrow, Mackel and FitzGerald 2011; Pullan, Sternberg, Kyriacou, Larkin and Dumper 2013; Pullan
and Baillie 2013
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tools, and were burdened by unrealistically set rice production goals by the authorities.673 On the
ground, they were exposed to the dangers of stepping on land mines or of being shot if they mistakenly crossed the border.674 As one villager recalls, there was always the thought in the back of their
head that they were constantly being ‘monitored’ (gam-si), which severely restricted even ordinary
actions such as making a trip to the town centre.675
Subokmin, however, were not completely passive about the difficult reality imposed on them at the
frontier. By 1953, it is already possible to identify the individual actions of construction by subokmin
who sought to escape the total subordination imposed on them by the state. For those in Cheorwon,
where the whole town was left in ruin, the trading of wreckages such as metal pieces, bricks and timber provided a useful source of income.676 In other cases, for more skilled migrants like Jube Park,
building and selling houses became a popular practice:
Every summer, I volunteered to trim down weeds and trees inside the demilitarised zone […] The
pay wasn’t so great but we were allowed to take home most things we found in the DMZ. I collected
pieces of timber good enough to use as sukggare (rafters) before heading home, so by the end of
the month I would have collected enough to build a proper house […] One would also easily find
gudeuljang (floor-slabs) while clearing old village sites […] I would store three or four slabs every
day. Then, by the end of Autumn, I laid those slabs, pressed mud bricks to build a wall, hung those
rafters, and thatched the roof. I’ve built and sold a house every three or four years […] I’m no
builder but with so many people moving into Cheorwon, any sort of shelter was extremely high in
demand.677

Since their arrival in the war-torn land, many subokmin actively sought to improve their living conditions through acts of building. In many areas of the border, temporary settlements evolved from tents
into private dwellings over the years – evolving from what began as unofficial encampments into
formal villages.678 Even though the permission to dwell in these encampments was strictly for the
purpose of cultivation of the frontier in order to boost national rice production,679 settlers exercised
their political agency by ignoring the laws’ promptings by making their presence on the space not
through a form of speech or an open rebellion, but by building. To show this, I begin with an examination of the two temporary frontier encampments in their preparatory years before they officially
became permanent frontier villages: Daema-ri and Mahyeon-ri.

5.2.1 Daema-ri: From a temporary encampment to a permanent village
Daema-ri formally opened its doors as a first strategic village in August 1968 in the flat plains of
Cheorwon inside the Civilian Control Zone. Its opening ceremony was well attended by the local
673 K. J. Kim et al., 2007; W. K. Kim, D. S. Lee and I. H. Choi 1989
674 Interview with Sung Soon Shin in Daema-ri on 30 August 2017
675 Interview with G. H. in Daema-ri on 2 September 2017
676 Hwa Bae Lee, a former resident in Daema-ri, claimed that timber posts from Cheorwon ruined town centre were used in the
reconstruction of Dongdaemun market in Seoul. Interview with Hwa Bae Lee in Cheorwon, on 29 July 2016
677 Interview with Jube Park in K. J. Kim et al., 2007: 17-18
678 Y. K. Kim 2013: 211-213
679 See Chapter 4.4.5
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military commanders and government officials from Cheorwon, as well as those from the Ministry
of Home Affairs and the Ministry of Agriculture.680 Located only a few hundred metres away from
the border overlooking White Horse plateau, one of the most fiercely fought battle fields during the
Korean War, the construction of Daema-ri was important not only for increasing rice production after
the Korea War but more for its symbolic significance. According to Sung Soon Shin, one of the first
settlers of the village, the land in Daema-ri was never fit for a village. The grounds were low and
wet, with no sources of drinking water and in direct exposure to the North Korean guard towers. The
village was merely a ‘show put on by us [residents] and the state to act out a utopian village built on
top of what used be a war zone’ for the North Koreans to stare and admire.681
Although the South Korean state wanted the village to be seen by the North Koreans across the
border, life there was difficult. Referring back to the settlers’ everyday life at the frontier during the
pre-village years, Ho Shik Kim provides a detailed description of the hardship they had to endure in
order to make Daema-ri a reality:
None of us would have moved there if we had other choices. At the time, I was cultivating abandoned pieces of land near the border, moving from one place to another […] I volunteered in 1965
to come here [Daema-ri] only because I was told that there will be at least five acres of land to
cultivate for free. ‘It couldn’t possibly be worse than now’ I thought, only to find that the land was
no better than a jungle with hundreds of willow trees, and countless number of live bomb shells
and anti-tank mines which we had to remove with a shovel […] Two left the very next day after
arrival, eight lost their legs, four died, and more left over the years […] It was not until 1967 that
our occupation in Daema-ri was formally permitted. Until then, we were simply suspended there
to either survive on our own or left to die. It wasn’t until we started building some form of shelter,
dug a well for drinking water, and cleared out the minefields that the state saw some profit in us
occupying the front line as a proper village.682

Daema-ri began as a temporary encampment with no clear plan to make it into a village.683 It was not
until February 1967 that a formal plan was drawn by the state planners. In 30 August 1968, after fifteen months of construction efforts of the settlers (nongkyungdae), the village was officially founded
(Figures 5.9–5.12). In spite of the presence of a fair number of squatters like Kim, only the selected
150 men were given a permission to formally lodge at the border – the temporary encampment
which became the present day Daema-ri.684 But what caused the encampment to become a village?
Why were these squatters suddenly made official? And how did they get there in the first place?
Years before the formal construction of Daema-ri, records suggest that there were already some
55,000 subokmin who daily commuted in and out of the frontier to cultivate either their own or abandoned land.685 Moreover, many of those who were interviewed claimed that, although the military
680
681
682
683
684
685

Interview with Sung Soon Shin in Daema-ri on 30 August 2017
Ibid.
Interview with Ho Shik Kim in Daema-ri on 30 August 2017
Ibid.
Ibid.
Y. K. Kim 2013: 300
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forbade any forms of occupation in the frontier, the number of squatters quickly grew to ‘many thousands’ occupying different areas of Cheorwon’s frontier. As an ad hoc response to a growing housing
crisis and the food shortage, the military offered tents and shovels in order to utilise subokmin for
its own needs.686 These ‘unofficial’ encampments were considered by the authorities as a temporary
solution which would quickly disappear: partly because those who wished to stay had to sign a memorandum declaring that they would not hold the state responsible for any injuries, death, or decisions
made by the government or the military;687 and partly because the scarcity of materials and resources
available to the squatters at the border would prevent them from building durable houses.688
The reality, however, did not necessarily go to plan. At the time, Cheorwon’s administrators and the
planners in the provincial government were yet to come up with a formal settling plan: the military
acted ad hoc, while the Housing chiefs were reluctant to make decisions. This split was recognised
by the Cheorwon governor who wrote various letters to the Director of Industry in the Gangwon
provincial government:
There is a growing concern over the administration of the migrants and land use amongst the field
officers [...] The mixed decisions of approval and rejections regarding overnight stays inside the
Civilian Control Zone by the military and our field officers are raising discontent amongst the
farmers […] We request an urgent and final decision on this matter.689

However, this ambiguous mode of governance had a few clear advantages for the authorities and
squatters alike. It offered quick and temporarily efficient solutions for an influx of an ‘unmanageably
overwhelming number of people’ to Cheorwon,690 while avoiding taking any responsibilities. These
encampments, set up in isolation from the general public, provided the authorities with a place to
keep those migrants who were not adequately served by the state – hidden. At the same time, it
allowed the squatters to allocate sites for encampment according to their needs and not because of
the preferences of planning bodies. Similar to other encampments at the frontier, the location of the
pre-village encampment in Daema-ri, for example, was chosen for its close proximity to running
water and for being in an area not visible from the North Korean guard towers.691
As far as the military was concerned, however, these encampments were supposed to exist only
briefly and then disappear, until an unexpected factor interrupted this arrangement: the migrants
themselves. Instead of withdrawing from the border after a few seasons of harvest, the squatters
started building their own shelter – commonly referred to as tomak-jip – using locally available materials such as stones, clay and straw. Surviving on rations provided by the military, the settlers began
to build tomak-jip adjacent to the military tents provided, eventually replacing them within a few
686 According to the military, the number of occupants at the border, or more specifically inside the Civilian Controlled Line,
escalated to 55,000. Ibid., 358
687 Interview with Kwang Hwan Ko, a former state officer who served in Cheorwon between 1953-63, on 5 July 2015.
688 Interview with Ho Shik Kim in Daema-ri on 30 August 2017
689 Gangwon Province Department of Forestry and Agriculture 1958
690 Interview with Kwang Hwan Ko in Cheorwon on 5 July 2015
691 Ibid.
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months of their arrival.692 According to the testimonies of the ex-militant settlers, the military feared
that should these forms of housing be removed the settlers may perform ‘unpredictable actions’ (dolbal-hengdong)693 and refrained from taking serious measures. In fact, there were various incidents
of unhappy settlers spreading military checkpoints and vehicles with potash when left unattended.694

5.2.2 Unrecognised Order: The Architecture of Tomak-jip
The word mak from tomak-jip means ‘cover’, at the same time, it implies temporariness. As the name
suggests, tomak-jip (Figures 5.13–5.14) is a primitive form of dwelling that has existed throughout
history, popular amongst the slash-and-burn farmers in rural areas but also amongst the displaced
city dwellers.695 They were never considered as proper ‘architecture’ by the authorities who viewed
them as improvised, temporary, and ad hoc responses that needed to be quickly removed.696 At the
frontier, however, opposed to its inherent temporality, tomak-jip became a common type of shelter
with a more permanent stature as the lodgers began to abandon temporary military tents because of
their inhospitable conditions. The severity of the nation-wide housing shortage coupled with a lack
of government support, led subokmin to take matters into their own hands.697 Subokmin soon began
squatting on undeveloped lands by building tomak-jip for themselves:
The conditions in the tents were treacherous. It was no place for women or children […] even
difficult for those motivated men who hoped to obtain their own parcel of land. The shortage of
tents meant that one tent had to shared amongst 15-20 men, there were no beds, no electricity, and
no sanitary facilities. Even when the temperatures dropped, it was forbidden to light any fire as it
might invite North Koreans to see it as a target. Even the soldiers who stayed with us complained of
the conditions in the camp being no better than a pigpen.698

Within a few months, tomak-jip soon replaced almost all the temporary military tents that were given
to the settlers at the border.699 These improvised dwellings built by the settlers incorporated three key
traditional design features: a mud wall, a thatched roof, and a rather sophisticated system of ondol
– a traditional underfloor heating system found in most traditional Korean houses (Figure 5.15).700

Materiality and Building Methods
The merits of building in mud extended far beyond the military tents provided for the settlers. In
the first place, mud was readily available on site at virtually no cost; it did not require sophisticated
692 Interview with H.W. in Daema-ri on 30 August 2017
693 Which may include, migrating to North Korea, violence or defiance in groups. Interviews with various residents in Daemari, between 30 August - 2 September 2017
694 Interview with H.W. in Daema-ri on 30 August 2017
695 Sometimes known as panja-jip or ummak-jip depending on the type of material used to build.
696 Interview with Y. W. – Cheorwon’s former Chief of Agriculture during the 1960s – in Seoul, on 14 August 2016; Interview
with Kwang Hwan Ko in Cheorwon on 5 July 2015
697 In a public announcement made in October 1953, President Seungman Rhee indicated ‘It is the housing crisis that should
be prioritised above anything else, the food shortage comes second’. K. J. Kim 2001: 252
698 Interview with Ho Shik Kim in Daema-ri on 30 August 2017
699 Interview with K. P. in Daema-ri on 30 August 2017
700 J. C. Kang 2010
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techniques, special equipment, or more than a modest level of training in building skills which most
settlers did not possess. Moreover, the sun-dried mud walls and earth bricks could be easily broken
down and mixed for use again if the military wanted to remove them.701 While it had the disadvantage of having little tensile strength, the settlers adopted traditional solutions to this problem. They
chose the red lateritic soil and compacted it with straw, which not only improved its resilience but
also prevented moisture build-up during the rainy season and provided a high level of insulation
during winter.702
In contrast to most traditional Korean rural housing, straw was bundled together with traditional
knots to make a tight and secure thatch (eiung). The eiung was then laid on top of peeled cedar
branches (jireup-daegi) that were tied together, providing resistant to rain without putting on too
much weight. (Figure 5.16).703 While the harsh conditions at the border brought many limitations,
they did not inhibit a manifestation of individualisation of building details. Both northern and southern Korean regions used different knots and techniques to make eiung,704 the roofs often embodied
a regional identity amongst the mixed settler groups, who, amongst themselves, could guess which
region they had come from depending on how they were made and put together. According to Kyung
Sun Park, however, the migrant settlers soon adopted the ‘southern style’ of building to avoid unnecessary suspicion from the authorities as well as the locals:
We always lay the grain-side of the thatch face down to the ground but a few houses did the complete opposite and lay the root-side face down with a different knot. It was a type of technique that I
had never come across in the South. I later found out that they were migrants from Hamkyung-do (a
northern province of North Korea), and in the following year, they adopted the Southern technique
[…] probably in order not to stand out […] Although they weren’t harassed, they probably disliked
the suspicion that came with the attention.705

As an outcome of the practice of transmission, tomak-jip embody what Paul Oliver calls a vernacular tradition – architectural solutions that have been arrived at over generations.706 One feature that
differentiates tomak-jip from other makeshift dwellings is the traditional underfloor heating system
called ondol.707 As seen in the Figure 5.15, ondol is made out of series of earthen tunnels that run
under the dwelling and is covered with flat stone slabs called gudeuljang, channelling heat from a
furnace to the chimney. The effort which would have gone into creating ondol in itself suggests that
the settlers were not there to stay temporarily. A 1942 report by Keijo Imperial University described
tomak-jip:

701 Interview with K. P. in Daema-ri on 30 August 2017
702 Ibid.
703 K. H. Chang 1992; G. E. Kim 1988
704 E. G. Park 2018
705 Interview with K. P. in Daema-ri on 30 August 2017
706 Oliver 2006
707 While it is not clear exactly when this system was invented, the earliest archaeological evidence suggests its use since 300
BCE during the early iron age. Song 2008
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[…] though tomak-jip is an incomplete shelter falling short of being considered as a proper house,
the fact that they are all built with ondol in consideration of economic efficiency and feasibility of
construction suggests a deep link between Korean people’s traditional way of life.708

In his 1928 article, arguing ondol as something uniquely Korean, Jin-tae Son described the profound
impact it had on the shaping of the Korean nation:
Our life began from ondol, is lived on ondol, and will end on ondol. From the genius of our poetry,
or the brush strokes of our scholars, to all of our political debates have happened on ondol. It is no
exaggeration to say that ondol was a placenta of Choson [Korean] culture in nurturing our nation
about what is Korean like a wise mother.709

The ondol, writes Young Su Lee, was not simply a heating technology but a socio-cultural mechanism that ‘shaped family courtesy and hierarchy, developed communal intimacy, and naturally
transmitted virtues of Korean culture to their younger generations’.710 According to Jae Chul Kang,
this was because of the small size of traditional Korean houses, designed around ondol for heat
efficiency, in effect only requiring a highly versatile space that would function as a living room, a
bedroom, a study and a dining room.711 This inevitably called for a strict set of rules and hierarchy for
the position of the objects and people, as can be seen in the drawing of a room of a typical Korean
house (sarangbang) drawn in 1924 (Figure 5.17).712 This was no different in tomak-jip, even creating
invisible partitions inside what is an open space dwelling:
An inevitably uneven spread of heat from ondol created areas with a difference in temperature
known as the ‘lower leg’ and ‘upper leg’. The lower leg with relatively higher heat was given to the
elderly. When we had a visitor it [lower leg] was offered to the guest just as anyone would do in an
ordinary house […] men slept by the door where there was a draught, while women and children
slept on the lower leg.713

When compared to the earlier drawing of a typical Korean house, a plan of tomak-jip drawn by one
of the residents in Daema-ri helps us visualise these invisible partitions. Despite being seen as a
simple, primitive, and temporary structure, a distinct spatial order based on strict cultural and social
traditions and environment factors is revealed (Figure 5.18).

The Spatial Layout and the Recovery of Agency
Like the interior, the spatial layout of these dwellings emerged from the will to continue sustaining
life according to their social and environmental factors: several clusters of nearly a hundred tomak-jip
708
709
710
711
712
713

Jun, Kim, Yang and Sohn 2007: 14
Jin-tae Son quoted from J. C. Kang 2010: 196
Y. S. Lee 2011: 319
J. C. Kang 2010: 201
Ibid.
Interview with K.P. in Daema-ri on 30 August 2017
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were constructed away from low-lying land in order to prevent water puddling;714 distances between
the dwellings were carefully planned according to their lifestyle, ‘just wide enough for a gyeori [a
plough drawn by a yoke of oxen] to pass’.715 While the settlers were never in a position to own such
a thing, it suggests that their decision to build tomak-jip was not a mindless occurrence to simply find
shelter, but a planned act to overcome the situation they were faced with. Despite not having the provision of basic services such as electricity and sanitation, the newly built tomak-jip provided enough
of the necessary level of privacy and warmth to persuade their families (women and children) to
move to the frontier. At the same time, this enabled the military to clear restrictions on women and
children from dwelling in the frontier encampments due to the camps’ derelict conditions.716 After
their arrival, Daema-ri’s encampment began to function as a community, with the roles of men and
women carefully delineated. While men worked to clear the minefields, women looked after the
vegetable gardens and children treaded clay and trimmed straw to make a stock of spare building
parts.717 While a limited degree of design was involved, as the settlers built their own dwellings, they
raised their own moral claim to these properties: the settlers no longer identified themselves with the
tent number (tent A or tent B), but instead referred to the name of the resident such as ‘Lee’s house’
or ‘Kim’s house’.718
These details of terms for processes and building elements illustrate the deliberate nature of the
building procedure. From the mixing of the red lateritic soil and straw, to the knotting of the eiung
for the roof, and the selection of gudeuljang for the construction of ondol, everything was known
and named. This was a building sequence which was interlocked into the social structure and the
cycle of the year’s activities; know-how was shared by the precise identification of means and methods, and the naming of parts and processes – architectural solutions that have been arrived at over
generations.719 By building, the settlers’ actions were not simple temporary improvisations but, instead, carefully planned actions for staying permanently. Seen against the difficulties of geographical remoteness, social isolation, lack of food, and the general helplessness described in all of the
interviews, Kyung Sun Park, a former pre-village squatter now a resident in Daema-ri, described
their spatial actions as an important political act that brought about changes in how the settlers were
managed by the authorities:
[With the construction of tomak-jip] we were able to make a case that we would be far more productive if women were to stay with us in the encampment to cook and run errands. In order to provide a
place for women and children, we built several tomak-jip with ondol and a roof made of wild reed.
Though the officers saw them as no better than a pigpen [however] such improvisation did bring a
change in the attitudes of the military to allow women, though informally, to stay at the frontier.720
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Interview with Y.K. in Daema-ri on 30 August 2017
Ibid.
Ibid.
Interview with K.P. in Daema-ri on 30 August 2017
Ibid.
Oliver 2006: 5
Interview with Kyung Sun Park quoted from K. J. Kim et al., 2007: 22-23
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These vernacular structures, however, were never officially celebrated as ‘pioneering’ endeavours.
While there are numerous records that publicised subokmin as ‘patriotic citizens’ or ‘brave pioneers’,
little is written about their dwellings.721 This, yet again, suggests the general perception the authorities had of tomak-jip as something temporary that would soon disappear.722 One important factor
in such a perception was the definition of the materials used in building construction: many local
authorities and financing bodies considered that dwellings were inadequate if they were not constructed of ‘durable materials’.723 The problem is that the definition of what is non-durable depends
on perceptions that are highly subjective, often relating to the culture and conditions of the observer
rather than the observed.724 Therefore, despite being one of most popular type of dwelling found
at the frontier at the time, tomak-jip never made any sort of mark in South Korea’s official history
regarding the architectural corpus of frontier dwellings.725

5.2.3 Mahyeon-ri: A State-Planned Village Built by Migrants
When a typhoon destroyed a small seaside township in Geunnam-myeon, Uljin, in September 1959,
those who lost their houses (66 households of 359 men, women and children) were relocated to
Cheorwon’s frontier in April 1960. Before the Korean War, Mahyeon-ri used to be a moderate-sized
village of approximately 800 people.726 While many arrived at the border with the sincere hope of
finding a new home, what awaited them instead were rows of military tents in the middle of ‘noman’s land’.727 Located only a few hundred metres south of the DMZ and more than 25 kilometres
north of Cheorwon’s town centre, the encampment was isolated in extreme environmental conditions. Nevertheless, the government thought it was necessary to take displaced migrants there to take
part in South Korea’s mission of settling the frontier. According to Mahyeon-ri’s residents, a letter
written by Chang-seop Hong, the governor of Gangwon province, to the people of Geunam township, urged them to move to the frontier with promises of food, housing and the necessary tools for
cultivation, praising their re-foundation of the village in itself as a ‘patriotic act’.728
Surrounded by endless fields of reed, cut off from the rest of the world and struggling in harsh
conditions of strictly restricted mobility, limited sources of food and water, and low night-time temperature, the migrants were placed in a very different environment from what they had left, coping
with an extreme situation they had never experienced before.729 The desolate location and lack of
basic supplies made the migrants largely dependent on the authorities who had brought them there
straight off the truck.730 Soon Cheol Baek, a village leader who arrived at the frontier encampment
721 Y. K. Kim 2013: 288-290
722 It may also be that the state did not want to be publicise insubordination, which could lead the public was to believe that the
state is struggling to establish authority and order over the region and its people.
723 Interview with Kwang Hwan Ko in Cheorwon on 5 July 2015
724 Oliver 2006: 221; UNCHS Habitat 2003: 17
725 Existence of these types of dwelling is only made known through interviews of those who had built them. Until now, no
known records are found in the official state documents.
726 Y. K. Kim 2013: 76
727 Interview with Honam Jung in Mahyeon-ri on 29 July 2016
728 The letter from the governor, according to the residents, is lost and removed from the archives thus preventing them from
raising formal complaints. Various interviews with Honam Jung, Soon Chul Baek, I. L. and A. W.; also, see Yeonhap News 2018
729 Interview with I.L. in Mahyeon-ri on 29 July 2016
730 Interview with Honam Jung in Mahyeon-ri on 29 July 2016
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as a young boy with his parents captures a critical moment that has often been marginalised in the
official accounts of resettlement as ‘voluntary patriots’:
Who could possibly imagine the pain of the unfortunate migrants who arrived here? There is nothing patriotic about agreeing to move to the frontier as ‘brave pioneers’. First of all, my parents
volunteered to move to a new home, not to the middle of no-man’s-land surrounded by nothingness.
It is with great sadness that I recollect memories of my parents, their friends and our neighbours,
who arrived here desirous of a different life – only to realise empty promises, the lightness of their
[the authorities] words, and that our dreams were false. If we’re indeed ‘pioneers’ then it was a
forced pioneering, turning what was merely a deserted camp into humble but decent houses merely
to survive – not for some abstract patriotism.731

What is striking about this statement is not so much the bleak portrayal of devastation and despair
expressed by the migrants, but the stark contrast in how the migrants regarded the relocation to an
environment they had never agreed to as ‘involuntary’, and to how the state described it as ‘voluntary’. Like to other border encampments erected in frontier areas according to the government’s
population dispersal policy, Mahyeon-ri was not inhabited by migrants who arrived at the frontier
voluntarily like subokmin right after the Korean War. Rather, it was occupied by migrants whose
mission was imposed on them:
Unaffordably high taxes despite the poor conditions led us to seek other options by collecting and
selling empty bullet shells in the nearby Wasoo-ri market. It sold 25 kilograms of barley for every 4
kilograms of shells, a far better way to pay the taxes and our dept. In order to get through inspection,
we had to hide the shells in our undergarments and baby diapers.732

Although Mahyeon-ri was a state-planned frontier village, a political rupture in Seoul in 1960
brought changes in the existing plan.733 Instead of being supplied with ‘modern houses’ by the state,
the settlers were forced to individually source their building materials.734 Their dispersal to and the
suspension of the frontier until permanent settlements were built involved coercive policies and
practices that also suspended their status as free, voluntary, and patriotic citizens. In contrast to
the optimistic promises made by the governor, the migrants had no option but to accept the harsh
political and spatial reality.In contrast to Daema-ri, where the decision to turn an encampment into
a village came after habitation had begun, the plan for Mahyeon-ri had already existed prior to
the arrival of the migrants. Thus, while the settlers in Daema-ri had built the dwellings entirely by
themselves according to their own preference with traditional techniques, the building process in
Mahyeon-ri had to follow certain principles under the close watch of the local military.735 Hence, the
land was divided in to equal sections, the houses were evenly spaced out, and all dwellings were to
be no bigger than 30m2.736
731 Interview with Soon Chul Baek in Maheyon-ri on 28 July 2016
732 Interview with I.L. in Mahyeon-ri on 29 July 2016
733 Park Chung Hee led a military coup in 19 April 1960
734 In 1965, Mahyeon-2-ri was created next to the village, this time, following a state designated plan and materials such as
concrete blocks and cement tiles. Interview with Hyo Joong Nam quoted from K. J. Kim et al., 2007: 19
735 Interview with I.L. in Mahyeon-ri on 29 July 2016
736 Ibid.
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Despite these restrictions, however, the settlers did not remain entirely passive receivers. Realising
that the state was very short on supplies (labour and funds) and building materials, the settlers actively participated in the building process as makers of their own houses by sourcing their own building
materials that were familiar to them (Figures 4.7–4.9).737 Using this as their source of power to negotiate the size of the dwellings and their internal layout, the settlers were able to replicate features of
their former homes – multifunctional spaces that could be used as storage, living room or a bedroom,
instead of rooms with fixed programmes – which were better suited for rural living.738 In doing so,
the residents were able, to a certain degree, to maintain their traditional way of living and to use these
spaces according to their social customs as the Daema-ri residents did in their tomak-jip.
It also gave room for personalisation. Honam Jung and her husband, for example, wanting to remember their old home in Uljin, decided to replicate its colour palette and plastered the red clay
walls in white and varnished the timber posts in red.739 On another occasion, one settler found an
ornate set of doors that were skilfully engraved with magnolia patterns (that once would have been
part of a local nobleman’s house) and proudly used them as his own.740 When it came to constructing
ondol, the settlers took charge of the construction as they were far more knowledgeable than the
military in employing traditional building techniques.741 If the military were more concerned with
the design process, whereby a specific solution (the design or scheme) is proposed to an architectural
problem (the brief), it is evident that for the settlers, this was hardly the case. Whenever there were
chances for physical intervention, the settlers employed the technology that was best known to them,
decorated their houses with designs that had social and cultural symbolism, and painted them with
personally associated colours.
However, the fact that no dwellings were ever exactly the same in terms of their material, colour,
layout and size, was for the authorities, often deprecated as being ‘disorderly and chaotic’.742 From
the early 1970s through much of the 1980s, as part of the New Village Movement, South Korea’s
national scale rural housing reform was carried out in order to achieve what the state liked to call
a ‘Culture House (munwha-jutaek)' which aspired to the use of brick or concrete walls, specifically
programmed spaces, with modern toilet facilities and connection to sewage as essential features of
an ‘ideal home’.743 For these reasons, many of the rural houses (including Daema-ri and Mahyeon-ri)
that lacked internal divisions and programmed spaces were considered as causes of ‘inefficiency’
and ‘insanitation’ that needed to be fixed;744 such features were described as ‘substandard housing
with traces of poverty’ that needed to be removed.745 And by November 1979, the existing houses
in Daema-ri (Figures 5.9–5.11) and Maheyon-ri along with those in three other frontier villages in
Cheorwon such as Sengchang-ri, Jungyeon-ri and Igil-ri were replaced with Culture Houses as seen
737 Ibid.
738 H. J. Lee 1985: 150
739 She claims that it was because of these physical signs of longing for their hometown Geunnam-myeon that the authorities
decided to call their newly settled region in Cheorwon by the same name as their former township (Geunnam-myeon). Interview
with Honam Jung in Mahyeon-ri, on 29 July 2016
740 Interview with A.W. in Mahyeon-ri, on 29 July 2016
741 Interview with I.L. in Mahyeon-ri, on 29 July 2016
742 Ibid.
743 K. A. Lee 2015: 75
744 S. H. Lee 2006: 242
745 Ministry of Housing 1979: 63
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in the Figure 5.19.746 Despite the new design, however, these Culture Houses too, like those earlier
strategic villages, failed to consider the everyday life of the residents and underwent spatial alterations. Overtime, the residents, like seen in the Figures 5.20–5.22, made modification and extension
to the existing houses – sometimes as extensive as merging together the other half of the house that
belonged to another family as they became empty – to better suit their need.
Mahyeon-ri, like Daema-ri, was formed and developed as a result of both active and passive forms
of state violence, often mediated between both direct control and surveillance, neglect and abandonment. Despite the residents describing life in the temporary shelters as treacherous, demanding
and even based on lies, their actions show that the settlers were not merely passive about the terrible
reality they faced. Some residents even claim that it was purely because of the ‘settlers and their
effort to build a home there’ that the state decided to make the investment to turn these encampments
into permanent villages747 – which could also be interpreted as a form of resistance to the state’s
imposed temporariness. Further, although tomak-jip and makeshift houses in Mahyeon-ri were considered ‘disorderly and chaotic’ that called for extensive ‘spatial reform’, their ‘chaotic’ spatiality
was actually organised according to the residents’ regional traditions and social customs, constrained
by limitations imposed by the South Korean authorities. It suggests that, from the very beginning,
residents’ individual acts of construction played an influential role in the formation and the running
of the villages despite being seen as a top-down model.
As we have seen, the form a frontier village takes is dependent on a combination of multiple factors
according to which it is created, changed and managed by the sovereign and/or by its inhabitants.
Once created as an ad hoc temporary space, the makeshift houses or squatter settlements evolve in
different ways, creating different spatialities and changes according to the capacities of the inhabitants, not just those of the sovereign. Rendering these different spatialities as one abstract entity limits
understanding not only of the spaces of the frontier villages themselves but also of their complex and
changing political role. There is a need, therefore, not only to discuss the frontier villages in general
but also to discuss particular frontier villages, and understand their changing roles in their particular
historical and political contexts. In the next section, I examine the everyday spatio-political actions of
the residents of Yugok-ri – a village that acted as a model not only for the spatial reform of Daema-ri
and Mahyeon-ri, but also the socio-political reform of the wider South Korean rural villages in how
they are managed and operated.

5.3 Improvising Yugok-ri
Improvisation is a user’s craft. It draws on the metamorphoses of type-form over time.748 While
forms of illegal construction have ceased in Daema-ri and Mahyeon-ri ever since they were lifted
from the ‘building freeze’ imposed by the Civilian Control Zone in 1997 and 2007, in Yugok-ri,
746 S. H. Woo, M. H. Jung and J. H. Whang 2014: 222-229
747 Interview with Bo Hyang Whang in K. J. Kim et al., 2007: 26
748 Sennett 2009: 236
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improvisation is a surviving village culture that is central to how the frontier villagers use the space.
Poised between the eclecticism of imposed order and the urgency of self-build at the frontier, is a
small, but not insignificant trend among the dissatisfied residents who have, over time, increased the
ratio of the footprint of built area to land area by 162 percent (Figure 5.23).749
When compared to the earlier photographs of the village taken shortly after its construction (Figure
4.36), the changes in the spatiality of Yugok-ri can be seen immediately. A pictorial analysis in the
Figures 5.24–5.25 shows the monotypic houses which have grown and changed their shape. What
was initially an empty yard that provided unobstructed vision to the North Korean side of the border
is now blocked by lines of maize and fruit trees planted by the residents; fences are raised from
left-over building materials such as corrugated iron panels and steel; and the empty yard has been
filled with ‘temporary’ structures such as a shed, a garage, hen houses, and one or more vinyl greenhouses (Figure 5.26). Any remaining spaces have been ploughed into a vegetable garden, and a
village armoury has been turned first into a village broadcasting tower and now into a community
garden. All of these are spatial actions of the residents that remain undiscussed or left undocumented
in the official history. Bearing in mind how Yugok-ri is still suspended in a space and time where
residents live under the same restrictions imposed on them since its construction in 1973, the spatial
transformation of the village comes as a surprise. In the following sections, I show four examples
of improvised actions of construction and reappropriation carried out by the residents in Yugok-ri in
order to explain the ways in which they have managed to disguise, negotiate and realise their actions
to escape the total subordination imposed on them by the state.

5.3.1 Verandas
‘First was the veranda’, said S. A., pointing to the decked area of the house in the old photograph
which was taken days before the village was opened (Figure 4.36), when asked about the very first
change he had made after moving to Yugok-ri in the autumn of 1973.750 While demonstrating how
its aluminium partitions (that make up the veranda by closing off the two corners of the house) can
easily be disassembled, S. A., asserted that they were and still are ‘temporary additions’ that can
be quickly made undone despite functioning as an extension to the house, reiterating that they are
‘nothing of significance’.751 S.A.,’s anxiousness and reluctance to talk about the changes residents
have made to their houses is not an unusual response when seen in line with the enforcement of the
‘building freeze’ within the CCZ, which has long prevented the frontier villagers from building permanent structures. Not hiding their concern, just in case the verandas might be seen as a permanent
structure, the residents insisted that they are only an ‘improvised response’ to make better what they
considered as an inadequate house design to cater for their growing family size, and to prevent the
harsh north-easterly wind directly hitting their door during winter.752 Despite the building freeze
policy, the majority of the houses in Yugok-ri today have verandas built in a similar way; acquiring
749
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The total building footprint increased from 6,500m2 in 1973 to 10,550m2 in 2017. S. A. Cho 2017: 43
Interview with S. A. in Yugok-ri on 9 July 2017
Ibid.
Interview with Hee Suk Lee in Yugok-ri on 8 July 2017
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these extra bit of space that functions either as a semi-outdoor space or as an extended living room
(Figures 5.27–5.28).
The ‘temporary addition’ of veranda space was not that the residents ignored its legality, since this
would invoke serious consequences by the authorities that may lead to serious consequences such as
expulsion. In Yugok-ri, the residents do not carry out acts of formal ‘construction’ as these are deemed
illegal, nor do they waste time applying for building permits as they are rarely given. Instead, the
villagers exploit gaps in regulations and grey areas of jurisdiction, beginning with the use of terminology such as ‘additions’, ‘extensions’, and ‘temporary’ structures.753 What is surprising, in contrast
to the residents’ emphasis on the temporariness of the verandas, is the quality of construction that is
seamlessly ‘in line’ with the pre-existing walls of the house as if they have always been a part of the
house. For an outside visitor like myself, it was hard to imagine that these are actually illegal structures. Although they are of formal construction and use quality materials such as aluminium frames
and double glazing, they have no building permit.
In Yugok-ri, where the practice of building is a sensitive issue that is mostly regarded as illegal, a
considered mediation of the original versus the added becomes the primary focus. It is best if the
newly-added does not stand out from the original: the joints should be suppressed not exaggerated,
and made seamless as if they were there before. The philosophy stems from the juxtaposed addition
of new spaces arranged to resonate with the original volumes or geometries. The verandas, as seen in
Figures 5.25–5.28, are built in line with the outer walls of house by enclosing the corners rather than
extending out from it. The veranda we see today, however, is not something that has been built in one
moment of time. These improvised forms of construction materialised over many decades, through
a long and varied process of addition, removal, and negotiation with the authorities. As Hee Suk Lee
remarks, the verandas are the result of constant negotiation that required great tact:
It all looks okay now with sliding aluminium windows and all […] The space used to be pretty
useless in the winter when it had no cover [roof /walls]. It had maru [deck] initially, sometimes
useful in summer but it all became all too slippery when wet […] One summer, I decided to cover
it with mosquito nets to keep out flies while courgettes were drying […] no one seemed to care,
so I then covered the mosquito nets with clear vinyl to waterproof the area. In the beginning, the
military were not happy to see them there and ordered them to be removed […] I agreed to keep it
only for a few days and to remove it when there was an inspection, the days got longer every year
[…] then it came to this.754

Instead of collectively standing by their intention to ‘add’, the residents in Yugok-ri simply remove
the mosquito nets and vinyl covers once the military police arrive, but immediately hang them back as
soon as they are gone again. At any rate, the struggles of the villagers against the authorities were not
about winning, but are primarily about defending and furthering the gains already won. Over time,
as the inter-Korean political relations thawed so the strictness of the authorities loosened (although
753 Interview with Hee Suk Lee, H.B. and Suk Ho Ahn in Yugok-ri on 7 July 2017
754 Interview with Hee Suk Lee in Yugok-ri on 8 July 2017
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never officially in writing), thus condoning residents’ attempts to build to a ‘certain degree’.755 The
fact that there were no records of anyone being punished or condemned for their wrong doing, suggest that Yugok-ri residents were clearly aware of the limits despite these limits being invisible and
sounding awfully abstract to an external observer. The residents’ efforts to build according to the
state’s visual interest and their ability to adjust to the changing boundaries of what is considered as
acceptable or unacceptable, indicate that their actions followed strategic goals: a tactical choice born
of a prudent awareness of the balance of power.

5.3.2 House Extensions and Renovations
Another example of the residents testing and expanding the legal boundaries can also be found on
the rear-side of the houses (facing away from the North). Here, the renovation normally involved
inserting a new bathroom or an extra bedroom but, in some cases, the residents expanded their dwelling by ‘moving’ an entire outside wall closer to the property boundary (Figures 5.29–5.32).756 Such
extensions took place mostly on the east, west and south walls of the houses where it was easier to
negotiate changes with the authorities as they were not visible from the North:
We wrote many times to the local authorities about our houses needing improvements. The outdoor
toilets would often be out of use in winter, and the rooms became too small as the family got bigger
[…] We didn’t get any written permissions, but a verbal one from one division commander, I believe, who gave us the go-ahead on the condition that the improvements will be sensibly hidden and
not harm the existing aesthetics of the village. Frustratingly, whenever there was a new commander
the work would be stopped […] branded ‘informal [hutturo-jitda]’, ordered to be cleared and we
would be interrogated […] but in the end they eventually let us go. I would imagine it was because
so much had been done already; not just by me, but also by many others [emphasis by author]. Still,
it was frustrating to repeat the entire [negotiation] process to get going again.757

The interview shows the constant attempt of the villagers’ to appear limited and tolerable while in
fact expanding so much that resistance against them becomes formidable – passing the point of no
return. They do so by concentrating on particular and less strategic areas like on the rear-side of the
houses, bribing officials occasionally, or resorting to tactical retreats by delaying the start of work
until after a routine visit from the commanding officer.758 It also suggests that, while the villagers
may retain gains through quiet noncompliance without necessarily engaging in collective resistance,
a key attribute of individual construction is that while advances are made quietly and gradually, the
defence of their gains is often, although not always, collective and audible as their sheer cumulation
turn them into an eventual social force.
On the other hand, although they are an infringement of power, house renovations and extensions
may in many ways benefit the government: for they are a mechanism through which the poor come
755 Interviews with various villagers in Yugok-ri between 7-9 July 2017
756 I should like to note that, during the interview, none of the residents used words that might sound like extensive construction work. They used more toned-down words such as ‘moving’ a wall instead of saying ‘building’ or ‘constructing’ a new wall.
757 Interview with H. B. in Yugok-ri on 21 August 2015 and 8 July 2017
758 Interviews with various villagers in Yugok-ri between 8-9 July 2017
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to help themselves.759 It is no surprise then that the government expresses often contradictory reactions towards these kinds of activities: where one military officer may give permission, another may
disapprove of them, which are also actions that, in addition to the ‘building freeze’, foster a state of
suspended temporariness. Indeed, the description by the commanding officer of these structures as
‘informal’ brings home the dynamics of such processes.

5.3.3 Vegetable Gardens and Vinyl Greenhouses
Except for the very few homes of the noble class that separated the front yard (madang) and the rear
garden (huwon),760 the vast majority of traditional Korean houses were built around madang that
was left mostly empty with little planting for use as a courtyard rather than a decorative garden. The
spatial characteristics and function of madang are deeply rooted in the Taoist philosophy that appreciates not the unintended void but an intended emptiness:
Thirty spokes share the wheel’s hub; it is the centre hole that makes it useful.
Shape the clay into a vessel; it is the space within that makes it useful.
Cut doors and windows for a room; it is the holes that make it useful.
Therefore profit comes from what is there; usefulness from what is not there.761

By positioning the madang in the centre and building houses around it, not only did it serve as a
symbolic compass central to the layout of the buildings,762 but the intended emptiness allowed it to
function as a multi-purpose social space, an extended space of a home that could be used for drying clothes, threshing crops, playing games, and drinking tea.763 The madang in Yuogk-ri, however,
were never made to be enjoyed, appreciated or utilised for the residents’ everyday use. Rather than
being designed to function as a multi-purpose, social space, that served as an extension to its indoor
spaces, instead the madang in Yugok-ri was specifically made to be looked at – like a garden – not
so much by the villagers, but by the North Koreans on the other side of the border, whose admiring
gaze would catch glimpses of South Korean modernity.764 Built as a propaganda village, the gardens
of Yugok-ri worked like a background canvas at a photographic studio that helps focus attention by
covering up non-subjects of non-interest considered as distractions:
We were ordered to cover our madang with grass and keep them green and in shape by regularly
mowing them and watering them. Once the madang was patched with grass, we were ordered to
plant several trees in locations that will not hinder fields of vision from the North, as well as from
the South Korean guard posts. The military officers and government officials who would occasionally come for a visit often said how the North Koreans would be envious of our well-kept greenery.
But for us it meant we couldn’t use the space for anything like how we would normally use it for
threshing rice and drying vegetables. We could not even step on the grass in case it might wither!765
759
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Bayat 2000: 550
H. S. Song 2014
Lao Tsu 1998 [BC 300]: Chapter 11
E. H. Lee and J. W. Lee 1995
Y. H. Lee and S. B. Park 2009: 153-162; H. R. Kim and T. Mitsuo 2012
S. A. Cho 2017: 77-79
Interview with H. B. in Yugok-ri on 8 July 2017
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Today, the gardens of Yugok-ri have changed completely. The residents’ primary concern for survival had quickly brought changes to their gardens, replacing what was considered as a ‘useless patches
of grass’ into a functioning space that could produce edible crops (Figures 5.33–5.36).766 Instead of
looking after what was considered as unnecessary ‘pretty grass garden for the North to see’ which
never provided residents with any practical benefits, it seemed far more profitable for the residents
to plough the grass patches into a vegetable garden that would aid with the food shortages they were
faced with during the early years of residence.767 In order to overcome the severity of the situation
the residents were forced to go one step further to build vinyl greenhouses that allowed crop production through the winter, despite the fact that the authorities had hoped their rigid ‘show homes’
would create an order which resisted any stamp of individuality by preventing the houses from being
inhabited and utilised differently.768
In Yugok-ri and other frontier villages where residents were allocated to parcels of land limited by
pre-empted boundaries for life, vegetable gardening became an integral subsistence activity that
played an important role in the village economy. Where they are recorded and referred to as ‘gardens’ by the local authorities, the residents refer to them instead as either ‘bhat’ (ploughed field), or
more specifically as ‘corn-bhat’ or a ‘chili-bhat’ as one resident emphasised its produce component,
‘No gardens here. They are all bhat. We all live off it, there is no such thing as a garden, we are too
busy for that’.769 In contrast to how the planners may have wanted the residents to look after their
madang as an ornamental space, for the residents, it was considered as the one area of the village
where a concrete programme was not in place – a space of opportunity that could be exploited to
best meet their needs. When one villager was asked why they had decided to turn their madang into
a bhat, he replied:
It was the only place in the village where it was empty. The military had already set out an exact
list of things for us to do but was not so clear on what to do with our madang except repeating
“keep them looking nice” […] An officer stopped me when I first ploughed it to grow potatoes in
the second year I moved in […] but he eventually let me carry on when I explained that it would be
turned back to how it looked after the first harvest. The same officer left the following year, and by
the time a new officer came nearly every house had turned their madang into a bhat. He [the officer]
either had no idea that what we had done is not allowed, or he simply didn’t care.770

Their decision to grow chili and corn in an empty garden can be considered as an act of encroachment on an existing order. The fact that it did not end as a one-off event and carries on until this day
as a ‘normal phenomenon’771 in all the households even suggests a certain level of resilience in the
village. A good example of this is residents seeking out ways to produce crops beyond the essential
by way of building vinyl greenhouses in the garden. The vinyl greenhouses that now take-up most
of the madang spaces are clear material manifestations of the residents’ lifestyle. Although any form
766
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of construction is strictly prohibited, with only a minute chance of obtaining permission from the
military, the negotiations are based on a similar reasoning as for growing chillies, the residents refer
to their vinyl greenhouses as ‘temporary structures’ or ‘non-architecture’772 that can come apart very
easily when required. Whilst they are formed outside the legal process of construction, the vinyl
greenhouses have become a thriving form of architecture in the village. Although they exist and
function in a state of suspended temporariness, it has entirely changed the function of a space from
what was a static madang into a productive vegetable garden.
More than their role as an affordable all-season farm, the vinyl greenhouses are highly versatile
structures that can become a storage space, a semi-outdoor living space; or a sleeping space, easily
adapting to the resident’s needs without requiring formal consent. At the same time, the vinyl greenhouses create a sense of privacy for the residents by acting as a fence that obstructs vision from the
streets as well as from the North. The fact that the vinyl greenhouses are mostly positioned stretching
from the east to west along the property boundaries suggest that they were not simply spontaneous
acts of construction. If spontaneous represents a mindless occurrence, the vinyl greenhouses are an
outcome of the improvisers’ observation and experience in relation to their own bodies. Thus, while
improvisation draws the metamorphoses of type-form over time, it also indicates improvement of
a condition. In this regard, the addition of verandas, the house extensions, the transformation of
madang into bhat, and the construction of vinyl greenhouses are examples of how the settlers’ ‘improvised construction’, can bring about a change in the state policy of how the settlers are managed.

5.3.4 Streets for Drying Chillies
Improvisation occurs on streets as much as in houses and gardens. During the summer, the residents
in Yugok-ri join together out on the streets to make use of every inch of space available to them in
order to dry harvested chillies (Figure 5. 37). H. B, a. former village leader, explained that in the past
the villagers dried their chillies in their own madang, but as this space filled up with the vinyl houses
and other structures such as a garden shed and garage, drying had to take place on the streets, which
are much wider than an ordinary rural village reaching 6 metres in width – the only open public
space available in the village.773 What this suggests is that the villagers’ action to occupy the streets
for private use, at least in the past, was not because of the lack of outdoor space by design, rather it
is a result of the villagers’ decision to utilise their madang for other use deemed more spatially and
economically beneficial.
Ironically, in a village built by the state decisively designed to eliminate ambiguity, disorientation and
misuse, one finds an ambiguous transition of private space extending out onto the public streets. The
streets of Yugok-ri are exploited independently of the intended design: contrived as legible boundaries that become clear dead edges which ‘look good from the other side of the border’774 opposed
to a live edge that promote plethora of activities. The streets change their function to an overlapping
772 Interview with various residents in Yugok-ri on 8-9 July 2017
773 Interview with H. B. in Yugok-ri on 21 August 2015 and 8 July 2017
774 Interview with Hee Suk Lee in Yugok-ri on 21 August 2015; also, see S. A. Cho 2017
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area of private spaces where people interact, serving a similar role to that of a plaza or a public bench
where people converse and physically mingle. These are exactly the features missing in the original
design of the village. The residents felt it was safe to let their children play in the streets, despite
being surrounded by no-go zones assigned by the military, because the adults were always present on
the streets from sunrise to sunset acting as ‘natural proprietors of the streets’.775 For this reason, the
streets were not neutral or indifferent; they drew those working and non-working, the young and the
old into the neighbourhood and attached people to their community. The streets become an inhabited
public space, people hanging around, gossiping and working, providing relief from the seclusion of
the house interiors.
In Yugok-ri, the villagers came up with their own rules of behaviour, to work from the east-side of
the street and lay chillies on the west-side of the street in the morning, and to do the opposite in the
evening to always keep the chillies exposed while working (tossing and turning) in the shade of the
houses. According to one villager the heat from the concrete that pave the street makes it an ideal
place to dry them.776 The chilli racks are positioned so that one side of the street is always clear so as
not hinder mobility and makes sure key entry points between houses are not blocked (Figure 5.38).
The chillies are piled together but the racks – displayed in different colours of blue and green cotton,
or in black or clear vinyl – help separate each of them from their neighbours and distinguish how
many days each rack has been out in the sun. Because drying takes place throughout the summer,
covering almost all the available streets of Yugok-ri, the tractors parked in the garage next to their
houses are taken out before the chilli racks go on the streets, and are moved back after the chilli racks
have been collected back in to minimise disruption on the streets.
To the casual visitor the scene of streets covered in chillies, laid on top of colourful sheets of cotton
and vinyl, with racks being moved here and there, while the adults work and gossip under the shades
and children running in between the racks and the workers may look a mess. But in fact, the villagers have improvised a coherent, economical form, maintained primarily by an intricate and almost
unconscious network of voluntary controls and standards among themselves. In other words, while
the state planners might have been visually offended by the disarray and confusion, the disorder they
wished to correct was not so much a disorder amongst the residents but a disorder when seen from a
bird’s-eye-view.
Instead of serving as a regulated and orderly domain of the village, where the users are expected to
operate in them passively within its ready-made spatial divisions, such an active use of the street – an
organised reappropriation of the space – challenges the authority of the state and those social groups
who benefit from such order. The logic behind the residents’ occupation of the streets, when the
authorities tried to prohibit such ‘messy’ activities, works in a loop that goes back to addressing the
poor design of the village:

775 The term ‘natural proprietor’ is referenced from Jane Jacobs’ description of one of the main qualities for a safe neighbourhood. Jacobs 1961: 35
776 I nterview with H. B. in Yugok-ri on 8 July 2017
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[…] and thus, out of necessity, we [the residents] had no choice but to overturn our madang as a
vegetable garden, build the vinyl greenhouses for our survival. As a result, the streets became our
only available space to do any other work which is standard and necessary in any farming village.
Should the authorities want them removed, they have only got themselves to blame for not thinking
about providing adequate open spaces, or should have never allowed us to build in the first place!777

The occupation of the streets was a minor action taken by the residents in search of an open space to
carry out everyday activities according to their tradition. Nevertheless, it was also an action which
went against the modern rigid structure of the village which was imposed on the residents with a
demand to ‘display’ a ‘modern way of living’ irrespective of the residents’ lifestyle. The streets
enabled residents not only to dry chillies or thresh rice, but also to create a communal space which
went beyond the private house. This served as the public space in Yugok-ri as well as in many other
frontier villages, a space which modern planners never thought to include in their efficient, orderly
designs. The houses in Yugok-ri, though planned and constructed by the state, were gradually altered
by its own residents through the use of varied materials and building methods according to changing
needs and available resources.
However, these changes and adaptations were and still are vehemently restricted by the state, which
also enforces Yugok-ri’s temporary status and restricts resources such as land, while abandoning its
residents to the legal issues of ownership with no attempts at arbitration or compensation from the
state.778 For these reasons, beyond the spatial actions mentioned thus far, Yugok-ri’s residents were
relatively passive in their spatial creations. However, as a space of enforced temporariness, the spatial actions of its residents often form part of the resistance to this enduring temporary situation. As
one villager notes:
It is as if the state has completely abandoned us. The state’s “I don’t know” attitude to all of this
matter [legal issues] gives me the feeling that they are waiting for the village to disappear. We
cannot let that happen. We must do more work on it [Yugok-ri], so we gain more grounds to claim
as it our own creation, and remind them [government] that we are here to stay.779

From this remark we can observe that the villagers are highly conscious of the value of their doings
and gains. What alerts the villagers to treat their advances not as an ordinary everyday exercise
is, ironically, the serious confrontations by the authorities. Although the residents’ encroachment
began with little political meaning attached to it, although their actions were often justified on moral
grounds, was soon turned into a collective political struggle.

5.3.5 Yugok-ri: One Village, Two Orders
Yugok-ri appeared as part of an aesthetic category of modernism, typified by breaking from the past
and the search for new socio-cultural practices. As a symbolic signifier of the modernisation of the
777 Interview with Hee Suk Lee in Yugok-ri on 21 August 2015
778 Interview with W. J. in Yugok-ri on 21 August 2015
779 Interview with J. L. in Yugok-ri,on 21 August 2015
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rural, it was an inseparable part of South Korea’s development. Functioning as a model rural village
with its standardised houses laid out on a grid, Yugok-ri arguably represents what Bauman suggests
as the essence of modernity: the struggle for order against ambiguity and randomness.780 If ambivalence, unpredictability and indeterminacy are indeed the ‘source and archetype of all fear’ as Bauman
suggested,781 we can say, therefore, that the act of improvisation (an ambiguous metamorphosis) in
Yugok-ri suggests presence of anti-order: those who are ‘not yet’ or ‘not any more’ part of that order.
Although Yugok-ri was initially created as the state’s model village of modernity, the village has
gradually developed two distinct spatial orders.
First, Yugok-ri has a highly formulistic order formed as a result of the modern mechanisms of its
creation, including the prefabrication of building parts for rapid construction with its visual regimentation that has an ideological quality, much like the order of military barracks.782 Behind this
order stands an institutional, instrumental thinking which adopted the most efficient way to place
homeless Korean War migrants at the unpopulated frontier, to secure its newly gained land, to ensure
sovereignty over the region, and to create an ordered space which was easy to control and manage.
In the first instance the monotonous houses and grid layout of Yugok-ri give a sense of total order: on
another level, however, it reveals a mystifying disorder as one resident remarks ‘They look perfect
until you live in them’.783 Created for everyone and thus no one, the shallow order was not suited to
the specific personal needs of the residents, nor built in consideration of the environment.784 Instead,
it was imposed from ‘above’ according to the instrumental need of the state.785 Thus, the rigid order
of Yugok-ri was a shallow order hiding the violent disorder of migrants’ lives in their new location,
where they inhabited a desolate frontier together with others from different regions and socio-cultural backgrounds.
On the ground, however, with enough attention, a second order comes into view: one that has evolved,
largely, out of the requirements of the residents’ needs. Although this order is less obvious and much
harder to identify due to its seemingly temporal and chaotic ‘disorderly’ nature,786 it constitutes a
deep spatial order accumulated by residents who have built their own environments according to
their personal needs and utilise street space as a community with their own set of rules. In this order,
verandas, garden sheds and vinyl greenhouses all employ various forms of provisional construction
using light building materials such as corrugated steel and aluminium panels, and re-used agricultural

780 Bauman 1991
781 Ibid., 7
782 Lee mentioned that concrete walls of the houses came ready-made with windows already cut out. For the garage, an exact
number of bricks required to build its walls were delivered to the site. Interview with Hee Suk Lee in Yugok-ri on 21 August 2015
783 Ibid.
784 During the interviews, residents complained about their North-facing windows and front porch instead of south facing windows that would have allowed more light into the house. Some also complained about the materials such as concrete block walls
being poor insulators during winter and the slate roofs conducting too much heat during the summer.
785 I use the word above in two ways. First, to refer to centralised state-making initiatives with a top-down verticality during
South Korea’s military junta years. Second, to refer to the mapping tradition of the bird’s-eye-view, encouraging ‘synoptic vision, rational control, planning, and spatial order’. Moon 2005; Cosgrove 1996
786 For Brillembourg, the informal is structured by a set of rules, and what makes it informal is the fact that we do not yet know
what the underlying rules are. Similarly, for Amos Rapoport ‘those described as ‘chaotic’ are either not understood, inappropriate or not liked by the observer’. Brillembourg, Feireiss and Klumpner 2005: 18; Rapoport 2006: 194
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materials such as irrigation pipes, steel mesh, and vinyl. This apparent disorder, whilst clear to its
residents, is less tangible if not obscure to others, for whom it appears arbitrary and chaotic, despite
having its own formality like any Western spatial fabric.787 This order can be interpreted in a manner
similar to Habraken’s analysis of vernacular houses as:
[Forms which] are not fully explicable in terms of available materials, level of technology, climate,
or other environmental or economic constraints. There always remain options to be determined
by individual preference […] But as agents exercise individual preferences, their acts typically
conform to a socially determined framework.788

Another point about the spatial order easily legible from outside is that the geometric regularity has
no necessary relationship to the order of life as it is experienced by its residents. Although certain
state services may be more easily provided and houses more easily located, these apparent advantages may be negated by such perceived disadvantages as the loss of the spatial irregularities that foster
cosiness, the lack of recreational spaces and the absence of public space. The fact that such an order
works for municipal and state authorities in administering the village is no guarantee that it works for
residents. Thus it seems that the frontier villages are also a two-way mechanism for the disapproval
of one order in favour of another.789 Their efforts makes the residents’ act of construction also their
very instrument to maintain their way of life and its related spatial order in the face of the state’s attempt to remove it. Anticipation can be strengthened, people can become better at negotiating limits
and edges.
Yugok-ri’s growing independence, as we have seen in its attempt to use the ‘building works’ such
as house extensions, the construction of ‘temporary structures’ such as vinyl greenhouses, the reuse
of closed-down school grounds as a communal as well as public leisure facility seems to force the
state to acknowledge its right to the place. Yugok-ri seems to emerge from its solitude to create its
own local socio-political and spatial connections, distracting it from its enforced temporary situation.

5.4 Becoming Political: ‘The Quiet Encroachment of the Ordinary’
In an attempt to highlight the contentious politics of a subaltern population who strive for ‘social
transformation’790 or ‘emancipation’,791 the study of social resistance has generated a vast amount
of literature and debate which has stimulated multiple perspectives: the ‘passive poor’, ‘survival
strategy’, ‘urban territorial movement’ and ‘everyday resistance’ models.792 Further distinctions have
been made by Scott, who differentiates between ‘real resistance’ referring to systematic acts with
787 Such misinterpretation of environments can also occur in other fields. For example, the interpretation of the rock paintings
of the San of Southern Africa and of the Upper Palaeolithic in Europe, was greatly hindered by looking for the order found in
Western art. For example, see Lewis-Williams 2000: 172
788 Habraken 1998: 227
789 The top-down use of this mechanism is clearly noticed in the New Village Movement seen as part of the sovereign effort to
dismiss an existing or alternative cultural order.
790 Castells 1983
791 Schuurman and Van Naerssen 1989
792 Bayat 2000: 533-557
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revolutionary consequences, and ‘token resistance’ pointing to unorganised incidental acts without
any revolutionary consequences;793 and Nathan Brown, who identified different forms of politics:
atomistic, communal and revolt.794
What is important in studying the everyday life in the frontier villages, however, is an awareness of
not confusing a recognition of oppression with acts of resistance against it. The fact that the villagers
dried chillies on the streets of Yugok-ri with an awareness of the lack of public space and the restricted use of spaces does not mean that they were necessarily involved in acts of resistance. The danger
of the lack of a clear concept of resistance is that almost any act of the subjects potentially becomes a
manifestation of resistance.795 In the hostile Korean frontier where security and surveillance become
a dominant feature, the line between survival and resistance can be very thin and therefore confusing.
Given the context and the location of the frontier villages, however, it is important not to overlook
the fact that these conscious and unconscious acts of defiance occur mostly within the prevailing
systems of power. For example, the chilli drying on the streets of Yugok-ri that may be regarded as
resistance or defiance, may actually contribute to the stability and legitimacy of the state.796 The fact
that the residents are able to find and make use of necessary spaces needed for important everyday
tasks shows their daily activism and struggles; however, hardly any space may be won from the state.
Certainly, such actions have never led to the authorities designing new public spaces in Yugok-ri797 or
in any other frontier village. Instead, the government often encourages self-help and local initiatives
as long as they do not challenge domination or become oppositional.798
And given both the shortcomings and plethora of definitions that conceptualise resistance, I want to
assess the everyday norm of frontier villagers from another angle. Here, I borrow Asef Bayat’s term
of ‘the quiet encroachment of the ordinary’,799 which I think is more pertinent for the examination of
the everyday political actions under the suspended state of emergency. Although this perspective has
emerged out of Bayat’s observation of urban processes in the Middle East, nevertheless it has relevance to the South Korean frontier villages in examining the residents’ non-collective but prolonged
direct action to acquire land for shelter, consumption, informal jobs, business opportunities and infrastructure. According to Bayat, the notion of ‘quiet encroachment’ describes ‘the silent, protracted
but pervasive advancement of the ordinary people […] in order to survive and improve their lives’.800
Similarly, Scott refers to such actions as the ‘weapons of the weak’ – ‘a spirit and practice that prevents the worst and promises something better.’801 In the first place, it is distinct from ‘survival’ or
‘everyday resistance’, in that the struggles are not at the cost of fellow subokmin, but of the state.802
793 Scott 1985: 292
794 Brown 1990
795 Bayat 2000: 544
796 Similarly, see studies of resistance and politics of defiance of the lower class in the Middle East in Singerman 1995;
Hoodfar 1997
797 There is a case of residents reappropriating a closed-down school, it is not a public space newly ‘created’ by the state. This
is discussed in Chapter 5.4.2.
798 Park Chung Hee 2017 [1963]
799 Bayat 2000
800 Bayat 2000: 545
801 Scott 1985: 350
802 Bayat 2000: 546
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Thus, in order to provide schooling for their children, the villagers in Yugok-ri gave the twice-daily
bus service to the schoolchildren and instead themselves walked to towns, journeys would take at
least several hours on foot.803 Several others in Yugok-ri sent their middle school children to Seoul in
order to provide them with better education, as Hee Suk Lee recollects:
The children couldn’t get along with those from another town. Our children never had a space to run
around with other kids, a chance to invite friends from another village nor visit them after school
[…] The children here barely got a chance to get to know others from the outer village because they
could hardly meet. They felt isolated and as a parent it hurt […] We couldn’t move, so we sent them
away [to Seoul] instead.804

On another occasion, the residents in Daema-ri justified the case for building a school despite the
small number of villagers:
Whang and I made a case to construct a school directly to the Minister of Interior Ja Choon Ku
who was at the induction ceremony in Daema-ri. We told Ku that since the village is made to seen
from the North, it would look more like a proper village with a school and it would also elevate the
morale of the villagers […] We knew that in order to build a school at the time, it would have to
go through a long and complicated process of first securing funds from the Ministry of Education
and then having to be pass a hearing from the municipal council, hence we asked Ku for it to be
built using funds from the Ministry of Interior […] He was at first concerned whether building a
school in Daema-ri was justified, or whether it was even appropriate to supersede an existing set of
procedures, but later he agreed, eventually surrendering to the villagers’ persistent entreaty […] In
return we all [the villagers] promised to show tribute to Ku in one way or another.805

In the second place, the actors expand their space by winning new positions to move on – encroaching cumulatively.806 The whole process of subokmin’s frontier occupation by gradually spreading
towards the border would be one example; running informal convenience stores within the military
camps is another, a process described as mochikomi – meaning ‘to bring in from the outside’ – a
Japanese jargon used to indicate re-leasing of a space to another.807 In this perspective, the gradual
transformation of gardens into bhat, the construction of the vinyl greenhouses, and the addition of
verandas and house extensions are all examples of pervasive encroachment that contest the meaning
of order and control and are not limited merely to the defensive realm of resilience and resistance.

5.4.1 Koontan-ri: From a Refugee Station to an Official Village
It is possible to see the spaces of self-organisation and collective construction, or the encroachment
of the ordinary, that go to achieve the formal foundation of a village. In November 1955, a mixed
group of natives, migrants, and military veterans rallied together to form a migrant settlement just
803
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Interview with Ho Bong Lee in K. J. Kim, et al., 2007: 24
Interview with Hee Suk Lee in Ibid., 24-25
Interview with Kyu Byung Cho in Ibid., 20
Bayat 2000: 546
Interview with Hee Soon Yim in K. J. Kim et al., 2007: 21
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outside the Civilian Control Zone which would become what is now known as Koontan-ri, located at
the edge of Cheorwon’s town centre.808 The settlers sought to build a self-reliant community on their
own, not relying on state funding for help,809 either by cultivating unclaimed lands, working as day
labourers in the nearby villages and/or in the town centre, or doing business with the military such
as selling alcohol or cigarettes.810
Like Daema-ri village discussed earlier, with years of persistence, by 1959 what started as 60 ‘dugouts’ (or tomak-jip) had grown into a sizeable settlement of 146 migrant households and 64 veteran households cultivating 200 hectares of land.811 While the settlers referred to their settlement as
‘Dongon-ri’ with a proper ‘village’ name, the South Korean authorities instead referred to it as a
‘refugee station’ (Cheorwon nanmin jungchak-jang) refusing to acknowledge it as an official village.812 It was not until much later that the settlement was formally recognised as Koontan-ri, when
Cheorwon’s own new township grew to touch its boundaries. For the settlers, as much as it is seen as
a state product, it was their constant struggle and the necessity to ‘build’ that eventually turned what
merely began as encampments into an official village. However, most of the settlers’ efforts in founding the village were never recognised, and instead a newspaper article ‘Korean Village founded by a
North American’ credited an American named Graham French for his donations of farming seeds as
fundamental in the creation of the village813 – making the frontier settlers seem like helpless citizens
incapable of surviving on their own.
Although the Koontan-ri villagers were ignored, this is another example of how the encroachers can
win their legitimacy, and therefore space, from the authorities, despite their struggles being set aside
and silenced. In fact, we can find no records of residents retaliating against the state or the provocative newspaper report, which prevented the residents from receiving any credit for the construction
of the village and, instead, acknowledged an outsider. Rather, one villager expressed their satisfaction at being called a proper ‘village’ or ri in Korean.814 This suggests that not only did the subokmin
seek autonomy, they also needed the security that comes from state surveillance, since an informal
life in the conditions of modernity is also an insecure life. For example, subokmin rarely built their
houses using more durable or permanent building materials, not because they could not afford them
but due to an immanent feeling of anxiety of knowing when they will be dismantled.815 Likewise,
subokmins’ struggle to obtain formal recognition of their encampment as a village inevitably integrated them into the modern bureaucratic institution, which suggests their constant negotiation and
vacillation between autonomy and integration. As Bayat suggests in his study of the politics of the
urban subaltern, people are not essentially non or anti-modern, but may seem so because the condition that compel them to seek the informal for modernity is a costly affair.816
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5.4.2 Reappropriating the School Grounds
In the frontier villages, school grounds were consciously used by the state for political and military
purposes, accommodating election campaigns, voting stations, national ceremonies and the military
training of the residents. Despite serving as a popular venue for various state-organised political
events, the school grounds were certainly no space for active resident participation. As one villager
recollects of the military junta years, the residents tried their best not to meet in large groups as a
gathering of even a few adults would constitute a cause for arrest depite being an only space desinged to accomodate large group of people.817
In recent years, however, the residents in Yugok-ri and Daema-ri have acted as a group, both spatially and politically, to make changes for the villagers’ conditions, to strengthen resilience, and to
resist the state’s treatment of the villages. In addition to the previously mentioned individual acts of
construction, the chool grounds in the village are reappropriated either through the change of their
use or by organising a public cultural event that passively demonstrates their collective discontent.

Yugok-ri: From a School to a Communal Garden to a Public Camping Ground
In Yugok-ri, the school underwent multiple changes in its use after closing down in 1994 due to
shotage of students. The school grounds were quickly occupied by the villagers and turned into a
communal vegetable garden for shared profit (Figures 5.39–5.42). By May 2016, Yugok Elementary
School reopened its doors to the public after being tranformed into a camping site. This was a result
of the residents’ combined grassroots struggle which resulted in the local military and government
officers agreeing to renovate the school and its grounds to create revenue for the village.818 The decision was made in response to a longstanding petition by everyone in Yugok-ri asking the military to
lift the restrictions and regulations imposed by the CCL, where several other frontier villages such
as Daema-ri and Yangji-ri had benefitted from the redrawing (or shrinking) of the CCZ.819 Though
Yugok-ri’s restrictions did not go away entirely, the residents won a special approval to alter the use
of the school and its grounds for limited commercial and public use. While the petition was aimed
at reaching an inclusive solution to the problems of ownership, access, building regulations and land
use as a whole, a more ad hoc, concrete spatial solution was accepted as a ‘positive’ and ‘significant
first step’ towards this goal.820
For the state officials, on the other hand, the idea of having a public campsite by the DMZ was considered as a positive change – fitting the theme of South Korea's 'Security Tourism' – in line with the
hard-line North Korean policies set by the conservative Park Geun-hye administration (2013–2017)
much like her father, Park Chung Hee.821 Subsequently, from December 2015, the residents remodelled empty classrooms in to a library, built a communal shower and a gym, and provided 25 tent
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sites on the school ground. The camp site was seen as a significant outcome by the residents for
several reasons:
It’s a start. Before it was too quiet here. The revenue from the school [camping ground] will certainly help the village. If you could call this a business then yes, it’s a first time. It will be a new
culture [emphasis by author], something that we have not experienced before. I’d say we’ve done
quite well to be able to receive visitors without begging for permissions. If people come and see for
themselves, would they then not know better the hardship [land ownership disputes] we’re going
through? If more people were informed, maybe the government would not be so ignorant.822

Whereas the state’s past policy of migration (and the current practice of suspension)823 for the frontier villages ultimately relates to national (territorial objectives), this local political action seeks to
achieve a sustainable permanent locality. It suggests, that while the residents’ struggle takes place at
legal and governmental levels, these struggles are first and foremost spatial, creating Yugok-ri’s first
‘commercial’ and ‘public’ space formally open to visitors.

Daema-ri: The Village Induction Day Ceremony as a Public Festivity
Every 30th day of August, the residents in Daema-ri hold an annual festival on its school ground to
commemorate their anniversary of formal induction into the village in 1968. More to the villagers,
the festical is well attended by the wider public from Cheorwon and elsewhere who come to enjoy
various shows put on by the villagers, try local delicacies, or participate in numerous atheletic activities. Despite the fesitive atmosphere we see today, however, the genesis of the event has deep
military roots. First organised by the officers in the 5th Infantry Division of the ROK Army in 1969,
Daema-ri's induction day ceremony had a clear objective 'to prepare one's body and mind against the
tide of communism'.824 Naturally, the ceremony adopted a military-style exhibition filled with monological speeches where the villagers were made to chant propaganda slogans similar to those written
on the roof of the school 'I hate communism' as seen in the Figure 5.43.825 Any evidence of disorder,
indiscipline, and everyday informality was banished from the public stage. It was a ceremony for
communication from the top of society down in which the residents were represented as a unitary
mass, not as a differentiated body with diverse views or interests.826 As one villager recalled, 'In the
beginning, it was all discipline' (Figures 5.44–5.45).827
The village induction day ceremony is still well attendedby high-ranking military officers, central
government officials, and local authorities.828 What has changed, overtime, however, the residents
822 Ibid., 28 June 2016
823 Refer to earlier section 5.2
824 Interview with W. H. and J. H in Daema-ri, on 30 August 2017
825 Ibid.
826 As Foucault notes, ‘Discipline, however, had its own type of ceremony. It was not the triumph but the review, the “parade”,
an ostentatious form of the examination’. Foucault 1979: 188
827 Interview with W. H. in Daema-ri, on 30 August 2017
828 In a document Strategic Village Induction Ceremony in the Unstable Region it lists names of guests which includes Ministers
of Interior, Agriculture, Forestry, military commanders, education officers, post office chiefs, and police chiefs. Pyeongchang
County Department of Construction 1970: 5-7
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took the initiative of organising this event on their own. The programme of the event, as a result,
gradually changed from what used to be demonstrations of military drills to more creative and fun
activities that included singing and dancing. This involves a series of enjoyable yet physically demanding games that require rolling tin oil drums, hauling tyres, and holding up a heavy bag of
fertiliser (Figure 5.46).
Ritualistic activity of this kind, though it is far from being an empty ritual, might hardly be worth
our notice if entertainment was its only manifestation. Rather, the metaphor of the game permeates
other aspects of residents’ everyday life such as the physical punishment they had to endure. The
impact of such games, even without participation, became clear when the spectators stopped laughing following one resident’s apathetic explanation of what they actually symbolised – a subversive,
euphemistic riposte of their demanding past expressed through the organisation of cultural events.
Far from being confined to the political boundaries imposed on them, the village residents continue
to deliver their deviant and resistant social visions in public discourse.829
Cultural interventions on the school ground substantiate how engagements with place can bring
these hidden memories to light and offer a means of access to alternative narratives. Further, it may
be said that the fact that the residents were able to acknowledge their bitter past and their politics of
disguise on the school ground is in itself a powerful rhetoric. The two examples illustrate how the
space of the school is as much symbolic as functional in explaining the everyday life now effaced
from public discourse. Thus, spatio-cultural action against the state was also an act of political activism, combining social survival, resistance and resilience to a situation imposed by the authorities,
resourcefully using the space of the school as an everyday tool to achieve spatio-political objectives.

5.4.3 The Monuments of Struggle and Resilience
In the same way that they perform political actions on the school grounds, the frontier villagers also
act in common to create physical objects – a materialised commemoration and expression of their
collective struggle – that also become part of the everyday. When you enter a frontier village in
Cheorwon, you are first greeted with a prominent granite monument: a foundation stone erected by
the villagers (Figures 5.47–5.48). Along with the name of the village are various phrases that express
the settlers’ common political world such as ‘We stand to protect the land cultivated with our blood
and sweat’ or ‘The road to unification’ engraved alongside descriptions of the village’s long history,
the lineage of great historic figures, and the hardship that the settlers endured in founding the villages
from the ‘ashes of war’ with ‘unquestionable patriotism’ in an affirmation of their identity. At the
bottom are the names of the first settlers engraved on a black marble pedestal that holds up the stone,
as if to suggest that they are the ones who sustain and bear the burden of the village’s history.These
monuments are material symbols of the assertion of political identity and the attempts to build and
maintain resilience within the village community. In Daema-ri, the ‘performance’ aspects of building
these monuments can be crucial for demonstrating intimate relationships between residents, marking
829 For a valuable account of how rituals can be adapted to take on new, subversive meanings that are opaque to the authorities, see Robert Weller’s analysis of the Festival of the Hungry Ghosts in Taiwan during the Japanese occupation. Weller 1987
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territories, and, more generally, for the development of trust within the community, the government
officers, the military and the visitors. The practice of erecting such monuments gives an important
value to the specific place of habitat, and appeared in the majority of interviews despite the residents’
different backgrounds. Choi, although he was not a local, expressed his attachment to Daema-ri,
‘You see that sign out there [We stand to protect the land cultivated with our blood and sweat]? I
really did personally fight here with my blood during the war. That’s what brought me back here’.830
Another resident in Igil-ri said:
Hiding in the mountains, I couldn’t even come home for my mother’s funeral. I was scared of being
caught by the North Korean army. I now have a duty [emphasis by author] to live here where my
mother passed away,’ explaining his close relationship with a place where his old family house used
to be.831

It should not be assumed, however, that such group actions and affirmation of identity always
strengthen resilience. In fact, many of these activities can be seen to benefit one group of the community and to disadvantage another. According to one villager’s confidential discontent:
It is not fair to collect funds from all of the residents, since now nearly half of the villagers are new.
We are obliged to contribute though we don’t have any say in this. To be honest, we don’t really
interact with our neighbours and what they chose to write on the monument doesn’t relate to us
in anyway. Personally, I don’t think such phrases as ‘blood and sweat’ or ‘protect’ are particularly
welcoming to the visitors and gives a hostile impression as if the village is in conflict with the
authorities.832

Despite the inevitable discontent of some villagers new to the community, the monuments act as a
cenotaph used to commemorate loss, survival and struggle where cards and flowers are laid by the
villagers as well as by the visitors. In spite of the mixed impression given by the monuments, they
become part of the everyday where non-memorial messages are left from time to time in the form
of leaflets and notices that advertise taxi numbers or the opening of a new store in town.833 As one
villager notes, 'The villagers get angry when they see such signs […] but they take the fliers home
and use them when they need to […] More than anything, we use it [the monument] as a meeting
point when we are expecting visitors as they have a hard time finding one house because they all look
the same!'834

5.4.4 Stealing from the DMZ: Daily ‘water tapping’ across the border
In the frontier villages, prolonged direct action by certain individuals in order to acquire the basic
necessities of their lives can go beyond simple modifications of their houses. In the early years of
encampment at the frontier, where food was scarce and there was hardly any of the infrastructure
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required for farming, the settlers were forced to resort to relying on unofficial sources in carrying
out their activities ‘under the radar’. In doing so they built new connections with the local military,
which have often been remarked upon but little studied.
One major issue for the residents (and the planners) was the scarcity of water sources to water their
rice-fields. Without water, the residents could not meet the production targets set by the central government.835 Persuaded by the villagers, the local authorities were forced to compromise themselves
through collaboration and resort to water sources within the DMZ. Justifying their unlawful actions
on the grounds of necessity, one villager answered back exasperatedly ‘What other options then?
We would not have done such a thing as risking our own lives if they [authorities] had a better solution’.836 Despite the extreme conditions of being exposed to the dangers of being shot or stepping
onto a landmine, in a quiet and unassuming illegal fashion, the settlers and the military in the Igil-ri
encampment traversed the border together every day:
There were no irrigation facilities at the time. There was Jungyeong-bo, an old Japanese water reservoir built during the colonial period right in between the MDL and the SLL, in principal [entering]
required permission from the UNC. Since that was not possible, we then had to negotiate terms with
the corps commander, division commander and battalion commander [to enter the DMZ]. There
were about ten of us [civilians] who dressed in military uniforms, put on a helmet, and wore a military police armband so they [the North Koreans] would see us as military patrols. With another five
or six soldiers who would temporarily pull out the grenade trap-wires, we would work as swiftly as
possible within the four-hour timeslot given to re-route the water from the reservoir. We crossed the
border every couple days for at least seventeen or eighteen years in order to water places like Igil-ri,
Jungyeon-ri and Yangji-ri without telling anyone.837

The undercover border crossing to channel the water continued every day of spring from 1958 until
1976, when such acts of encroachment forced the authorities to extend irrigation services to the
frontier and constructed Togyo reservoir by otherwise tapping them illegally (Figure 1.2).838 The
highly risky covert actions resulted in casualties, killing one battalion leader and a signalman as they
removed the trap-wires. However, the incident had to be set aside by the local military and residents
as it could have brought devastating political consequences if the UNC (and North Korea) had found
out.839 J. W., who was part of the operation, expressed the villagers’ sorrow not being able to mourn
for the dead for the last 40 years despite there being a ‘special bond’ between them.840

5.4.5 The Frontier Village and the Birth of Political Subjectivities
Whereas institutionalised politics is formal, overt, concerned with systematic, de jure change, everyday resistance is informal, often covert, and concerned largely with immediate, de facto gains.841 It
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is not hard to expect that open insubordination in almost any context will provoke a more rapid and
ferocious response than an insubordination that may be as pervasive but never ventures to contest
the formal definitions of hierarchy and power. To a certain extent, such forms of action reinforced
the state’s stereotypical opinion of the character of subokmin, who they referred to as being ‘lacking
in will’ and ‘laidback’,842 which made it seem self-contradictory to punish subokmin’s actions. The
early settlers or nongkyungdae – a first group of subokmin and ex-military selected by the state to
cultivate the border prior to the construction of the frontier villages (Figure 3.29) – characteristically
expressed discontent about their relationship with the state and the military by performing their duties carelessly and inefficiently, as this account of resistance by the frontier villagers:
Some intentionally feigned illness and skipped military training; acted incompetently while performing security duties; or pretended to work diligently only when an inspector was present. Even
though the residents could be cautioned by the officers, we all knew that they needed us should the
state wish to see through the project of juridical transfer and the expansion of territory.843

Because nongkyungdae and all the other frontier villagers were never placed on piece-work, the settlers found forms of resistance mostly to do with manipulating time. This method, which Scott might
refer to as ‘passive resistance’,844 and provided that it was not expressed as open defiance, was nearly
unbeatable for the South Korean state due to its jurisdictional limitations at the border. It required
little planning and typically avoided any direct symbolic confrontation with authority or with state
norms.
At least two divergent interpretations of subokmin’s passivity are possible. One may be drawn from
a dominant hegemonic social ideology. In the case of South Korea, this would be anti-communism
and militarised modernity, which portrays the situation of hostile division and the prolonged state
of emergency as normal through physical as well as symbolic means of production such as culture,
education and media.845 This symbolic hegemony, in turn, allows the sovereign to engineer the very
standards by which his or her rule is evaluated and consented. The South Korean state, especially
during its period of militarised modernity, prevented not only the subordinate class of subokmin
but also its entire population from thinking their way free by defining what is true, legitimate, and
modern.846 The task of the two Korean states was, in this regard, to break from the symbolic miasma
of modernity associated with individual subjectivity that hinders the construction and dissemination
of a state paradigm.
An alternative interpretation of passivity might be that it is to be explained by non-reputable force
and hostility at the border, which may consume subokmin’s values and beliefs. The abundance of
seemingly ‘peaceful’ records of frontier settlers, despite the harsh conditions, may well be an anticipated piece of repression far from consent or complicity. What can be collected from these accounts
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of passive resistance, is the persistent struggles over land and housing which are, in fact, necessary
tactics. It was only rarely that the state officials wished to publicise insubordination. To do so would
be to admit that their system of management is inefficient or their policy unpopular, and, above all,
to expose the tenuousness of their authority in the Recovered Territory – neither of which the sovereign state finds in its interest.847 In the Ministry of Forestry’s instruction to their field officers in the
Recovered Territory it noted, ‘In case of an outstanding repayment by a person whose whereabouts
are unknown, continue with invoicing and do not process it according to the collection regulations’.848
Likewise, subokmin were aware that the only means of punishment available to the state was confiscation of the distributed land that had to undergo a long and costly judicial procedure. Of course,
the demolition of their dwellings, which were at the time mostly makeshift shelters and temporary
structures that could be quickly rebuilt elsewhere, was not taken as a serious threat. The subokmin
also understood that if they could delay or disguise the level of productivity in one way or another,
the state would eventually have to seek ways to improve the situation, which were done in most
cases spatially. In another words, subokmin knew very well that, despite the harsh conditions they
were exposed to, they were considered as an indispensable group of the population for the state. This
suggests subokmin was crucial providers of labour and sources of income instead of those ‘in need’
as portrayed by the state.
Given its existential constraints, quiet encroachment serves as a viable enabling strategy for the
marginalised groups to survive and better their lot.849 In their quest for security, the subokmin seem to
be in constant negotiation and vacillation between autonomy and integration. However, these quiet
encroachments are neither able to cause broader political transformation nor do they aim for it. The
larger state-led projects, such as the Kaesong Industrial Park, have the capacity for such transformation.850 Yet, compared to national-scale mobilisations or rallies, these localised struggles are both
meaningful and manageable for the frontier villagers: meaningful in that they can make sense of the
purpose and have an idea of the consequences of these actions; and manageable in that they, rather
than some remote national leaders, set the agenda, project the aims and control the outcome. In this
sense, for the frontier villagers, the local is privileged over the national.
Considering the earlier examinations of territory (chapters 2 and 3) which suggest that the state’s
authority is essentially territorial,851 we are led to ask: just how did the South Korean state come
to establish authority in the chaos of relations among individuals, groups, land and houses – where
almost all sources of legal documents that provide the state with the credibility to exercise its power
are missing? In the next two sections, we return to the early years of frontier settlement and examine
some of the ways in which the residents, as key providers of the state’s shortcomings exercised influence at the frontier.
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5.5 Subokmin as Decision Makers: Agricultural Land Committees
One way in which subokmin exercised their influence as a group at the Recovered Territory was done
through the Agricultural Land Committee (ALC) that was founded in 1955. The ALC was set up in
every administrative district of South Korea, including the Central Agricultural Land Committee in
Seoul; it descended from provincial (do), to county (gun), township (eup or myun) and village level
(dong or ri), functioning as an advisory body for the local government agencies in order to assist
South Korea’s Agrarian Reform (1957). The committee was comprised of civil officers and civilians,
and the ratio of civilians increased reciprocal to the number of civil officers as the unit of administration decreased. By the time it got down to village level, the committee was entirely comprised of
village residents (See Table 5.1 in the following page).852
The ALCs of the frontier villages were engaged particularly deeply in the Agrarian Reform (1957)
by conducting various tasks of survey, appraisal, and the verification of land ownership. They sought
resolution for land disputes and offered consultation for land acquisition and moderated the land redistribution process. The ALC was never given authority as an executive agency, in order to carry out
the Agrarian Reform. However, the state officers had no option but to rely heavily on the knowledge
of the native population of subokmin when making important decisions regarding land ownership
and property boundaries prior to the North Korean land reform in 1946.

Committee Members

Committee
Chair

Government Officers

Civilians (Resident)

Total (Person)

Central Agricultural Land Committee

1

6

8

14

Metropolitan City / Provincial (do)

1

4

6

10

District (gu) / County (gun)

1

2

6

8

Township (eup or myun)

1

1

6

7

Village (dong or ri)

1

0

6

6

Committee Structure

Table 5.1: Agricultural Land Committee Structure.853

Inevitably, the process of ‘de-revolutionising’ followed a down-up procedure where an endorsement
given from one frontier village ALC affected the entire process, leading to an executive decision
made by the government officers and military commanders. Most land ownership claims were crosschecked by the six committee members of a village ALC who were given powers with regard to
identifying land ownership and redrawing property boundaries. For disputes concerning any land
issue, suggestions made from a village ALC were taken seriously by the court and were reflected
852 W. K. Kim, D. S. Lee and I. H. Choi 1989: 170
853 Ibid., 170-171
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in the verdict.854 This enabled subokmin to participate in land negotiations and land rights at the
Recovered Territory. They came to constitute the functional equivalent of a rice producer’s lobby,
which consistently brought pressure to bear through annual resolutions, petitions, and delegations for
changes in policy that would benefit their membership. Far from remaining merely passive recipients
of services, the ALC, both individually and collectively, become active and vociferous spokesmen
for the interests of subokmin.

5.5.1 Fissures between the Natives and Migrants
The enforceability of territorial claims is achieved by their recognition, by a relevant audience or
credible documents that provide some degree of legitimacy, authority, and power.855 Vandergeest
and Peluso write, ‘Where different legitimating authorities conflict in their allocation of rights, the
one that is the most enforceable in practice (de facto) will have a greater influence on behaviour and
resource use that de jure controls’.856 In Cheorwon, where the local government was left with barely
any legal documents, the state became reliant on the memory of the native population of subokmin as
the only sources of information and credibility.857
As the village ALC grew in power functioning, as practical decision-makers on the ground, inevitably fissures developed amongst the residents. This was mostly between the native population and the
migrant population of subokmin, who suspected (rightly) that the committee members (who were all
natives) of providing biased compensations to fellow natives.858 This was understandable, for they
shared a certain kinship of war and of hardships they had had to endure under different regimes.859 In
the majority of my interviews with the migrant population, they admitted routine cases of lobbying
the natives by offering cigarette packs, quality alcohol or money in order to secure greater portions
of land or more favourable plots of land during the land moderation process.860 Therefore, its committee members, who were also frontier village residents, became the de facto decision-makers who
maintained a certain level of influence over subokmin as well as the local state officers. Although it
did not entail a revival of class division, it certainly displayed a clear hierarchy between the native
group subokmin and the migrants.
This division was not only clear during the land moderation process in the early phase of village
formation, but continued for many more years due to the difference in the volume of rice produced.
For those in Mahyeon-ri, who used to be fishermen, it was inevitable that they would be unfamiliar
with rice farming techniques and know-how. It goes without saying that a farmer was familiar with
each of several varieties of any crop, when to plant it, how deeply to sow it, how to prepare the soil,
854 Ibid., 143
855 Jessop 2008
856 Vandergeest and Peluso 1995: 389
857 Interview with Y. W., Cheorwon’s former Chief of Agriculture during the 1960s, in Seoul, 14 August 2016
858 W. K. Kim, D. S. Lee and I. H. Choi 1989: 146
859 A collective memory of subokmin which provided the biographical authority for the state more or less referred to the minority group of natives: those who have experienced loss of land, house and social status either because of North-South division,
regime change, inescapable military battles, and inevitable border-crossings.
860 Interviews with various frontier village residents in Cheorwon, from 11-14 July 2016 to 4-9 August 2017
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and how to tend and harvest it. This knowledge was place-specific in the sense that the successful
growing of any variety required local knowledge about rainfall and soils, down to and including the
peculiarities of each plot the farmer cultivated. It was also place-specific in the sense that much of
this knowledge was stored in the collective memory of the locality – an oral archive of techniques,
seed varieties, and ecological information that the natives were reluctant to share: ‘I was very hurt
to think that, in the natives’ eye, I was seen as an unskilled, ignorant farmer.’861 Once the farmer was
moved, often to a vastly different ecological setting, his local knowledge was all but useless. One
resident in Mahyeon-ri reminisced:
The first three years in the village were the most difficult. We never felt a winter so cold, so much
snow, and sunset so early. We tried to farm the way we normally do back home, and the results were
terrible. For four or five years we had to depend on the help from the military for food and labour,
until we finally got used to rice-farming and finally made some profit to start paying our taxes.862

Likewise, resettlement was far more than a change in scenery. It took people from a setting in which
they had the skills and resources to produce many of their own basic needs and therefore the means
of a reasonably self-sufficient independence.863 For the migrant group of subokmin who were not
equipped with the necessary ‘local’ knowledge, it seems inevitable that their opinions mattered little
in the frontier.

5.5.2 The Discrepancies on the Ground
One essential role the ALC played in restructuring the Recovered Territory was the valuation of the
farmland. The data collected from the survey was then used to calculate a feasible land price prior
to the redistribution and resale of the land purchased by the South Korean government. The state
was confident of its method and techniques of what became codified as a scientific approach to the
planning of human settlement and production. By encouraging mono-cropping, grading the quality
of land, and taking into account the cost of tenant farming, the state was confident of its ability to
establish a long-term plan that would provide a steady, uniform commodity, thereby eliminating
one major source of revenue fluctuation.864 To give the state its due, such an attempt to take into account this number of variables in order to facilitate prediction had not previously been undertaken in
Korea. To the state’s surprise, however, the predictions turn out to be wildly wrong for two reasons:
first, the large discrepancies between the cadastral maps and the situations on the ground; second, the
quiet encroachment of subokmin and the ALC.

861 Interview with J. W. in Mahyeon-ri on 9 July 2017
862 Interview with Y. K. in Mahyeon-ri on 7 August 2017
863 Scott 1998: 251-252
864 The policy makers had to come up with a means of evaluating land value based on categories such as quality of soil, condition of irrigation, change in cost of tenant farming, which had to be specified (and not averaged out) for each plot of land.
As a result, each plot of land was graded from 1 to 9 depending on the quality of the farmland to form the Recovered Territory
Agricultural Land Grade Table. In order to assist with an accurate repayment process, the table outlined different converted rates
for rice paddy and dry farmland, between barley and rice (which encouraged the shift to mono-cropping), the total expected repayment (150% of average yield), and the expected annual repayment (30% of an annual average yield). W. K. Kim, D. S. Lee
and I. H. Choi 1989: 163-167
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The Cadastral Map
In Cheorwon, the difference was so severe that by 1962 the state had appointed the ALC to an investigation comparing the existing cadastral map of the Recovered Territory to the conditions on the
ground in order to identify the causes of the shortage in production. Not only did the initial survey
of the landholdings prove to be outdated, but the investigators from the ALC also pointed out ‘mistakes’ of size, grade of the type of land in the cadastral map and land register.865 Understandably,
some forms of tenure simply could not be adequately represented in cadastral form for the problems
associated with the War, the change of laws and jurisdictions.
The cadastral map, which acts much like a still photograph of the current in a river, was only able
to represent the parcels of land as they were arranged and owned at the moment the survey was
conducted. Especially at the Recovered Territory, where rapid changes take place in field boundaries,
land use, subdivisions, consolidation by inheritance or purchase, the cadastral map quickly becomes
redundant. The ALC identified that in Dongsung-myun (a township in Cheorwon) alone, some 325
acres of land (or 295 parcels of land) was non-arable land. The report claimed that, despite the fact
that the redistributed land was strictly prohibited for resale until the full repayment had been made,
over a third of the land had been sold or forfeited, for the majority of subokmin were not able to sustain themselves solely, from their designated parcels of land. It also claimed that in nearly 20 percent
of the cases, the problem lay in the ‘mistakes’ made in the existing cadastral survey that made the
fields more geometrically regular than they in fact were.866
These state simplifications, Scott argues, like all state simplifications, are always far more static and
schematic than the actual social phenomena they presume to typify.867 The farmer rarely experiences
an average crop, an average rainfall, or an average price for his crops, therefore it is inevitable that
what is produced on the ground is different to what is derived from their equation. The prospect of
low yields in the Recovered Territory was alarming,868 not only because it threatened revenue flows,
but also because it might provoke slash-and-burn farming by subokmin in search of food and income.
One sign of this concern was the nation-wide campaign in 1965 to eradicate shifting cultivation,
when it was estimated to be practised by 420,000 people over 40,000 hectares of land.869

Winning Exemptions through Quiet Encroachment
Another obstacle that the state faced on top of the complexity and variability of local production was
the resistance of subokmin, who were usually a group of local nobles associated with the ALC. The
865 Ibid., 177-178
866 Ibid., 178
867 Scott 1998:46
868 Because the shortage in the level of production was so severe, the repayment scheme, which was initially a five-year project
had to be extended for more than 10 years in order to meet its target. In fact, in the initial year of land redistribution (1958), the
repayment rate at the Recovered Territory in Gangwon province was so poor that it only managed to generate 453,858 kg of rice,
only meeting 57.5% of the expected target. W. K. Kim, D. S. Lee and I. H. Choi 1989: 172-174
869 This was met by an implementation of a law to order restoration of the fields located on the hills with a pitch greater than
20 degrees and to allow fields that had less than 20 degrees in pitch to be purchased by the displaced population over a period of
ten years. Slash-and-Burn-Farming Act 1966; Korea Forest Service 1966; 1974
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individualised form of taxation depending on the grade of the arable land meant that it was generally
in the interest of the ALC and subokmin to minimise the conscription burden. Since the state was
limited by its knowledge and resources to undertake an outsourced survey regularly, the government
had no choice but to appoint the ALC to monitor the situation. To this end, the ALC had the ability to
design conditions on the ground through very subtle forms of struggle that mostly stop well short of
collective outright defiance, and therefore it was difficult to notice or even brand them as resistance.
This included systematically understating the grade of land, reducing areas of cultivation, replacing paddy-fields with less productive dry-fields and exaggerate crop losses. As a matter of fact, the
ALC, using data from their field analysis, urged the state for a tax exemption and made many more
applications asking for tax reduction. 245 out of 251 approved cases came from the frontier villages
in Cheorwon.870 J. L., who was a former ALC member, described such cases as being common and
widespread:
We [the committee] had set meetings every week in my house although we saw each other nearly
every day. It’s a small village and we all knew everyone very well… and that is one of the difficulties I had to face as a committee… to turn them [the villagers] away or to reject them… almost
everyone had one or two favours to ask of us, which were normally to do with their land.871

The subokmin clearly knew how not to draw open or individual attention from the state by working
under the anonymity of the village ALC. For subokmin who had little prospect of improving their
status, this form of resistance, although not the only option, it was a more hopeful and a safer option.

5.5.3 The Frontier Village as a Device for Counter-appropriation
Three observations emerge from this perspective. First, the majority of subokmin knew exactly why
they were migrated to the frontier, despite the state’s proclamation of its humane acts of providing
shelter for the displaced. They soon realised how important their roles were needed by the state, if
not more than they themselves needed the state, and understood how it did not have to remain as a
one-way relationship.
Second, the resistance was not necessarily directed at the immediate source of appropriation.
Inasmuch as the objective of subokmin resistance was typically to do with food, land and income,
some followed the line of least resistance. In extreme cases, they responded by emigration, either
selling their land or simply abandoning it, rather than filing a complaint or starting quarrel with the
field officers. Strictly speaking, this type of response is closer to that of avoidance than resistance,
but with enough numbers, however, such actions made an utter shamble of the goals and predictions
set by the state policy.
The third observation is that the nature of resistance is greatly influenced by the existing forms of
870 W. K. Kim, D. S. Lee and I. H. Choi 1989: 180
871 Interview with J. L. in Cheorwon on 8 August 2017
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labour control and by beliefs about the probability and severity of retaliation. Where the consequences of an open rebellion could be catastrophic (as had happened in Jeju Island) subokmin resorted to
undeclared and anonymous forms of resistance like slowdowns, showing a prudent awareness of
the balance of power and when not to cross the invisible line of punishment. The often-anonymous
nature of such actions makes it particularly difficult for an administrator to assess blame or apply
sanctions. For example, whenever the residents in Taesong-dong wanted to file a complaint about
the poor quality of housing provided by the state, it was done so under the name of the village or as
a group, but never individually.872 For subokmin, in this regard, the frontier village acted as a device
for counter-appropriation.
It is true that such petty acts of resistance were unlikely to bring about overturning changes in state
policy, but it is also true that state would respond in one way or another. The state may, as it did at the
Recovered Territory, revise its policy to a more realistic target, or reinforce it with further incentives
in order to encourage voluntary compliance, or the state may simply choose to employ more coercion. Whatever the response, the action of subokmin do change or at least narrow the policy options
available to the state. Equally for the state, the role of frontier villages became just as crucial for their
role as a socio-political mechanism that channel down legal pressure, and more importantly, channel
up public sentiment on the ground. Under the competitive political atmosphere, it became almost
certain that if the ALC was tamed well, the votes were almost certain for the ruling political party.873
For subokmin who understood this mechanism very well, it was in this fashion, and not through
revolts, that subokmin made their political presence felt.
In his examination of peasant resistance, Scott argues that such techniques of resistance are well
adapted to the particular characteristics of peasantry that best suit guerrilla-style campaigns requiring
little or no coordination.874 Despite their tendency to involve a whole community in order not to direct attention to individual acts, this type of social movement has, however, ‘no formal organisation,
no formal leaders, no manifestoes, no dues, no name, and no banner’.875 By virtue of the anonymity
such campaigns imply, they are rarely accorded any social significance, thus they are hardly recorded
in the official documents and remain as hidden transcripts.
As Eckert points out, it is not only conservative elites who have overlooked this form of resistance,
but also the urban left.876 We must not forget, however, that it is in this fashion, and not through dramatic confrontations, that the frontier villagers have made their political presence felt. These passive
and invisible forms of everyday resistance can change or at least narrow down the state’s policy
options. The state may, of course, retaliate by employing coercion. In other cases, however, goals
may be reset to achieve more realistic targets or provide incentives in order to encourage voluntary
compliance. While it seems, at first instance, that the use of coercive measures could provide a quick
872 Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries 1980-1981
873 Interview with J.M., a former member of Yangji-ri ALC, in Cheorwon, on 2 September 2017
874 Scott 1985: 35
875 Ibid.
876 A term familiar in the history of South Korean politics at its time of militarised modernity in the form of a widely accepted
slogan yoch’onyado – the countryside for the government (conservative), the city for the opposition (liberal). Y. J. Lee 2011
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and effective solution, the state is just as aware of the consequences of such actions. Should the state
retaliate in a violent manner, the safety of anonymity is substituted by the publicity of the residents’
insubordination that may expose the tenuousness of state authority at the border and portray its policy to be ineffective, unpopular, even unjust.

5.6 Conclusion
Initial investigation of the frontier villages as a spatio-political mechanism reveals its coercive aspects
as an instrument of control created by the state for the dispersion and/or concentration of populations
across the South Korean frontier.877 Being a highly sensitive area both politically and geographically,
mobilisation for collective demand-making is prevented by how the villages are arranged (with a
small number of residents), located (in isolation yet in close proximity to military infrastructures)
and maintained (security and surveillance). However, if we return to the various spatial actions of the
residents who accommodate and change the conditions imposed on them, however, another significant aspect of the frontier village’s political role arises. While many aspects of frontier villages are
indeed spaces of discipline and de-subjectivation, seen from the perspective of the residents, frontier
villages also appear as spatio-political platforms where new political subjectivities emerge.
Subokmin, a group of the population in flux managed outside normal institutional mechanisms, lacked
an organisational power of disruption – the possibility of going on strike, for example. Consequently,
these groups moved directly to fulfil their needs for an immediate outcome by themselves, albeit discretely, both individually and collectively, navigating between tradition, modernisation and severe
state restrictions – an aspect which stands against the depiction of the South Korean frontier as a
space of anomie or highly ordered space. There is no question that life in these encampments as well
as in the villages were awful places of subordination and exploitation. At the same time, it is also
true that the frontier village is a crucial device that helps its residents find shelter and food, recover
from setbacks, and offers a minimum stage to resist against unfair impositions in both passive and
active ways. Equally, we must also be aware that the enemies are not impersonal and abstract forces
on the other side of the border, but the spatial restrictions and coercive policies imposed on them.
The values subokmin are defending are equally near at hand and familiar. Their point of departure
is the practices that have proven effective in the past and appear to offer some promise of reducing
or reversing the losses they suffer. The goals of resistance are as modest as its values; the villagers
strive to secure land they have cultivated, houses they have built and renovated, and gain freer access
and mobility.
For subokmin, the frontier villages act as instruments for altering or manipulating their original
purpose, whether they are villages created for refugees or changed by them. The manner in which
frontier villagers coped with their difficult reality can be described in three ways: surviving the situation, being resilient to it and sometimes resisting it. While surviving in the frontier villages means

877 A. Y. I. Seo 2018
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balancing key aspects of everyday life, resilience requires proactive measures to cope with the difficult reality, while resistance is refusing to comply with the situation and working against it.878 These
three states are not mutually exclusive and, as we have seen, the frontier residents shift between them
at different times and to different extents.
Often considered as a space of ‘empowerment’ that operates in order to gain or maintain political
power by disempowering its inhabitants, instead, even in times of conflict and persisted hostility,
people go about their daily lives by shifting between different modes of survival, resilience and resistance. These varied manifestations and uses expose the ever-changing characteristics of the frontier villages and, to a certain extent, may explain their durability and persistence in the midst of the
two Koreas’ ongoing conflict while large-scale inter-Korean spatial developments fail to endure. As
a lived space, the space of the frontier villages increasingly appears as a far more complex, multifaceted and versatile spatial instrument that is not only used by the state but also by its own dwellers.
These often-veiled acts of spatio-political struggle, found in tiny aspects of daily life such as in the
addition of verandas or drying chillies, show that frontier villagers are not passive in relation to
their difficult reality, but resist and act politically in order to change it. More importantly, it reflects
everyday life and shows that everyday life can nurture a certain form of power that allows resilience.

878 Conflict in Cities 2012
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Figures 5.1–5.2 Closed down school in Yangji-ri is renovated into a multi-use facility used for art exhibitions, lectures and communal meetings.
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Figure 5.3

Suyeon Yun's installation, Memorial to Meorial, produced as part of her Yangji-ri art residency programme, intends
to show that frontier villagers are 'not so different to those living away from the border' by capturing ordinary scenes
of everyday life.
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Figure 5.4

Jooyoung Lee's interactive installation Monuments of Cheorwon at display as part of Real DMZ Project.
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Figures 5.5–5.6 Yangji-ri's art initiative is closely linked with architecture. In the early year of the Real DMZ Project, one the
houses underwent a significant renovation turning it into an artist residence/exhibition space.
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Figures 5.7–5.8 The bunkers in Igil-ri are now also funtioning as a musem displaying the history of the villagers.
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Figures 5.9–5.12 Daema-ri in the 1960
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Figures 5.13–5.14 Tomak-jip was a commonly form of temporary housing built with locally salvaged materials found in urban as
well as in rural areas until the 1980s.
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Figure 5.15 (Left)

Plan and section of ondol: a traditional underground heating mechanism.

Figure 5.16 (Above) Workers thatching a new eiung.
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Figure 5.17 Layout of a typical bedroom/study (sarangbang) of a traditional Korean dwelling.
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Figure 5.18 Resident's sketch of the interior of their tomakjip in Cheorwon between 1950s–1960s. (English marking by author).
The residents relied on ondol for heating and diagonally placed window openings for cross ventilation.
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Figure 5.19 Scene of Daema-ri after its redevelopment in 1979.
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Figure 5.20 Many of the twin houses are now occupied by a single family.
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Figure 5.21 A second type of Culture House in Igil-ri built in 1979. Note the extension on the top left.
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Figure 5.22 Overtime, the houses underwent spatial change according to the everyday life of the villagers.
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Figure 5.23
Map showing Yugok-ri's change in building footprint.
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Figure 5.24 Original plan of a family unit in Yugok-ri in 1973 with a grass patch. Trees were planted along the eastern and western
boundary to provide clear line of sight to and from the North. At the same time, entry to theses houses were located at
the rear or on the sides for security.
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Figure 5.25 Plan of a family unit in Yugok-ri in 2018. The veranda now functions as a new entry; the old kitchen space is now used
as a storage; and for some, the veranda function as a living/dining while the original living space is used as an extra
bedroom.
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Figure 5.26 A family unit in Yugok-ri and its spatial changes.
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Figures 5.27–5.28 (Above and Right) Addition of verandas in Yugok-ri.
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Figures 5.29–5.32 (Following) House extensions in Yuogk-ri.
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Figure 5.33 Vinyl (Green) House with chillies. Pumpkins line the thin srips of land along the kerb.
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Figure 5.34 Often, a villager would make every available space even for a small patch of vegetable garden (bhat) by cutting down
non-fruit bearing trees.
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Figure 5.35 What used to be a grassed patch is replaced by rows of potatoes, spring onions and garlic.
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Figure 5.36 Spaces in between buildings also does not go to waste and are made into bhat.
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Figure 5.37 A villager works in the shade as she dries her chillies by the side of the road.
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Figure 5.38 Placement of chillies differ according to the time of day. They are carefully placed not to disturb access and mobility.
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Figures 5.39–5.40 A closed-down school in Yugok-ri is reprogrammed as a camping ground for the public.
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Figures 5.41–5.42 Above is a satellite image of school ground showing the change in use from a communal garden into a camp site.
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Figure 5.43 1960s image og Daema-ri residents lining-up in rows for the annual village induction day ceremony. Written on the
school's North-facing roof is a slogan 'I hate communism'.
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Figure 5.44 Daema-ri residents at the annual village induction day ceremony in 2018.
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Figure 5.45 Although the programme is now run by residents the military presence is still very much part of the ceremony.
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Figure 5.46 Residents from Daema-ri bear a bag of fertiliser iover their heads in a game at the induction day ceremony. The game
is a replica of a military punishment they received in the early period of settlement.
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Figure 5.47 Mahyeon-ri foundation stone erected by the villagers bearing the names of the its first settlers.
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Figure 5.48 The mine victims of Daema-ri and their family infront of the village monolith. On the face of the monolith is an
inscription 'A land founded with blood, cultivated with blood sweat'.
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CHAPTER 6

Conclusion:
A Platform for Political Struggles
We won’t find cures to our trauma in turning tragic realities into legends. We must open our wounds
completely and face them sincerely should we wish to be healed.879
Moonlight and the Ruin

This dissertation began with a conundrum: the steadfast presence of human habitation in the form of
frontier villages at the seemingly empty border, their ability to survive despite ongoing hostilities,
and their persistence while expansive inter-Korean political initiatives fail to become a permanent
spatial arrangement which cannot resist to geo-political changes. Given the South Korean government’s efforts in claiming sovereignty over the Recovered Territory, there is a surprising dearth of
information available to the general public about the history of frontier villages and their residents.
Only the most basic information, such as the villages’ proximity to the hostile DMZ and their decline, is relayed to the outside visitors simply as by-products of the division system. More in-depth
questions about why they were built, how they got built and who occupies these villages are glossed
over. Why is this the case? There is no simple answer, but perhaps by explaining conditions and
seeing them in their complexity and contrariness can provide a way to better understand them.
One explanation might be to do with the checkered history of Cheorwon and the layers of different social memories that were created over time among the different groups of people who inhabit
Cheorwon hence maintaining a different sense of time and space: soldiers on duty along the frontline, natives from the pre-war days and the migrants who came to Cheorwon after the War. Keunsik
879 In the novel Moonlight and the Ruin which follows a young man’s journey to Cheorwon’s ruined centre, Do Young’s final
remarks after visiting his father’s former hometown and seeing the scars of division are still very much relevant today. The author himself was a subokmin from Cheorwon who experienced multiple shifts of territory and changes in policy before, during
and after the Korean War. J. Y. Yoo 1990: 257
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Jung, pointing out the varying degree of memories of Cheorwon between different groups of people, argues that the soldiers serving their military duty only hold ‘second-ordered’ memories of the
Korean War centred on the actions of the military. In contrast, the natives from pre-war days are
concerned less by the military exploits and more by the devastating changes wrought by the violent
war on the homes and people that constituted their community.880 This suggests that Cheorwon’s
transformation, first as a battlefield and then as a military ground, has erased the memory of the
place where people used to carry on the ordinary business of daily living. Indeed, impressions of
war have a way of surviving the moment of their creation, often inspiring new images that linger in
the minds of those who were never part of the original event.881 Seen from another angle, despite the
state’s effort to combat the falling demographic figures in the Border Area, the world I have sought
to describe through this dissertation is slowly disappearing.
However, this dissertation is not animated by a fascination with relics or remainders. Instead, I have
sought to trace the effects this presence continues to have on the individuals and communities who
inhabit the Recovered Territory, and in doing so have been able to acknowledge the frontier village
as a versatile mechanism that is able to adapt to the inherent nature of contestation and complexities
present at the hostile border. But why should we care at all about these almost invisible villages scattered at the periphery? Modern state powers have adopted similar architectural mechanisms, in the
form of camps or hamlets, which function as a device for ordering the population in order to control
it.882 As I have posited in Chapter 4, many of the spatial characteristics of ordering in the Japanesebuilt Korean collective villages in Manchuria, the hambas used in Jeju insurgency, and the strategic
hamlets built across the South East Asian frontier are found in the South Korean frontier villages
today. Thus, the frontier village, although more commonly presented as a marginal spatial episode
in stasis, is closely tied to how the space of the modern Korean state is organised and controlled.
As an inseparable part of the problem of modernity, the frontier villages are very much intentional
spaces that have been created as a tool for control: to distribute specific populations over a territory
through expansion and concentration, and to implement a desired order by closely monitoring and
managing them. The villages also have a critical role in forging a new category of citizenship that
simultaneously includes and excludes; delineating subokmin as patriots or as secondary citizens at
different times for different purposes. It is no coincidence that these villages undergo oscillatory acts
and counter-acts that create change, which are essential characteristics found at the frontier.
Cheorwon has a complex materialised history of fragmentation, tragedy, ideology and hostility experienced by those who inhabit the space as part of their everyday life. Beneath the coercive display
of military standstill from both sides of the border, beneath the conventional view of the frontier as
the quintessential border saturated with the embittered legacies of the Cold War, is ambiguity and
change. When an ordinary farming town was suddenly turned into an important border town with the
delineation of the 38th Parallel in 1945, Cheorwon began to function as a bilateral space of both chaos
and hope.883 At the heart of this disruption was the change in the socio-political order exemplified
880
881
882
883

K. Jung 2017: 536
S. Y. Kim 2014: 101
See for example Bailkin 2018; Katz 2016b
D. K. Park and E. J. Lee 2017: 404
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by violent cases of land confiscation and forced relocation, yet looming in the place of loss was also
hope for a new system of order. Since the second division by the Armistice in 1953, Cheorwon has
continued to function as a space that offers mixed representation of division (or perhaps no division
at all).884 On one hand, Cheorwon is put on display as a major site of security tourism that celebrates
the obvious hostilities staged along the DMZ; on the other hand, Cheorwon is also where the excavation of the war dead, the joint Korean investigation of pre-colonial historic sites and ecological
studies of the DMZ are carried out, which thoroughly exclude the reality of division. Such attempts,
however, kept spectators from seeing the human side of the Korean division.
My analysis of the frontier villages, therefore, takes place in opposition to two seemingly distinct
approaches of thought that have shaped the relation between spatiality and history in South Korea,
although each is deeply rooted in broader scholarly and political trends. The first may be referred
to as the ‘official history’ which harnessed the border, especially at the Recovered Territory, for the
realisation of the state’s aspirations and its national-ideological interests. Since its abrupt military
division in 1945, both Koreas have relentlessly invested their political, financial and ideological
resources at the frontier in order to establish control over their territory, formulate legal order, and
build a national identity shaped through an ideology that gives it meaning and form. In this grand
scheme, the frontier villages have a pivotal role to play in providing the stage on which sovereignty
can be claimed over the people and thus the frontier, as well as the container of everyday life that
carries the programmatic bond between the people and land.
Despite the dynamic nature of the border that is highly complex in its structure, severe restrictions
on access, along with the heavy top-down orientated historiography, have steadily tempered a certain
(mis)perception of the border. As of result, studies of the border have remained within the realms of
either militaristic or political discussion wrapped up in the discourse of unification where the examination of those inhabiting the border and their lived experience is largely neglected; or these studies
have taken an alternative path towards ecological research that examines the DMZ as a lush nature
reserve, where the inhabitants are no longer part of the discussion. While there were rare stories of
their existance, subokmin's everyday life was never staged to the public in detail.
Against the dominance of this hegemonic conception of the border, a more recent body of scholars
are promoting what may be described as a ‘counter-history’ that seeks to re-present the dominant
presentations of the border.885 Furthermore, this critical effort is being directed at exposing the collaboration between existing forms of knowledge production and the prevailing mechanisms of the
state. By questioning the preservation and dissemination of dominant representations of the deep
division – more than the decoding and exposure of their ideological function, or the creation of
alternative representations – it is, albeit slowly, bringing into light the narratives of subokmin who
have been left out, suppressed and negated in the process of its production. Such an approach, however, is relatively new and underdeveloped. The history of the Korean border from the point of view
of the people living on it has been heavily neglected. Despite the recent efforts made by the local
884 Ibid., 411-412
885 Y. K. Kim 2013; 2018; S. W. Lee 2003; Hahn 2017
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scholars in Cheorwon to document personal anecdotes of the War and division, their everyday life
still remains a secondary concern. This dissertation offers an alternative entry point of research by
examining different forms of human settlement at the Korean frontier which have been a crucial
device for the state and, but more importantly, for the everyday of subokmin. In so doing it offers a
bridge in interpreting how their everyday life has materialised spatially and how the space in turn
influences them.
Countering the South Korean state’s hegemony of its frontier entailed a critique of its ideological
predispositions, the physical and cultural practices employed in its production, and the mechanisms
that enabled its perseverance. However, the deep structures on which modern South Korean spatial
logic was founded remained remarkably uncontested. In particular, this critique failed to challenge,
indeed it further entrenched, the perception of the frontier village as a depoliticising space of de-subjectivation and isolation whose inhabitants could be perfectly moulded to serve the ideological and
political functions of an authoritarian state. In other words, the scholarly emphasis on the hardship
of the everyday conditions of the subokmin reproduced, and thus cemented, an overarching image of
them as ‘shocked’ population or passive receivers: those stripped of any potentialities.
As examined in the previous chapter, all of Cheorwon’s frontier villages which still remain inside the
CCZ, are faced with a phenomenon that rejects clear compartmentalisation into defined conventions
of spatial transformation. This phenomenon presents an environment that does not conform to the
description of villages of being ‘in stasis’, but neither is it a blunt example of an orchestrated process of construction, renovation and use of space. The confusing amalgamation of irregular building
extensions to what were initially uniform houses laid out on a grid and engulfed by the sprawling
‘temporary’ vinyl houses required a more complex account of the spatial process that began to occur
shortly after villages were founded and the ways these re-orient our perception of the frontier village,
the everyday life of the villagers and the constitution of their political identities. Considering that
Cheorwon is only one group of villages amongst many more that are strung across the whole frontier
suggests that it should not be simply treated as a local condition, but indeed a wider border problem
that affects a greater number of people. To fully account for this multifaceted spatial reality as well
as its history of multiple shifts of territory, fragmentation and mixing of populations, a different
analytical approach is required, one which does not presuppose the submission of spatial forms and
the everyday to a prescribed ideological programme, be it in the name of the state or ‘militarised
modernity’. In other words, the South Korean frontier is presenting a clear dynamic that cannot be
found in existing narratives: space is displaying a condition which demands to be acknowledged on
its own terms.
In this critical endeavour, this research joins a small corpus that calls attention to the everyday of
subokmin, who continue to claim their place in the South Korean present. Building on the theoretical
prisms discussed throughout the analysis, the dissertation seeks to present a broader critical framework through which these anecdotal histories can be reconsidered, not as marginal spatial episodes,
but as the South Korean spatial condition par excellence. Mahyeon-ri, Daema-ri, and Yugok-ri analysed in this dissertation are three different examples of the frontier village. The spaces of these two
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camps were created and developed by various methods and actors: Yugok-ri was founded entirely
by state planning and construction, while Daema-ri and Mahyeon-ri began as makeshift shelters and
were later redeveloped into strategic villages. Their temporariness endured for different time periods: Daema-ri and Mahyeon-ri have recently been cleared from the Civilian Control Zone, freeing
them from several restrictions such as the building freeze and access control at the check-points;
while Yugok-ri is still bound by the same restrictions imposed since its foundation. Nevertheless,
they all share specific characteristics which enable them to be perceived as a distinct spatio-political
mechanism connected to the formation of the modern state. As a spatial form which appears in relation to a particular need, by or for a particular population, and managed outside the state’s normal
juridical order under the extended state of emergency, the frontier village is a device that is closely
related to the creation and function of the modern state and to how the triad of nation-state-territory
is modified in it.
First, while their spatial temporariness varies from building freeze to ambiguous property rights,
they all show the role of the frontier village as an ad hoc spatial arrangement to deal with urgent
territorial need. In an attempt to claim jurisdiction over the Recovered Territory shortly after the
Armistice, settlers were encouraged to migrate to the border and construct makeshift shelters on
their own. Depending on the interest of the state, which was later concerned with the defence of the
frontier as well as with increasing the level food production, these makeshift shelters were either
moved to another location or redeveloped into a more permanent spatial arrangement like Daema-ri
and Mahyeon-ri with a specific objective ‘farming while fighting, fighting while farming’.
Another characteristic of the frontier village is how the space is managed under a specific mode of
governance outside the state’s normal juridical order. Daema-ri and Mahyeon-ri were both erected in
the ‘emergency years’ of South Korea’s early statehood and were first overseen by the local military:
Yugok-ri was constructed during Park Chung Hee’s era of ‘militarized modernity’, and managed
under various special acts, policies and presidential decrees that underwent arbitrary and ever-changing decisions. These modes of governance, working outside the democratic state order, often involved an increased use of violence as part of their control methods. This allowed the frontier village
to function as an extensive laboratory for testing out modern policies, at the same time, establishing
a highly centralised system of governance (and surveillance) down to a single rural village.
Understanding these specific characteristics allows the different frontier villages I have examined to
be perceived as a distinct spatio-political tool. Based on this research, their varied spatialities and
functions can be crystallised into three findings. The first finding is that the frontier village serves
as the South Korean state’s important territorial mechanism for relocating specific populations with
the intention of controlling and establishing authority over the frontier. The architecture of the frontier villages was central to the state’s effort to repopulate and restructure the space of the frontier,
especially at the Recovered Territory, where the jurisdiction of the land belonged to the UNC. The
different types of frontier villages performed two complementary territorial roles: the independently
stabilised villages served as an efficient architectural mechanism for a more ‘disorderly’ dispersion
of migrants, while the strategic villages sought an ‘orderly’ concentration and simplification of the
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settler society. By conceptualising the frontier village as a versatile territorial device, new explanations can be offered as to why similar forms of architecture frequently appear in relation to the
drastic yet prevalent geopolitical changes that extend well beyond the boundaries of Korea.
The second finding is related to the governance of people claiming that, as a modern invention,
the frontier village serves as an efficient spatio-political device in managing mixed populations by
actively segregating and categorising them according to their ideology, thus facilitating the sovereign decision about who is included and who is excluded as part of the nation. Under the state of
emergency, the South Korean state devised subokmin as a sub-category of citizenship based entirely
on their geographic location (the Recovered Territory) despite differences in their background and
culture. Neither considered as North Korean inmin nor fully accepted as South Korean gukmin, subokmin were a group of people seen concurrently as those who needed to be protected and, at the same
time, as those living in former enemy land who must be kept under close surveillance. This ‘shocked
population’, included new migrants from North and South Korea as well as the natives who had
been living in Cheorwon for generations. However, their differences were reduced to a one-dimensional identity under the unified label of subokmin.886 Thus, the frontier village could impose on its
residents a simplistic identity, ignoring the cultural and traditional differences between its individual
inhabitants and turning them into a group of indifferent, anonymous and easy-to-manage people.
Therefore, while the frontier village may be a space created by a specific group of people, the basic
mechanism of the frontier village was also made to manage and manipulate the thoughts and actions
of the same group people for the sake of the nationalistic project – to build a very specific image of
the South Korean nation and the modern state.
In line with the above, I would like to put forward my third and final finding and acknowledge the
frontier village as a platform for political struggles. What I have described as, borrowing Bayat’s
term, ‘the quiet encroachment of the ordinary’ that describes the silent, protracted but pervasive
acts in order to survive and improve their lives.887 Yugok-ri’s residents were seen to perform fleeting
struggles through building and the reappropriation of their garden and streets, without clear leadership, ideology or structured organisation, but as part of their everyday life driven by necessity. The
daily acts of border crossing by Igil-ri’s residents in order to water their rice fields until the state
finally came to construct a water reservoir is another example. It may be argued that the discrete political actions of subokmin were relatively successful in defending their gains, often through lifetime
struggles. Nevertheless, crucial social spaces such as public parks and public transport remain out of
their control.
However, these seemingly mundane practices tend to shift them into the realm of more contentious
politics.888More recently, the discrete political actions of subokmin began to mobilise on a more
collective basis in order to become a more effective player in a larger sense. Seeking to interact and
engage with the wider public, the residents have been organising various community festivals such
886 For example, the residents in Mahyeon-ri, despite mostly being migrants from a fishing town, were asked to pay the same
amount of agricultural produce as tax.
887 Bayat 2000: 545
888 Ibid., 547
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as Daema-ri Sports Day that is open for public participation. Further, interest and enthusiasm of subokmin while I was conducting my fieldwork – they were more than willing to give interviews, share
stories of their past and actively participate in mapping exercises despite the political sensitivity of
the subject – may convey their search for change in a broader, national sense. In this regard, this
may also suggest their perceptive awareness of the limitations of their largely atomistic and localist
strategies in obtaining the greater spatial, socio-political changes they desire. This type of political
struggle tends to contest many fundamental aspects of the state prerogatives, including the meaning
of order, control of public space, right of access and mobility, ownership of the land and the relevance of modernity. It suggests that we must engage with a larger view that considers the frontier
village as a complex multifaceted mechanism. As much as it is a depoliticised space of surveillance,
restriction and isolation, the frontier village also serves as a platform for its inhabitants’ political
struggle, where they undergo different modes of survival, resilience and sometimes resistance in
order to negotiate or overcome their territorial and political reality even under severe limitations.
Likewise, the frontier village, through its creation and alterations, works as an instrument that allows
new political subjectivities to emerge. For all these reasons, the emphasis on the hardship of frontier
villagers as a disempowered population is merely a superficial impression.
The frontier village is a space created in environments where the boundaries of the state territorial control is extremely vague and contested: the frontier. Contested frontiers, such as Korea but
commonly found in other parts of the world, are not well-balanced places of exchange but are destinations for territorial penetration and expansion that ‘incorporate the breakdown of laws and institutions’.889 As places to be tamed, frontiers are highly controlled, but their embedded lawlessness is
not only subject to increased control and surveillance, but is also appropriated by the different sides.
Many writers about Cheorwon refer to the space of frontier village as ‘a world outside another’.890
Indeed this description is not entirely misleading when we consider its spatial isolation and mode
of governance that creates a distorted microcosm that may function differently from the outside.
However, from the examination of various frontier villages in Cheorwon we see that they don’t function only as a tool of exclusion (or more accurately inclusive-exclusion), but also as a device central
to territorial contestation and recreation. As a two-way mechanism of dynamic spatial intervention
and territorial struggle, the frontier village often functions as a space of the frontier, where different
populations and institutions compete to control the land. This allows it to be a machine of change,
whether in relation to its inhabitants or to the territory it occupies, either in the form of top-down
state initiatives or as a framework for the bottom-up political actions of its inhabitants. The spatial
creation of a common everyday life environment is one way to escape the imposed order by transforming it into a new reality.
Nonetheless, the spatial history uncovered throughout this dissertation sheds new light on the largely under-studied spatial phenomena that stretches across the South Korean border. In doing so it
explored the influence of international trends and ideologies on the shaping of frontiers using architectural entities. It evokes a reconsideration of some of the assumptions about the South Korean
889 Pullan 2011: 16
890 D. H. Yim 2000; D. H. Yim 1995; J. Y. Yoo 1990
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border and political or economic approaches in studying the inter-Korean division that continues to
dominate critical discourse in and about two Koreas, thus providing not only a critique of space but
a sceptical interrogation of the space of critique. Despite being only based on accounts from several
small border villages, this work explores some of the aspects that form the spatial, cultural and
political genome of modern South Korea, highlighting the practical impact the division has on the
everyday life of subokmin and their impact in reverse. Whether conserved by negligence, functionality or necessity, the spaces of the frontier villages continue to provide the physical and symbolic environment through which the present is negotiated and the future imagined. The ongoing reshaping
of the spaces and the re-inscription of their cultural and political meaning by their residents, and the
authorities who seek to uphold, indicate that spatial transformation never takes place uninterruptedly.
Perhaps it is this tension – at times hidden and at times bluntly evident – that gives its exceptional
perseverance amidst the grandiose inter-Korean border projects which fail to last. The concrete manifestation of the frontier villages is only the result of their relevance as a space continually practised
and experienced; the contingencies of life, rough and charmless as these may seem, yet radical and
complex as they are, will also be those which determine their future.

6.1 Areas for Future Research
This research has focused on the site-specific analysis of Cheorwon’s frontier villages and is specifically concerned with the transition that followed the Korean War. As such, it does not cover the full
range of histories stored in the village itself and certainly has no pretence to present an exhaustive
account of Korean spatial history. Such a task is clearly beyond the scope of this dissertation and,
ideally, it would be a collaborative understanding by a great many scholars. In the context of the
South Korean frontier villages alone, it would encompass far more than I have been able to examine
here. The spatial history of subokmin would intertwine with that of the inhabitants of the East Coast
and the Han River Estuary. In recognition of these shortcomings, it may be appropriate to comment
on three possible areas of future research.

6.1.1 Frontier and Rural
First is the relationship between the evolution of frontier villages and the New Village Movement.
I have briefly hinted in Chapter 4.5.1 the socio-spatial similarities between the frontier villages and
the New Village Movement in terms of how the village and its inhabitants are administered by the
state. These ambitious state projects happened to be both developed in a period in which the untamed
peripheries are beleaguered by the expansion of state power with a common goal of turning such ‘peripheries’ into an ‘administered space’. Yet, however, studies concerning the Frontier Village and the
New Village Movement have been secularised into Border Studies for the former and Development
Studies for the latter. Unlike the seemingly unrelated topic of research sequestered by disciplinary
boundaries, findings on the ground suggested otherwise. During my field research, many of the frontier village residents often asserted that the genesis of the New Village Movement can be traced
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back to the earlier state efforts to tame the frontier. The residents took the liberty in claiming that the
state’s confidence in subokmin’s inability to outright resist the untested and often subversive policies
had made the frontier village an ideal testbed. Indeed, according to Scott, ‘High-modernist plans
tend to “travel” as an abbreviated visual image of efficiency that is less a scientific proposition to
be tested than a quasi-religious faith in a visual sign of representation of order’.891 The development
of the frontier and the rural have, thus far, been largely considered as two separate spatial histories.
At the same time, the idea that frontier conditions influenced rural spatiality was, despite the abundant testimony, nonetheless considered merely as a sceptical hypothesis. By investigating the nature,
dynamics and implications between the development of the frontier village and the New Village
Movement, the research would provide new insights to better understand South Korea’s spatial history of the 1960s–80s.

6.1.2 Centre and Periphery
Numerous studies of Korean division focus on regions rather than cities; however, it may be worth
considering how its urban centres could be relevant to the topic. The relationship between periphery
and centre may be dialectical and any symbiosis is likely to be complex. For a country like South
Korea where the whole nation is, especially in the 1960s–80s, mobilised under a notion of militarised
modernity, one can easily witness the similar institutional settings found at the frontier also present
in the urban centres. Erik Mobrand’s study of Seoul’s urban poor between the 1960s–80s highlights
that even when an exceptionally strong state takes on an especially rapid expansion of squatter settlements by pitting the marginalised urban population through merciless politics of housing – in order
to eliminate them mostly for the city’s orderly appearance – the state could not win.892 At the same
time, however, Weizman points out that links between centre and periphery are not always what they
seem for ‘when the frontier seems to degenerate into complete lawlessness, it is because its “organized chaos” is often generated from the centre’.893 Hence, it can be revealing to consider, against the
twofold background of the socio-political condition of militarised nation and of a time following an
extreme level of conflict, whether the arguments for discrepancy between contested frontiers and established centres is true of urban entities. More specifically, the research may consider, for example,
the extent to which the experiences of the subokmin differed from other marginalised populations
such as the urban poor in Seoul between the 1950s–70s.

6.1.3 Possible Future Changes of the Border and its Impact on the Frontier Village
If we return to South Korea’s Sunshine Policy towards the North, pursuit of exchanges and cooperation that would persuade Pyongyang to change its behaviour and, ultimately, its system, is analogous
to a metaphor of the superiority of persuasion over force adopted from Aesop’s fable The North Wind
and the Sun which aims to overcome Korean division through engagement. Part of this effort is the

891 Scott 1998: 224-225
892 Mobrand 2008
893 Weizman 2006: 91
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South Korean blueprint for a Peace Belt by reconnecting infrastructures, attracting investment from
public and private enterprises, and designating biosphere reserves, thereby permit inter-Korean exchanges and increase the probabilities of development, conservation and security of the area. By the
same token, any number of inter-Korean projects might also stabilise the volatile border to a point
that there is just too much to lose by re-closing its doors. Thus, frontier developments that result in
an increase in the permeability of the border will, over time, boost the local economy, endorse population growth and enhance security.
This hypothesis is not without a flaw. The theory implies that, rather crudely, these variables are
objective facts when, of course, they are social facts. We might, in this light, want to consider James
Scott’s assertion about the problem of reductive structuralism; ‘So long as we take them to be only
objective facts, objectively apprehended, we miss much of the social logic by which open declarations of hidden transcript operate’.894 A purely objective view, for example, would never allow us to
understand the minor political provocations and its effect generated by those who occupy the border
– namely, subokmin – as part of their everyday life. Those dwelling in the frontier have developed
strong traditions of autonomy at the village level; first, as an effective barrier against the uniformity
pressed by the state and; second, as a practice to adapt to political insecurity and spatial flux.
This dissertation revealed, from looking at what is only a fragment of what might properly be considered as a history of subokmin, a fairly comprehensive portfolio of techniques for survival, resistance,
and resilience. I have already noted that no state projects, however symbolic and expensive it may
be, is likely to operate outside the tides of politics all but while seemingly insignificant villages persevere. What the research has yet to question is the impact of possible future changes to the Korean
border situation on the everyday life of subokmin and the extent to which their identities depend on
the border regime.
For these group of shocked population who experienced the shifting of territories and thereafter
imposed with ambiguity of identities, it is perhaps one of the features of fragmented frontiers located
at the interstices of unstable state systems that there is a premium on the adaptability of identities.
Indifferent to most other rural communities exposed to seemingly irresistible forces of exodus to cities, the frontier communities are faced with a similar problem of demographic decline. At the same
time, however, it is crucial to point out that the frontier villagers are disenfranchised from making
unrestrained choices: deciding whether they should move to cities or stay. Limited by economic circumstances, but more so bound by their affection of the land and longing for those on the other side
of the border, the subokmin are one of the few who are fighting to remain in spite the uncertainties
that surround them. And when these conditions can be seen in conjunction with the development of
both urban and rural space, the frontier village will not only simply be read as a border problem, but
something that plays a role in the greater context of South Korean modernity and present.

894 Scott 1992:220
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Yugok-ri

1. Hee-Suk Lee

2. J. J.

3. D. J.

4. J. L.

21 August 2015

21–22 July 2017

28 June 2017

21 August 2015

7–8 July 2017

28 June 2017

21–22 July 2017

8 August 2017

5. K. K.

6. Y. K .

7. K. P.

8. S. A.

22 July 2017

22 July 2017

30 August 2017

9 July 2017

9. Suk Ho Ahn

10. H. B.

11. Y. H.

12. W. J.

7 July 2017

7–8 July 2017

9 July 2017

21 August 2015

13. S. Y.

14. H. L

15. W. G.

28 June 2016

27–28 June 2016

7 June 2016

19 July 2017

Daema-ri

28 June 2016

16. M. K.

17. Y. K.

18. H. W.

19. Ho Shik Kim

28 July 2016

9 August 2015

30 August 2017

30 August 2017

22 June 2017
30 August 2017
20. Sung Soon Shin

21. G. H.

22. Y. W.

23. W. H.

30 August 2017

2 September 2017

30 August 2017

30 August 2017

24. J. H.

25. D. C.

26. H. J.

27. Y.C.

30 August 2017

5 August 2015

9 August 2018

7 August 2015

8–9 August 2018

28. S. J.
8 August 2015

8–9 August 2018
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Mahyeon-ri

29. Y. L.

30. Honam Jung

31. Soon Chul Baek

32. I. L.

29 July 2016

6 August 2015

28 July 2016

29 July 2016

29 July 2016

33. A.W.

34. J. W.

35. Y. K.

29 July 2016

9 July 2017

7 August 2017

9 September 2017

Igil-ri

Koontan-ri

Cheorwon-eup

Seoul

36. K. W.

37. G. W.

8 August 2018

8 August 2018

38. K. H.

39. H. O.

40. Y. Y.

30 August 2017

30 August 2017

30 August 2017

41. S. J.

42. J. M.

43. Hwa Bae Lee

44. Kwang Hwan Ko

10 August 2018

2 September 2017

29 July 2016

5 July 2015

45. Y. W.

46. H. H.

47. C. E.

14 August 2016

4 August 2015

28 July 2015
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1. Please draw the inter-Korean border on the map provided.
2. Do you know the extent of the South Korean Border Area and what Cities, Counties and Provinces it constitutes?
Please draw its boundary on the map provided.
3. Are you aware of the different types of border lines and areas that make up the South Korean Border Area? If so,
please explain them (using sketches if necessary) to the best of your knowledge.
4. What is your population estimate of those residing within the Border Area?
5. Are you aware of the term frontier village (minbuk-maeul)? If so, please write down its number (you may guess)
and the names of each village to the best of your knowledge.
6. Are you aware of the different types of frontier villages? If so, please explain them to the best of your knowledge.
7. Are you aware that in order to enter the frontier villages you require a screening at a military checkpoint? If so,
could you briefly describe your experience or share your thought about them (i.e. Are the checkpoints necessary)?
8. What brought you to the border (i.e. Scenery, Security Tourism)?
9. What aspects of the Border Area would you like to explore (know)?
10. How would you describe the border in one word?
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